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Opt1m1Sation Technlques for Telecomrun1cation Networks 

V.H. Grout 

Abstract 

'IhJ.s Ulesls deals with various facets of Ule optimlsation problem 
for telecommunication networks and proposes a number of new techniques 
for Ulelr solutio~ 

'D'le necessary essentials, Gralil 'D'leory, Conplexlty 'Iheory and 
TelecormunJ.cation Pr1nc1ples, are investigated. 'D'le relevant sr()fhs 
are el1llllerated and the requ!renents of SU1 table opt1m1sation 
algor! Ums for certain grapucal ):a"'blems are established. 'D'le Private 
Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) 1s introduced. 'D'le variety of 
telecormun1cations traffic as well as tlle practical requJ.rerrents of a 
connection topology are d1scusse~ 

'D'le fundammtal Network Opt1m1sation Problem (NJP) ls defined and 
analysed. SJ..nple ellhaU.stive nethods of solution are considered 
together with partial solution algorithms and sJ..npl1f1cat1on methods. 
CentraliSed networks w1 th and w1 thout concentrators are in~e~ 
Extensions and m:x11f1cations are proposed for sare techniques and 
eX1st1nS practical methods of dealinS with the H:>P are 1nVesti1ated. 

A number of new ideas are J:r<)posed for the practical solution of 
Ule NOP. Reduction rrethods are presented for replacinS lar'le 
UJ'IIlallaSeable networks with smaller ones, on Whlch opt1m1sation can 
take place. Fixed topology techniques are introduced for 1nl tial 
tandem switch selection PD"POSes and perturbation methods are 
considered 'lllhlch can be applied to such an 1n1tial solutio~ Lool<ahead 
methods of link rermval ·are introdUced for the PJl'POSes of detenn1n1ng 
the tandem interconnection network togetller w1 th Ule traffic route inS 
strateiY· A couposl te method 1s proposed 1ncorporat1nS all of these 
concepts and the results of a I'DJIIi)er of numerical experiments upon 
actual network problem; are presented. 

'D'le extension of Ule J:r<)posed techniques to other areas of 
problem solving and opt1m1sation 1S cons1dere~ In particular, a new 
method for Ule solution of Ule Ellclldean Travelling salesman Problem 
(EI'SP) 1S presented. 

A lrlef discussion 1s undertaken, in conclusion, conceminS the 
practical d1ff1culties of the liJP and Ule restrictions U1l1s placed 
upon solution algorithms of various types. 
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Preface 

'Ihe work contained 1n this thesis constitutes the results of a 

three year inVestigation into various aspects of the telecammun!cation 

networit design problem, undertaken within the· Department of 

Cormun1cat1on Engineering, Plyroouth Polyteclmic, UX:, under the 

supervision of P. W. Sanders (Coammication Eng. l and c. T. Stocl<el 

(Corlplting). 'Ihe project began on Septertber 24th, 1984. 

'Ihe wont in the first two years was carTied out under the 

sponsorship of Tall is Consultancy, London, UX:, the net wont consultancy 

service for British Telecom. In return for this sponsorship, a 

software pacl<age was produced, enabling networit design, v.hich is now 

in use by Tallis both internally and externally (Grout [1987a & 

1987b)). 

With this part of the proJect coopleted. a Local Education 

Author! ty grant was obtained for the final year. 

'I'No cooputers have been used. on the Whole, throughout this time: 

the multiple-processor PRIME 9950/9755/850/9750/250 of the 

Polytechnic's Corrp.J.ting Service (Prime [1981) l and an l:Efl FC-XT (IIIf 

[1983) l. 'lhe language used in all experiments was Pascal (Findlay & 

Watt [1978)). 

'lhis thesis has been prepared using the ~ word processing 

package and the Lettrix print enhancement system upon the Uti FC-XT. 
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IntrodUction 

opt1m1sation techniques to be used. (such as assuming constant link 

costs aru1 us!ng the EHST). Others art1f1c1ally restrict the number of 

possible solutions so as to decrease search ti.rm. 'Ihe m:>st effective 

techniques make no such assunpt.1ons, lJut instead. apply a heuristic 

procedure Ythich appl"'Ximates the opt1mml solution to the real problem 

in an acceptable am:nmt of ti.rm. SUch methods, however, are not 1n 

abmdance and those tllat do eXist are generally 1n operation on 

machines with extremely large process!ng capabilities. 

'lhe purpose of this thesis, subsequent · to discussing and 

attenpt.1ng to extend. the ex!st!ng methods, is to propose a number of 

new, lJut still realistic, techniques for telecormJ.Ill1cation networit 

design. It is one of the major objectives of these methods tllat, in 

addition to providing acceptable levels of accuracy, the software used 
. . ·.:/;~L.: 

to inpleaent them should. be capable of l"\\I'1J'l1ng within the,,.·confined 
. . ' ,;~·1'.,,:!- ' 

storage aru1 processing . environnEnt of a srmll machine - a·~~?ersonal 

desktop c011p1ter for exanple. 

1. 1. Layout of the 'lhes1s 

'·';.J:!;:::··. 

. ~ . ~ .... 

'· 
'lhe search for algoritnns Ythich solve various corrpone~~¥;;of. the 

networit optim1sat1on problem (HJP) ~quires a woriting kn6wi~d.ge · of 

three d.istinct areas: the theory of algor! tllms, the principles of 

telecarm.mication networits and the \D'lderly1ng concepts behind. networits 

- gr<~Pl theory. 

Olapter 2 d.iscusses the inportant elerrents of ~ theory, 

1nc 1 ud.ing the necessary def1n1 tions and sone basic graib types. 'Ihe 

II'Pre relevant graJilS are enumerated and certain gr<lli'lical optimisation 

problems are investigate~ 

Problem solving algor1tbns may d.iffer considerablY 1n detail. 'llle 

inportant aspects v411ch decide whether a particular algor! thn is 

acceptable are d.iscussed. 1n chapier 3. 'lhis is concerned. w1 th the 

study of the classes P, NP and NP-conplete. 

Olapter 4 introdUces the practical details of teleconmmication 

networks and d.iscusses some eleaentary concepts such as equi:p~ent 

costs, traffic prinCiples, grades of service, etc.. 'lhe private 

autamtic lranch exchange (PABX) is then 1nt.rodU.c~ Its PJl'POSe 1s 
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The number of acceptable solution networKs on n nodes 

NetworK optirrusation problem 

Non-deternuniStic polynomial solvable problem set 

Set of non-determiiustlc polynorrual s<.~lvable problems 

proven to be equivalent 

OUtput pararreter set for an optimisation problem 

OUtput pararreter set for the NOP 

The complexity function 

Probability, at stage n• , that the nearest neighbour 

of a node a distance x from the centre of Its group 1s 

outside of the group 

Deterministic polynorrual solvable problem set or the 

probability that at least one node 1s in error in the 

reduction stage 

ProbabilitY of an error at stage n• of the reduction 

process 

Private automatic branch exchange 

The number of replacement nodes In the reduced networK 

The number of replacement nodes to be used with M 

tandems 

'Ihe mean group radius or the degree of looKahead 

The number of labelled stars on n nodes 

Travelllng salesman problem 

'Ihe number of labelled trees on n nodes 

A general weight 

Number of tandems moved 1n perturbation method 

x-coordinate of node 1 

Number of tandems connected in perturbation method 

y-coordinate of node J 

'Ihe expected distance between nearest neighbours at 

stage n' 

Number of tandems disconnected in the perturbation method 

'Ihe degree of the node I 

The optun.I!Tl number of tandems 
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'ltflere shall I begin, please Yt>W" Ha,JestY?' he a.sked. 

'Begin at tile beginn1ng, ' tile King sa1d I!I'avely, 'and go on t111 

Yt>U COilP to tile end: then stop' 

Lewi s Carroll 

Alice's AdVentures 1n Wonderland, 1865 

Sham:>s [1978), in discussing various applications of the 

EUclidean H1nl.mal Spanning Tree (EMST) problem, in his thesis on 

Conputational Georretry, observes, in passing, Ulat 

"71le EHSI' problem is a conmm conponent 1n 
applications involving netwol"J(s. If one desires 
to set u,p a c0/111J11l1cat1ons system arrrmg N nodes 
requlr.ing interconnection cables, using tile EHSI' 
will result .in a netwo.rl{ of m1n1mal cost. " 

If only the problem were Ulat sinpl e! Ullfort\.D'late 1 y the practical 

details involved in m1n1ml.sing networt< costs are far rmre difficult. 

The cost of linking together two nodes is generallY a complex 

calculation based upon the traffic flowing between them as well as the 

distance. 'lh1s cost is rare 1 y linear 1n distance nor can it be 

calculated prior to an optlrrUsation algori~ since the traffic the 

linl< carries will depend upon the topology of the rest of the networt< . 

Furthenoore, costs are incurred due to switching equ1pmnt at eaCh 

end. 'Ihe problem of determl.n1ng the cheapest networt< design is, in 

fact, one of enorm:>us proportions. 'lh1s difficulty is conpounded by 

the need for any solution process to be able to interact with the 

requirements of the real world. It turns out to be inpOssible to 

achieve an exact solution to a real problem 1n anything approaching a 

reasonable armunt of t1Jre. 

A wide variety of different approaches have been suggested. SOIIe 

nake si.Di>lifications to the real case in order to allow established 
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Int.rodllction 

opt1m1sation techniques to :be used (such as assuming constant link 

costs and us!ng the m-si'). Others artificially restrict the number of 

possible solutions so as to decrease search time. 'Ihe roost effective 

techn1ques DBke no such assunpt.ions, but instead apply a heuristic 

procedure Which approX1mlltes the opt1mlm solution to the real problem 

in an acceptable am:mnt of time. SUch methods, however, are not 1n 

mmdance and those that do eXist are generally in operation on 

machines witll extremely large process!ng capabilities. 

'Ihe purpose of tllis thesis, subsequent · to discussing and 

attenpling to extend the· ex!st!ng methods, is to propose a number of 

new, but still realistic, techn1ques for telecarmm!cation networi< 

design. It is one of the major objectives of these methods that, in 

addition to providing acceptable levels of accuracy, the software used 

to inpleDEnt them should :be capable of running wi tllin the·' :·confined 
.•• 

storage and processing . enviromEnt of a small machine - a personal 

desktop c~ter for exanple. 

1. 1. Layout of the 'Ihesis 

'Ihe search for algorithms Which solve various components.of the 

networi< optimisation problem (lDP) requires a worl<!ng l<nowledge of 

three distinct areas: the theory of algoriUlms, the principles of 

telecomnmication networi<s and the \D'lderlying concepts behind networi<S 

- grcq:h theory. 

Olapt.er 2 discusses the 1nportant eleDEnts of gra,J:h theory, 

inc 1 ud1ng the necessary de fin! tions and SOI'IE basic grcq:h types. 'Ihe 

roore relevant gra,J:hs are enumerated and certain gr~cal optimisation 

problems are investigated 

Problem solving algorithms may differ considerably 1n detail. 'Ihe 

.inportant aspects Which decide Whether a particular algoritl'nl is 

acceptable are discussed 1n Chapter 3. 'lb1s is concerned wi tll the 

study of the classes P, HP and HP-conplete. 

Qlapter 4 1nt.rodllces the practical details of telecormun1cation 

networi<s and. discusses some elE!IIEntary concepts such as equiprent 

costs, traffic principles, grades of service, etc.. 'Ihe private 

automatic :tranch exchange (PABX) 1s then int.rodllced Its purpose is 
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described 1n con.runct1on w1 th the integrated services dlfr1 tal networt< 

(ISI:Ii) and the chapter concludes with a <11scuss1on of PABX 

interconnection requirements. 

The HOP itself 1s r1g1<1ly defined and. <11scussed 1n ChaPter 5. 

Firstly the problem 1s specified precisely 1n terms of the required. 

input and outp.1t to a solution algor! thin. Its conplex1 ty 1s then 

analysed and the problems of using extla.ust1ve search methods 

considered.. The 100re significant existing methods of networt< 

opt1rn1sation are investigated and, merever possible, these are 

extended and conb1ne<1. Techniques are <11 scussed for dealing w1 th 

centralised networKs and those with concentration facilities and the 

linear progranml.ng approach 1s considered.. The chapter concludes bY 

presenting a 100re practical method of solving the HOP based upon one 

of the s1nplified algoritln\5. The merits and. draWbacks of this 

approach are noted.. 

A ll\l!OOer of new tecllrUques for solving parts of the HOP are 

presented 1n chapter 6. First-ly, a reduction process 1s introduced for 

replacing a large networt< problem with a smaller one v.hich can be 

acted upon w1 th less <11ff1cul ty. The solution obtained 1n this way is 

translated into a solution for the original problem. A method of 

teiJlX>rary tandem networt< topology restriction is then introduced 1n 

order to generate the first solution set of tandems. Th1s solution can 

be acted upon by a perturbation algorithm 1n a search for improved 

solutions. The potentially massive problems of tanc:1em networt< 

interconnection and traffic rerouteing are dealt with using a 

lookahead method of link removal once the tandems are fixed.. A 

compound algor! tllm. coopr1sing these and other tecl'lniques 1s then 

introduced and <11scusse<1. 

Results of rn.uner1ca1 experiments concerning real networt< problems 

are contained 1n chapter 7. 

The techniques presented 1n chapter 6 are considered to be quite 

general. Chapter 8 investigates the extension of some of these 

techniques to other areas of problem solving. one such area 1s that of 

the Ellclidean travelling salesman problem (EI'SP) for Which a new 

method of solution 1s suggested.. 
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'Ihe conclu<Ung remarkS on the IIJP an<1 the various netho<1s of 

solution are to be found 1n Chapter 9. 

'Ihere are Ulree appen<11ces following the thesiS. .Appen<:Ux A 

contalns the 1JI'portant al gori ums an<1 techn.1ques not inc 1 ude<1 1n the 

IIB..1n text, appen<11x B consists of trafflc tables allowing for the 

calculation of 11nl< sizes an<1 appen<11x C contains the user guide Which 

accompanies the sofWare package prodUced as a result of these 

1nvest1gat1ons. 
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GRAPH 'IHEX:RY AHD GRAPHICAL OPI'IMISATiai 

A pJ.cture paJ.nts a thousand Mll'C1s 

Anonymous 

Gral:h 'Iheory has its orisins in such problemll· as that concem11'18 

the bridles of K0n18sberg (Fi8 2. a). 'Ihls asks 'Yitlether it is possible 

to take a walk 'ldllch includes the crossil'll of each bridle exactly 

once. An add.! tional requ1.relrent nay be that the walk start and finiSh 

from the same place. Examination Shows this to be equivalent to ask1n8 

Ydletller the pat tern 1n Fi8 2. b can be drawn with a conti.nuous mvemmt 

of the pen (a,ain With the possible requlremmt that the pen starts 

'Yitlere it finishes). 

'Ihls chapter 1S concente<t with structures of the type shown in 

Fi8 2. b, mre commnly J<nown as il"Cllbs· After the necessary 

definitions, the card1nal1ty of the mre inportant sets of iJ"cq:hs will 

be discussed (Grapucal Ehuneration) followed by certain problems in 

'ldllch an 1nd1vidual ele~rent of a set of sraP1S 1S requested (<3ral:hical 

Opt1m1 sation) . 

'Ihe answer to both fonns of the KOn18sber8 bridle problem will be 

seen to be that no SUCh walk eXists (BillS et al. [ 1976] ) • 'Ibe seneral 

theory of srcq:hs, however, extends far beyond. this isolated ex.auple. 

2. 1. Def1n1 tions and Applications 

'Ihls section prepares for a discussion of sra~~Ucal enumeration 

and opt1m1sation. Firstly, the essential coaponents of a 8MQtl are 

described followed by the practical applications of such a IOOdel. 'lhe 

seneral theory of 8I'31t1S is then extended as far as necessary before 

h1ghli£htin8 the concept of ~ in the 2-D Ellclldean plane. 'Ihese 

will prove to be the iJ";q:bs of 8l"eatest lnportance. 
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F1ture 2. a. 'lhe L:>rugsberc Bridge Problem 
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8 0 

Figure 2 . b. GraP'l of the KOn1gsberg Bridge Problem 
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~ 'Dleory and GNQ:b1cal Opt.l.m1Bat1on 

It should. ):)e noted. that SOIDB considerable d.1scord. exists over 

grCJiil notation and. tenninology. 'Ihe follow.l.nl 1S adapted. fNm the most 

carmon (WUson [1972)) :rut it rmy not match that used. by other authors 

on the subJect. 

2. 1. 1. Pr.l.nciples of Graitls 

A ~ G is formed by a paJ.r CH, El. H is a non-eupty and. fin.l. te 

set of elements called nodes. Eisa f1n1te set of unordered. pairs of 

elements of H called egses. Fig 2.c is a pictorial representation of a 

~ with H = (u, v, w, xl and E = ( (v, w), (v, x), (w, x), (w, x), ex. x) I. In 

flltln"e, such a pictorial representation w111 not l:le d.1st1nguished from 

the ll'Cilil itself. 

If the (x, x) loop and the double edge (w, x) of Fig 2. c are not 

permitted., the result is a s1nple sralh. In general, any reference to 

a ll'Cilil 1n the text w.l.ll i.Dpl y a si.npl e graJ:h. 

If E 1S uade a set of ordered pairs of N then the 11"810 l:lecoues a 

d.1rected gr81tl or d.1sraffi and the elenents of E are l<nawn as !!::£!· 'Dle 

set E is then usually l'e11alled A. 

'lhe I'DJid:)er of edges tenninat.l.ng at a node x (or adjacent to x) is 

the desree of x, denoted. a ex>. 

Two grafhS are isO!'I!?l"'b1c 1f there exists a biJection f: N1-+~ 
such that the edge (u, v} eXists 1n E

1 
iff (.l.f and. only if) the ec:tse 

(f(u},f(v)) eXists 1n ~· A Slll?Bralh Gs of a ll'Cilil G is a pair CN
5
,E

5
) 

such that Ns 1S contained. 1n H and. Es 1s conta.l.ned 1n E. 

'lhese are the si.nplest and. rmst necessary def1n1t1ons for deal.l.nl 

with grafhS. other i.np:)rtant concepts Will l:le 1ntrod.Uced. 1n the 

appropriate places. 

2. 1.2. Grapt1cal Representation 

'Ihe idea of a ll'8lb is an ext.rerrely powerfUl one. Many real 

situations can l:le m:x!elled. by such a struct\D"e and J..QlOrtant 

deductions DBde on the basis of that v.hich is already knOWn about the 

underl Yinl ll'aP'l. 
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GraPl 'Jheory and Gra#Ucal Optim1sat1on 

'Ihe IJX)St 1Dmed.J.ate exanples are tllose thlngs mtch, 1n sane way, 

fhlrsically look like eraPls· Towns and cities linked by rail and roac1 

networks, electrical cil"C\Uts and cooponents and water supply/rerooval 

facilities all have this obVious appearance. 

However the power of ·ll"SSh theory can also applied to topics as 

diverse as sociology, geogrCIPlY, li.ngUistics, operational research, 

numerical analysis, probability and many others (Bondy & Hurty [1976), 

Deo [1974) and Wilson & Beineke [1979)). It is partly due to this wide 

field of relevance that so DUch has been achieved with the subject 1n 

a relatively short tim!. 

'Ihe notion of a telecamunJ.cations network with senders and 

receivers of messages and transmission lines connecting tllem clearly 

belongs to the fonrer category. 'Dlis connection will be rrade IJX)re 

formal in Chapter 4. 

2. 1. 3. Grcq:h 'Iheory 

'Dlis section seeks to extend the basic ideas of section 2.2. 1 1n 

the directions relevant to the forthcoming Chapters. For the ~ses 

of this cl'lapter, purely theoretical greij:hs are to be considered with 

little or no thought given to their application. 

2. 1. 3. 1. FIIrther Definitions 

A rrull graJil or totally disconnected graJh is one With an eapty 

edge set E. 'Ihe opposite is a coaplete sr¥ or fully connected «ram 
1n which (u, v) eE for all u. veN (U<>V). 'Ihe rrull and carplete gra.JilS on 

n nodes are denoted by Nn and :x:n respectively. 

A graJh in mtch O'(U) :O'(v) for all u, veN is a resular grcg;h of 

desree O'(U). A carplete grcq:n is then clearly regular of degree n-1. 

A bipartite gra#l is a IJ"CCIh 1n m! eh the node set N can be split 

into two subsets N
1 

and N
2 

such that every edge of E joins a node 1n 

H
1 

to a node 1n H
2

• If every node 1n H
1 

1S connected to every node in 

H
2 

then the grcq:h is a coaplete bipartite graih, denoted by :X:a, 
13 

't'ltlere 

a and 13 are the cardinal! ties of H
1 

and N
2

• 
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A sequence of qes of E, I (u1, '1!l, ''1!· ~), . . , lllp...1• llpl I 1S 
called a~ If u1 =llp the path is closed. and. is l<noWn as a clrCUlt. 

A path Which lnCludes every edge of E is called. an F»lerian path and. a 

path Which visits every node 1n N is called. a Hamiltonian path. 

Sl.m1larly, a clrCUlt Ydl.lch inCludes every edge of E is an F»lerian 

circuit and. one Which visits every node 1n N is a Hamiltonian clrCUlt 

or, roore conm:>nly, a tour. 

If there exists a path from every node in a gr~ to every other 

node, the gram is said. to be comecte4. otherwise 1t is d.isconnected. 

A conparable definition eXists for d.igr~ Which are said. to be 

weaklY connected. 1f the under1Yil18 ~ is comected. and. strongly 

comected. 1f there eXists a path between every pair of nodes Which 

obeys the ordering of the edges in E. A sul:lgrcq:h Gs of G Which is 

connected. is a connected. component of G. 

A set of edges Ydl.lch, 1f. l"eeiOved., cause the grcq:h to beccme 

d.isconnected. is called. a cutset. If this set consists of only one 

eleuent, this edge is l<nown as an isUJrus. 

A connected. grcq:n with O'(U) :2 for all UEN is a circuit srcu:h and. a 

connected. ~ with O'(V) =n-1 Where VEN and. O'(u) = 1 for all uEN (u<>v) 

is called. a star. 

A comected. gr~ with n-1 edges is known as a tree. A tree 

connects a number of nodes With the fewest possible edges. A star is 

an exanple of a tree. If the edges of a il'Cllil are assigned. l'D..llllerical 

wei@lts then a set of qes Which connect the nodes with m1n1m.lm 

weight sum is called. a m1n1mJm spannins tree. 'lhe addl uon of one 

extra edge to any tree will create a gr~ with exactly one circuit. 

2. 1. 3. 2. Gr~ Networi<s 

A d.igrctih D= (N, A) with weights e assigJled. to each arc aEA is 

called. a network. 9(a) is called the capacitY of a. A network is tllen 

the pair N: (D,e) v.here D is the" underlying <11~ and. e:A-+IR is 

the capacity function. 

A flow in the networi< N is a f\mction O:A-+IR satisfYi.rll 

(a). O(a)~e(a) for all aEA 
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and (b). the total flow out of any node is equal to the total flow 

into the node. 

If O(a):e(a) for any aEA, a is said to be saturated. Many 

practical problerm are concerned with max1mts1n8 flows 1n networt<s. 

In pn-e Bra.Pl tl'leory the definition of a network is extremely 

preciSe. It should be noted, however, that 1n the real world the tenn 

1S often applied to qu1 te different situations and often is rmant 

slJTplY to describe any interconnection st.ructure, independent of flow. 

2. 1. 3. 3. EUlerian and Ham11 ton1an Gra.Pl.S 

Recall· the Kon1gsberg bridge problem m!Ch introduced the 

Chapter. It can now be seen Ulat the questions can be re:(ilrased as 

asking vmethfir the gralfl of Fig 2. b contains an EUlerian path or 

circuit. If so the era.Pl would be said to be. semi-EUlerian or Elllerian 

respectively. 

In general a fi'a.Pl is EUlerian if o-(u) is even for all uEN and 

semi-Elllerian 1f there are exactly two nodes of odd degree. 'Ihis can 

be sho\lln by indUction on the 11\lDi:)er of edges (Harary [1971] and WUson 

[1972]). Clearly the fi'a.Pl of the Kon1gsberg bridge problem satisfies 

neither of these conditions. 

A sinUlar definition exists for those graphS containing 

Ham11 ton1an paths or c1rcu1ts. 'Ihese are called sem1-Ham11 ton1an anc1 

Ham1lton1an gr(Q:bS respectively. Less is J<nown about Hamiltonian 

fi'(Q:bS than EllcUdean gr(Q:bS. Host useful theorems state sufficient 

cond1 tions for a era.Pl to be Ham11 ton1an m!Ch are clearly not 

necessary (Dirac [1952], Ore [1960] andPosa[1962]), 

'Ihe l.D'lderlying problems :beh1nd detecting Ham1lton1an c1rcu1ts 

(tours) will be dealt with 1n Cllapt.er 3 and teChniques for f1n<11nS the 

Shortest one discussed 1n section 2. 3. 2 and Chapter 6. 

2. 1. 4. Ellc11dean Gra.Pls 

Section 2. 1. 3 discussed assigning weights to edges of a grcq:h 

with respect to finding the m1n1mal spanning tree. In the general case 
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these weights can be quite arbitrary. 'Ihe weights nay be thoUght of as 

given by the natrix W: (wiJ) Where wi/CD J.npUes that the link between 

i an<1 J is undefined (not present 1n the grClJil). 

SUppose, hoWever, that the nodes of the gr~ are defined as 

distinct coordinate pairs· i: (xi, y i) i = 1, 2, • • , n an<1 that the we igbts 
2 2 

of each edge (i,Jl are calculated as wiJ = f[(xi-xj) +(yi,yj) ). Then 

the Brell=h is said to be EllcUdean. 'Ihere are sare special properties 

of Ellcl1dean gra]:tls. 

El. 

E2. 

E3. 

wij>:O for all i,J with equality iff i=j 

wiJ=wJi for all i,J 

wlk~wij+WJk for all i,j,k 

Euclidean graphs are those wt.uCh most closely represent the 

najority of real situations. Distances are neasw"ed in exactly this 

way an<1 the weight or cost of joining i to j or moving fl'Cm i to j 

etc. is directly dependent on the distance between them. EucUdean 

grap'ls and their extensions will be of particular interest 1n the 

future although II'BnY of the arguments to be developed will apply also 

in the roore general asymnetric, non-Euclidean case. 

2. 2. Counting Grap'ls 

A IllJI'It)er exanples of different types of grap"ls have been 

encO\mtered. The ~se of this section is to determine (precisely 

Wherever possible) how many gr<ll=hS of sane certain fonns there are. 

SUCh objectives requ.1.re the teChniques of Coai:>inatorial Hatheii'Btics. 

An excellent introduction to this subject is to be found 1n Anderson 

[1974) 'fthile Scott [1971), Reingold et al. [1977) an<1 'IUcl<er [1980) 

contain mre advanced 1nfonmt1on. Qlly those eraP1S of relevance to 

the work 1n hand are em.merated here. Details of many other 

applications can be found in Harary & Palner [1973) an<1 Robinson 

[1968) [1970) 

It is also necessary to rmke a f\.lndanEntal distinction between 

two types of grClfh or, roore accurately, between two ways 1n WhiCh 
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erCifhS can be considered. 'Ih1s is tlle <Ufference between labelled and 

unlabelled IJ'~. 

Consider Ule sr~ 1n Fil 2. c1. 'lhey are obviously isc::coorpuc 

(f(a)=d, f(b):b, f(c)=c and. f(d):a) so 1n one sense can be considered 

as Ule sane grcq:h. However they are not really identical sraP'ls sinCe 

node a is connected to node b 1n tlle first rut not 1n Ule second. 

Clearly, Ule way 1n mtch sraP'lS are counted (type em.uneration) Will 

depend. on Whether Ule ind.i vidual nodes are <UstinSUishable from each 

otller. 

In a labelled gra$ each node has a unique identifier (label) 

i=1,2, . . ,n (n Ule l'UliiDer of nodes). Two sr~ G
1 

and G
2 

are 

considered to be Ule sane 1f and only 1f N1 =N
2 

and (u, v) eE
1 

if and 

only 1f (u, v) eE
2

. 

In an unlabelled graffi no <Ustinction 1s made between nodes. Two 

sralflS are considered the sanE 1f and only 1f they are isom:>~c. 

Clearly there can never be fewer labelled grcqils of a certain 

type than corresponc11n8 unlabelled sr~. In tllat mteh follows, all 

sr~ will be assumed to be labelled unless otherwise stated. It Will 

become clear tllat such ~ are 100re J..nportant 1n this context. 

'Ihe sinplest problem is that of detenn1n1n8 how nany grcqils (of 

any type) it is possible to construct on n labelled points, denoted by 

G • 'Ihere are n (n-1) /2 possible ec11es 1n a erellh with eaCh edle either 

~sent or absent 1n any particular grcq:h. 'Iherefore Gn = 2n(n-tll2. 

'Ih1s will fonD Ule basis for nuch of Y4'lat is to come. 

2. 2. 1. Connected Gr~ 

It should be clear, even at this early stase, tllat connected 

er~ will be of sreat si8111ficance 1n the practical issues tllat are 

to follow. It is 100re than a matter of interest then to determ1ne an 

expression for en, tlle nunt:ler of connected labelled eralt'lS on n nodes. 

Unfortunately no explicit fonrula eXists. 'Ihe following derivation of 

a recursive fonrula 1S adapted from Harary a Palmer [1973). 

Define a rooted labelled graJh as a labelled ~ in mtch one 

node has been marked as special (a root). Denote tlle J:lllRI)er of rooted 

labelled er<llilS on n nodes as Rn and the Jll.IIJt>er of rooted labelled 
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c 

Figure 2. <1. Isanol"'Jtl1c Grapls 
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gra.FhS on n nodes Whose root lies 1n a connected corrponent of size i 

as 1\u.· 
A different rooted labelled gr~ is produced ~n a labelled 

grcqn (of any kind) is rooted at each of its nodes. Consequently 

R : n3 and 
n n 

n-1 
en = Rnrfn = [R n - E R n1] ;n 

i:1 

rut consideration of the choice of subgr~ and roots shows tl'lat 

so tl'lat 

: 

n-1 
e = G - E i (il)e G ;n 

n n li) 1 n-1 

e : 
n 

1:1 

"nle first few values of en can be tabulated (Sloane [1973]) as 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

en 1 1 4 38 728 26,704 1,866,256 251,548,592 66,296,291,072 

To derronstrate the point made in section 2. 2, the corresponding 

values for connected unlabelled grcqns are 

n 1234 56 

en 1 1 2 6 21 112 

6 

853 

8 9 

11,117 261,080 

A sinple and convenient set of bounds for the rnunber of labelled 

connected grcqns 1s tl'lat en always lles between 2n(n- 1)/Z and 

z<n<n- 1)/2)- 1 (e >G /2 for n~4). 
n n 
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2. 2. 2. Trees, Stars and H1erarch1cal Grcq:hs 

'Ihere are T : nn-2 labellec1 trees WhiCh can be posit1onec1 on n 
n 

noc1es. 'lhis was orilinally shown by Cayley [18971 rut the orilinal 

:s:roof haS been adaptec1 alrmst beyonc1 recolll! Uon over the years. An 

outl1ne proceeds as follows. 

'Ihe assertion is provec1 by establ1sh1n8 a biject1on between all 

labellec1 trees on n nodes anc1 the set of all orderec1 strin~s a1~~ •• 
in-2' l=<ai=<n for all i. Clearly there. are nn-2 suCh strings. 

Consider any labellec1 tree anc1 detenn1ne the lowest labellec1 

vertex of de,ree 1, a
1 

say. Let a
1 

be the label of the only vertex 

ac1jacent to a
1

• How rem:>ve a
1 

and. its comectinl istlmls. Repeat this 

'Wlt11 the lral=h consists of only two nodes and. the requirec1 strinl 

a 1 ~~ • • in-2 is detenn1ned. 

'Ihe reverse process is equally siJJple. Take a
1 

as the SDBllest 

label ~eh does not appear in the strinB a1~~ •• in-2 and. put 1n 

the e<11e between a
1 

and. a
1

. Delete a
1 

from the strinl and set a
1 

=CD. If 

this process 1S repeatec1 the requ1rec1 tree is proc1uced. 

Calculat1n~ the first few values of Tn liVes the followinl table. 

n 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 

Tn 1 1 3 16 125 1,296 16,807 262,1~ ~.782,969 

'Ihe corresponc1in8 table for the l'lUIIi:ler of 'Wl.labellec1 trees is as 

follows 

n 1 2 3 ~ 5 

Tn 1 1 1 2 3 

6 

6 

7 

11 

8 

23 

9 

~7 

'Ihe situation with labellec1 star BrCIIilS 1S ll1lCh sinpler. Each 

noc1e may be the centre of the star so the l'lUIII)er of labellec1 star 

gr'alilS on n noc1es is sn = n. By coaparison, there is only one 

'Wl.labellec1 star Brilfb for eaCh value of n. 

A hierarChical star haS the form shoWn 1n Fil 2. e. Ala1n, a 

sinlle noc1e 1S cbosen as centre with n SUCh ChOices available. From 

the remaininB n-1 nodes, a flrther m secondal"y centres are selected. 
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Figure 2. e. A H1erarch1cal Star 
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n-1 
'lhere are cm ways of dolne this. Flna.ll y eaCh of the n-m-1 nodes 

that are not centres or secondary centres can be connected to one of 

tlle m secondary centres or tlle centre. 'lhe l'lUrrller of hierarchical m 

~ Which can be constructed on n nodes is therefore 

HS = n (h-1) (mt-1 l (n-m-1 l 
n,m l.m 

The first few approxtmate values of HS n,m are presented in the 

following table. 

n m 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 

2 2 

3 12 3 

4 48 36 4 

5 160 270 80 5 

6 480 1620 960 150 6 

7 1340 8500 8960 2630 252 7 

8 3580 40800 71700 35000 6050 392 8 

9 9220 1&4000 516000 39«)00 109000 12300 576 9 

If QJcUdean Briili'lS only are being considered then these lDJII'bers 

can be made srrall er by insisting that each node be connected to the 

centre Which is the shortest QJcUdean distance away. If this is the 

case tllen HS : 
n,m 

n(n-1Cml and tlle revised table is as follows. 

n m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

2 2 

3 6 3 

4 12 12 4 

5 20 30 20 5 

6 30 60 60 30 6 

7 42 105 140 105 42 7 

8 56 168 280 280 168 56 8 

9 72 252 504 630 504 252 72 9 
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Figure 2. f. A Hierarchical Het 
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A3 with the case of tl'le slnple star, there is only one unlcmelled 

h1erarch1cal star for each pa.1r of values (n, m) . 

A hierarchical net has the fonn shown in Fi£ 2. f. It 1S s1mllar 

to a h1erarch1cal star 1n that tl'lere are two levels to tl'le ~ In 

this case, however, the m secondary centres fonn any connected erelltl 

instead of being <Urectly connected to a centre. 'Ihe I11JDi)er of 

h1erarch1cal m nets Which can be constructed on n nodes is siven by 

HN : (hi rrfl-~Tt;n 
n,m lml 

'Ihe first few approx1rrate values of HN are presented 1n the --n,m 
following table. 

n m 1 

1 

2 

3 6 

4 24 

3 

4 

~ 

5 80 360 

4 

38 

760 

5 

728 

6 240 2160 9120 21800 

6 7 

26700 

7 672 11300 85100 382000 1120000 1870000 

8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 8 1790 54400 681000 5100000 26900000 105000000 252000000 

As before, these l'lUIIt)ers can be made sualler by insisting that 

each node be cormected to the centre Which is the shortest atcl1dean 

<Ustance away. If this is done then HN : ('t )C and the revised n,m m m 
table is as follows. 

n 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

m 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

3 

6 

5 10 

6 15 

3 

4 

16 

40 

80 

38 

190 

570 

5 

728 

4370 
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7 

8 

7 

8 

21 

28 

1'10 

224 
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1330 

2660 

15300 

'W800 

187000 1870000 

7l&a000 14900000 252000000 

'Ihe I'IUIJt)er of unlabelled hierarchical nets for eaCh pair (n,m) is 

silrply the l'll.llltler of unlabelled connected il'CllhS 'tlb.ieh can be 

constructed on the m centres since the node to centre edges are 

1nd1st1ngu1Shable. 

2. 2. 3. Tours and SUl:>tours 

Section 2. 1. 3. 3 introduced the concept of a Haml.l tonian il'illh in 

..m.J.Ch a tour was possible vis! ting every node of the il'illtl exactly 

once. Detennining v.tlether a given il'CIIi'lis Haml.ltonian is a difficult 

problem in the general case (Miller & 'D'latcher [1972] and Karp 

[1975] [1976]). Detennining the actual l'llllli:ler of Hamiltonian circuits 

in a Hamiltonian gra~ is an extension ..m.J.Ch causes s1m1lar problems. 

COnsider, however, a special case. 'Ihe cooplete il"illtl on n nodes, 

Kn is clearly Hamil toruan. 'D'll.s can be seen by labelling eaCh nOde and 

nottng that the edges (1,2), (2,3), (3,4), .• (n-1,n) and (n,1) form a 

Hamilton circuit. Alternatively, the degree of eaCh vertex (n-1) 

satisfies the conditions stated in Dirac [1952], Ore [ 1960] or Posa 

[1962]. 

For any 1nd1stingu.J.shal:>le set of n nOdes there is only one tour. 

However the number of labelled tours on n nodes is equal to the I'U.IIJi)er 

of cyclic penrutations of the integers 1, 2, 3, .• , n, ..m.J.Ch in turn is 

equal to (n-1)!. 'Ihe inportance of this figure will be considered in 

later chapters. 

A natural relaxation is to reroove the requirerrent that the 

permutation of the integers 1,2,3, .. , n be cyclic. If this is the 

case the result is a set of subtours with eaCh node included 1n 

exactly one subtour. 'Ihe nuni>er of such sets of subtours is equal to 

the 1'1UIItler of perturbations of the integers 1, 2, 3, .. , n, 1. e. nl. 

'Ihe connection between tours and subtours will be exPlOited in 

Chapter 8. 
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2. 3. M1n1m1sation and Opt.1rn1Sation Problems 

Section 2. 2 was concerned with cO\D'lting the nmnber of erafhS 

possessing a certain property. In all cases concel"'n1ng labelled sr431tls 

and ID)st concel"'n1ng unlabelled srillhs each set contained ID)re than one 

IJll!lli)er. In Dl)St cases a large nmnber of srillhs were i.ncluded and thJ.s 

nurttler tended to increase sharply with the rrunt:er of nodes. 

"nl!s section is concerned w1 th se 1 ecting the 1ndi vidual srClP'l. 

path, circuit, etc. v.hich possesses some unique qual! ty am::>ng all 

members of its set. Sorre of the sets considered will relate to those 

el'l\D'Jlerated above v.hi.l e others wi 11 be new to the text. 

'Ihese problems and results are a part of the nuch larger field of 

Cont>i.natorial/Graltllcal Optimisati.on, good introdUctions to v.hi.ch can 

be found in Olri.stofides et al. [1979] and Jahnsonbaugh [1984] While 

roore specialist areas are dealt with 1n SWamy & 'Dlulasiraman [1981] 

and Lawler et al. [1985]. Sorre aspects are expanded 1n Qlapt.er 8. 

2. 3. 1. Shortest Connection Gra}:bs 

A tree connects n nodes together using n-1 edges. "nl!s is the 

rn1rurrum l'l\.lltt)er of edges necessary to achieve this and a tree is the 

only type of sraJh with this property. An arbitrary tree can be 

constructed on a labelled set of n nodes by selecting any sequence of 

n-1 edges e 1, e 2, .. , en_ 1, subject to the restriction that each new 

edge e 1 forms no circuit with any of the edges e 1, e 2, .. , ei_ 1, 

already chosen. 

If each edge ei has a weight wi associated with it then for any 

tree T a ~ c (T) can be calculated as the sum of the weights of the 
n-2 · 

edges in tl'le tree. Of all the n trees v.hi.Ch. can be constructed on n 
I I 

nodes, at least one, T will have the property tllat C(T ) ~C(T) for all 

trees T. A number of practical applications, particularly 1n the field 
I of operations research, require that this T be found. 

'Ihe m1.n1mJrn spanning tree problem is well solved. 'Ihe following 

sinple algorithn 1s l<nown as Krusl<al's alsorithn (ICruskal [1956)). It 
I 

1s not alone in f1nd.1ng T . An algor1thn of Prim [1957) and D1Jkstra 
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[t9591 is alrmst as straightfoward and, 1n fact, liVes J..IJP'Oved 

conp1tat1onal performmce. 

Kt. Construct a sequence of n-t unique edles et, e2, .. , en_1. by 

choosin, each new edle e. as described. 1n K2. 
1 

K2. e
1 

is the unehosen edle of least weight w
1 

Ythich forms no 

circuit with edles et' e2 , •. , ei-t already Chosen. 

It is clear Ulat such a rmthod will produce a tree and Ulat the 

constraints are necessary to produce the m1n1mJm. It is not as clear 

that they are also sufficient. 

Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a tree T' of smaller 
I 

cost than T , the tree produced by Kruskal' s a11ori Um. Clearly at 

least one edle 1n the seque~e et' er . , , en-t iS not present 1n T'. 

Let the first such edle be e . Add e to T' to produce a new grcq:n S. 

'nlis graJil contains a unique c1l"cU1 t (see section 2. t. 3. t). Within 

this circuit nust lie an edle e• Which is contained 1n T' l:Jut not 1n 
• • T . Replace e• by e 1n T' to form a new tree T". 'lhen C(T")~C(T') 

. . '"" . . s1nce w = <w' uY the choice of e and. T" is one edle closer to T 

T' . Repeat in, this action produces a sequence of trees T' , T", .. , T
1 

with the property c (T' l ~c (T") ~ ••• ~c (T1
), contradict 1nl the ori81nal 

• supposition. Hence T , as produced by Kru.skal' s a11orithn, is a 

m1ni.mim spannin, tree. 

2. 3. 2. Paths, Cil"CU.1 ts and Tours 

'nlree classical problems are discussed lriefly in this section: 

f1nd1n, the Shortest path between two nOdes in a gr~ detenn1nin8 an 

&.llerian c1rcu1t and obta1n1nB the shortest (optJ.mJm) Hamiltonian 

tour. 

2. 3. 2. 1. 'Ihe Slortest Path Problem 

Take a connected grcq:n G and. assiiJl weights w iJ to each edle 

(i, J)EE. AssiBn wiJ=CD to tho~e edles not in E. For any two 
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non-adjacent nodes u and v, it uay be requ1red to knOw the path 

(u, u
1

), (u1, '1!), .. , (uJ, v) frOm u to v such that the sum of the weights 

of the edges used is a tn1nl.mllll. 

Considerable work has been done on the shortest path problem, 

particularly With applications in operations researcn (Ill [1968] and 

Johnson [1977]). 'Ihe following is a brief description of an algoritl'm 

due to Dijkstra [1959]. It involves working across the gr(ll:h. 

assign1118 a value ~(z) to each node z, until .node v is reached. ~(z) 

represents the shortest path to the node z, calculated on the basis of 

the known shortest paths. 

D1. Start at the node u. Include u in a set f. ~(U):O 

D2. Find the node z, not in f, such that w is a m1n1m.lm for xz 
SODE XEf, 

D3. calculate ~(z) as the m1n1m.lm of ~(Y)+w for all yEf, 
yz 

D4. Include Z in f, If Z=V then.stop else goto 1)2, 

2. 3.2.2. Find1118 an ~lerian Circuit 

A sl.!Jple test can be used to determine 'fttlether a liven grcq:n is 

~lerian or Sem1-~lerian (section 2. 1. 3. 3). Given such a gr(ll:h. an 

equally straightforward algorithn can be used to generate a SUitable 

~lerian circuit or path. 'lh1s is as follows. 

El. If the II'<ilil is semi-~lerian then start at one of the nodes 

of odd degree. OtherwiSe start at any node. 

E2. Construct any path or c1rcu1t subJect to the condition 1n E3. 

As each edge is used, delete 1t along with any nodes isolated 

by this action. 

E3. At each stage, choose the new edge to be an 1Sthrus only 1f 

there is no other choice. 
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S1.m1lar ideas are encountered. in the stUdy of the Rural Postman 

Problem (Orloff [19711]) anc1Ch!nese Postmen Problem (Ectoonc1s [1965)). 

'Ihe Rural Postman Problem requ!res the shortest walk to be found. Whlch 

includes every edge of the gr~ Clearly if the gri31tl is atlerian 

then an l!Ulerian c1rcU1t, -as generated. above, w111 provide a solution. 

If the Bri31tl is non-atlerian, sane edges w111 need. to be used. twice 

and. the problem beconEs roore involved.. 'lhe Ch!nese Postnan Problem is 

a generalisation of thls in 't\hlch c11grapu or m1xec1 gr(ll:tls with 

regular and. c11rectec1 edges are used.. 

Many variations of these postal problems are well solved (Edmonc1s 

& Johnson [1973) l but the m:>st general case is known to be hard. 

c.. 3. c.. 3~ 'Ihe Travell1ng Salesman Problem 

For a given Ham11 ton! an Gri31tl there may be m:>re Ulan one 

acceptable tour. Inc1eec1 for Kn there are (n-l) 1. 'Ihe Travelling 

Salesman Problem ('I'SP) requlres that the tour of mirunum cost be 

found. 

SUppose the cost of roving from node i to node J in K is given 
n 

by c
1

J. 'Ihe TSP then requires that a cycl!c pemutation n of the 

integers 1, C., •• , n be found. Which m1n1m1.ses 

z : 
n 

E clll(il 
1:1 

ProbablY no other problem in opt1m1sation theory has attracted. 

the quantity of work Which the TSP has. Many algoriUJns exist for its 

solution. SonE are exact (Held. & Karp [1962), Bellman [1962) anc1 

Volgenant & Jonker [1982)) 't\hlle others are approximate (Karg & 

'Ihoopson [19611), Sbapiro [1966), L1n & Kem1gban [1973), Olr1stof1des 

[1976) and. Grout, sanders & Stockel [1987b)). Many use establlshed 

mathematical techniques (Dantz!g, Fulkerson & Jobnson [ 1959), Golden 

[1977) and. Balas & Olr1stofic1es [1981)) l1rhile sonE methods appear to 

have been developed solely for that purpose (Van Der cnJ.yssen & 

R1 jcl<aert [ 197 8) and. Parker & Rarc11n [ 19M) ) • Probably 1ts interest 

Ues, not in any enoJ"m)US appl1cabil1ty to everyday problems, b.lt in 
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1 ts alm:>st perfect representatl.on of all the problems of coot:>inatorial 

opt~sation. Its solution, for other than trivial or special cases, 

is known to belong to a class of extrerrely dlfficult problems. 'nlese 

problems wi 11 be encountered in the next chapter v.hll e the 'ISP wUl be 

dlscussed 1n greater detai 1 1n chapter 8. 

2. 3. 3. HaximJm Flow 1n a Network. 

Section 2. 1.3.2 described a network and the concept of a flow 

within a network. Given a network H= (D, e) and two d1st1nct nodes u and 

v, it is often required to find the rraximlm flow possible fran u 

(known as a source) to v (sink). nu.s problem has in'portant 

applications 1n traffic flow calculations (Flood [1975] l and product 

d1stribut1on. 

A 'nleorem of considerable J.nportance in this context is known as 

the Hax1mlm Flow Min1mlm CUt 'nleorem (Ford & F\llkerson [1956] and 

E11as et al. [1956]). 'D'lls states that a aax1ma1 flow can always be 

found equal to the cardinality of the smallest cutset dlsconnecting u 

and v. A flow Ythlch satisfies this principle can be found via the 

following algoritnn. 

Ft. Find, by any metllod, a valid non-zero flow o. 

F2. If 0 satisfies the condltions of the rraximal flow ~1 cut 

theorem then stop. 

F3. Reverse the dlrection of the flow 0 in H to produce a new 

network H' (1. e. an unused arc in H is unchanged in H' 

Ythereas any used arc a is replaced by an arc wi Ul capacity 

ecal-O(a) and an arc in the opposite dlrection witll capacity 

0 (a) l. 

F4. Flnd, by any retllod, a valid non-zero flow f 1n the network 

N'. Set O(al=O(a)+f(a) for all arcs. 

F5. Goto F2. 
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L'etOOal"ras des ri.cbesses 

('11le rmre alternati.ves, the rmre diffi.cult the Cho1ce) 

Abbe D'Allainval, 1726 

Any machine Vthich is capable of providing coopJ.tation does so :by 

:being a:ble to perform a finite number of operations. If necessary, any 

discussion of algorithms could :be made relative to the simplest 

concepts of Turing Machines CBrady [ 1977] ) or tJnl imi ted Register 

Machines (CUtland [1980)) in Which the set of such operations is :both 

small and simple. In practice, however, it is roore convenient to deal 

with machines of greater power. 'Ihl.s 1.1Jpl'oved approach can :be shOWn to 

:be equivalent to the original one (Aho et al. [1974)) in the sense 

that the sets of problems capable of :being solved in eaeh case are 

identical. 

In addition 1t is useful to introduce the concept of a 1 angu.age. 

A language is, in this context, a means of coomm1cation :between the 

user and the machine consisting of a set of steps in Whieh a single 

step comprises a·numter of :basic operations (+, -, ;, etc.) together 

with a control structure to allow the steps to :be carried out in the 

correct order. The language used here will :be loosely :based on Pascal 

(Hoare & Wirth [19721 and Findlay & Watt [19761) rut similar argummts 

could :be presented in roost high level languages (Balfour & Marwick 

[1979) and Kelly & POhl [1984)), 

An alsorithn is an ordered series of steps Vthlch can :be expressed 

1n any particular language. Included 1n the algorithn nay :be control 

statemmts (for .. , Vthlle .. , etc. ) . 'Ihl.s determ:l.nes the order 1n 

Whieh the steps of the algorithm are carried out. The normal flow is 

sequential unless directed otherwise :by a control statement. 

To operate, an algorith'll requires a set of inpJ.t parcmeters 

I=li
1
,i

2
, •• ,ial· It will generate a set of output parcmeters 
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0: I o i, o
2

, .. , op J, 'lhe set 0 will be dependent upon the set I, as, 

sorre cases, will be the actual operation of the alsoritl'rn. 

3. i. Countins Steps in Alsorithms 

in 

Languases differ in their definition of a step. SOII'I! may allow 

exponentation, for exanple, whereas others will requ1.re that such an 

operation is carried out as a sequence of multiplications. In seneral 

then, two algorithms to solve the same problem in two different 

languages will take an unequal ll\.IIOOer of steps. nus apparently 

presents difficulties to the analysis of algorithms in that a problem 

A could be solved faster than a problem B in a language Li but slower 

in a language L2. Closer inspection, however, shows that the 

~lementation at machine level is generally the same. 

Section 3.2 will discuss a fUndamental distinction between two 

classes of problem. It will transpire that this distinction 1S so 

powerfUl that, for all practical purposes, the above dilerma matters 

little, even in pure algorithRUc terms. 'lhe remainder of this section 

is concerned with the I'IEthods used to describe the l"''.1lln1nnJ t.111E of 

different algoritlms in a uniform way. 

3. i. i. Deterministic Algorithms 

A deterministic alsorilbm is a sequence of steps as defined above 

consistins of detenninistic statei'IEnts. 'lhe outc0112 of such a 

state~"~Ent may depend on a set of parameters P= (pi, p2, .. , p"J, drawn 

frOm the inp.1t parameter set I and the tef!llOrary algoritlnl parameter 

set T=lti,t2, .. ,tT). Two identical parameter sets Pi and P2 always 

prodUce the same outcorre from the same stateDEnt, with no variation or 

random decision feature. 'lhe algori tlnl is thus deterministic in all of 

its decision making processes. 

All eXistins operational languages, whether high or low level, 

restrict the prograrmer to the use of dete:rmin1stic algorHbns. An Uf 

B(pi, P2 ... , P"l Ulenl statement, where B is a Boo lean funCtion, will 

always give the same result if the values of pi,p2, .. ,p" remain 

unchanged since B will always take the same value of '!RUE or FALSE. 
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3. 1. 2. Co\D'ltlng Steps 

Co\D'lting the l'l\JIOOer of steps in a si.n;)le algor1UJn with no 

control staterrents is trivial. Consider, however, the following 

algorithm WhiCh accepts the coordinates of n cities as input and 

calculates the <tistance between eaCh pair. 

I=lx1,y1,x2,y2, ... ,xn,yn1 

fori :: 1 ton do 

for J :: 1 ton do 

if i:j then dij .- 0 
2 2 1/2 

else dij .- [(x1-xJ) +CY1-YJ) J 

O=ld11'd12'd13'''''dij'''''dnnl 

Within the nested loop, exactly one of the steps is executed. 'n1e 

innenmst part of the loop is encountered n x n tilres. 'n1e :nmnJ.ng 

tlme of this algorithm is therefore n2 steps. 'nlis siJrple approaCh can 

be extended to m:>re so~sticated algor! UJns w1 thoUt ltllch d1ff1cul ty. 

Qle slight problem eXists. Often the actual flow of control 

within an algorithm will depend on the parameter set P, WhiCh 

ultimately depends on the inp.J.t parameter set I. It may be 1Jrposs1ble 

to trace through all stages of the algor! thn, pre<tictinB the action 

taken at each stage. Under these cirCI.lmStances it is custanary to use 

a technique l<nown as worst case analysis 1n WhiCh all steps are 

co\D'lted, even Where their eventual execution is in doubt. 'Ihere are 

drawbacks to this technique in that the final figure obtained may far 

exceed the actual l'l\JIOOer of steps taken by the algor! tl1m. At least, 

however, it does provide a valid upper bound. 

3. 1.3. The O(f(n)) Notation 

The process of counting steps in algoritlrns can be made mre 

efficient in terms of practical use. In general, the running time of 

an algorithn with n inPUt parameters will be a function g(n). For 

exarrple the following algoritml accepts the coordinates and CO\D'lty 

identifiers of n c1 ties as 1ilp,tt and detennines, for each pair, the 
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cUstance between them as well as v.tlether they belons to the sane 

county. The 'cUstance' from each city to itself is set to infln1ty. 

'Ih1 s alsori tnn has I'W'lll1l'lC tllte 1 (n) : en2 +n. 

I=lx1,y1,c1,~'y2,c2: .. ,~,yn'cnJ 
fori := 1 ton do 

for j :: 1 ton do 

if ci:cj then Sij .-TRUE 

else siJ .-FALSE 

fori :: 1 ton do 
2 2 1/2 

for j :: 1 to·n do dij ·- ((xi-xj) +(Yi-YJ)) 

fori:: 1 ton do dii := oo 

O= ldu' d12' dt3' · · 'diJ' · · 'dnn' 8 11' 8 12' 8 13' · · ' 8 iJ' · · ' 8nn1 

Now define a function f(n) to be the single damUnant factor of 

g (n) with any nul tipllcat1ve factor rerroved. In the above exanple; 

therefore, f(n)=n2. 'Ihe numing tim! of the algoriUJn is said to be 

order of n2 steps, written O(n2). 'Ihe algorithm of section 3.1,2 also 

has O(n2 ) numing t1Ire. 

'Ihe 0 notation provides a convenient nEthod for conparlng 

algorithms. If algoritnnA runs in O(fA(n)) steps and algoriUJn B in 

O(f
8

(n)) steps and fA (n) <f
8

(n) then there is sorre criterion for saying 

that algorithm A is better than algorithm B. 

'Ihe absence of any lesser tenn or nultipllcatlve factor in Ule 

0( .. ) representation means that the slight variation in facilities 

provided by cUfferent languages and the cUfferent speeds of various 

machines do not affect this measw-e of running tine of an algori tlm 

Another way of describing the 0 notation is to say that an algoriUJn 

of O(f(n)) steps will run in no roore than Cf(n) seconds '¥4'lere C is a 

constant dependent on tlle language and machine being used. 

3. 1.4. Non-Deteraunistic Algorithms 

Suppose that, in ad<l.i tion to the comnands and statenenis 

available for deteruunlstic algorithms, a number of non-dete~stlc 

statenents exist. SUCh statements are of Ule form 
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anc1 it is expected that each tiiiW! such a stateuent is encountered. 

exactlY one of statenEnt1 or statenEnt2 wUl be executed. the correct 

choice belng made 1nsp1rat1onallY on each occasion. 'Dlls should not be 

confused with the standard IF . . . 'IHEN • • • ELSE • • • statement of a 

determdr.Ustic alsori~ For example, the followlnf non-dete~stic 

algorltbn solves the l<napsack problem (BeKer & Piper [1982]) for a set 

of n intesers. It has running time of O(n) steps. 

I= 1a1, ~· ••• , "\t• 131 
0: :: 0 

fori :: 1 ton do 

either o: :: o:+ai or (no action) 

1f o::f3 then Exist ·- TRUE else Exist . - FALSE 

0= (Exist I 

Clearly no l<nown real language has thls non-detenninJ.stlc 

al>illty. 'tthlle it might be possible to introdUce a level of randonness 

into the operation, there is then no guarantee that the correct 

decision would be mde. Similarly no D'B.chine eX1sts v.hich can search 

through potentially unlimited llllJii:)ers of (either (stateuent11 or 

(statement
2

11 branches to find. the correct Choice in the sanE tiiiW! as 

an ordinary maChine could execute the single step (although the advent 

of parallel processing has mde th!s fact sooevmat less obvious 

(5Umner [1986])). 

Non-detenn1n1st1c principles are, nonetheless, of considerable 

use in the developnent of the theory of alsoritbns. As will be seen in 

section 3.2, the concepts of detenninlstic and non-dete~stic 

algoritlJns provide the basis of a method for classifylJlB problems as 

easy or hard. 

3.2. Complexity Classes of QptiRUsation Problems 

It iS known that there are sone problems, well defined anc1 easily 

stated. for v.hich no alsoritl'Jn can be written to provide a solution 
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('1\lrlrll [1936) 1. &lc:h mtters are not of concern here. For tbe 

pJrPOses of thls wortt, a problem P, of size n, 1S solved by an 

aliOI"itlm A. A runs 1n O(fA (n) 1 steps. It is often of ext.rea 

1Dportance to choose A SUCh that fA(n) is a minim.m If such an 

a1sor1~ can be found then the value of fA (n) sives a measure of the 

c11ff1culty 1n solVinl P. 

Scrle P"Qblems are harder than others. A P"'blem for mich the 

best a11or1U:m runs 1n 0{2~ steps 1S more <Ufficult to solve than an 
' 2 

JrOblem for 'llhic:h the best alsoritlJn runs 1n O(n 1 steps. A u.sef\11, 

rut apparently arbitrary, c11st1nct1on am:ms problems 1S to separate 

thOse Which can be solved by an alsoritlm J'W1l'lini 1n a pc)lyn:mi.al 

l'lUililer of steps frcm thOse Which apparently cannot. For these 

PIJ"'PPSes, orders such as O(nxl, O{nxlos (nl), etc. are resarded as 

polynanial 'ltlereas 0(,(1), O(n!), O(n101 (n)), etc. are considered 

exponential. 

3.2.1. ~Class P 

If a P"Qblem can be solved by a detenn1n1st1c alsoritlJn runn1ns 

1n polymmial u.rre (O{n3), O<n10), etc.) 1t is said to be lone to the 

class P. 'Ihis class represents the easiest of all JrOblems w1 th 

respect to runn1ns tine. 

In p-inciple, at least, any problem 1n the class P can be solved 

for a larae J'lUIIt)er of input paraneters (n). D1fficul ties can arise 

with l"'UJY'l1.nn tirres such as O(n60) rut 1n practice, such situations 

rarely occur. 

Problems known to be in tlle class P include that of the Hinimlm 

Sparln1.ns 'l'r'ee (J:'rU.skal [1956), Prim [1957) and Dijl<stra [1959)) anc1 

Linear Progranmtng (DantZil [1963) and Kanrmi<ar [1964)), 

3. 2. 2. 'Jhe Class RP 

A problem 11b1ch can be solved by a non-detenn1n1st1c alsoritllll 

runn.tnc 1n polynomial time is said to belonc to Ule class HP. Clearly 

any problem 1n P is also 1n HP s1nce a determiniStic a11or1tlJD u a 
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valid non-dete~n1st1c algorithm ~Ch does not use the 

non-deternun1st1c statements. 

Trivially then P is at least contained in NP. It not known 

Whether P:NP or P<>NP. No problem 1n NP has been found. to date for 

~Ch it has been proved that no detertn1n1st1c polynanial tine 

algor! tlnl exists. en the other hand, hoWever, a number of problems are 

known for v.tlJ.ch no such algor1thn has been fo\D'ld. It is widely 

believed that P<>NP and nuch work has been done on the basiS of this 

assunption (Beker & Piper (1982]). 

3.2.3. NP~lete Problems 

A large nuni:>er of tile problems 1n NP for v.tlJ.Ch no deterministic 

polynomial ti.Jre algor1Unl is l<nown have been shown to be equivalent to 

one anotiler (Karp (1972] and Garey & Johnson (1979]) in the sense that 

any polyncmi.al algorithn developed for one of them could be rrod1f1ed 

to provide a solution for each of tile others 1n turn. 'Ihese problems 

are said to be NP-corrplete. 'nley represent the hardest of all solvable 

problems (With the <:tm1ous exception of the r? and. If -corrpl ete 

problems d.1 scussed by Johnson & Papadi.m1 tr 1ou ( 1985]) • 

'Ihe overall structure of the corrplexity class system is believed 

to have P and NP-corrplete as disJoint subclasses of NP. 'nlere rmy or 

rmy not be problems 1n NP-P- (NP-corrplete). 

Any newly encountered problem found to be in NP might be found to 

be in P. Failing this, it might be proved to be NP-cooplete by 

deroonstrating 1 ts equivalence to one of tile problems Yttlich are l<nown 

to be NP-corrplete. Otherwise 1 t remains unplaced in NP until e1 tiler 

its NP-conpleteness 1s proved or a deterministic polynomial tine 

algorilhm is found (if eitiler is possible). 

3.2.4. AlgorithmS for Solvinf Large HP-complete Problems 

Any problem with a practical application will need to be solved 

using a deterministic altoritlnl since these relate to tile facilities 

provided by actual rmchines and 1 anruases. 
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'Ihe runru.nr tilre of algoritlml requ.lrlllf an exPOnential l'llll'lt)er of 

steps will increase far qu1cker than those requlrlllf a polynomlal 

I1IJI'Ii:)er of steps. If the problems to be solved are l<nOWn to be large 

then algori tlTns of the latter type would be desirable. SUCh an 

aigoritnn only exists, however, 1f the problem is known to be 1n the 

class P. Many practical problems are not l<nown to be in this class. 

Soo'e indeed are l<nown to be NP-conplete, J.nplyillf, if general bel1ef 

is correct, that no suCh algorithn can exist. 

'IhJ.s causes severe difficulties in solvinr very large NP-conplete 

problems. 'Ihe only escape is to use a polynomial tilre algorithn WhiCh 

provides an approximation to the correct solution. 'Ihe value of this 

approximation may be ensured by either a guarantee that the solution 

is exact at least a certain percentage of the tilre or a guarantee that 

the approximation is always within a certain percentage of the correct 

solution. SOrre si tuat1ons may allow both. 

Practical cases of this type are discussed 1n chapters 5 and 6. 
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He seems so near and yet so :Ear 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson 

In Het:t»r 1 am, 1850 

.: .. \ ;::· 

Telecommunication netwo~ of vary1ng degrees of soPhistication 

have eXisted for over lOO years. In general, the :twge nationwide 

str\lctures 1n use tooay have evolved. from others alread.y 1n operation 

at various stages UlrOughout history (R.lrray [ 1982], Garrut t [1985), 

ltl1r & Hart [1987) an<1 OZdarmr [1987)). Often the chOice of sites an<1 

communication routes has been <11ctate<1 by the existing equipment 

alread.y avallable. SUch networKs IIBY tend. toward. str\lctures Which are 

far reox>ved. from the mst efficient and opt1m1sation can be of little 

use 1n these cases. A recent design stuciy (BP [19MJ) recOI!Irende4 

eight switching centres (or zone centres) for the network Ul'K1er 

consideration Whereas earlier investigations bad 1n<11cate<1 that Just 

three would. be sorre £300 000 less expensive! A clear understan<11ng of 

the str\lcture of such netwo~ can be usefUl with regard. to possible 

alterations to be rmde 1n the fUture but, 1n general, the eXisting 

topology wlll be of mre 1JJ1X>rtance. In addition, other constraints 

such as alternate routelng may be 1n evidence and. this corrpllcates the 

situation even fUrther. 

In certain cases, hOWever, networKs do not evolve 1n this way. 

'Ihe trend. towards private communication networKs (Lane [19M) and 

Boar<mm & Flcklln8 [1987) > an<1 the emerslnB <11g1ta1 networKs with new 

facUlties (Heap & ArtlnD' [1985) and Brown & Lidbetter [1985)) is 

prodUcing a mmi:ler of entirely new str\lctures. In other countries as 

well, new networks are appear1ng as opposec1 to grow1ng out of old ones 

(upton [1987)). It is 1n these situations that optumtsation is of mst 

urportance. With networks costing millions of pounds, a saving of even 

a few percent can easily JustifY a considerable am:>unt of 
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optimuauon. .1n aM1. uon to the usual design work, before 

construction be11ns. 

'lh.1s c:hapt.er outlines the principles beh1n<1 telecommni.cat.ton 

networks. It deals with the theoretical aspects, the .1ll<11vi<2Ual 

coaponents of such structures, the facilities provided. by these 

coaponents and the overall layout, both at the present tll!e and as 

pre<Ucte<1 into the fUture. 

4. 1. Basic Principles an<1 Design constraints 

A network of size n consists of n nodes; i= 1, 2, .. , n eaCh def1ne<1 

by its coor<Unates (xi,yi) 1n the atcUdean plane. 'lhe PJrPOse of the 

network is to allow pairs of nodes to cOIIIILilUcate infonrBtlon between 

Ulem. 'lh.1s 1nfonrBt1on 1S knOWn as traffic an<1 is usually measure<1 1n 

erlanss (name<1 after the Danish rmthermtlcian, A. 1::. Erlan, (Broc1<rreyer 

et al. [ 19lk') J ) ) • If the ne an 1'11l1Jt)er of calls frOm node i to node J 1n 

tll!e t is c an<1 the average len~th of eaCh call 1 the hol<1lng tlrre) 1S 

1 then the l'liJII'ber of erlan,s from node i to node j is liven by 

= cl 
t 

Q1e erlang can be consi<1ere<1 as equlvalent to an avera,e of one call 

cotltin~tovsl~. An alternative· measurement, use<1 prl.UBl'lly in the USA, 

is that of h\lndre<1 call secon<1s per hour (ccs h-1 
> Where clearly one 

erlan, is equivalent to 36 ccs h- 1. 

Traffic can take a number of forms (voice, data, text, etc). In a 

network with nodes 1enerat1ng T types (T> 1) it rmy be necessary to 

<1.1Sti01Ulsh between Ulem for eaCh node pair, for the p.JrpOses of call 

lOIIlOI, chargiOI, etc.. A natural extension to the above notation 1S 

to let aTiJ' i,J:1,2, .. ,n, T:1,2, .. ,T be the amount of traffic of type 

T 1enerate<1 at no<1e i and destl.ne\\ for node J an<1 re<1ef.1ne aiJ as 

T 
a = 
ij E aTlJ 

T:1 
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'Ihe value aTiJ can be regarde<1 as the eleoent 1n the i throw and 

J th collml of an n x n matrix AT. 'Dle coorc11nates (xi' y i), i= 1, 2, •. , n 

and the T traffic matrices AT= (aTiJ), i,J:1,2, •. ,n, T:1,2, •• ,T 

describe the ltlYsical setup of the network and will coaprise mst of 

the l.npUt data to any network opt.im1Sat1on I!"'blem (KP). 

4. 1. 1. Network Perfonrsnce Constralnts 

In addition to the node locations and traffic flow, a number of 

other elerrents of 1nformauon are required as l.npUt to an !«JP. Sooe of 

these place restrictions on the type of solution WhiCh is acceptable 

and constra1nts on the qual! ty of perfonnanee provided bY the network. 

Others merely represent the cost of various pieces of equipment or the 

period of t!m! for v-h!Ch the network is 1ntende<1 to operate. 'Ihe mre 

l.nportant of these are mentioned in sections 4. t. 1. 1-4. 

4.1.1.1. Network Structure 

If the nodes of a netWOrk N can be split into two groups H
1 

and 

N2 such tllat ai/aJi:O for all iEN1, JEN2 Ulen N1 an<1 N2 can be 

treate<1 in<11v1<1Ually as separate networks. If this is not the case 

Ulen the first requirerrent of any solution network is that the 

underlying gra~ be connected. As seen 1n cbapt.er 2 there are between 
z(n(n- 1l12l-1 and zn(n- 1l12 connected graphs on n nodes. 

It is usual to specify further the topology of the solution 

network. 'lhe particular fonn, however, w111 depend upon the 

application for WhiCh the network is required. Obvious exauples 

include the star and h1erareh1cal star and net introduced 1n cbapt.er 2 

or a f\111 mesh arrangerrent in WhiCh each node is connecte<1 to every 

one of tile others. 

Another exanple, usually applied to data transm1ssion, 1S that of 

centralised networks (Esau & W1111ams [1966], Kershenba\lm & Qlou 

[1974], Chan<1y & Russell [1972] and Schwartz [1977]). SUCh topologies 

occur When a nuntler of nodes requlre·cann.micauon only with a central 

point (a1J:O 1f i>1 and J>1). 'DUs situation ]Jl"'<2Uces networks of the 

form Shown 1n Fig 4. a. A large amount of work has ~en <!one With 
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Flgure 4. a. A Centralised Network 
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respect to these structures. In a<k11 t1on to the above references, 

metllods have been suggested by Martin [1967], Sbarma a El-Barda1 

[1970) and. Elias a Ferl\lSOn [197~). SUch networks are covered 1n 

greater detaJ.l 1n chapter 5. 'nley are less acceptable ~ 

comrun1cat1on 1s required between two non-central nodes as 1n tlle 

general case. 

Practical network topologies for general telecommunication 

requirements will be <11scussed 1n section ~.3. 

~. 1. 1.2. Grade of service 

If there are cl usable conmm1cat1on routes on a link between two 

nodes i and. J then clearly Ule link can carry cl calls slmJ.ltaneously. 

If a cl+1 th call 1s attenpted before any of the other routes are 

released then the call w111 fall. 'Ihe grade of service (<l:S) of any 

link 1S the probabllity of thls faJ.lure occurring. 

A single <11rect comrun1cat1ons route on a link between two nodes 

is called. a circuit. If a link consiSts of c c!reu1ts and. is required 

to carry A erlangs of traffic, the a:s can be approxi.rmted as follows. 

If it is assumed. that the number of possible call sources ls 

large, that calls are at tenpted. an<1 tennlnated. at r~ an<1 tllat 

blocl<ed. calls are lost (as opposed. to delayed.) then it can be shown 

(Bear [1976) J that Ule probabUity of 1< clrcuits being rosy at any 

time is given by 

p (I<) ~ 

'Ihls is the Erlang B equation. BloclUnl occurs When !<:c. 'Ihe a:s 
for a linl< of c circul.ts carrying A erlangs of traffic ls therefore 
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G(C,A) : 

'Ih1s is the. Erlang fornula of the first 1<.1n<1. unfortunately, no 

explicit equation of the form c:f(G,A) exists to dete~ne the number 

of circuits ~re~ to carry A erlangs at GOS G. SUbstantial 

tabulation, however, does eXist ~ S<XD! is presente~ in appen~x B. 

In general a ~~ GOS will :be part of the input to any HJP. 

'!here are, however, two types of GOS. 'Ihe Erlang equation calculates 

the llnk GOS. An alternative is the e~ to e~ GOS. If tile patll 

:between two nodes i ~ j consists of 1 ll.nK.s witll Unk grades of 

service G1,G2, .. ,G1 then the en~ to en~ GOS :between i ~ J is given 

by 

E : 

: 

: 

V4lere ocif) represents those terms involving the product of two or 

I!'Pre GIJ. In general, however, grades of service are reasonably small 

an~ neglecting these terms allows the approxunation 

E : 

As Shoul~ :be expecte~ the e~ to end. GOS is always greater than 

each of the i~vidual Unk grades of service. 'Ih1s probabUity of 

failure increases if the grades of service of the switches 1n the patll 

are considered. 
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4. 1. 1. 3. Degree Of Reroutel.ng 

In any network, sooe nodes wlll be connected <11rectly to1ether. 

Traffic between these two nodes wlll be carried bY the link between 

them_ (asS\JIIl1ng that this link is operable - alternate route!nl Should 

be provided to ruar<1 qainst failures). The prl..mary routel.JlB plan (the 

system for <11rect1ng traffic around the network) is trivial in sucn a 

case. 

COnsider, however, two nodes i and j Which, in contrast, are not 

connected <11rectly to1ether. The traffic aij must be rerouted via at 

least one other node. It is normal, 1n practlce, to place an upper 

bound on the llllllber of nodes 1n any sucn path to ensure satisfactory 

performance of the network. 'Ihl.s bound is referred to as the degree of 

reroute ins (IX:R). If every no<1e is connected to every other node, the 

IX:R is zero. 

As with <DS, the IX:R is part of the inp.tt to any HOP. Values of 

not roore Ulan 3 to 5 are comn:>n. 

4.1. 1.4. COst of Equipment 

The eventual cost of a telecommunications network is 1enerallY a 

combination of installation costs, connection Charles an<1 annual 

rental. The precise details of this vary from one appUcatlon to 

another an<1 with <11 fferent times an<1 con<11 t1ons (and are often subject 

to considerable security (upton [1985])). In some cases the projected 

develo}:lllent and expansion of the network as well as muntenance or 

repair work w111 be relevant. It may be Ulat economic tools sucn as 

present value of annual Charges (PVAC) or <11scounte<1 cash flow (OCF) 

are required ('Nherry [19751). These are <11sco\Dlt1ng techn!ques YI!U.cn 

allow a redUced sum of rooney to be invested to cover annual rental 

over a J'll.lllt)er of fUture years. SUch netho<1s are not considered in any 

detail here. 

'lhe actual costs of network cooponents can be split into two 

1eneral types; transmlssion related costs an<1 sw1teb!ng related costs. 
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4. t. 1. 4. 1. 'D'ansmission COsts 

In general, L types of transmission circu1 t will be available. 

For each c1rcu1t type 1, 1=1,2, .. ,L, the cost c
1 

is often based on a 

socreYibat l.nVolved set of rules (saneti.Des with the first c1rcu1t be11'11 

11Bl"kec11Y ID:)re expensive than subsequent circu1ts, etc. (Upton 

[1985))). 'Ihese rules are intended to 100c1el the various ways 1n Vth!ch 

costs are l.nCI.JrTed 1n practice (SUCh as by Choosing certain types of 

cable and. J;l"'Vic11ng dUcts of c11fferent sizes, etc. ) . A convenient 

approXimation Vth!ch may sormtl.mes be used and. v.hich gives an idea of 

the form Vth!ch tran.sml.ssion costs take is 

: 

Vttlere F1 is a fixed cost and. 11 is an incremental Charge per unit 

length of c1rcu1t. d 1S the length of the clrCUl.t. 

In practice, the method. for determining the cost of a clrcul t may 

involve a step fUnction With a c11fferent formula being used for two 

s1m1lar c1rcu1ts of c11fferent length. 'Ihe above approximation then 

becomes 

: 

Vttlere F 
1 

and I
1 

are the appropriate nul tipllers for step a. If D 
a a th a 

and Da+i are the lower and. upper c11stance 11mlts of the a step, then 

a is Chosen so that Da~~Da+i' Usually F1a<Fla+l and. I 1a>lla+l (i.e. 

as the length of clrcult increases, the fixed cost increases and the 

cost per Wllt length decreases). 

CK1e would expect the costs to be of this fonn. 'Ihe provision of a 

transmission link will 1ncUr in! tial expenc11 ture dUe to the cost of 

planning, SUPPlY of installation eQUipment, employment of ~force, 

etc .. In a<1c11t1on, the am:>\D'lt of cable provided and. the wori< involved 

1n laying it Will increase With c11stance. Regular maintenance COStS 

will also have their constant and. c11stance dependent elements. 

In general, these costs are passed on to the user in a si.mllar 

form. Host will pay a fixed rental for equ!prent available on site anc1 
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v.H. Grout 

Abstract 

'Ihis thesis deals with various facets of the opt1m1sation problem 
for telecommunication networks and proposes a number of new techniques 
for their solution. 

'Ihe necessary essentials, Gr<q:h 'D'leory, Cooplex1 ty 'Iheory and 
Telec01111llll1cation Principles, are investigated. 'D1e relevant gr~ 
are enumerated and the requirenEnts of su1 table opt1m1sation 
algor! t.bns for certain sr<llillcal problems are established. 'D1e Private 
Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) is introduced. 'Ihe variety of 
telec01111llll1cations traffic as well as the practical requirerrents of a 
connection topology are discussed. 

'D1e ~ntal Network Opt1m1sation Problem (NOP) is def1nec1 and 
analysed. Sirlple eXhaustive methods of solution are cons1derec1 
together with partial solution algorithms and stmpl1f1cat1on methods. 
Central1sec1 networks w1 th and w1 thout concentrators are introduced. 
Extensions anc1 rrod1f1cations are proposec1 for some techniques and 
eXisting practical methods of dealing with the HJP are inVestigated. 

A number of new ideas are proposec1 for the practical solution of 
the NOP. Rec1uction ·methods are presentec1 for replacing large 
urmanageable networks with smaller ones, on Y4l!ch opt1m1sation can 
take place. Fixed topology techniques are introducec1 for initial 
tandem switch selection pn-poses and perturbation methods are 
considered Y4l!ch can be applied to such an 1n1 tial solution. Lookahea.c1 
methods of I 1nl< re~mval are 1ntroc1uced for the purposes of detenn1n1ng 
t.he tandem interconnection network together w1 th the traffic routelng 
strategy. A corrpos1te method is proposed incorporating all of t.hese 
concepts and the results of a number of numerical experiments upon 
actual network problems are presented. 

'D1e extension of the proposed tectmiques to other areas of 
problem solving and opt1m1sation is considered. In particular, a new 
method for the solution of the Ellclidean Travelling salesman Problem 
(ET.SP) is presented. 

A brief discussion is undertaken, in conclusion, concerning the 
practical d1ff1cul ties of the HJP and the restrictions thus placec1 
upon solution algor! t.bns of various types. 
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call cllarSes WhiCh are dependent upon the dUration and. d.lstance of 

each call. In addition, an 1n1i1a1 charge may be levied. for the 

provision of facilities at tbe beginn1n8 of the contract. 

4.1.1.4.2. SWitCblnl COsts 

A switch. 1.n practice, perfonns a relatively cooplex and. 

1.1Jportant task withln the network. For costlni PJl"'PPSes, however, it 

DBY be regarded, 1.n theoretical terms, s1.nply as the tenn1nat1on of a 

1'liJIIi>er of circuJ. ts. Each c1reu1 t tenninates at an 1nd.1 vidual EQtl. 'Ihe 

ODre CJ..rcU1 ts, the ODre ports, and. the JOOre ports, the ODre SWl tchlng 

equlPJEnt requJ.re<1. 'Ihe cost of a sw1 teh can tnerefore be represented. 

by 

: F+Ip 

Where F 1S a fixed. cost anc1 I 1S an lncrerrental charge per port. p is 

the l'l\lllt)er of ports. 

As wlth t.ransmlsslon costs, thls DBY be a sl.IJpllflcauon of the 

practical rmthod by Whlch switch costs are detenn1ne<1. In general, 

however, 'there ls llttle deviation £ran thls form (Upt.on [1985)). 

Agaln, step costs fUnctions can :be calculated. as 

: 

Where, thls tlme, the steps are relative to the Il\lll't)er of ports at the 

swltch (1. e. H0S.ps.H0+1 Wbere H0 and. H0+1 are the lower and. upper 

llmlts. (in terms of ports) of step o. 

Agal.n, these costs are a corrt>lnatlon of equlpJent expend.! ture, 

lnstallauon costs and. regular maintenance. Ideally, these charges 

wlll :be passed onto the user 1n a slmllar form as :before. 

'Ihe overall cost of any network w111 :be the sum of the costs of 

lts ind1vldual components. 
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c : 

Where 1» 1S the set of all ·switches 1n the network 

and. L1 1S the set of all Unks of type 1 1n the network. 

4. 1. 2. Network Solution Requl.rements 

'lhe output fran any I«JP w1ll be the fUll details of a conpletely 

connected network, of m1n1mJm cost, Ylh.ich satisfies the structure 

restricl1ons and. the perfonmnce constraints. Necessary 1nformauon 

wUl 1nclude those nodes Ylh.ich are connected together, the s1Ze of the 

connecuon between each pair of nodes, the anx>l.D'lt of traffic flowing 

between each paJ.r of nodes an<1 the traffic routeing strategy as well 

as information regarding the marJaBement of the network. Fuller details 

are contained in section 4. 3 and the next two chapters. 

4. 2. 'Ihe Private Autormuc Branch ExchanBe 

The ultimate objective of any telecommunications network is to 

connect together a number of sources and slnks of traffic. Within this 

framework there are, however, two <11st1nct requirements. Firstly, the 

sources and sinks within a certain area (OO!l<Ung, site, etc. ) need to 

be able to cornn.uucate. Second.ly, access DllSt be provided to other 

such areas of the country. 

A prl vate autormuc :tranch exchan8e (PABX) represents the 100st 

powerfUl and effective way of ach1ev1ng these objectives. MUCh of the 

work contained in the following chapters will be concerned with 

connectinB together a rn.uri:>er of <Ustrib..lted PABXs. 

4.2. 1. 'Ihe Role of PABX 

In the roost general sense a PABX acts as a central po1nt for the 

internal comrunJ.cauons swltchlng for a particular conpany in a liVen 

area. 'Ihls area could typically be that covered bY a firm's ~ses 
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(or a regional centre for a national coupany). SOUrces and. sl.nKS Of 

traffic are connected d1.rectly to the PABX to fonn a star (the 

s!rrplest form possible). 

'lhe PABX may also provide a ccmnon point of connection to 

external pmUc and. private c1rcU1ts for long distance commn1cat1on. 

'Ihe pll?Uc switChed teleltlone network (PS'lli), as an exanple, provides 

a cooplete nationwide structure for speech comrunlcation JQ"'PPses. A 

I'JUJJiber of other services, provided externally, such as packet 

sw1 tchStream (PPS, the UK national packet sw1 tched data network) , can 

also :be made available to the coupany user v1a the PABX. 

A typical PABX struct\.D"e 1S shOWn in Fig 4. b. Most will support 

both exiSting tele}tlone equJ.pmnt and rmre advanced terminalS. 

Enhanced user options such as autormtic call diversion, abbl"ev1ate<1 

dialling and direct dialling 1n are also provided. 'lhese are a J'llBOOer 

of operational facilities designed to give a rmre powerfUl and 

convenient service to the user. 'lh1s generallY uses the principle of 

stored program control (SPC} 1n Vthlch software is used to control the 

operation of the PABX. It allows for easy nr:>d1f1cat1on of, or addition 

to, the set of operating rules s1nce only the relevant software need 

be changed to achieve any desired nr:>d1 f1cat1on. A range of exchange 

sizes are possible up to several thousand extensions. 

'lhe common control equipment iS often duplicated for security and. 

reliability reasons. If one such piece of equJ.pment fails, the 

dUplicate can take over. 'Ih!s, corri:>1ned w1 th self testing diagnostic 

software - allowinl! potential and actual problems to be detected 

quickly, provides relatively fault free operation. 

If necessary, a soPhisticated console can :be provided for use by 

a receptionist providing a manual operator system, 1f needed for any 

reason (such as 1n a situation Where personnel D"Ove aroun<1 frequently 

causing directories to :becoue obsolete quickly), as well as an e~ 

service. In ac:1d..1Uon, a managerrent terminal may :be available for call 

logginl!, analysis, route restriction, flow opt~sation and general 

system 100n1 tor 1nl! and control. 

Other facilities Wb.ich may :be provided by a typical PABX include 

personal COIIPJting (connection to a host c011p.1ter s1mllating the 

effect of a desk-top PC), facs!UUle (a form of long distance 
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X 

Figure 4. b. A Private Automatic Brandn EXdhanle 
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Jt)ot.ocopyl.nl 1n ldlJ.ch any c!OcUIIEnt, textual or trafh!cal, can be sent 

over the network), video conferencl.nl (the J:'I"'V1Sion of DUl t1-user 

conferencl.nl fac1li t1es for seperatec1 parties), voice messacl.nl (a 

couparable system to electronlc mu with awuble. messages as opposec1 

to text), access to a local area network (I...AR, an 1nterconnectec1 set 

of coupatlbl e tennl.nal s or stations l , the 1ntesratec1 services c11Si tal 

network (ISifi, section ~. 2. 2) and gateways to electronlc IIB11 (a host 

corrputer slmll at 1nl a rruni)er of mll.boxes for its users and a • postal • 

service between them) and telex an<1 Teletext· (nessaging services 

between woro processors and 1ntell1rent printers). 

~. 2. 2. PABX and the F\J.t\.D"e 

Ism is very IIUCh the network of the fUture. SUch systems will 

eventually unifY the transnnssion of voice and data within the same 

structure. 

'lhe purpose of the ISifi 1S to provide a s1n11e pair of wires to 

each source/sink allowing for .both c11Sital voice an<1 data to be sent 

and received 'Ihls inclUdes all types of data <11scusse<1 1n the 

previous section. It wUl take sone years before a fUll Ism is 

establiShe<1 1n the UKibut a pilot sCheme exits at present an<1 all new 

exchanges do have ISifi faclli ties. F\J.ture PABXs wlll be capable of 

fUll c11S i tal interworl<lng with the ISOO. 

Eventually, the ISDN w111 provide intesratec1 <11s1tal access ( IDAl 

to a ranre of network services (DmlY of Which are describe<1 1n the 

previous section - others can be foun<1 in Lane (1984) and Gurrie & 

0' Connor [ 1986)) an<1 will be capable of deal!ng with a nunt:>er of 

c11fferent types of telecomrunlcations traffic (voice, data, text, 

etc.). 

'lhere is, at present in the UK, an operational pUot scheme 

cons1Stlnl of a nunber of Ism local exchanges. Each user is connectec1 

to the appropriate local exchange via an 6dcbit s-1 c11gital l!nk. 
, -1 

Alternatively, the service 1S available to PABXs via 2.01l8Mb1ts PCM 

cl.rcu1ts (30 x 64tbit s-1). 
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4. 2. 2. 1. Centrex 

A like 1 y deve 1 o_prent in the next few year-s will 'be the cont1mled 

1ntrodll.Ct1on of centrex or oosiness sroup services (B3SJ. eentrex 1S a 

system allowing a local exchange to provide aliJl)St the same facilities 

that would. 'be available fr<m an ac1Vancec1 PABX. 'Ihese facilities, 

however, are charged. for on a rental and usage basis 1n IDJCh the sane 

way as with exist in( }:tlone faclli ties. For a conpany sen<11ng and 

rece1 vin( small aroounts of data, the considerable expense of a PABX 

may not 'be JUStified In these cases, the cost of subscribing to a 

centrex local exchange will 'be preferable. 

'Ihere are other reasons for Yltlich a coapany may choose centrex to 

fUlf 111 1 ts PABX nee<1s. 'Ihere 1S no 1 arge 1n1 Ual outlay of cap! tal 1n 

such a case anc1 any subsequent l.Dprovermnts 1n teChnology and/or 

software can 'be provided. without the need. to reconfigure a PABX. In 

addition, the maintenance anc1 operation of the system are likely to 'be 

superior since they are undertaken by the centrex supplier. For 

exarrple, all fac111t1es should. 'be available 24 hours per day - an 

unprofitable enteJ"Pl'lse for a COIJilal'lY l"UJ'll'l1rll 1 ts own PABX. 

~lly, however, there are <11sa<1Vantages to such a system. At 

present, 1n the U[, only Mercury communications provide an operational 

centrex service an<1. even then, only 1n Lond.on. In addi uon, 1n this 

particular case, there 1s a m1n1m.Bn charge of 200 lines irrespective 

of actual company ~rements. Furthermore, 1t 1s often necessary to 

duplicate equl~nt (such as nultlplexers) and. provide extra capacitY 

to match the grade of service anc1 level of rel1abil1ty provided by a 

corrparable PABX. 

It 1S conceivable, 1n soue cases, that a conpany could use a 

mixture of PABXs and centrex exChanges to fUlf111 1ts transmission 

~ses at least cost. 'Ihe costs are such. however, to ensure that 

large traffic generatinB sites are still 'best served bY a separ-ate 

PABX. 'lhls protects the local exChange fr<:m excessive am:>unts of 

traffic pass1ng through 1 t from a single source. 'Ihe problem of PABX 

1ntercormect1on at mlnlm.Bn cost, to 'be <11scusse<1 1n Chapter 5, 

consequently remuns of lnportance. 
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4. 3. PABX Hetwork Prlnciples 

In isolation, a PABX P"'Vides a powerfUl solution to the local 

comrunlcation and service requ.J.rements of a small conpany or area 

group of a larger organisation. In the case of the latter, a rud:>er of 

PABXs will exist throUghoUt a tiven area (the country, for example). 

It will tenerally 'be necessary to connect totether these PABXs to fonn 

a cooplete network. 'Ihis work 1S concerned wi t.h networks of a 

hierarchlcal form. 

4. 3. 1. H1erarchlcal Network Structures 

A number of PABXs (n say) can 'be considered as the unconnected 

nodes of the rmll tralb ~· It ls thUs required to find a SU1 table 

connected ~ on these n nodes. 'nle rost o:twlous of these is Kn' the 
n-2 conplete 8l"33h on n nodes. An alternauve would 'be any of the n 

spanning trees (see chapter 2). 

In practice, however, networks of the fonn shown 1n Fll 4. c are 

used. In t.hls case, a subset of size M of the n PABXs have 'been 

selected and promoted to the position of tandem PABXs, or s1mply 

tandems (Lane [1984) and Gurrle & O'Connor [1986)). 'nlese tan<1em9 are 

connected in an unrestricted way. All other PABXs are connected 

directly to their closest tandem PABX. 

It can 'be seen that these networks are, in fact, equivalent to 

the hierarchlcal nets discussed 1n cllapter 2. 'nlere are therefore 

(~)~ acceptable networks wlt.h M tandems on n PABXs and. 

n 

E 
M:l 

networks overall. 'lhe next. two chapters discuss how to detennlne the 

cheapest suCh network (the opt1.m.lm). 

Two PABXs w1 t.hln the same tandem trQup ccmrunlcate via their 

conm:>n tandem PABX. Traffic from a PABX to one 1n another group passes 

up lnto the tandem network, along a SU1 table route to the appropriate 
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PABX 

Figure 4.c. Typical PABX NetworK Structure 
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tanc1em and then down. tllroUib the service or supplY net~ to the 

target PABIC. In thls way the t.arx1eiM collect and <11stribute traffic 

around the network. 

'Ihls structure 1S particularly effective. A large proportion of 

traffic generate<1 withln ·a PABIC is llkely to remain local to that 

exchanfe or to one of its neifh})ourl.nf exchanfes. 'Ihe Dill tiple star 

arrangement at the lower level of the network (and withln the PABIC 

itself) cieals with thls well. 'lhe conplete flex1bil1ty of the h1Sher 

level, on the other hand, allows the tandems to :be connecte<1 1n the 

manner most appropriate. to the Characteristics and <11stribution of the 

traffic flowl.nf :between them. 

ll. 3. 2. Alternate Routel.nf Requlreuents 

'Ihe arrangement ciescr1:be<1 1n section 4. 3. 1 is a slnple and 

effective one and a reasonable Choice for a practical PABX network 

(Lane [1984)). Certalnsituations, however, may require aoctitional 

constraints on the network topoloty. 

Consider two no<1es CPABXs) i and J, 'Ihe conmmlcations path 

:between them 1S vulneral>le 1n two specific places, narrely the ll..nks 

from i and J to their parent tandems. If either of these links fail, i 

and J will :becorrw:! <11sconnected. 

'Ihls potential problem can :be avoided, to Whatever extent is 

necessary, by the provision of alternate routeing in mi.ch every node 

is connecte<1 to P parent tan<1emS v.tlere P>t. A prlnary (or preferre<1) 

route 1s given but if any of the links in this route fail the second, 

third. etc. routes can :be brought 1nto operation. 

As far as the ciesign (opt1m1sation) of telecormunicauons 

networks 1s concerned, this type of alternate routel.nf is not 

<11ff1cult to provicie. In the slnple case with no SUch provision (i.e. 

P: 1), each noc1e is cormecte<1 to 1 ts nearest ~ To extend. the case 

to a situation wi Ul alternate routeing of ciegree P 1S sillple. Each 

node is rrerely connecte<1 to its nearest P tandems. 

'lhere are other forms of alternate routel.nf, however, mich are 

consicieral>ly more <11fficult to deal with. A prinCipal exanple 1S that 

of prov1<11ng a given I1UIJI:)er of e<tge or node <11sJo1nt paths :between 
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each pair of nodes. In add1 tion, nodes uay, under certain 

c1:rcUmstances, :be cormected to each other as well as to their parent 

tandem(s). In general, such problems are not considered 1n the work 

tllat is to follow. Each node will :be assuned to :be cormected to a 

single tandem. Sinple alternate routeing of degree P can then :be 

achieved by the selection of P such tandems. 
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leflen a Jot of remedJ.es are suggested for a dlsease, 

that means 1t can• t be cured 

Anton CheKhov 

'1be Qlerry crchard. 1904 

Telecamurucations networks, of any sort, are exarrples of 

practical eng1neerl.ng design. 'Ihe variation armng them is 

considerable. 'Ihe larger stru.ctures are capable of carryl.ng l'nlge 

am:>unts of 1nfonmuon, often over long distances. SUch systems are 

unavoidably expensive <211e to the inCreased. hardWare needed. for these 

PJrPOSes. 

Clearly, the desire that a telecODDlll11cauons network be designed. 

to be as cheap as possible (l.n tenns of Vthatever method. the eventual 

cost is calculated.), subject to constraints concerrung the m1n1mlm 

level of acceptable performmce, is an entirely reasonable one. A 

saving even of lX for a network costing £1Cfl 1S £lOOK. 'lh1s easily 

just! f1es a considerable am:>unt of effort at the design stage of tlle 

network project. 

unfortunately, however, such networks, by virtue of their 

practical nature, do not succun1:> to the principles of matheriB.tical 

rmdell1ng very easily. El:IU!prent costs are rarely calculated. in a 

linear fashion, constraints may often ta}{e fonns Which ~bit tlleir 

use within a rmdel and. many parameters required. at the beginn1nt of 

any s!Jrple process are often not known until the solution network is 

obtained. 

'lh1s chapter 1S concerned. with the problem of telecOIJIJI.llUcauon 

network opt1.ml.sauon in its mst general fonn. 'lh1s problem 1S firstly 

stated. and. then analysed. from a complexity point of view. In the 

subSequent sections a IliJid:)er of possible method.s of solution, both for 

the complete P""Oblem and. sections of it, are presented. and. considered. 
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'lhe relative strensths and. weaknesses of each are <11scussec1 along wlth 

the poss1b111 ties of exten<Ung soue of the technlques to a roore usei'Ul 

and. p-actical set of cJ.rc\mstances. 

5. 1. 'lhe Problem of Hetwork Opt.1m1sation 

'Ihls section 1s concerne<1 wlth the actual problem of determ1n111f 

the cheapest telecomo.mJ.cations network, 1n any part.lcular case, Whlch 

car.r1es the appropriate quantities of traffic between all sources and 

sinks, at an acceptable level of serv1ce anc1 subject to any g1ven 

constraints. Firstly, a conplete statement of the p-<>blem 1s g1ven . · 

followec1 bY a <11scuss1on of the relative <11ff1cult1es 1nVolvec1 1n the 

solution of each of the resultant subproblesm. 

5. 1. 1. A staterrent of the Problem 

MUch of the work that 1s to follow can be cons1derec1 as belniJ 

prl..lnar'1ly concerne<1 wlth the analysts anc1 design of PABX networks. In 

the major! ty of cases, however, thls <11st1nction 1S academic 1n the 

sense that the techn.J.ques cons1derec1 apply to any system 1nVOlV111f 

sources anc1 slnks of traffic. For thls reason, any such traffic 

source/sink w111 be referrec1 to, w1 th reference to the gr~ theoretic 

case, as a node anc1 the tandem PABXs etc. w111 be slnplY called 

taru:lems or tandem nodes. In those cases 1n Whlch a particular type of 

network 1s belniJ cons1derec1, the <11fference w111 be nade clear 

It 1s now possible to state the general network opt.lmisauon 

problem (HOP), def1nec1 by Il-5 anc1 01-10 of secuons 5. 1. 1. 1 anc1 

5. 1. 1. 2. 

5. 1. 1. 1. Requ1rec1 InpJ.t Data 

'lhere are two basic parts to the inpJ.t for any !«F. 'lhe 1n1 tlal 

configuration of a network consiSts of node locations anc1 traffic 

details. In add1t1on, extra information 1s requ1rec1 to specify the 

envt.roment 1n ..tU.ch the network 1S to operate. Clearly, the sane 
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network configuration could be presented. as !ni:Ut to an liP with a 

variety of <11fferent env1rorments. 

'Ihe requ1rec1 1npllt to any liP can be exPl1citly def1ne<1 as 

follows. 

11. 'lhe coorc11nates (Xi, y i), i = 1, 2, .. , n of n nodes 1n the 

2-D Ellcl1dean plane. 

12. 'nle values conta1nec1 1n T traffic matrices AT = (aTiJ), 

i,J:1,2, .. ,n. T=1,2, •. ,T Where there are T types of traffic 

anc1 aTiJ represents the amount of traffic of type T, 1n 

erlangs, orig1nat1ng at source i anc1 destined. for s1nk J. 

13. 'lhe CDS required. on any 11nk withln the final network. 'Ih1s 

<nS may be <Ufferent for each level of the solution network. 

14. 'Ihe harc1Ware available for use in the solution anc1 the 

fonmlae or strategies to be used in detenn1n1ng the cost of . 

each piece of equ1Jmmt. 

15. Ac1<11 tional, optional constraints on the final solution such 

as In or level of connectec1ness (U::X:: - the m1n1JII.lm degree of 

each tandem noc1e), fixed. llnks and/or tanc1ems, etc .. 

'nle appropriate form of each elenent of input w111 be <Uscussed 

in section 5. 1.2. 1. 

5. 1. 1. 2. Required Q.ltJ:Ut Data 

'lhe following outJ:Ut w111 COIII>letely descrl:be the solution to a 

general l«::P. It should be either given by, or easily obtainable fran, 

any calculated solution. 

01. 'Ihe opt1mlm ll\llllber of tandem nodes, Q, 1 ~~n. 

02 'lhe optl.mJm selection of S2 tandem nodes from the or111na1 n. 
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03. 'Dle opt1mlm paru tionlnl of the Nmaln1ng n-!2 nodes into tlle 

g tandem lf'Ou:ps. 

~. 'Dle mst SUitable 11nk type for ead'l node-tanc!em connection. 

05. 'Ihe required. size Of eam node-tandem connection Uri<. 

06. 'Dle opt1mlm tandem network connection topology. 

en. 'Dle mst SUitable l.lnk type for each tandem-tandem 

connection. 

08. 'Ihe required. size of each tan<2em-tandelll connection liri<. 

09. 'Ihe optlmlm traffic routeing strategy wi uun the tandem 

network. 

010. Hlmerical 1nfonnation concerning the solution networt{ such as 

the cost of the networt{, 1n<1J.vi<hlal tn"ades of service (under 

con<Utions of correct operation an<1 conponent failure), 

reliability, etc .. 

S<lm! of these in<Uvi<hlal solutions are easier to obtain than 

others. Section 5.1.2.2 considers the relative problems involved in 

each case. 

5. 1.2. Analysis of the Problem 

'Ihe general l«JP is clearly easy to state. It wlll be seen, 

however that its solution is far more difficult. nus section begins 

by expla1nlng the input data 1n tn"eater detail an<1 then proceeds with 

an 1nvest11at1on of the problems encountered in determining each 

e 1 euent of the output. 
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5. 1.2. 1. Analysis of Input Data 

'lhe node locations (It l can be ~scribe<1 by any valid set of 2-D 

coor<Unates relative to any Ellcl1dean fraue of reference. In tlle UK, 

the national Cl"<11.nance SUrvey grid references of 0-70CI<m (west-east), 

0-100C8<m (south-north) are typically used with as mch ~flnltion as 

required. Latitude an<1 LongitUde nay be-used 1f wished :tut, 1n 

general, it will be necessary to approX1mate them by coor<Unates on a 

flat surface. 

'lhe trafflc matrices AT : (aTijl' i,j:1,2, .. ,n, T:1,2, .. ,T (I2l 

are g1 ven separate 1 y. In s0112 cases, it nay be posslbl e to coni:>1ne 

traffic or even to represent traffic between two nodes as a single 

figure, giving rise to a single matrix A. 'lhe aroount of traffic 

together with the required ~ ( 13) w111 determine the necessary size 

of each link. 'lhe form of the equation in sect1on 4. 1. 1. 2 1Jrplies that 

if C(G,A) is the llUIJtler of c1rCU.its required to carry A erlangs at ~ 

G, then C(G,A1 +A2 )5C(G,A1 )+C(G,~). Combination of traffic iS 

therefore desirable Wherever possible. Typical gra~s of service may 

range between o. 001 (0. 1Xl and. o. 1 (10Xl. Specifying ll.nk grades of 

service ensures that en<1 to end. grades of service are better for 

shorter routes than long ones, even lf there is a <11fferent ~ for 

the tandem network an<1 the remunder. 

'lhe available har<1ware may vary qulte considerably. Also the 

costing strategies nay not be trivial (I4). It will, hoWever, 

generally be possible to evaluate the cost of equ.1Jm'!nt (and. hence of 

entire networks) 1n whatever way it is aeh1eved in the real world 

since only a finl te variety of equlprent can be available and. s0112 

rrethod mlSt exist for calculating the price of each. 

'lhe use of the optional constraints (15) will vary from 

application to application. ~ is the mst coanxm, an<1 l..Jldee4 1S 

nearly always use<L Other constraints may be lJiplemented 1tlenever 

necessary. Exanples of these optional constraints 1nc1u~ 

et. Insisting that each tandem is connected to at least x other 

tandems (UX:). 
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cz. Insisti.nl that a certaJ.n node act as a t.anc2em. 

C3. Ins1St1nl that a certaJ.n node not act as a t.ancBn. 

C4. Ins 1St 1nl upon the eXistence of a certaJ.n ll.Jj( w1 thin the 

tandem network. 

C5. Insist 1nl tl'lat a certain U.nk not exiSt within the tandem 

network. 

C6. Insisti.nl that a certaJ.n U.nk carry no rerouted (i.e. extra) 

traffic Within the core network. 

Clearly, any constraints will serve to decrease the rnmt>er of 

acceptable solution networks. In principle at least tllen, the 

corresponding ·l«::P Shoulc1 be DBde s11Jpler. In practice, hOWever, it is 

often necessary to generate a solution before its accept.abiU.ty can be 

teste<1, UUls negati.nl this effect. 'DUs, 1n conjlD'lCt1on with the 

appropriate new testi.nl requirerlents, usually aean that a&Utional 

constraints actually coupUcate the PI"'blem an<1 increase solution 

ti.lm. 

'lhere are sorm cases vmere constraJ.nts can be of assistance 

though. 'lhese are dealt with later. 

cne particular fonn of constraint neec1s to be consi<1erec1 fUrther, 

It is often the case that, in addition to a number of erlangs of 

traffic flowing from one node to another, a rnmtler of fixec1 circuits 

are require<! as well. Traffic carriec1 on these cl..rCU1ts is often 

referrec1 to as non-switdhec1 traffic as opposec1 to the sw1tdbec1 traffic 

mre regularly encountered. It is so callec1 because, despite being 

routec1 via a l'l1JIIt)er of 1ntei'1D!c11ate nodes en route fr<lm source to 

sink, no actual switching takes place. lhllike the sw1 tc:he<1 traffic 

mtr1ces, the non-sw1tehec1 traffic matrix DUSt be S)'lllll!tric since the 

IlUIIi:ler of non-switdhec1 c1rcu1ts will be tlle sare between two points 1n 

either c1lrection. 

If the total switc:he<1 traffic on the link from i to J is given by 

s iJ an<1 from J to i by a Ji and f iJ fixec1 non-swi tc:he<1 c1rcU1 ts are 
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required. then the total J'Ud)er of c1rc\Uts requ1rec1 on the link Will 

be liven by C : fij + E(Si/SJi) Wbere E(X) reP"eSents the I'1IJIIt)er Of 

c1r<:U1ts requ.1re<1 to carry x erlangs of traffic at the current <DS. 

Hon-switched traffic then P"esents no particular PI"'blem and Will not 

be <11scusse<1 explicitly qa1n. 

5. 1.2.2. AnalYSiS Of OUtput Data 

Clearly, the opUm.un ll\.IJtler of tandem nodes Q (01), Ues between 

1 and the llllllber of nodes. Its value w111 depend primarilY on the 

amount of traffic Ylh.teh the solution network has to carry and the 

re 1 ationshlp between transml.ssion and swi tcl'ling costs. 'Ihe l11lllber of 

acceptable solution networks on n nodes is therefore of the following 

fonn. 

n 
Hn = E f(n,H) 

H:1 

~ can be thought of as the nurd:ler of networks Whl.Ch an 

eXhaustive searCh algorithm would have to generate and test 1n order 

to find the cheapest solution. f (n, H) is the lllliitler of acceptable 

solution networks with H tandems. 

'Ihe opt.1m.Dn selection of Q tandem nodes from n (02) can be 

generalised to f1n<Ung the opt1m.un selection of H tandem nodes, Where 

H 1S the nuntler of tandemS being tested at any one tirre. 'Iherefore 

n 
H n = E (h' f' en. Hl 

H:1 \Jtl 

Where f' en. Hl is the l'1lllltler of valid solutions with a fixed choice Of 

H tanderm. 

'Ihe opturum part! tionlnl, or grouping, of the nodes into the 

tandem groups (03) can be considered 1n two ways. Firstly, there are 

n-H ungroupe<1 nodes Clen there are H tandems with H possible fl'O\lPS 

for each. 'nlere are therefore ,.n-H possible groupings m all and 
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n 
H n = E (h)lfl-Hf" (n, H) 

H:.l \KJ 

Where f" (n,H) 1s the l1llll:>er of va11e1 solutions with a f1xe<1 choice Of 

H tandemS ane1 a particular node part! uon structure. 

A comnon. ane1 not unrealistic assuupt!on, hoWever, u that each 

node 1s to be attachee1 to its nearest tandem (or tandems 1f alternate 

route!ng 1S J:l"'V1de<1) 1n the plane. In seneral, this will m1.n1m1se 

cost !rrespective of the topology of the rest of the network. '!here 

are occasions ¥~hen 1t DB.Y be J:l"<)fitable to connect a node to a <11stant 

tandem 1n order to avoie1 overloae11ng the nearest rut, for most 

practical PJJ"'POses, this s1Jipl1fication 1s adopted, as it will be 

here. Hence the Il\IDi)er of acceptable networl<s reverts to 

n 
H n = E (h) f" In. Hl 

H:l \KJ 

'!here will be a JUIIIt)er of alternative Choices of transmission 

me<11um in rmst cases. If the location of the tandem nodes 1s 

establ1She<1, then the aroount of traffic flowing between eaCh node and. 

its nearest tane1em, as we 11 as the <11stance 1 t trave 1 s, 1S l<nOWn. 'lhe 

rmst appropriate piece of l:'larc1ware for eaCh node-tandem link (01!) can 

be foune1 by sinply evaluating the cost of eaCh ane1 Choosing the 

cheapest. 'lhe cost of eaCh link, however, will depen<1 on 1 ts size 

(05). 'Ihis can be C1etenninee1 fran tile tables 1n appen<11x B since it 

will be a funCtion of the am:>unt of traffic 1t DUSt carry and. the ~ 

Ylbieh DUSt be prov1e1ee1. In practical terms, these calculations do not 

add. to the coapleX!ty of the problem. 

Determin1n8 the connection topolosy of tile tandem netwo:ri( (06), 

hoWever, does fonn a IIB.)or part Of the corrplete problem. 'lhe lJU!Ii)er of 

possible solutions, 1n an unconstra1ne<1 case, is equal to tile mmt>er 

of cormectect sre31tls on H tandemS, Ylbieh 1s bounde<1 below by 

21HIH-1l/2 l- 1 (Chapter 2). 'lhis, 1n turn, 1Dpl1es that 
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n 
Hn ~ E /h)2(H(H-1l/2)-1f"' (n,H) 

H=1 \Id 

'Dle rmst SU1 table U.l'lk type for each tandem-tandem connection 

(07) anc1 its requl.red size (08) will be detel1Jiine<1 by the anx>lD'lt Of 

traffic it has to carry. 'Ih1s will depend. not only upon the }tlysical 

topology :Wt also, upon the traffic route1.ng strategy. Cllce thJ.s 

route1.ng is known, the type anc1 size of eaCh link can be Chosen and 

calculated respectively 1n the same way as wHh the node-tandem 11nks 

(Qij. & 05) • 

'Dle problem of detennin1ng the opt1m.1111 traffic routeing strategy, 

however, (09) is a potentially massive task anc1 nay be the single m::>st 

difficult section of the complete opt~sation process. For any two 

tandemS, not directly connected, their c011100n traffic can be rerouted 

via up to D-2 other tandems Y4'lere D is the OOR (if deflned. - otherttise 
H-2 

D=HI. 'Dlese D-2 tandems can be Chosen in cD-
2 

ways and the problem 

1S repeated for eaCh of the u pairs of nodes, not directly connected. 

Clearly u depends on the topology of the tandem network (06) so an 

explicit fonn is not practical. 'Ihe mm:t>er of poss1bil1Ues, however, 

1S of the fonn O(u(H-2 ) !/(D-2 )! (H-Dl! l. show1.ng clearly, the size of 

the problem in l'lan<1. If the IllliOOer Of possible routeing strategies for 

a given topology is R then the number of possible solution networks is 

given by 

'Ihe remaining infonmuon 10101 is not, as such, part of the 

opt1.m1sauon process. 'Dle solution network has to be establ1shed 

before SUCh data can be calculated. Consequently, no extra compleXity 

1S incut"l'ed.. Any reQU1.red infonmtion can uerely be calculated 

dlrectly from details of the solution network (Van Slyke & . Frank 

[1972), WUkov [ 1972) and I1el.nrO<:k [1979) I, 

Putt1.ng R= 1 in the above equation provides a very loose lower 

bOUnc1 on~· 
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n 
L : E ~y (H(H-1)/2) -1 

n 
H:1 

'lhe fl.rst few valUes ·of Ln are as follows (SUbsequent calculation 

beComes very <11ff1cult). 

n L 
n 

n Ln n Ln n Ln 

1 0.5 2 2 3 8.5 4 56 

5 724.5 6 20034 7 10
6 

8 10
8 

9 1010 10 1013 11 1016 12 1019 

13 1023 14 1027 15 1031 16 10
36 

17 10
40 18 10

46 
19 1051 20 1057 

21 1063 22 1069 23 1076 24 1083 

25 1090 26 1097 27 10105 28 10113 

29 10122 30 10130 31 10139 3Z 10149 

33 10158 34 10168 35 10179 36 10189 

37 10200 38 10211 39 10223 40 10234 

In practice of course, R»1 and. rmy be, 1n fact, the <1omtnant 

paM. of Nn. It is clearly infeasible, as Ule J'lUIIt)er of nodes 

increases, to ~lement an algorithm WhiCh s~ly generates an<1 prices 

eaCh solution network ln turn. Nevertheless, suCh an approaCh <1oes 

provide an excellent starting point for a general analysis of the 

problem an<1 can be use<1 for 11m1 te<1 testing of results. 

5. 1. 3. Fin<1ing Ule Cost of a Solution Network 

Define a crude solution network to be a form of solution network 

1n Ythleh outputs 01, 02, .• , 08 anc1 09 are <1eterml.ne<1 rut 010 1S not. 

'Ihe practical conponent of Ule Pf'Oblem has been solve<1 an<1 1t only 

remainS to calculate varlous pieces of information assoc1ate<1 w1tn the 

cost an<1 performance of the resultant network. As suggeste<1 1n section 

5. 1.2.2, tb!s information does not present significant <11ff1cult1es 

witn respect to the coop1ex1ty of the rest of the }Jl'Oblem. 
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'Ih1s section illustrates this point 1>y consider.lnl tlle 

calculation of the cost of a crude solution network. It also P'OVides 

Justification of a certaln aspect of the fortlleom1ng eXhaUstive searCh 

altorithn. 

'Jhere will be four basic contrll:utions to the total cost of a two 

level h1erarc:h1cal network. 

001. 'Ihe cost of the nodes. 

CX>2. 'Ihe cost of the node-tandem llnl<.s. 

003. 'Ihe cost of the tandem-tandem 11.11<s. 

ro~. 'Ihe cost of the tanoem nodes. 

001 w111 reaa1n constant. 'Ihe node wlll tenerate and. receive the 

same amount of traffic irrespective of the configuration of the rest 

of the networl< and. Unls possess the same llUIIi)er of ports. 'lhe tandem 

to Whleh it is connected is irrelevant 1n this sense. It is custouary, 

1n DBnY cases, to 10 one state fUrther. 001 is el1minated from the 

cost of the networl< rather than carried UlrOugh the process as an 

invariant. If, however, this figure is requ1re<1. it can be calculated 

slnply by determining all traffic WhiCh is incident at eaCh node, 

findint the number of cl.rCUlts required at eaCh (and. hence the number 

of ports) using the Erlang fornula, applyint the appropriate cost 

fornula and. sumnl.ng over all nodes. 

'Ihe location of all of the transits is established. Consequently, 

the distance frOOI eaCh node to its nearest transit 1S known also. In 

addition, the size and. type of eaCh node-tandem 11nk 1S known. 'Ihe 

appropriate cost fornula can then be used 1n each case to calculate 

the cost of eaCh 11nk. SUmnl.rll over all node-tandem links will liVe 

())2. 

In a s1m11ar way the distances between all pairs of tandemS are 

Known. It is fUMhenoore knOWn WhiCh pairs have a 1 ink between U'lem 

and. the size and. type of these 11nks. As is the case with the 

node-tandem 11nks, the t.andem-tandem llnks can be priced accorc:Unl to 
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the app"'p.riate foruula. 'Ihe sum of these costs over all linKS p-esent 

withln the tandem network will live 003. 

It 1S J<noWn Whi~ nodes have each tandem as parent and hoW many 

c1rCU1ts are associated with UUs J'UJI)er of nodes. 'Iherefore, the 

JlUid)er of ports requ1re<l ~the service network side of each tandem 1S 

KnoWn also. It is fUrtllerm:>re Known m.t~ of the others eaCh tandem 1S 

connected to and. hoW rmny c1rcU1 ts are requ!red on ea~ 11nk. 1be 

rnmt:>er of ports on the tandem network side can thUs :be determined as 

well. 'Ih1s information can :be substituted into the relevant fomula to 

f1n<1 the cost of eaCh tan<iem. 'lhe sum of these costs liVe <X)Il, . 

'Ihe overall cost of any crude solution network can therefore :be 

calculated as (X)2+003+<X)Il (+001 1f necessary). It therefore presents 

no great difficulty to f1nd the cost of any given network and the 

instruction 

calculate cost of network N 

wiUUn an algoritl'ln need not :be considered as anYthi.nl roore cooplex 

than a p.redefined procedUre for the abOve purpose. 

5. 2. Exhaustive Search Techniques 

'Ih1s section sets out to }Jl"'dUce an algoriUm Whl.~ will 

systematicallY test every feasible solution network. ~ut the 

algor! tan, the cost of the cheapest network will :be retaine<1, along 

With the appropriate details of Ulat network for eventual output. If, 

at any stage, a new network is encountere<1, satisfying the perfonuance 

constraints, 'o\tUCh 1s cheaper than the exiSting :best, then the current 

network :becares the retained network. 

'«h.ilst 1t 1s 1Jip"actical to use suCh an algoritl'm 1n any 

realistic sense, a 100dif1ed version of it is use<1, with success, 1n 

Chapter 7 1n order to provide exact solutions againSt m!Ch the 

solutions from a heuristic (approXlJIBte) nethod. can :be coopare<l. 
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5, 2. 1. 'Dle EXhaust! ve Search Algor! UJn 

'Dle fonn of any eXhaUstive searCh algorltlm w111 most naturally 

follow the nested loop structure suggested 1Dpl1c1tly by the ana.lys1S 

of section 5. 1. 2. 2. 'Ihe structure Of the network can be consldered. as 
similar to a Dill ti<UD2nS1onal array 1n Yllh!ch all 1nd.lces are var1ec1 

over tllelr fUll range 1n order to cover all poss1b111t1es. 

It 1S necessary to place a restriction, for the purposes of 

practicab111ty, on the 1XR of the solution networK. Insteac1 Of 

def1Il1nl a single ~ for the entire network, the constraint wUl be 

that the sbOrte st path ( 1n terms of the rnmt>er of 11.nkS) wUl always 

be cnosen between two tandems. 'Ih1s 1neludes, of course, the c11rec:t 

Unk between them if one extsts for the particular topology 1n 

question. For scme noc1e pairs, paths of equal lelliUlS wUl be 1n 

contention. In such cases, the path involving the Shortest Ellclldean 

c11stance wUl be chosen. 

For the purposes of uus algoriUJn anc1 those that follow, 

abbreviated inPUt anc1 output parameter sets will be definec1 for 

convenience. Let the requ1re<1 inPUt anc1 output data of section 5. 1. 1 

(11-5 anc1 01-10) be represented by the sets I an<1 o such that 

I=l 

algoriUJn 

0=0 

is equivalent to 

I= lx1,y1,x2,y2,' · · ,x1,yJ, · ·· ·~·yn,a111'al12'al13'' · · ,aTiJ' ·' · 
... ,~,GOS,cost formnlae,DOR,LOC, ... ,optlonal 

constraints) 

algortUJn 

0= (Q, tandem choices, node-tanOem link types, noc1e-tanc1em link 
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sizes, tandem network connection topology, tandem-tandem link 

types, tandem-tandem l.lnK sizes, route 1nl strategy, add! tional 

1n7ormation (010)1 

'Ihe l.n.plt parameter· set can lle considerec1 as re:presentinl an 

1.n1 tial network Hi, and. the output parameter set, a solution network 

H . In add! tion, N represents the current netwOrk \D'lder consideration. s 
'Ih1s 1S a particularly usefUl general notation s1nce not every elenent 

of input and,lor output w111 be relevant 1n a given situation. A 

SUitable algoriUJn can then be constructed. as follows. 

I:l ; 

m1n1nUm : : Q) ; 

for M:: 1 ton do 

Em IN 

choose_flrst_set_of_tandems 

REPEAT EB3IN 

Elm 

0:0. 

Choose_first_tandem_network_connection_topology 

REPEAT EEJ3IN 

dete~ne_tand.em_network_routeing_strategy 

calculate_cost_of_network(N,cost) 

IF cost <ml.n1Dllm niEll 

EB3IN 

Ns :: N 

llli.n1nun . - cost 

J;]ID ; 

IF there_are_more_topologles_to_test THEN 

generate_next_topology 

Elm ; 

UNTIL there_are_no_fUrther_topologies_to_test 

IF_ there_are_JD:>re_ tandem_ sets_ to_ test THEN 

generate_next_tandem_set ; 

Elm ; 

UNTIL there_are_no_further_tandem_sets_to_test 
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'I!le opt.lmlm networi<, on term1Jlat1on of this algor1tmt, w111 be 

the networi< Ns must the cost of Ns w111 be the variable, Dl1n1Jiun. 

5. 2. 2. RequJ.rements Of the Algoritl'm 

'I!le algoritl'm of secuon 5. 2. 1. does lndeed. P"'Vide a lll!thod for 

exactly f1n<l1ng the opt.1Dilm networi< by e:xhaust1ve search. 'I!lere are, 

however, some CamBn<1S Within it '114'l1Ch are not, as yet, sufficiently 

expUcit. In particular, this refers to the operations specified. by 

the coomand.s generate_next_ topology and. generate_next_ tandem_ set. 

'Ihe next two sections <11scuss these coammd.S. Note that the 

comnan<1 to calculate the cost of a particular networi< 1s not a problem 

(section 5. 1.3) and. that because of the extremely restrictive DOR 

constraint, nei tller is the coamand. to determlne the tandem networi< 
routeJ.ng strategy. 

5. 2. 2. 1. Generating Tan<1em Sets 

Within the eXhaustive search algorithm of section 5.2.1 there is 
the following structure. 

choose_flrst_set_of_tandems 

REPEAT IB3IN 

IF there_are_more_tandem_sets_to_test THEN 

generate_next_tandem_set ; 

El'ID 

UNTIL there_are_no_further_tandem_sets_to_test 

For thls code to operate as suggested., three things need. to be 

known: 

1. 'Ihe flrst set of tamems, 

2. 'Ihe way in YttUCh each set of tandems is selected. in turn, 
3. 'I!le stoppJ.ng cri terton. 
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'Ihe mst obvious st.art.l.n8 set of H tandemS :£ran n nodes is the 

flrst H nodes Usted. in order ( 1. e. nodes i: 1, 2, •• , Hl. Each set of 

tandemS could tben l:le generated logically up to the final H nodes 

Usted 1n order (i.e. i:n-H+l, n-H+2, .. , n). 

,Appendix A containS a Pascal procedUre to effect Ulis transit set 

updating process without mt.ss1n1 any tandem sets. 

5.2.2.2. Generating~ Network Connection Topologies 

'Ihe eXhaustive searcn algorithm also contains the cOde for 

generatl.n8 the tandem network connection topology. 

dhoose_flrst_tandem_network_connection_topology 

REPEAT IBJIH 

IF there_are_more_topologies_to_test THEN 

generate_next_topology 

EM) 

UNTIL there_are_no_fUrther_topologies_to_test 

Again, there are three requJ.renents - the starting and flrushing 

topologies and the updating procedure. 'Ihe m::>st natural topology to 

begin with, despite 1 t not being acceptable as a connected network, is 

the one 1n WhiCh no tandem 1s connected to any other ( 1. e. the null 

rr<IP'l on H tandems). In this case, the obVlous flnishing topology ls 

the corrplete rr<IP'l on H tandems. At each stage only connected 

topologies are considered 

Appendix A contains an algor! thm Wh1ch wlll start and firush Wl th 

these connection topologies and systematicallY generate eaCh one 1n 

between. 

5.2.3. CompleXity of the Algorithm 

An exam1nat1on of the loop structure of the eXhaUstive search 

algorHhn Shows its coap1tat1onal cooplexity to be 0(2rl), Comparing 

Ulis with the O(n!) coopleX!ty of a s1m11ar eXhaustive searCh 
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alsoriUJn for the TSP (Johnson & Papat11m1triou [1985) l ShoWs the 

magn1 tude of the task. 

Let f (n) = nl. 

'Ihen f(n+ll = (n+l) I : (n+l)nl : (n+l)f(n). 

Let 8 (n) = z!' . 
(n+1 >' 1hen 8(n+1) = 2 : 

'Ihe TSP is one of the classical HP-coaplete problems 1n 

coai>inatorial coaplexi ty theory. Clearly, sorre considerable 

inprovement is requJ.red before an acceptable alsorHhn for the l«lP, 

for larse values of n, is achieved. 

5.3. S~lifications and Special Cases 

'Ihe unconst.ra.1ned. HOP 1S a tasK of IIBSsive proportions. It 

represents the roost general case of all 1n the field of network 

design. '!here are occasions, however, When this generality is not 

require<1. Alternatively, it nay be regarded as acceptable, in certain 

situations, to nake sorre asSI.lJJ'Ptions an<1 siJJpllfications in ort1er to 

decrease the aroo\D'lt of effort expended in obtaining a solution. 'Ihis 

leads to a nurrt:er of ways in Y411Ch. the problem can be solved using 

techn1ques WhiCh would not nonmlly be acceptable. 'Ihis section 

considers two suCh cases. Both are ~ts of sorre form of constant 

cost assumption. 

5.3.1. Centralised ~cation Networks 

'Ihe general liJP deals with networks 1n WhiCh cormun.lcation nay be 

requ1re<1 between any two nodes i and J, In contrast, there are 

networks in WhiCh all nodes require cOIJIII.IJ'Ucation with a central node 

only. Exanples include airline inquiry/bOO}Ung systems and baJ1< 

service till networks. 
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In such systems, tlle ~pendent nodes are labelled. i= 1, 2, .. , n 

'11!\1le tlle central node 1S labelled. o. 'Ihe traffic is such tllat aiJ>O 

only if i=O or J:O. 

lllCh of tlle work carried. out 1.n thl.s area to date has been with 

respect to ca:rp1ter cCIIIIID'l1cauons networks. 'lhe technJ.ques can :be 

extende<1. hoWever, to J:I"'Vi~ a more general approaCh. 

EaCh node i (i>Ol sends traffic aiO to the central node and 

receives traffic ~i from it. Let ai : ai0+a01 so that a1 represents 

the total am:)\mt of traffic flowl.ng between the node i and the centre. 

'Ihe cost of the networi< 1S to be determined. l.n a s1Bplifie<1 

manner. SWitehl.ng only takes place at the centre and. thl.s nod.e wUl 

always have to han<1le the sane aroount of traffic \llhatever tlle 

configuration of the networi<. DisregaJ"'d.ln8 small d.1fferences 1n port 

reQU1reuents allows tlle swi teh costs to be considered. as constant and 

Un1S ignored. 1n the opt1m1sat1on process. 

'Ihe 11l'lk between any node pair is considered. to be of fixed. 

capacity and can have two states wi th1n the networi< - present or 

absent. If a link is present in a particular solution network, it will 

always cost the same amount, irrespective of the amount of traffic it 

carries. 'Ihls traffic, however, has an upper 11m1t, E. 'Ihls allows tlle 

cost of the llnKs to be represented. bY a matrix C: (ciJl Where ciJ 

gives the cost of the ll.nk from i to J and is usually pr1.mar11Y 

dependent upon d.1stance. 

'Ihe values of ~. c and. E are the il'}l:Ut to the s1npl1fied. problem. 

'Ihls 1S to find. the networi< WhiCh carries all the traffic from the 

nodes to the centre, at the ml.nilrllm cost, and without exceed.lng the 

value of E on any ind.l.v1dual 11111<.. A typical (rut small l problem is 

ShOWn 1n F1g 5. a. It is not necessary to define explicitly the units 

of cost or d.1stance (they could. be erlangs, ccs h-l, )<m, etc. as 

required.). 'lhe solutions w111 adopt a spanning tree topology of the 

fonn shown 1.n Fig 5. b. 

5. 3. 1. 1. Exact Methods of SOlution 

With exanples such as 1n Fig 5. a, of course, it 1S quite feasible 

to generate all solutions and. choose the cheapest. As the l'lUIIi)er of 
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® 
® 

® 

0 

Figure 5. a. Centralised Network: Initial conf11\ll"at1on 
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F1rure 5. b. Centrallse<1 Hetwork: A Possible Solution 
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n-2 nodes 1ncreases, however, the I'DJld)er of spanning trees (n ) becomes 

nueh too larte. In addition, the techniques needed for selecting each 

tree 1n turn becooe extremely coupUcate<L 

A slight J..nprovement to thls approach. 1n the sense that it 

provides a more logical and. efficient tree generating strategy, is 

suggested by OW'ldY & Russell [19721 based on the earlier branCh an<1 

bo\D'ld work of L1ttle et al. [1963). 'lhe aetho<1 works by repetitively 

partitioning the solution space into progressively smaller SUbspaces. 

At each stage, the SUbspace conta1n1ng the optllllim is determined and. 

the solutions contained 1n the other subspace are dlscarde<L 

Eventually, the opt1mlm 1S reache<L 'Ihe actual algoritllm is as 

follows. 'lhe tenn feasible 1S used to describe a solution in Which the 

value of E is not exceede<L 

CRL COnstruct the 1111n11ra1 spanning tree on the n+t nodes. If 

this solution is feasible then stop; Otherwise continue wi Ul 

CR2. 

CR2. Select those nodes, i 1,i2, .. ,im Which are lneldent to node 

0 in this solution. Fonn a solution subspace A, containing 

all solutions involving the links (O,i
1

J. (O,i
2

J, .. , (O,iml· 

CR3. Select a link (i, Jl, not already chosen. Partition A 1nto 

subspaces A' and. A" Where A' is the subspace of A containing 

solutions involving the Unk (i, Jl and A" 1S the corrplement 

of A' in A. 

CR4. construct KST solutions for each SUbspace. calculate the 

cost, c· and. C", of each. If the smaller of these is equal 

to the cost of a feasible solution 1n the same SUbspace then 

the solution 1S foun<L otherwiSe continue with step CR5. 

CR5. If C' <C" then relabel A' as A. OtherwiSe relabel A" as A. 

Goto CR3. 
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Step~ is based on the fact, proven by Qlandy & Russell [1972), 

that any 41rect link to tlle centre in the opt1mlm \D'lConst.ra.lne4 

solution is also ~sent 1n the constra.lned. version. 

As an exarrple, consider the exauple of Fig 5. a with a 1 :6, ~:4, 

~:3, ~:5, ~:7, E:tO and. costs given by 

c : 

- 5 3 6 9 10 

5 - 4 11 6 9 

34-757 

6 11 7 - 8 5 

9 6 5 8 - 6 

10 9 7 5 6 -

i : 0 

1 

2 

3 

4" 

5 

'Ihe \D'lConstralned HSl' is shoWn 1n Fig 5. c. nus solution is 

infeasible since there are 15 mu ts of traffic on the llnk (0, 2). 'Ihe 

subspace A consists of all those solutions inVolving the ll.nks (0,2) 

and. (0, 3). construct subspa.ces A' and. A" of A vflere all solutions in 

A' involve the llnk (2, 4) (Chosen arbitrarily) an<1 no solution in A" 

contaJ.ns (2, 4). 'Ihe constralne<1 HSTs for each case are shOWn in Figs 

5. d and 5. e. '!heir costs are 25 and 28 respectively. If necessary, A' 

would now be renamed A and the process repeated. However, the solution 

frOm A' is not only locally optl.mal, it is feasible as well. 'Ihe 

opt1.1rum solution is tlius the one shown 1n Fig 5. d at a cost of 25. 

5. 3. 1. 2. Heuristlc Methods of Solution 

The rmthods of eXhaustive search and m:xtified branCh and bo\D'Kt, 

despite providing exact solutions, require too nueh tlrm to be of 

practical use . .Brancn and bound techrUques are potentially as cooplex 

as ordinary eXhaustive search and neither meUlOd 1S at all 

satisfactory. 

'Ihe obvious alternatives to these exact methods are technlques 

Ythlch run in a far shorter tlrm, rut Ythlch are not guaranteed to 

prodUce the opt.1nl..lm. So long as the results are generally within 

acceptable llml ts, these technlques may be of use. A l'l1.Biiler of such 

netllodS are presented 1n this secuon. 
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0 
.lll!llt!' I 0 

Figure 5. c. Centralised Network: unconstrained HST 
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6 

\ 

\ 7 

0 .k' 10 

Figure 5. d. centrausec1 Network: Constra1ne<1 HST for SUbspace A' 
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\10 

0 10 

Flgure 5. e. Centrallsed Hetwork: Const.ra.1nec1 HST for SUbspace A" 
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5. 3. 1. 2. t. 'lhe Constra.1ned Xrusl<al AlBori UJn 

'Ih1s is a slnple extension of the a11oriUJn 1n section 2. 3. 1 

n::rusl<al [1956]). It ChoOses the Cheapest U.nk at each stqe Y4Uch 

does not violate the E constraint or form a clrCUlt. 

C%1. Construct a sequence of n un1que Unk.s 1
1

, 1
2

, •• ln' Cho0s1nf 

eaCh new Unk, 1
1

, as described 1n CKZ. 

CKZ. li 1S the unchosen 11nk of least cost c 
1 

v.hleh forms no 

clrCUlt With ll.Ilks 1
1

, 1
2

, •• , 1i_
1 

and. does not cause the 

traffic on any 11.nk to exceed E. 

'n'le solution obtained Yttlen USl.nl thls ueth0<1 on the configuration 

of Fil 5. a 1s the same as that 1n Fil 5. e. 'Ihe cost is 28, 3 m:>re than 

the optJ.Jrum. 

5. 3. t. 2. 2. 'Ihe Constrained Pr1m AlBoriUJn 

'Ihis is only a sUgb.t variation of the constrained Xl"'US)tal 

a11or1Um. It 1S adapted from Pr1m [1957). 

CPl. Construct a sequence of n unique Unks 1
1

, 1
2

, •. ln, chooSll"'f 

eaCh new link, 1
1

, as described 1n CP2 and CP3. 

CP2. 1
1 

1s the unchosen 11nk of least cost c
1 

v.hleh fonns no 

clrCUlt with Unks 1
1
,1

2
, .. ,1i_

1 
an<1 does not cause the 

traffic on any 11nk to exceed E. 

CP3. EaCh link IDlSt connect a node to the tree spreadil"'f from the 

centre ( - for example, 1n Fil 5.e, the 11.nk (1,2) cannot be 

added before one of the 11.nks (0, 1 l or (0, 2) l. 

In the example of Fil 5. a, the solution obtained 1S the same as 

with Kruskal's a110ri~ 
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5.3.1.2.3. 1he Esau-W1111ams Algorithm 

'Ihe Esau-W1111ams algorithm (Esau & W1111ams (1966)) 1s a sl18ht 

iJIP"'Veuent on the alX>ve methodS. It beginS with all nodes connected 

to the centre and then systematically reroutes traffic according to 

the max1mlm 1JJpl'Oveuent 1n cost. 

aiL Connect all nodes to the centre. calculate T
1
J:c

10
-c

1
J for 

each pair (1, j). 

EWZ. F1n<1 the pair (1',j') such that Ti'j' 1s a IIBX.1mlm. 

ai3. If none of the constraints are violated by connecting 1' to 

J' and <Usconnecting 1' from the centre, then <1o so, set 

T1,J,=m and goto EWZ. Otherwise Set T
1

,J,=m and goto EW2. 

In the example of Fig 5.a, the Esau-Will1ams gives the solution 

Shown 1n Fig 5. d. Y4Uch 1s opt1nal. Olandy & Russell [1972) an<1 

Kershenbaum & Cllou [1974) report that this meth0<1. 1n their tests, 

gave the best results of all those cons1<1ered. excee<Ung the optlnUm 

cost by an average of less tllan 5". 

5.3. 1.2.4. A Un1f1e<1 Algorithm 

Kershenbaum & <l'lou [1974) Showe<1 that the three algor! thns 

<1escribe<1 alX>ve are all special cases of the sarre unif1e<1 algor1 Um 

'Ih1s procee<1s as follows. 

U1. Connect all nodes 1=1,2, .. ,n to the centre. calculate w
1

, 

1=1,2, .. ,n as <1escr1be<11n 11. Let T
1
/w

1
-c

1
J for each no<1e 

pair. 

U2. F1n<1 the pair (1',j') such that Ti'j' 1S a max1Jillm. If 

T1,J,<O then stop. 

U3. If none of the constraints are v1o1ate<1 bY the adl11tlon of 
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1~ (1',J') then goto U4. Otherwise set T1 ,J,=~ and goto U2. 

U4. connect nodes 1' and J • . DiSconnect 1' frail 1 ts previous 

connection. U'p<1ate w 1 and/or w J as descrlbed. 1n 12. Goto U2. 

'Ihe 1n1t1al1sat1on and updating of the wi are carr1e<1 out accordlng to 

the follow!nl set of rules. 

It. In1t1al1sation. Kru.skal w1:o, i:1,2, .. ,n. 

Prim wi=-a>, i:1,2, .. ,n. 

Esau-W1111ams w
1
:c

10
, i:1,2, .. ,n. 

12. U'p<1at1ng (When 11111<. ( i' , J' ) is 1nc 1 uded) . 

Kru.skal Nothing. 

Prim 

Esau-wuuams 

The un1f1e<1 algorithm can be 

WJ' :0. 

wi,=wJ,. 

~ved considerably by only 

cons1der1nl the k nearest neilhbours of each node as potential 

connections. 'Ih!s is entirely Justified since it is rare that a node 

is connected to another a large distance from 1t. It can be shown 

(l::erShenbaum & C'lOU [1974)) that the coaplexity of the algorithm iS 

given by Anl +Bm+Om(log2kl, or O(ni) steps. 

5.3. 1.3. Extended Algorithms 

The simple algorithms suggested above give reasonable solutions 

in a relatively short aroount of t1me. Runru.ng tlm:!s of O(ni) steps 

1IIply that quite large networks can be dealt Wlth in this way, and 

with acceptable error in roost cases. 

For particularly large, anc1 consequently expensive, networks, 

however, the sav!ng 1n cost of only a few percent nay IIBke the 

apparently excessive cost of the exhaustive search rretho<1, running on 

a powerfUl machine, viable. 

In cases Where the choice to be made 1s not so clear, a third. 

alternative eXists: Hytr1d and extended heuriStic rrethods. 
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5.3.1.3.1. EXtensions to HSrAlgorithms 

MUch use can be made of the observation (Qland:y & Russell [1972]) 

that the set of nodes incident W1 th the centre 1n the unconstra1ned 

(possibly infeasible) HS'l' solution is a SUbset of the the set of 

s1m1lar nodes for the optJJDJm constra..lned. case. 'Ihe followl.nl two-pass 

112thod. ]:a"'Vides an 1.Dpr0vement to the s1rrple case. 

En'l. Construct an unconstrained. HSr on the n+1 nodes. If thls 1S 

feasible then stop. 

El'2. select those nodes v.h!Ch are lncident to the centre. Fix the 

appropriate 11nl<s. 

E1'3. Construct a constrained. KST on the n+ 1 nodes w1 th the fixed. 

links as a base. 

In thls way, sorre of the erroneous linl<s lncluded. 1n the first 

pass, chosen before the fixed. links, can be avoided. 1n the second. 

pass. 'Ihe conplexlty of the algor! tl'Jn, ln tenns of the o notation. has 

not increased.. 

A slm1lar effect can be obtained. bY replacing En'3 by 

En'3'. Inplerrent the Esau-Wllliams algor1thn on the n+1 nodes with 

the fixed. links as a base. 

A number of s1.m11ar cont>1nat1ons are possible using, for exanple, 

the algorithmS of Martin [1967) or Vogel (see Chand.y & Russell 

[1972)). In tests, the majority of these ueUl.Od.s give small average 

umprovements, of less than one percent over the equivalent single pass 

teChnique. 

5.3.1.3.2. Hybrid. Algorithms 

It has been d.e!ronstrated. in a l'lUl'li:ler of areas of problem solving 

(SUCh as Kanel & I .small [1983/~1) that Where two, or mre, DEthod.s 
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eXist for a particular aR~l1cat1on, a SU!table cam1nat1on of these 

methods will often J:&"'(hlee a coopoun.d teehnl.que, capable of superior 

perfonnance above its 1nd.1vic:2Ual cooponents. 'Ihere are two <11stinct 

ways 1n Yth!ch such a metho<1 can be constructed. 

Firstly, each of the s1Dple algorHlJns, 1n turn, 

1Dplemmted on the networi< 1n question. cne, or ID)re, 

can be 

of these 

algoritnns w111 produce a solution of cost, no greater than each of 

the others. 'lh!s becomes the requ!red solution. Use of this coopoun.d 

techn!que on a rtllld:Jer of networks wul clearly produce cheaper 

networks, on average, Ulan each of the in<11vic:2Ual cooponents. 

Alternatively, the coopound algorithm can alternate between steps 

of the component algorithms. For example, the following s1Dple 

algorithm uses Krusl<al, Prlm and Esau-wuuams type tests 1n order to 

achleve a solution. 

CL Add the shortest feasible 11nl<. that does not fonn a circu! t. 

C2. If there are no more Unks to add then goto C3. Otherw1se add 

the shortest feasible link Ylhlch connects a node to the 

existing centre based tree and does not create a circuit. 

C3. Apply an Esau-W1ll1ams trade-off conparison to detenn!ne any 

links Ylhleh can be reconnected via an alternative node. 

Reconnect any suCh nodes accordingly. If there are no rore 

links to add then stop. otherwise goto Cl. 

Clearly, there nay be other versions of this coopound algorlthm 

using <11fferent :bu.11<11ng blocks and ro<11fied structures. 'Ihe 

usefUlness of suCh an approaCh appears to be that the strengths of 

eaCh in<Uvic:2Ual method are present Within the main algorithm vdlereas 

eaCh tends to coapensate for the weaknesses of the others. 

Iaprovenents of about one percent are average. 
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5.3. 1.3.3. Second Order Greedy Algorithms 

All of the s!Jiple heuristic nethods for deallng with central1sec1 

cOIIIIIllUcation networks, examlned. to date, have one thlng 1n comn:m. A 

decision 1S DB<1e as to v.hleh llnk to add, reiiX)Ve or replace on the 

sole basis of the greatest ~vement attainable at that stage of the 

opt~sation process. Ho thought is given to the effect of thls action 

at a later stage and no fac111tY ex1Sts for ~dying an inappropriate 

action at a previous stage. If there are IJ options, e
1
, e2, .. , eiJ, at 

eaCh stage, prodUcing lllprovements, o1, o2 •.. , OIJ, respectively, then 

any technique of the above fonn 1n v.hleh option ex 1S chosen suCh that 

ox~oy for all y:1,2, .. ,1J ls known as a first order sreegy alsorlthm 

(FOOA). SUCh auorl ums are considered. from a <11fferent point of v1ew 

in chapter 6. 

Karnaugh [1976) suggests an lnproved. use of these ideas, 

involving a control algoritnn IIBltins repeated. calls to a FOOA (ln thls 

case the Esau-W1111ams algorithm). 'Ihls technique 1S called. a second. 

order greegy auorltl'Jn (ocr3A). SUCh an algoriUnl, still attenpts to 

max~se the J.nprovement 1n cost rut with a nueh broader v1ew of the 

options available. Precise details of the algoritl'ln are not given here 

rut can be found. 1n the paper. 

Inprovements of two to three percent have been encountered. using 

these techniques although the algor! tl'ln does take sonewhat longer to 

run. lWO nodes appears to be about the l~t on 1arge machines. 

5.3. 1.4. comments on centralised. Network Design 

'Ihls section briefly <11scusses ways 1n Whleh the applical:>llity of 

centralised. networks can be broadened. to cover situations not 

originally considered. of tmportance. 

generalisations are investigat~ 

5.3. 1.4. 1. Generalising the Techniques 

First, some possible 

'Ihe value of E, the IIBX1nLIIII traffic level allowed. on a single 

llnk, has been presented. as constant over the Whole network. In 
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Jractlce, this nee<1 not be t.be case. Each Mde pair (i, Jl could have a 

threshol<L EiJ' associated wlth 1t representlnl the maxlDllm armunt ~ 

traffic on that llnk alone. 'lhls would certainlY be nr:>re apJ:I"()Jrlate 

1n Jraetice. 

For each node pair, t,bere could even be a llUDI:>er of thresholds, 

EiJO'EiJ 1,E1J2, .. ,EiJB' 1n Whlch case t.bere would also need to be a 

number of costs, ciJ 1,ciJ2, .. ,c1JB ~ ciJb' 1~b~B (B the number of 

thresholds) 1s the cost of the link between i and. J When the DBgnltude 

of the traffic carried by the llnk, (i,J), lies between EiJb-t and 

Eijb" It is reasonable to take EiJO:O for all i,J:0,1,2, .. ,n. 

The costs themselves, of course, are not, in practice, arbitrary 

entries in a matrix (or number of matrices if there are a llUDI:>er of 

thresholds); 'lhey are calculated from Vthatever fonrula or costlnl 

strategy is appropriate. 'lhe cost of a ll.nk <2oes, hoWever, inCrease 1n 

this <11screte way with the a<1<11 tion of each extra circul t. 

5. 3. l. ~. 2. Applying the Tecl'ln1ques to a Wider Area 

In1 tiall y, the notion of a centralised network was applied to 

CQU~ljter interconnection structw-es (SChWartz [ 1977]). 'lhls 1S not 

unreasonable since the central node is m:>st closely analogous to a 

central corrpJ.ter in some form of <11striblte<1 user network. 'lherefore 

such systems are ll.l<.ely to coaprise of tOOX data transmission. Another 

narre for these networi<s, under these circumstances is nul tiiX?lnt or 

nul tidrop networks. 

'lhere are ways, however, in Which these centralised systems can 

be applied to a ouch mre general si tuat1on. Within a tandem area, the 

dependent nodes (PABXs) all have to have ll.nks to the tandem. Usually, 

this is via a star local network. If, however, an all FCM network is 

insisted upon, and the am:>unt of traffic flowing from nodes to t.andem 

is small relative to the FCM link capacity, then a corq::oaral>le form of 

traffic c0111:>1nation may be possible and savings in cost can be 

ma.x.1m1.se<1 by 1Dplement1ng the al:>ove algorithns. 'Ihese algorlthns would 

have to be 100d.l.f1e<L however, to take account of the costs l.nC\D"'red at 

the JW'\Ctlon nodes. In fact, a better approach to this type of P'Qblem 

is contained 1n section 5.~. 1.~. 
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Another, rmre real1st1c, area of possible use of these types of 

algor!Ums is within the PABX itself. EaCh traffic source/siri< will :be 

connected to the PABX by a sl.ngle c1rcu1 t. It is c011100n practlce, for 

reasons of increased efficiency and layout, for some of these cii'CUl.ts 

to Share the BaDe patlls towards the PABX. Ho SW! tehl.ng is requ1re<1 

Yltlere one wire meets another and 1t inVolves al:IOut the sane armunt of 

work to route two sl.ngle c1rCU1ts along the saae path as one. In 

ac1d.1 Uon, there may :be a 11m1 t, 1n sone cases, on the DBX1m.lln 11U11tler 

of wires along a single path (ma)'1Je for reasons as sl.nple as lack of 

space). 'Dllls the requ.trenents of the PABX internal configuration 

relate exactly to the centralised networks descr!:bed above and. the 

correspon<Ung algorHlms can :be used to f1n<1 the ~mst efficient 

arrangement. 

5. 3. 2. Linear, Integer and. H1xec1 Integer Programn1ng 

'Ihe wealth of techniques collectively l<nown as unear fl"'grarani!IB 

(starting with Dantz!g [1963) and. ~mst recently Kal'TIBrkar [19M) l has 

:been ~11ec1 to alm:>st every conceivable area of problem solvins. 

Network opt!rn.tsation is no exception. Linear programning metho<1s 

rn1n1rn.tse or max1rn1se expresSions of the fonn z : ~T! subJect to a 

system of equations, ~ <,5,:,~,> b. In these expressions, ~ 

T 
(~ :(c1,c2, .. ,Cnll 1s the cost vector, A (:a1JJ 1s an m x n matrix 

T called the constraint matrix, '! (~ :(x
1
,x2, .. ,xnll 1s the vector of 

T values to :be dete:rm1.ned and. ~ (~ : (b1,b2, .. ,bml l 1s the constraint 

value matrix. Z is sl.IIply the cost of the solution. Usually, by a 

suitable transformation of the variables or the ac1d.1Uon of slack and. 

surplus variables, the system of equations can :be written in the form 

~ = ~· A and ~ are l<nown and. '! is to be detenn1nec1. 'Ihe !mer prodUct 

of .! with eaCh row of A, as well as the correspon<1l.ng element of ,!? 1S 

called a constraint. 'Ihe fUnction z : ~T'!· to be max1ml.sed or 

rn1nlrn1sec1, 1S called the obJective fUnction. 
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5.3.2.1. HetbOds of Solution 

By far tlle most establiShed. technl.que for so1v1ng linear 

progranm1ng problems is the s1Jiplex metllOd. (see Fryer [1978] or 'Ihle 

[1979]). 'Ihe feasible solutions to any p-oblem will ue within the 

bo\ll'ldaries of a polytope in n-D hyperspace. 'Ih1s polytope 1S def1ne<1 

as the enclosed space between the hyperplanes described. by the 

constraints. 'Ihe objecu ve function will be repr-esented by another 

hyperplane within the same d..1Jrension. As the values corrprising the 

vector .! vary, tlle bl'Perplane moves through space. 'lhe maxlmJm or 

m1n1mJm feasible value of tlle objective fUnction will occur When the 

hyperplane just touches the feasible polytope. 'Ih1s will occur at one 

of the vertices of tlle p<)lytope. If the hyperplane is parallel to an 

edge, face, etc. of the polytope then an infinite llUIJt)er of points 

will touCh s1mlltaneously. 'Ihe ex-t.rem! point is still, however, a 

valid. solution. 

'lhe sUJplex method. operates by logically wo:riUng round. the 

vertices of tlle polytope, moving in the <11rection of the greatest 

l.nprOvesmnt at eaCh stage. 'when a vertex is found. for WhiCh the 

objective function is roore (or less - depen<Ung on whether the problem 

is to !IBX1Jillse or m1n.1Inl.se) Ulan for eaCh of its neighbouring 

vertices, tlle process tenn!nates. Even tlle sUJplest of methods 1S 

soPhisticated. enough to in<11cate single or multiple solutions, or (in 

the case of ill-defined. problems) no solution. 

'lhere is, however, a considerable variation of 1nplesmntat1on of 

the s11Jillex nethod.. In particular, the trade-off between the amount of 

wort< carried. out at eaCh step and. the actual llUI'Itler of steps iS seen 

to be extremHy lJlp:>rtant in sane cases (Hulvey [1978)). A 

(reasonably) recent develo~nt has been the algorHbn of ~ 

[19M) in Wh.leh the feasible polytope iS progressively transformed. 

within hyper~ce until a solution is fo~ 

5.3.2.2. Extensions to the Sl~~Fle case 

In the sJ.nple linear progranml.ng problem, the values x
1

• x
2

, .. , ~ 

of the vector ! can take any real value, 1. e. !EIJil'l, 
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SUppose, however, that x
1

, x
2

, .. , ~ are constrained. to take 

integer values only; ,!EO#'l. 'Ihe correspondJ.ng s:a-<>blem is known 

as an inteser prosramninB problem. 'lhe inteser values of x
1
, x2, •• , ~ 

are required to aax1m1se or m1n1.m1se the value of z. 
If the variables x

1
,x2, •• ,~ can be partitioned into two sets x

1 
anc1 x

2 
such that variables in x

1 
DUSt be integer, v.tlereas the 

variables in x
2 

may be any real, then the s:a-<>blem is a mixed. inteser 

prosramn1ns problem. 

A final variation upon the general thelre can be made v.tlen the .! 

vector is restricted. to a form such that xie(0,11 for all i=1,2, .. ,n 

(i.e. ,!EIO,tJn. SUch specifications give rise to zero-one 

prosranm1nl problems. 

A reasonable am:>unt of worl<. has been carried. out with regard. to 

these special JrOblems and. sorre success has been achieved. (see 

Kautmann & J:ienry-Laboroere [1977) l. In general, hoWever, they are not 

as well solved. as for the unconstrained. s:a-<>blem and. SOib! instances are 

known to be NP-conplete (JOhnson & Papad.1m1triou [1985)). 

5.3.2.3. Application to Network OPt1m1sation 

To describe the NOP as a progranrntng problem again necess1 tates 

the asS\.lllplion that certain costs rerm.1n constant. With this 

s1Jtpl1ficat1on, the method. proceed.s as follows. 

'Ihe n no<les are labelle<1i=1,2, .. ,nand. each node 1S a potential 

tandem site. Let c
11 

be the cost of a tandem at site i, let c 2iJ be 

the cost of a link between node 1 an<1 a tandem at J an<1 let c 3iJ be 

the cost of a link between a tandem at i an<1 a tandem at J. 

Fllrtherm::>re, let \ be a variable Which 1s 1 if there is a tandem at 

site i (0 otherwise), let xiJ be a variable Which is 1 if there 1S a 

link between node i and. a tandem at J (0 otherwise) anc1 let yiJ be a 

variable Which 1S 1 1f there 1s a link between a tandem at site i anc1 

a tandem at site J. 'Ihe problem can then be state<1 as follows. 

M1n1m1se z : 
n n 

E c t + E 
11 1 

i:l i:1 

n 

E C X + 
2ij ij 

J=1 
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subject to the constraints 

n 

E\ 1 

1:1. 

: 1, 1=1,2, .. ,n 

n 

E (y -t /2) ~ 0, 
1j 1 

J = 1, 2, •. , n 

i:1 

i,J=1,2, .. ,n 

1,J=1,2, .. ,n 

z is Ule cost of the networt<. 'nle f1rst constraint ensures that 

there is at least one tand.em in Ule solution networt<. 'lhe second set 

of constraints ensure that each node is connected. to exactlY one 

tand.ern. 'Ihe third. set of constraints ensure that the tand.em network is 

connected.. '!he fourth set of constraints ensure that nod.es are only 

connected. to tand.ems and. that, w1 thin the tand.em network, tand.ems are 

only connected. to each other. 'Ihe flnal set of constraints reveal the 

problem to be a zero-one prograntning problem. 

'Ihe constralnts ensuring fUll tandem connection are based. on the 

assertion tllat a gr(l,Itl on H tandems is connected. 1f each tand.em 1s 

connected. to at least H/2 other tandems. 'Ihat uus is true can be seen 

as follows. 

SUppose H 1S odd.. COnsid.er tandem 1 and suppose, w1 thout loss of 

generality, that tand.em 1 1s connected. to tandemS 2,3, .. , (H+3)/2. 

SUppose, contrary to the assertion, tllat there eXlsts a tandem 1, 

(H+3} /2<i~M vlhl.ch has no path to tandem 1. 'lhen tandem 1 cannot· be 

connected. to tandems 1,2, .. , (H+3)/2, leaving a max~ of (H-5)/2 
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tandemS avaJ.lable. nu.s hOWever, contra.c11cts the ~nt that each 

tandem be connected to at least M/2 others. 

A sl.m1lar al"'\lD!nt appUes for even H. Tan<1em 1 is connected to 

tandemS 1, 2, .. , (M/2) +1, leavl.ng a IMX1m.lm of (M/2) -1 ava1lable. 

'Dll.s restriction, of .course, excludes SODE valld tandem networks 

slnce there are a I'IUI!iler of connected graplS WhJ.ch do not satisfy the 

third set of constraints. 'Ihls is, however, the only way in Vthlch the 

necessary information can be expressed in linear form. It nust be 

regarded as a 11m1 tation of the tecbnl.que. 

In principle, at least, the constrained optlm.lm solution can now 

be found using one of the nany linear progranml.ng software packages 

currently available or bY self-~lementation of any of the eX1stl.ng 

technlques. 

A nurri:>er of other linear, integer, m1xed or zero-one programnl.ng 

formulations exist for s~lifications of the general problem (KatSU1 

[1978) an<1 Ha.l-Hoc [1982a) & [1982b)). 

5. 3. 3. 'D'le Restriction of Constant Costs 

'D'le formulations suggested in this section rely on the costs of 

the various conponents remal.ning the saue under a variety of 

conditions of traffic loading etc .. In practice, of course, this is 

not the case. As discussed in the previous Chapter, circuit and switch 

costs have a cOIJl)Onent v.tuch depends upon the am::>unt of traffic theY 

have to carry. The actual cost of a piece of equipment can tbUS only 

be deternuned if its size is known. In principle, it is posslble to 

calculate these figures rut, in practice, not at the start of such a 

process as required by these ~tho<1s. 

The cost of a tandem w111 depend upon how nucn traffic it has to 

switch. 'DU.s in turn will be dictated bY the closeness of the others. 

Tandems nearby will reueve SODE of t.he flow Whereas a tandem on its 

own w1ll need to carry mre traffic. 'Ihe positions of the transits are 

part of the required out~t from an !«JP so information dependent upon 

then cannot be used as input to such a problem. 

The cost of a ll.nk :from a node to a transit will depend upon its 

length Wh1ch. 1n turn, depends upon the position of its nearest 
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transit. As before, suCh information 1S tmavaUal:>le. Slmllarly, the 

tan<3em-taooem ll..nks w111 depend. upon length and traffic capacity -

information Wh.l.ch is not known at the outset.· 

'Dle areas of awlicauon of these nethod.s is therefore s~t 

11m1 ted. Better technlques are requ1re<1 to deal with m:>re general 

cases 1n Wh.l.ch costs vary alm:>st contlnUously as the network topology 

Charlges. 

5.4. Partial Solution Algorithms 

secuon 5. 1. 1. 2 deta.1le<1 tile outPlt tllat is required. from any HCP 

solving procedure. This was given as a list of 10 items. Normally, the 

problem wlll be such that a solution cannot be obta.lned. 1n this 

sequential form. Host of tile outPlt will be interrelated. in the sense 

tllat tile best solution for one section will depend. upon the solution 

to anotiler. A few obvious examples are as follows. 

1. 'Ihe opt.J.m.Dn locations of the g tandems w111 depend. upon the 

value of Q. 

2. 'Ihe roost SU1 table Unk type for each node-tandem connection 

will depend. upon tile size of the ll.nk and Hs leng"th, the 

latter depend.lng, in turn, upon tile location of the tandems. 

3. 'Ihe opt1m..lm routeing strategy Will depend. upon the tandem 

network connection topology. 

4. In turn, the roost sultal:>le link type for each t~tan<1em 

connection will depend. upon the size of the llnk (v.hich 

depends upon the routelng strategy) and its length (Whl.ch 

depends upon the locations of the appropriate tandemS). 

Situations can arise, however, in 'lthlch sare aspects of the 

solution network are alreac:ty decided. upon. Much of the interplay 

between various sections of outPlt nay then not occur. Some exarrples 

of these situations are as follows. 
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1. 'Ihe J'l1BII)er of requ1re<1 tanoems DBY already lle specified by 

design. 'Ihe Choice of locations 1S then only a problem of 

selection of a fixed number of tandemS. 

2. 'Ihe JilYsical topology of the networt<. would lle establiShed 1n a 

si tuat1on Where an exuuns networt<. 1S beilli redesisned. 'Ihe 

route1ns strategy is then a separate concerrL 

3. If all aspects of the design (tandem location, Ji'lYSical 

topology, route1ns strategy, etc. ) have been determl.ned, the 

size, type an<1 cost of the links etc. can be found by 

calculation. 

This section considers solutions to some individual parts of the 

HOP. Clle area 1S diScussed in detail (section 5. 4. 1 l since this 1ea<1s 

on to an extremely usefUl principle 1n a sl18htly <11fferent field of 

application. 'Ihe renaJ.nder are considered brieflY 1n section 5. 4. 2. 

5. 4. 1. TaMem Location Hetho<1s 

This section considers the problem of locating tandems within a 

networt<. so as to DBke the roost efficient use of the swi tch1ng 

facilities available. 'Ihere are two cases to consider; the l'llliTtler of 

tandems required IIB.Y be known, or it IIB.y not. 

If the rrurttler, Q say, is l<nown then the problem becomes one of 

fin<11ns the cheapest combination of Q tandems from n nodes from all of 

the ncQ ava1lable. This sort of problem will be dealt with, 1n 

passlng, in the next chapter. In this section, the second case is 

assuned.. 

A valid solution to the HOP usually consists of a number of 

tandems selected from the original nodes. Tandems are not generally 

placed at any other site. In this section, however, the situation will 

be generalised to allow certain greenfield sites (i.e. sites not 

relatilli to original locations). In the unconstra1ne<1 case, a tandem 

could, in principle, lle placed anyWhere. For the purposes of this 

section, a f1n1 te rnm1>er of acceptable locations will lle assuned.. 
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Consider a situation with n nodes, i:1,2, .. ,n and H potential 

tandem sites (greenfield. or actual l. 'lhe problem is to determ1ne Whleh 

of the sites should. be .QE!m (1n use) and. Ylhleh Should. be closed. (not 

in use). 

'lhe next two sections d.lscuss an approaCh to a restriction of 

thls problem, 1n Ylhleh constant costs and topological constraints are 

as~d.. 'lhe following two sections seek to extend. these argu~rents and 

apply the tecl'ln1ques to a sorreWhat <11fferent area. 

5.4.1.1. The Ad.d. Algor!~ 

This section presents a version of the add alsori~ first 

<11 scussed. by Bahl & Tang [ 197 21 . It uses a remari<abl y sl.npl e approaCh 

to the problem Yrh.ich. by sui table ad.aptation, can be extended. to a 

roore general case . 

. To begin w1 th, all potentlal tand.ems are taken to be closed. save 

for .a separate nonunated. one referred. to as the centre. Every node 1s 

thUS connected. d.lrectly to the centre. 'lhe cost of operung a tand.em J 

is given by FJ, J=O, 1, .. ,H Where tand.em 0 1S the centre. FJ, 

J: 1, 2, .. , H 1nc 1 udes the sw1 tehlng cost of the tandem together with the 

necessary 11nk between itself and the centre. A maxim.tm of X nodes may 

be parented. onto any tand.em, other than the centre. 'lhe cost of 

parenting a node i onto tandem J is ciJ' i:1,2, .. ,n, J=O, 1, .. ,H. 

'lhe algor! tnn. 1n 1 ts rrost basic fonn 1s then as follows. 

A1. Begin with all tandems closed.. 

AZ. Open eaCh tandem J 1n turn and. 

AZ. 1. Find. the set of Y nodes (Y~Xl Whleh prod.Uce the 

greatest imPrOvement When connected. to J. 

AZ. 2. Record. thls cost. 

AZ. 3. Close tandem. 
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A3. Select the tan<1em giving the greatest UlprOvement on openln8. 

If. Ulls JJipr'ovement 1s non-positive then stop. Else open Ulls 
.. 

tandem and. reconnect no<1es accordlngly. Goto AZ. 

'Ihe !Dprovement -achieved 1n step AZ. 1 bY reconnectlnl no<Ses 

i=1,2, .. ,Y (say) to t..Gt.nd.ElmJ is given by 

y 
~ (C -c ) - F 
u 1J' 1j J 
1:1 

Where J' represents the tandem to Which each node 1 iS connected 

before rerouteing. 

As an exarrple, consider the 1n1t1al configuration shown in Fig 

5.f. In Ulls case X=4, giving effectively unlinllted capacity to each 

tandem. SUppose F
1 

=F
2

=3 an<1 the connection costs are given by the 

following matrix. 

J : 1 2 3 

10 4 7 1:1 

c ~ 7 6 3 2 

6 4 5 3 

3 9 5 4 

Beginning wHh all of the nodes connected directly to the centre, 

the cost is given by Z= 10+7+6+3=26. Opening tandem 1 proctuces the 

network shown 1n Fig 5. g, at a cost of Z:4+6+4+3+3:20 Whereas operung 

tandem 2 g1ves the network in Fig 5.h, costing Z=7+3+5+3+3:21. Tandem 

1 is Ulus chosen. "n1e only IX>SS1ble opening at stage two is tandem 2. 

nus gives the network of F1g 5. i, again at a cost of 
IS 

Z=4+4+3+~+3+3=20. nustfdentical to tne cost of the network in Fig 5.g 

and. suggests that either may be chosen. It would then be correct to 

make a. ChOice on sooe fonn of rellabill ty cri ter1on. 

"nlere are a Jllllrber of ways 1n Which this algor! t.tm can be 

generalised. 'Ihe mst obvious 1s to no longer regard the costs ciJ and. 

FJ, i:1,2, .. ,n, J:0,1, .. ,H as constant. If the appropriate details of 

the network traffic are Known. then these costs can be detennlned as 
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0 

Figure 5. f. Add Al sor1 thn: Iru t1al conf 1surat1on 
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I 

0 

Figure 5. I· Add. AlgorH.hn: Tandem 1 Open 
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0 

Flgure 5.h. Add. Algorltl'm: Tandem 2 Open 
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2 

I 

0 

Figure 5.1. Adc1 Algor1thn: Tandems 1 a.n<1 2 Open 
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c3eta11e<1 1n seCtion 5. 1. 3. 'lhe tandem capacities can then be extended 

to a set of values XJ, J:1,2, •• ,M Where XJ represents the traffic 

capacity (ln erlangs, etc.) of the tandem J. 1he process then operates 

as before. At each stage, every tan<1em 1s prospectively opened anc1 

those nodes Vlh!Ch nay be, legally anc1 profitably, reconnected. to 1t 

are so connected. 'lhe <Ufference 1s merely that the new network needs 

to be fonnally recosted at eaCh stage. 

5.4. 1.2. The Drop Algorithm 

An obVious contrast to the add. algor1tnn. 1n both 1ts sl.Ople an<1 

extenc3ed fonns, is the drop alsori tnn. aga.ln proposed 1n 1 ts mst 

sl.Ople fonn by Bahl & Tang [1972). As the name suggests, the algorithm 

starts with all tandems open and noc3es connected., within the confines 

of the X constraints, to the nearest tan<1em. EaCh tan<1em is then 

systematicallY tried for closure. The tan<1em giving the greatest 

J..nprovement on closure 1S dulY closed an<1 any dependent nodes 

reconnected., again within the confines of the X constraints, to the 

next nearest tand.em. 'Ihe process continues \D'ltll no f\lrther 

1..nprovement 1s possible. 'Ihe add an<1 c:2rop atgori urns are ext.rermly 

we 11 matched 1n tenns of results. 

5.4. 1.3. An Extended Algorithm 

'Ihe initial solutions enployed as starting polnts by the add. anc1 

c:2rop algori ums (all tandems open or all tandems closed) are extreme. 

There is no part1cu1ar JUStification for either and., in principle, a 

random starting solution would be just as acceptable (and., on average, 

would be closer to the optirn.lm). 

'Ihis observation leads to the following extended algor! thm in 

WhiCh both the opening an<1 closing of tan~ is consic3ere<1 at eaCh 

iteration of the process. 

EADL select H/2 tandems if M is even and H/2+1 or H/2-1 1f M 1S . 

odd from tandem sites J:1.2, .. ,M. Open these tandemS. 

Close all others (apart from j:O). Coi'U'lect each node to its 
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nearest open tandem, subject to capac1 ty constraints. 

EAD2. For each open tan<1em <1o the fo 11 owing 

F.AI>e. t. Try closing the tandem, as With the drop algor1thn. 

F.AD.:. 2. Record the cost of the resultant network. 

EAD2. 3. Re-open the tandem. 

EAD3. For eaCh closed tandem do the following 

EAD3. t. Try opening the tandem, as w1 th the add algor! um 

EAD3. 2. Record the cost of the resultant network. 

EAD3.3. Re-close the tandem. 

F.Al)ll.. select the tandem producing the largest inprovement m 

cost. If this imprOvement 1s negative then stop. 

EAD5. Open or close the chosen tandem as appropriate. Reconnect 

nodes as appropriate. Goto EAD2. 

In addition to starting frOm a better starting solution, this 

algorithm uses an imprOved modification system at each iteration. The 

strengths of the add and drop algor! t1TriS are coroo1ned. Whichever is to 

provide the greatest improvement w111 taKe precedence at eaCh stage. 

It should be noted Ulat the add, drop and extended algor1tl'lms are 

all greedy in the first order (as discussed in section 5. 3. t. 3. 3). 

Methods of .1JI'pr0v1.ng upon this si tuat1on are discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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5.4. 1.4. Local Network Structures 

"nle a~ drop and. exterx1ed algorl.trms have, to date, been taken 

as acting upon a nunt:ler of nodes and. tandems 1n a hierarchical star 

configuration. \!4'U.lst suCh a structure is possible, 1t 1s not, in 

practice, COil'IJ'I:)n. A far roore usefUl application eXists, however, at a 

lower level of the netwo~ 

COnsider a local tandem group. "nle tandem 1s connected into the 

rest of the tandem network in a particular (and for the p.J.rposes of 

this section, un.1.r!p)rtant) topology. "nle nodes within the tandem group 

are to be connected to their parent tandem. "nle sln'plest trethod would 

be via a star. 'lh!s, however, may not always be the Cheapest. 

A roore general structure, particularly SUited for large tandem 

groups, is to enploy a number of concentrators as shown in Fig 5. j. A 

concentrator collects and distributes traffic within a g1ven area and 

has a node (or tandem) as parent. 'nus three level feature can be 

included in the network using any of the algoriUms described m this 

section. 

As an exarrple, consider the add algor! um Each of the nodes 

within a given tandem group is replaced by a concentrator parented 

directly onto the central tandem of that group. 'Ihe add algoritlnl can 

then be used to systematically introduce nodes at those concentrator 

sites v.hich produce the max1m.Jm 1rrprovenent in cost. 

'lh!s technique can be used, extrerrely easily, wiUUn the roore 

powerfUl opt1mi.sation system detailed in the next chapter. 

5. 4. 2. Other Individual Problems 

'lhe problem of tandem location is presented in sorre detail due to 

the 11!1X>rtance of the teChniques in Uleir own right as well as the 

extension of these ideas to concentrator enployment wi th1n a tandem 

group. Obviously, there are otller problems to be solved and. sorre of 

Ulese may be susceptible to analysis in isolation. COnsiderable work 

has been done on a l'lUI'Ii)er of aspects of tile corrplete problem. 'lhey are 

not particularly lnportant in this context, however, and only two are 

discussed briefly here. 
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/.JNJ<S 1'tJ 0-rHPR. 
TMo~MS 

Figure 5. J. Local Tandem Network w1 th concentrators 
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5. 4. 2. t. Opt.1.m.lm Hunt>er of Tan<1ems 

'nle cost C(H) of a network H can :be regarded as a f\lnetlon 

c (p
1
, p

2
, .. , p

11
) 'lltlere the network H 1s described by the para~reters 

P
1

, p
2

, .. , p
11

• 'Ihe l'l\.Dii)er of tandems H 1s one of these paraneters. 'Ihe 

optl.mJIII network '\. for a particular value of H has cost ~ Whl.ch is a 

fUnCtion c (p
1

, p
2

, .. , M, .. , p
11

) of the paraueters describing '\.· 'Ihe 

opt~ value of M is then given by setting ac/dM:O. 

If sufficient infonration is l<nown about the llkely 

characteristics of the opt1Irum network 1n each case, 1t my be 

possible to estimate the fUnction c(p
1
,p

2
, .. ,H, .. ,p

11
) by c• (Ml so that 

the cost of the optl.nJJm network wi tll H tandems is taken as :being 

entirely dependent upon M. If this 1s the case, then the opt1llllm value 

of M can :be approxlma.ted by setting de' /dM:O and solving for M. 

A related problem, that of tandem area size, iS considered by 

Hoshl [1985). In Ulis paper an attenpt 1s IIBde to determine the 

optlm.lm group radius. Clearly the ll\BTber of tandems and the average 

tandem area size are inversely interdependent. As is often the case, 

however, a 11\llli)er of s1npllfications and approxunations are mde 1n 

Ulis paper Which it is intended to avoid here. 

5.4.2.2. OptlnJJm Routeing strategy 

Given a particular tandem network, the problem of determining the 

best way in Whl.ch to route traffic around it 1s one of the rrost 

Ctifficult problems of network optimi.sation. The problem can, in 

principle, be broken down into subproblems for each pair of tandems. 

'Ihls requires tllat the best path between these two tandems be found. 

In practice, however, the Choice of routeing for one tandem pair will 

affect the efficiency of various Choices for another pair since a 

11\llli)er of independent paths my, and in general will, use the same 

link. 1n the tandem network. For exact solutions then, the routeing 

DUSt :be considered over the v.hole network at once. 

'nle actual 11\llli)er of possible routeing strategies depends upon 

the topology of the tandem network. However, as discussed 1n secuon 

5. t. 2. 2, there are unquestionably enough to prahlbit exact search 
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m!thodS. Particularly stringent ~s may sul:>stantlally s1.Dpl1fy the 

problem rut, in roost cases, the IlUIOOer of possible solutions 1S still 

too 1 arge and a,pproxinBte methods are requ1re<1. 

'Itlere are two <11stinct types of routeing problem encountereli 1n 

networi< design an<1 management problems. 

1. Static routing problems. SUch problems are encountereli Ythen it 

assumeli that the strategy Will not change from one t!Jre per1cxt 

to the next. nus is generally the situation vmen networi<s are 

in! tiall y designed 

2. I?ynamlc routeins problems. 'Ibese are problems in Which the 

changing traffic Characteristics between busy an11 slac~ hours 

are tal<.en into account. SUch problems are typical of 

situations in Which a networi< alrealiy eXists an11 only the best 

way of rralUng use of it is unl<nown. 

Within each category, there are, in principle, two further cases 

to consider. 'Itle primary route only between two tan<1emS may be 

requ1rec:1, or a l!st of preferential routes may be necessary. Clearly, 

if a linl<. within the primary path between two tandems fails or becotres 

overloalied then the secondary path nust be known (anli so on). In 

practice, however, this problem is usually dealt with at a later stage 

from the networi< design. 

'D1e purpose of this work is to design networks from the raw data 

(network design), not to optimise the operational efficiency of an 

existing one (network rranagerrent). With this in mind, roost references 

to traffic routeing w111 be 1ntended to ~lY static route1ng in ~eh 

only the pri.IJary path is considered between any two tandems. 

Various approaches to the different problems of traffic routeing 

have been suggesteli by, am::>ngst others, Wallstrom [1969), F'ra.nl<. & Olou 

[1971], Yu et al. [1984] and Mars & Narendra [1987]. 'Itle problem is 

consiliered further in section 5. 5 an<1, in a new 118ht, in the next 

chapter. 
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5.5. Practical MethOds of OptlnUsation 

'lhe Jretl'lods <11scusse<1, to <1ate, 1n uus chapter .belo"', 1n the 

maJ.n, to the Uleoretical side of networi{ optlnUsation. Assunptions and 

approX1mations are made with respect to the problem and. its para~reters 

WhJ.ch may only .be proved valid un<1er certain c1rc\.mlStances. 

Alternatively, some modification or extension may .be ~red .before 

such techniques can .be iltpler~Ented in a practical envirol'liiEnt. 

It is U1e ~se of the next chapter to intro<1Uce new techniques 

for wactical network optlnUsation. .sone of Ulese wi 11 .be extensions 

of existl..ng nethods rut roost will .be developed from nothing. In this 

final section, however, some of the concepts involved in current 

networi{ optlnUsation problems are introdUced briefly. Firstly, the 

ideas and restrictions .beh1n<1 existing Jrethods are <11scussed followed 

bY a description of one of the roore widely use<1 rrethods. 

5. 5. 1. Operational Techniques and Restrictions 

'Ihe opt1nllm solution represents the .best networi{ structure and. 

traffic flow that can .be aChieved with no practical restrictions upon 

the final topology etc. rut often such flexibility is not in evidence. 

A number of practical restrictions may be irrposed upon the final 

solution for various reasons. Some are as follows. 

1. Some tandem sites may be fixed bY choice. Other nodes can .be 

prohlbi te<l from housing tandems. nus may be <1\le to the 

equlprent currently avaJ.lable or unavaJ.lable Within each 

region or to an exterior lmowledge of the lil<ely change 1n 

traffic characteristics in the future. 

2. For slnUlar reasons, certaJ.n 11nl<s nay be essential or 

~1te<1. Alternatively, linl<s of a capacity excee<11ng that 

required rray .be used 1f traffic is expected to increase. 

3. Routel..ng strategies .between tandems can be <11ctate<1 bY 

practical restrictions also. 'Ihe shortest <11stance (a set of 
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straJ.ght lines) between two points my pass through water or 

through a proh!bi te<1 area. Often this will require that 

alternative paths are used. 

As stated, these restrictions may be cause<1 by const.raints within 

the real world. 'Ihey can, however, be int.ro<mce<1 artificially into the 

p-oblem in order to s1.Dpl1fy the solution p-ocedure. With reference to 

the tllree points renuoned al:>ove, sl.npl1fications can be achieved as 

follOWS. 

1. 'Itle fiXing of 2' tandems from S2 decreases the number of 

possible tandem sets from '\:
2 

to ·' n -2c
2

_
2

, 

2. 'Itle fixing or prahibi ting of L tandem-tandem 11nl<s within the . 

tandem networK redUces the number of valid solutions bY a 

factor of 2L. 

3. 'Itle saving in effort of restricting the permissible routeing 

strategies will depend, not only upon the level of restriction 

rut also upon the particular tandem networK topology under 

consideration. 

These restrictions need not be entirely artificial. Often 

intUitive l<nowledge of the network envirormmt can be used to supplant 

various areas of opt1m1sauon. It may be l<nown from experience that 

traffic into and out of certain nodes is h18h. A reasonal:>le (although 

still not fUlly justified) sl.npliflcation is to fix tandems at these 

nodes along with the 11nl<s connecting them. Direct traffic flow 

between these nodes is also evident. 

When all sl.npl1fications have J:>een made, however, opt1m1sat1on, 

of sorm sort still needs to be achieved. 'Ihe next section outlines one 

possible rrethod of approaching this wi th1n a practical environnent. 
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5. 5. 2. 'lbe DoUble Drop MethOd 

'nlere are a llUIOOer of 1ntU1tive ways ln Whlch the opt1.mlsation of 

practical telecomn.m.lcation networks may :be achieved. 'Ihls section 

presents one such ~ach. 'lbe algorltnn ls base<1. very loosely, upon 

the drop algorltnn of Bahl & Tang [1972] (see sectlon 5.4.1.2). It 

enploys a form of doUble drop technlque 1n 't'!llch both tandems an<\ 

ll.nk.s are sequentially remove<1, ln a two- level nested -loop 

arrangenent, until no fUrther 1Jrprovenent can be found. 'nle struct\.U'e 

of the algorithm 1s as follows. 

I=J ; 

tmke every node 1 a tandem ; 

M·- n; 

REPFAT JB3IH 

maxlmlm : = 0 ; 

connect each tandem to every other tandem 

route all lntertandem trafflc directly ; 

connect any non-tandem nodes to thelr nearest tan<1em ; 

calculate cost ; 

FORJ::11QMOO 

JB3IN 

remove tandem J (terrporarily as a test) ; 

connect each tandem to every other tandem 

route all lntertan<lem trafflc dlrectl y ; 

connect any non-tandem nodes to thelr nearest tandem 

REPFAT JB3IN 

max_savlng : = 0 ; 

FOR 1 :: 1 to (M-1l•(M-2)/2 00 

IF linl< 1 exists 'lliEN 

EB3IN 

reroove llnl< 1 (tenporarlly as a test! 

reroute trafflc vla Cheapest 

al ternat1 ve ; 

calculate savlng 

IF savlng>max_sav!ng 'I1-IEN 
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IB3IN 

max_savlng . - sav1ng 

1' : : 1 i 

00> i 

replace llnk 1 

DID i 

IF max_savlng>O THEN 

EH> IN 

N!IOOVe llnl< 1 • I tenporar 11 y I 

reroute trafflc v1a cheapest alternative 

DID 

00> i 

UNTIL max_savlng:O 

calculate new_cost ; 

tmprovement_ln_cost :: cost-new_cost 

IF tmprovement_1n_cost>max1mlm THEN 

EH> IN 

max1mm1 . - tmprovement_ln_cost 

k :: J 

00> i 

replace tandem 

END i 

IF max1mlm>O THEN 

IHiiN 

rem:>ve tan<1em k (pernanentl Yl 

M :: H-1 

END 

END i 

UNI'IL maxin'llm= 0 

REPEAT BB3IN 

max_savlng :: 0 ; 

FOR 1 :: 1 to H•(H-1)/2 DO 

IF llnk 1 exists THEN 

IHiiN 

reroove Unk 1 (tenporar1ly as a test! ; 

reroute traffic v1a cheapest alternative 
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calculate savtng ; 

IF savtnr>max_savtnr 'mEN 

IBliH 

max_savtnr · - savtng 

1' :: 1 ; 

mm: 
replace 11nl<. 1 

Em>; 

IF nax_savtnr>O 'lHEN 

IBliH 

rem:>ve l!nl<. 1' (penranentlyJ 

reroute traffic via cheapest alternative 

Em> 

Em>; 

UNTIL max_saving=O 

To :begln With. a tandem is placed. at every node. Each tandem is 

connected to every other tandem and. all traffic flows along the direct 

linKs :between ~ 

Each tandem, in turn, 1s rerooved. from the tandem network (i.e. it 

iS relegated to an ordinary nod.e and. connected. to another tand.em). 'Ihe 

cost of the new network 1s calculated. and., 1f cheaper than the 

original, the details are recorded. 

Within each tandem rerooval }:tlaSe, l!nl<s are rerooved., one at a 

t 1Ire unti 1 there is no fUrther wproverrent. As each 1 in!<. 1 s rerooved., 

the traffic on that linK 1s rerouted v1a the cheapest alternative 

tandem. At the end. of this process the cost of the new network 1s 

detenn1ned. and., 1f cheaper, the details are recorded. nus process 1s 

repeated for each tandem. 

'lhe tandem Whose rerooval gives the greatest 1ri'Pr0Verrent is then 

rerooved. penmnently and. the process is repeated. until no f\.U"ther 

J..nt:!roverrent is evident. '«hen all unnecessary tandems have :been 

rerooved, the link rerooval sequence iS repeated for a final t1Ire, the 

rem:>vals now :being made penranently. 
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nus netllod will allow networKs of a m:xlerate slze ( 100-200 

nodes) to be dealt with on large machines. It represents U1e closest 

attenpt yet at a practical nethod of opt1mls1ng actual 

telecommun1cation networKs. It still possesses the problems associated 

with greedy algoriUms, however, s1nce a tandem can easily be rem:>ved 

at an early stage v.tueh proves to be of value in U1e final solution. 

The next Chapter presents a series of more soPblsticated teChniques. 
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7be reasonable mm adapts ~elf to the world: the unreasonable 

one pers1 sts 1n trY1116 to adapt the wor 1 d to h.imse 1 f. 'IJJerefore 

all progress depends on the unreasonable mm. 

George Bernard Shaw 

Reason 

Chapter 5 presents a number of different facets of the ordinary 

network opt1m1sation problem. 'lhese are, 1n the m:un, concerned. with 

certain stmplifications and restrictions to the general case. 

Al ternati vel y, meUlod.s were suggested. Vtttich either take large am:>Unts 

of time to run or use a drastically restricted. opti.m1sation approach. 

'lhls chapter presents a number of new techniques for various 

aspects of the HOP. Each of the sections Vtttich follow discusses one 

stage of, What will prove to be, a conposite algoriUm for the 

COili>lete solution of the HOP. 'lhese sections relate roughly to the 

principal difficulties encountered 1n attenpting such a solution. 

1. In a practical situation, the number of nodes {n) 1n the 

1n1 tial network may be extremely large. 'lhe number of possible 

solutions to the HOP will 1ncrease rapidly as n increases. It 

will be noted. tllat any technique Ylb!ch atterrpts to act 

directly on the fUll set of initial nodes will be eventually 

d.oormd. to failure. 

2. If the l'lUJd:)er of tandems in question is anYthing otller than 

small, then the l'lllld:>er of possible tandem sets, ChOsen from 

the 1nl tial set of. nodes, will be of considerable proportions, 

even for lesser values of n. 'lhe problem of selecting the best 

one is extreaely difficult indeed.. 
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3. 'Ihe number of valid tandem networks Wh1Ch can :be constructed 

on 1:2 tandems is l:lo1ll'1<1e<1 :below by 2Q(Q- 1)/2- 1. Clloosl.ng the 

:best. presents considerable <11fficult.ies. 

~. As rmnt1one<1 1n the previous chapter, the ]:a"'blem of 

<1etenn1n1ng the optiDUn rout.el.ng strategy is possibly the rrost. 

involved problem of all. 'Ihe ll\llliler of pennlssible flows is 

enonoous (dependent upon the topology). 

Various heuristic rmtllods are int.rodl.lced in this chapt.er for 

overcoming eaCh of these problems in turn. 

A rmt.hod is presented in section 6. 1 for <1eal1ng wHh the problem 

of very large networi<s involving the replacerrent. of the initial 

network bY a representative one, allowing s1npl1f1ed opt1ml.sat1on · to 

tal<e place. 

Sections 6.2 and 6.3 present. rmthods for selecting the required 

set. of tandeJns from the original nodes, firstly by restrlct.l.ng the 

form of the tandem network and then by applying a series of local 

transformations (pert.urbations) to this in1t.ial solution. 

'Ihe problems of detenn1n1ng the tandem network connection 

topology and the traffic routeing strategy are combined and discussed 

in section 6. ~. using a 11nl< remval tecllnlque with lookahead 

capab111ties. 'Ihe relationship :between perturbation and lool<ahead is 

then considered. 

Finally, section 6.5 outlines a complete rmthod for the solution 

of the NOP based upon the conponent techn1ques presented in the 

previous sections. 

6. 1. Re<1Uction Techn1ques 

Practical networks nay need to interconnect. many hUndre<1s of 

nodes. To consider eaCh node 1n<Uv1<11lally withln any opt1ml.sat.1on 

techn1que would prodUce an atgorithn of ri<11culously long ruruung u.ue 

(as can :be seen by cooparison with the TSP, solutions for Wh1Ch are 

not. eas11y obta1ne<1 for m:>re than a few dozen cities - see sect.1on 

5. 2. 3). 5c:m! form of effecuve heuristic is clearly reQU1re<1. 
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6. 1. 1. A New View of the Problem 

'Ihe i.nplt to an OOP consists, am:mgst other things, of the 

details of n nodes. 'Ihe tilre taken to solve the HOP, using the best 

l<nown eXhaustive search algori'thn can be considered as a function of 

this lllliWer of nodes, T:f(n). 'Ihe problem, 1n 'these terms, 1S that T 

becooes too large - too quicklY as n increases. 

'Ihe p.n-pose of any conceivable heuriStic technique will be to 

decrease the value of T, in any particular case, to a new time U v41ere 

U«T. '!here are, 1n theoretical tenns, exactly two nutually exclusive 

ways of achieving this. 

1. Transform 'the fUnction f to a less severely increasing 

fUnction g (i.e. [df/dn] ,>[dg/dn] , for all n• ). '!hen 
n=n n=n 

f(n)>g(n) and g can be chosen suCh that T=f(n)>>g(n):U. 

2. Replace 'the parameter n by a smaller parameter q. 'Ihen 

f(n)>f(q) and, for larger values of n, T=f(n)»f(q):U, 

'Ihe first option corresponds to 'the case 1n v411Ch a si.npl1f1ed 

opt1m1sauon proce<hlre operates upon 'the original set of nodes. All 

techniques discussed to date have been of this form. Solre set of 

assunptions and/or approxi1Tat1ons is made in order to deal with large 

numbers of nodes. SUCh methods can be referred to as s.11!pl1f1cation 

methods. 

'Ihe second form of approaCh uses 'the exact opt1m1sat1on algor! Um 

rut on a reduced llU!OOer of nodes. 'n1e solution obtained will be exact 

with respect to this smaller set rut, for this solution to be of any 

use, 'the reduced set nust somehow represent the original. Techniques 

of this type w111 be referred to as reduction net.hods. section 6. 1. 2 

presents a method for obta1n1.ng this reduced networK. 

'!here are, of course, other options involving coni>inations of 

'these two extreme fonns. Typically, a large network could be replaced 

by a smaller one WhiCh is still too large to act upon with an 

eXhaustive search auoritlJn. An accurate heuriStic net.hod may now be 

used, however, WhiCh could not have been used upon the original-
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network. 'lbe exact trade-off value between redUction and opt1.m1sation 

will be dependent upon the problem in han<1 and the reduction and 

opt1.m1sation technlques 1t is intended to use. 'lbe couposite rretl'lod 

suggested at the end of uus chapter is actually of uus h.Ytlrid fonn. 

6. 1.2. RedUcing Networks 

'lbe concept of replacing an 'lll'II'laJ'lageablY large network with an 

acceptable snaller one could easuy relate to a number of problem 

areas in Which .lJ!m!diate solution is prohibited bY the number of 

parameters (see Chapter 8). A precise arrangement is now suggested for 

telecommunication networks in particular. 

Firstly the objectives of such a rrethod are outlined. 'lbe details 

of the actual rretllod are then given, followed by corrnents upon how to 

overcorre certain difficulties in the redUction process. 

6. 1.2. 1. Objectives 

If the HOP were to be solved in a series of steps, as opposed to 

being solved as a Whole (exactly or heuristically, in a IIBI1l'ler 

suggested ~licitly by the algorithm of section 5.2. 1), then the most 

natural starting point would be the detennl.nation of the Q nodes, from 

the original n, most SUitable to act as tandems witllln the solution 

network (since 1t 1s unreasonable to discuss connection topologies and 

routeing strategies before their positions are Known). As noted in 

section 5. 1.2.2 the number of such selections (~= 1 .. n(n!/(H! (n-M)!)]) 

prohlbi ts the expUci t testing of each. some fonn of sillPllfication is 

required. 

A rretllod is presented Which replaces the original n node starting 

network with a representative one of q nodes. 'nlese q nodes oust be 

chosen in such a way as to contain, 1n sinpllfied form, sufficient 

infonnation regarding the distrirution of nodes and traffic of the 

original. If uus is the case then exact rrethodS or accurate 

heuristics can then be used in order to choose the required set of Q 

tandems. Sections 6. 2 and 6. 3 discuss UU.s tandem selection process·.'. 
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6.1.2.2. Step by step Reduction 

'Ihe reduction process operates 1n a step by step fashion. 'Ihe 

original n node network is replaced by an n-1 node one, Which , 1n 

turn, is replaced. by an n:..2 ~ one, an<1 so on untll the replacement 

q no<1e network is reached At each stage, a p no<1e network is replaced. 

bY a p-1 no<1e network (p:n,n-1, .. ,q+1). 

Prior to the commencement of the reduction process, wei(hts wi, 

i= 1, 2, .. , n nust be assigned to each of the no<1es 'Ihese weights are a 

neasure of the 1Dportance of a no<1e and. should be calculated in such a 

way as to reflect the traffic being generated. and received by it (see 

section 6. 1. 2. 3. ) . Each step of the reduction process is then 

iilplemented as follows. 

At each stage, the locations of p no<1es are :l<nown as well their 

weights. 'Ihe object is to produce a p-1 no<1e network representing the 

original. 

[SINGLE ~IC!i SIEP) ; 

I:(p,x
1
,y

1
,w

1
,x

2
,y

2
,w

2
, ... ,xp,yp,wpl 

m!nilrllm : : (X) ; 

FORi:: 1 'IQp-1 00 

FOR J : = i+1 ro p oo 
IF f[ (Xi-Xj)i + (yi-yj)l] <m1nilrllm 'IHE2i 

BEX3IH 

P 1 
:: p-1 

i 1 
• - i 

jl . - j 

EliD 

xi I • - (w i, xi I +w J I x J I 1 1 (w il +w J I 1 

y il . - (W il y il +W j I y j I I I (W i' +W j' I 

wi' . - wi, +wJ' ; 

FOR i : : j' 'IQ P' 00 

BEX3IH 

xi ·- xi+1 

yi :: y1+1 
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wi : = wi+l ; 
EM> ; 

0: lP', x1, y1, w1, x2, y2 ,w2, ... , ~·, YP', wp, l 

The essence of the single reduction step is that the closest two 

nodes are replaced by a single node Which represents them, botll 1n 

terms of location and traffic loading Characteristics. For example, 1n 

Fig 6. a, the nodes i and j are replaced by a node r Where 

xr=<wixi+wjxj)/(Wi+wj), Yr=(wiyi+wjyj)/(Wi+wj) and wr=wi+wj. The p-1 

node network adeqUately represents the original in node and traffic 

distrib.ltion. 

Wi tll t111s step defined, the conplete redUction process is as 

follows. 

I=ln,xl,yl,wl,x2,y2,w2, ... ,xn,yn,wn) 

P : = n ; 

WHILE p>q 00 

JE3IH 

!nplemmt SIHGLE ~ION SIEP 

p :: p• 

EM> ; 

The entire n node network is now represented by the smaller q 

node network. There are, however, a rn.mi)er of practical diff1cultles 

to overcome, as discussed in the next three sections. 

6.1.2.3. Deternnning the Node Weights 

The weight of a node should be a measure of its J.Jrportance. '«hen 

two nodes are replaced witll1n the single redUCtion step, the resultant 

node w111 be <2rawn towards the m:>re heavuy weighted of the two. SUch 

a weight IDlSt be calculated in terms of the traffic .nan<1led by the 

node. 'lh1s calculation, nowever, is not as obVious as it ml.ght, at 

first, seem. Merely sumn!ng the inc01Jl1ni and. outgoing traffic has the 

effect of exaggerating a heavily weighted node. 
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Figure 6. a. Single RedUction Step 
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A replac~nt node, r, will :best represent its two conponents, i 

and j, if it costs the same to connect it to an l.maglnary tandem as 

would the original two nodes. nu.s will :be a.pprox11mtely achieved if 

the l'IUIJi)er of connecting circuJ. ts required by r is the sum of the 

circuJ.ts required by i and j. S1nce the weight of r 1S given by the 

sum of the weights of i and j, it follows that the :best way to 

determl.ne the weights at the :begl.nn1ng of the process is to let the 

weight of each node :be proportional to the number oi circuJ. ts required 

to carry the traffic into and out of the node. 

Other weights are possible, of course, such as logari tl'n11c or 

exponential fUnctions of the sum of the traffic. same fUnction of the 

traffic should always :be used. 

6. 1.2.~. Reducing the Traffic Matrices 

At each stage, v.hen a p node networt< is replaced by a ~1 node 

networt<, the corresponding traffic matrices nust :be reduced as well. 

'Ihe same operation will apply to all such matrices. For the p.JJ"poses 

of deii'Pnstration then, suppose that only one such matrix, A:. (aijl, 

i,j:1,2, .. ,p, exists. A typical (but small) example 1s illustrated in 

Fig 6. b. 

SUppose nodes 1' and j' are replaced by a new i'. 'lhe 

corresponding rows and co 1 Ulii'lS for 1 • and j • oust :be combined as we 11. 

I:(A,i',j',p); 

a1' 1' : = ail i' +ai I j I +a j' 11 +a j I j' 
~i::1'IOpOO 

IF HOT ((1:1') OR (i:j 1
)) THEN 

:EEl IN 

ail' := a11'+a1J' 

ai'l :: al'i+al'j 
EJID 

p :: ~1 

FCRl::j''IOpOO 

~j::1'IOP00 

.IB3IH 
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• • 
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• 
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3 If. OJt.'-1 
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Figure 6. 1:>. Redllc!ng the Traffic Hatr1x 
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0: !A, PI 

aiJ ·- ai+1J 

aJ1 . - aJ!+l 
Elm 

'nlere is, llowever, an alternative. In practice, the traffic 

matrix is not actually requ1re<1 at each stage of the reduction 

process, only on its conpletion. This simplifies the task 

considerably. Instea<1 of reducing the matrix step by step in parallel 

with the node reduction, the operation can be carried out in one stage 

at the end. SUppose an n node network (located at (_!,y)) has been 

reduced <1own to a q node network (located at (,!' ,y• ) ) and a q x q 

traffic matrix, A', is required from the original n x n matrix, A. 

I:(A,n,q,_!,y,_!',y' I 

A' :: Q ; 

FCRi::lronoo 

IB3IN 

mln1Dllm : : Q) ; 

FCRj::l'IQqOO 

IF f[(Xi-X' j)i+(y
1

-y• j)i)<~ THEN 

IB3IN 

mlnimUm :: f[(x
1

-x• j)i+(yi-y• j)i) 

closest_to[ll :: J ; 

Elm ; 

FOR1::1ronoo 

FCRJ::lronoo 

a• . -closest_to[l)closest_to[JJ 
a' +a 

closest_to[l]closest_to[JJ 1J 
0: lA' I 

'lhe closest of the q replacemmt nodes 1s detennl.ned for each of 

the original n nodes. 'lhe traffic 1s then grouped accor<11ngly. 
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6. 1.2.5. Greenfield Sites 

"nle nature O'f the reduct.lon process is such that the vast 

najority of the q replacemmt nodes, 1f not all, wUl be located at 

greenfield sites (see section 5.4.1). Choosing a set of nodes to act 

as tandems will therefore result 1n a l'llliOOer of tandems Yttlose 

positions do not correspond to any of the originals. If it is requJ.red 

that only actual node s1tes are to house tandems then one of two 

options is available. 

1. Hove each of the q replacement nodes to its nearest actual 

site after reduction and. before the exact optl.m1sauon method _ 

or accurate heuristic is used. 

2. Implement the exact method or accurate heuristic using the 

greenfield sites as tandem locations. At the conplet1on of the 

process, rove each tandem to its nearest actual site. 

Results suggest that neither approach is substantially better than the 

other. 

A thi.rd. possibility is available, in theory, by calculating the 

new coord.inates xi' and y i' , at each stage of the reduction process, 

as 

xi, .- rrax(xi''xj'l 

Yi' ·- rrax(yi' ,yJ' 1 

in the single reduction step. nus, however, is not entirely 

satisfactory sinCe an effectively arbitrary choice is made between two 

nodes of sl.m1lar weighting Which could be quite some distance apart. 

6. 1.3. Analysis of RedUction Techniques 

Each node 1n the q node replacement network is intended to 

represent, 1n both (traffic) size and. location,_ one or m:>re of the 

original nodes. Size is not a l.Dirediate problem since, by def1n1 tion, 

each node is equivalent, 1n terms of traffic weighting, to the two 
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nodes it replaced at the previous stage. Errors in this reduction 

technique will be restricted to cases 1n Which replacenent nodes are 

to be found 1n inapprOpriate places withl.n the reduced network 

1 although th1 s can, ul t 1JIIa.te 1 y, also cause a node to be of an 

incorrect size). 'lhis section analyses theoretically the likelihood of 

such errors, together with their expected uagn1 tude an<1 consequences. 

Olapter 7 contains a selection of practical results. 

6. 1.3. 1. Occurrence of Incorrect Reduction 

This section presents a discussion of ways in Which possible 

errors can arise in the reduction process. 'n'lere are two intU1 ti ve 

ways in Which locational errors can occur. Firstly, a replacenent node 

may not, in principle at least, be located at the correct centre of 

the group of nodes lt represents and secondly, the node may actually 

be representiOII the wron~~ group. It will be seen that the first case 

is inpossible rut the second is not. 

6. 1.3. 1. 1. Position of Replacement Hodes 

SUppose a node I (with coor<11nates (X, Y) and weight W) has 

replaced nodes 1:1,2, ..• ~ (each with coor<11nates (Xi,yi) and weight 

w1) in the reduction process. 'n'len clearly 

w : 

as required, rut it may be that X and Y are incorrect. 

'n'le ·ideal location (X', Y' ) of a node representing nodes 

1:1,2 .... ~ will be at thec:irc;ult weighted centre of the group. TakJ.ng 

morrents aboUt the centre gives 

~ 

~ W (X -X') : 0 
~ i 1 
i:1 
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Rearranging, g1ves 

X' : 

1.1 
~W X 
~ 1 1 
1:1 

Y' : 

It can be Shown that X: X' and Y:Y'. 'Ihe proof for X 1s as 

follows, the case for Y l:le1ng entlrely s111111ar. 

'Ihe proof 1s by 1nduct1on on 1.1· For 1.1=1,- X' = w
1
x

1
;w

1 
= x

1 
= X as 

requlre<L How suppose the propos1Uon 1s true for all l.l~k-1. 'nlen for 

l.l=k, by the redUction process, x = (w~a+waxa)/(wa+wa> Where node a 

has replaced nodeS 1,2, .. ,p and node p has replaced nodes 

p+1,p+2, •. ,1<. BUt slnce i~p,K-p~k-1, the 1nduct1ve hypothesis g1ves 

p p }{ }{ 

E w E w X 
1 1 1 E w E w X 1 1 1 

1:1 1:1 1:p+1 1:p+1 

+ 

p K 
X : E wl E w1 

1:1 1:p+1 

p }{ 

E w1 + E w1 
1:1 1=1 

}{ 

E w X 
1 1 

1=1 

: : x· 
}{ 

E wl 
1:1 
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Clearly then, a replacerrent node for a llUIDber of 1n1tial nodes is 

placed. by the reduction process at the correctly weighted. centre of 

the group and. is given the correct weighting. 'IhJ.s el1.m1nates one 

possible source of error. 

6. 1.3. 1.2. Rode Groupings 

COnsider the reduction process from a c11fferent point of view. 

Each node i can be thOUght of as starting as the unique member of a 

set I
11

• As the process progresses, the node 1 (usually) becomes 

coot>ined. with another node j. In truth, the nodes i and. j are replaced. 

rut they can be considered. as being combined to form a new set I i
2 

(:I Jx for some x). '!he node i can thUs be thOught of as belonging 

successively to the sets . Ii 1'Ii2 , .. ,I1F until the redUction is 

coopleted.. For some nodes 1 and. j, 

contain m:>re than one original node. 

IiF:I JF since each group may 

If there are q nodes in the 

replacerrent network then there are q unique sets from the n so defined. 

and. each node i belongs exclusively to exactly one of these sets. 

Relabel these sets G
1

,G
2

, •• ,Gq. 

Each of the original nodes w111 be closest to one particular 

replacerrent node. Define the sets n
1
,n

2
, •• ,Dq to be such Ulat !EDJ 1f 

and. only if j is the closest replacement node to i. If the reduction 

process functions perfectly, in any given case, then the sets 

D
1

,D
2

, .. ,Dq will partition the set of n nodes 1n exactly the same way 

as the sets G
1

,G
2

, •• ,Gq. However, this is not necessar!ly the case. 

'Ihese sets can be c11fferent if one or m:>re nodes have been drawn away 

frOm their groups. 

Fig 6. c shows a typical case. '!he correct location of (some of) 

the replacerrent nodes are !nc11cated (although they are obViously not 

known at the start of the reduction process). 'Ihese nodes define a 

I'JU!Ii)er of area groups, based. upon shortest c11stance. 'Ihese groupings 

relate to the sets D
1
,n

2
, •• ,Dq. '!here is exactly one way 1n Vth!ch an 

error can occur d.Uring the reduction process. COnsider two nodes i and. 

J such Ulat !EDa: and. JED
13 

(<X<> I'll. If i and. J (or the nodes v.N.ch may 

have replaced them) are coot>1ned (replaced.) at any stage then an error 

will result. Either i will pull J 1nto the set G or J will pull 1 a: 
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• 
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• 
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• • 

• 
• 

0 
• 

• 

Figure 6. c. Incorrect Node Grouping dUring Reduction 
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into the set G~. i and J will rema1n together from this moment on so 

even subsequent mvenents cannot correct the ml.stake - at least one of 

them will be 1n error. 

'Ihe illlmd.late problem is to detennl.ne the 11kel.1.hood of this 

happening and. with this · 1n m1n<1, it is adVantageous to express the 

problem 1n a slightly d.lfferent form. Label each of the reduction 

stages n'=n.n-1,n-2, .. ,q+2,q+1 (stage n' reduces n' nodes to n'-1). At 

each stage n• the closest two nodes (i an<1 Jl are combined. 'Ihe 

prol>al>Ui t y of an error is the prol>al>il1 ty that these nodes are 1n 

d.lfferent groups. Denote this prol>al>il1tY by P(n' ), 'Ihen if r 1s the 

rad.1 us of the group containing node i, · th1 s prol>al>il1 t y is given by 

P(n') : J rf(X)P (X) dx 
n• 

0 

Where f(X) is the prol>al>illtY densitY fUnction (PDF) of the <11stance 

of node i fl'ODl the centre of the group an<1 pn' (X) is the prol>al>il1ty, 

at stage n•, that the nearest neighbour to a nOde, a <Ustance x from 

the centre, is outside of the group. In turn, pn' (X) can be seen to be 

of the form 

'n' (Y} is the PDF of the <11stance between the two nearest nodes at 

stage n' an<1 b(x, y) is the prol>al>Ulty that a node at a <11stance y 

from a node at a d.lstance x from the centre of the group, is not 1n 

the same group, 

'Ihe prol>al>il1ty of at least one error dl.u"ing the entire reduction 

process is given by 

n 
P = 1- lT (1-P(n'll 

n' :q+1 
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In add! t1on, the probabUi ty P (n' l can be interprete4 as the 

expected number (fraction) of a J'lOde to be in error at each stage. 

SUirJn1.ng over all stages lives the expected number of nodes 1n error 

from start to f1n1Sh. 

n 
E : E P(n' l 

n• :q+1 

In fUll these values are given by 

P : 1 - ; ( 1 - J r f (X) J :n• (y)b(X, Y) dy dX l 
n• :q+1 o o 

E = E [ J rf(xl J :n• (y)b(X,y) dy dX] 

n•:q+1 o 0 

If 1t happens tllat one or mre nOdes are 1n error, then there are 

a number of minor effects. Firstly, the replacement nOdes w111 be of 

the wrong size. One w111 be too large an<1 another will be too small by 

an aroount equal to wJ, the size of the node, J, '1'41.1Ch is incorrectly 

grouped In add1t1on, the relevant replacenEnt node w111 be 

inCorrectly located by a <11stance 

IJ 
~ W X 
~ i i 
i:1 

IJ 

E 
i: 1 i<>j 

IJ 

E 
i: 1 i<>j 

wx 
i i 

w 
i 

Wbere IJ is Ule rnmi>er of nodes 1n the group (1nclu<11ng J). "nlese two 

types of error may have an effect upon the subsequent progress of the 
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redUction rmtho<1 an<1 the eventual Choice of tal'ldelm from these 

replacement nodes. The next section suggests a way of estimating this 

error 1n a practical case - the precise evaluation being unreasonable. 

6. 1.3.2. Estimating the Error 1n a Given case 

A usefUl resource, 1n any given case of network redUction, would 

be the facility to estimate the probability of any nodes being in 

error and the expected l1UIItler of such no<1es (P and E). 'D'l.!s section 

presents sorm techn!ques for achieving this. 'lhe three cooponent 

fUnctions are discussed individUally, followed by their combination Ln 

the calculation of P and E. 

Sane 1n1 tial calculations are required, however. In particular, 

the area covered by the network and the radius of the replacement no<1e 

groups. In certain cases, these may be known. If this is not the case, 

sorm work nust be done to evaluate tllem. Since the nodes ue in the 

plane, their convex hull can be fo\D'l<1 (Graham [ 1972) an<1 Sham:>s 

[1978) > and the area enclosed by it, A, evaluate<L 'D'l.!s can be 

achieved 1n O(nlogn) steps. 

A different technique, also of coopl eX! ty 0 (nl ogn) , is suggested 

here. 'D'l.!s is only approXimate bUt has the advantage of requiring data 

Which is also needed at a later stage of the evaluation of P and E. 

Consequently, no extra work is requ1re<1. 

The work that iS to follow is based, to some small extent, on a 

branch of statistics called nearest neisnpour analysis. A 

cCI!Ji)I'ehensive treatrmnt of this field is not given here as the vast 

majority of the theory is \D'lllecessary (Kendall & Horan [1963) and 

Sham:>s [1978)) an<1 its applications, to data, have been someWba.t 

obscure (Cottam & eurtis [1949) and. Horisita [1954) ), 

Define niJ' i:1,2, ... n. J:0,1, .. ,n-1 to be the node ~eh is the 

J th nearest neighbour to node i (Where nio= i by convention). Let ab\ 

be the distance of niJ from 1. Define the average distance of the J 

nearest neighbour 1n the network to be 
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n 

• = 1/n~ a 
J ~ ij 

J:0,1, .. ,n-1 

i:1 

This forms a discrete distribution over the values J:0,1, .. ,n-1 

Whlch can :be used. to descri:be Ule characteristics of tl'le node 

arrangeuent (widely distributed. heavily clustered. etc. ). 'Ihese 

tedhnlques are employed. in sections 6.1.3.2. 1 an<1 6. 1.3.2.2 in the 

approximation of Ule fUnctions f and. 'n·· S~lar problems of cluster 

detection are discussed. by Zahn [ 1971) . 

'lhe aiJ values can :be used. 1n a number of ways to approximate Ule 

area of tl'le networi<., A, an<1 Ule average group radius, r. cne way 

(probably Ule sl.nplest) is as follows. 

select a node i' such Ulat ~\•n- 1 =maxi(ain- 1 J. 'lhen ai'n- 1 can :be 

considere-d. as Ule diarreter of a circle conpletely enclosing the 

networi<.. A is Ulen approximated. as A = nae i'n-1/4. If there are q 

replaceuent nodes 1n the reduced. networi<., Ulen Ulere will be q· groups, 

Ule DEan area of each being A,. = naz _ , 
1
;4q. 'Ib.1s r can :be 

.,. 1 n-
approximate<1 as r = ai'n- 1/2-fq, (since qnri =Al In fUture, Ulese values 

of A and. r will be taken eiUler as available or easlly approXl.mate<L 

6. 1.3.2. 1. Estimating Ule Function f(Xl 

It is necessary to introduce Ule notion of clustering, althOugh a 

formal definl tion wlll not be atteapte<L In some networi<.s Ule nodes 

wlll be distributed. over Ule area A in a very unlfonn pattern. 'lhls 

will produce Ule shape of • curve shown in Fig 6. <1 with reasonably 

sm:>oth Jurrps in distance from Ule J th nearest neighbour to J+ 1 th 

nearest neighbour. Other arrangeuents w111 1np1y greater clustering 
st n<1 th 

tendencies such as that shown 1n Fig 6. e. Here the 1 , 2 , •. , k 

nearest neighbours tend. to be closer and. Ule • curve looks rather 

mre like Ule one shown. 'Ihe shape of thls curve can :be used. to 

DEasure the clustering of Ule networi<. 1n question in a J'lUIIi)er of ways. 

Q1e way 1S to JJEasure the polnt at Whlch the curve crosses half way 

(see Figs 6.<1 and. 6.e). In oUler words, fln<1 J' such that 
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'D1e closer J' 1S to cn-1)/2. the IIX>re \D'Uform will :be the network 

<11str11:Ut1on. 'Ihe closer J' 1S to n-1, the IIX>re clustered. the network 

<11str11:Ut1on. 

'Ihe e:xtrem:! forms of the f(x) curve for \D'Uform an<1 clustered. 

distribJ.tlons are shown 1n Fig 6. f. A typical (partially clustered.) 

curve is also shown. In general, the probability of a n0<1e :being at a 

distance x from the centre of a group increases as x decreases, this 

feature :being rmre pronounced. in clustered. networks than uniform ones. 

'Ihe precise shape of the f (X) curve will <1epen<1 upon the 

particular network in question. It can, however, :be approx1.mate<1 in a 

number of ways. 'D1e exponential fonns (oe -ocx, oe -ax. oe -ocx+Se -13X, a:x8, 

etc.) can all be ma<1e to fit rut, with no extra infol"UBtion about the 

network, the linear form of f (X) =mx+c is as good. as any. 5om! typical 

curves are · shown 1n Fig 6. g. 'Ihe extreue values of m will be 0 

(uniform distribJ.tlon) an<1 -<0 (extreme clustering). Clearly the 

<11str1DJ.t1on is only <1ef1ne<1 for o~~r (if x>r for the node 1n 

question then it is in another group). 'D1e value of c can be 

calculated. on the basis of m (for Which there are two cases to be 

considered.) in the following way (see Fig 6.g). 

1. Oun?.-2/~. 

Lr<mx•cJ dX : 1 

c : (2-ori )/2r 

2. -2/~ >m>-<D. J: (m<•CJ dX : 1 Where ma+c=O 

rtm O (ITIK+C) dX : 1 
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r 

Flrure 6.f. Possible f(x) curves 
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o>m > -!~ r 
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/ m-= -r" 
m=o 

F1rure 6.g. Linear Approxtmat1on of f(X) 
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c : ([-2m) 

The only rema.uu.ng problem is hOw to calculate the value of m 

from J' 1n the first place. Recall that 0~-a> and. (n-1)/2<J' <n-1. A 

SUitable fonmla for m is therefore m:-K(J'- <n-1)/2) l 'lltlere x: is a 

large constant. X: can be ChOsen in a lllllli:er of <Ufferent ways. 'lhe 

value bisecting (n-1)/2 and. n-1 is (3n-3)/4 and the value bisecting o 
and r is r/2. SUppose that a=r/2 When J'=(3n-3)/4. Then 

c=-mr/2 l!l"i /8+cr/2= 1 

-Dri /8= 1 

m: -8/r'l 

so -8/r'l = -K (n-1 l /4, 111pl y!ng that K = 32/ (r'l (n-1) ) . Of course, K can 

be calculated 1n other ways. 

As an aside, the meaning of any particular value of m can be seen 

by calculating the expected distance of any node from the centre of 

the group. For the above case with m:-8/r'l and c:4/r, this is given by 

6.1.3.2.2. Estimating the FUnction gn' (Y) 

gn' (Yl is the PIF of the <Ustance between nearest neighbours with 

n' nodes 1n the network. The curve Of gn' will be sooeth!ng of the 

form Shown 1n 6.ll. 'lhe exPected <Ustance between nearest neighbours, 

yn', depends upon the value of n• . As n• decreases, yn• inCreases and. 

vice versa. 'lhe actual form of the gn• curve 1S far mre d.1ff1cult to 

determine, as is the exact value of yn• in the general case. ·Both 

will, 1n fact, depend entirely upon the network d.1stribUt1on under 
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Figure 6.h. Form of the 1 , (Y) curve 
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consi<2erauon. Bl\JallY <11fficult to calculate, rut of s1m11ar 

!nportance, will be the standard <2eviat1on of the <11stril:Ut1on, <7n, • 

A number of possible candidates eXist for the purposes of 

100del11nl the 'n' curve such as the Beta, well:Ull, cauehy or Lognonml 

<11str1.l:Ut1ons. 'Ihese are. not dealt with here - see Derman et al. 

[1973] for an excellent treatment. 

As a l::lrief exauple, consi<2er the approximation of 'n· by the 

Ganma <11str1l:Ut1on, 1. e. 

: 

Where the gamma fUnction, f(s), is given by 

yW 

y<O 

Examples of the curve for <11fferent values of e and s are 

<11splayed in Fig 6. 1. 'Ihe values of e and s can be calculated as 

s:ye n• /Ofl n• and 9=Yn• !Ofl n• if the nean and variance are known. s is 

effectively a measure of the location of the <11str1l:Ution along the y 

axis Whereas e gives an i<2ea of the <2eviat1on from the central value. 

As s increases, it aatches closer and closer the mean (and variance). 

'Ihe <11stance between the two nearest nodes will, generally, be smaller 

than the average rut the system becorres more uniform as as n' 

<2ecreases. 'Ihe expected <11stance between no<2es then can be taken as 

s:2f[A/n' n). 

Even if this approach was to prove to be satisfactory (which aay 

be 1n some doubt), it is extremely unlikelY that it would be suitable 

for manJ.pulat1on 1n the integrals forming the basis of the calculation 

of P and E. Some s~lification is necessary. 

'Ihe most appropriate, suitably convenient, approximation is one 

based on a triangle (see Fig 6. Jl. Firstly, consi<2er a <11str1l:Ution of 

the form 
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r-:1 
9= 0·8 

' 

Figure 6. 1. 'nle GaDma D1strl.blt1on 
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, , 
(1,1 

, , 

0 

I 
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I 

I 
t 

~n' 2~n' 

Flgure 6.J. Trlangle APProx~tlon to the 'n· (Y) CUrve 
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: 

0 

Ct +!If( 

c -!If( 
2 

0 

y<max(O, a ) 
1 

DBX(O, a1) ~Y~Yn• 

Y ~y~a 
n• 2 
Y>~ 

Where yn• :2([A/n' ll). Clearly, a 1 =-c
1
;m an<1 ~:c2tm. an<1 the constraint 

[c1 +J11Y)y:yn' = [c2-111Y1y:yn• 1Dpl1es that c 1 +~n• :c2. 'lhe fourth 

constraint, that the area Wlder the curve, :be equal to un1 ty, is, 

however, of the fonn 

an<1 the J..oprec1Se nature of the 11m1ts render uus unsuitable. 

Consider the second. triangular fonn in Fig 6. J, In this case, gn• 

is given bY 

0 Y<O 

gn• (Y) : mY O~Y~Yn• 

c-mr y ~y~2y 
n• n• 

0 Y~2Yn• 

'lhe area of each half of the triangle IIllSt :be 1/2. Applying these 

constraints gives m: l/Y' n• an<1 c:2/Yn•, giving an approximilte fonn of 

'n· as 
0 

: Yl"f'ln• 

2/ytn• - y;ytn• 

0 

6.1.3.2.3. Estimilting the FUnction b(x,y) 

y<O 

O~Y~Yn• 

y ~~2y 
n• n• 

y~2Yn• 

The roost obVious way of estimilt!ng the fUnction b(x, y) is by 

considering each group as :being circular of ra<11us r. The probability 

that the nearest neighbour, Y, of a node, X, a <11stance x fonn the 
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centre of the group, is outside the group, given that it is a <11stance 

y from X is equ.lvalent to the fraction of the circle (centre (X, 0), 

ra<11us y) that lles outside of the circle (centre (0, O), ra<11us r). 

'lhls is illustrated 1n Fig 6.k. 

Clearly, if Y<r-x then b(x,y):O Whereas if y>r+x, b(x,y):1. It 

remains to deternune the situation Where r-~y5r+x. Using the notation 

of Fig 6.k, it is clear, 1n Uhls case, that b(x,y):e;n. 

'n1e equation of c is az +l::ll :re an<1 the equation of c• is 

(a-x)z +l::ll :yl. Ellminating b between both equations gives the a 

coorcUnate of P as ere +XZ -yz ) ;2x. 

Then p = cre +XZ +¥2 > 12x - x = cre -xz -¥2 > 12x 
-1 

an<1 e = cos c cre -xz -yz > ;2xy) 

y<r-x 

r-x5y5r+x 

y>r+x 

It is clear that the fUnction b(x, y), in thls form, w111 be 

ext.rerrely <11fficult to deal with. 'n1e shape of the curve is shown 1n 

Fig 6. 1. 'lhls is effectively a probability <11stribution fUnction (PdF) 

between the llml.ts r-x an<1 r+x. A SUitable approximation, in mmy 

cases, will be the linear one shown. 'lhls approximation of the 

fUnction b(x, y) will be of the form 

y<r-x 

r-x5y5r+x 

Y>r+X 

'lhls form is llkely to ual<.e the evaluation of P an<1 E nuch 

slnpler in m:>st cases. 

6. 1.3.2.4. Esttmat!ng the Values of P an<1 E 

'n1e tllree previous sections nave pt"'<hlce<1 approXlmations of the 

tllree cooponent fUnctions as follow. 
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b 

Flgure 6. k. Gealetrlcal Est111at1on of b(x, y) 
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I 

o------'-----------.---------~ 0 r .. x. 

Figure 6. 1. .ApproX1ma.t1on of b(x, y) curve 
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f(X) = ( ~/r - 2X/rl o~~r 

x<O x>r 

(taklng 111: -2/rl) 

[ Y/~ 05y~y 
n• n• 

in, (Y) : ~/Yn• - YIY'n• Yn·~~2Yn• 

Y<O Y>2Yn• 

[ :X>Y-r)/2x 
Y<r-x 

b(x,y) : r-x~y~r+x 

Y>r+x 

cannot be integrate~ explicitly since the order of r-x, r+x, 

Yn, an~ 2yn• vary in relative size. 'lhe following combinations are 
possible. 

case 1 r-x ~ r+x ~ Yn, ~ 2yn• 
case 2 r-x ~ Yn, ~ r+x ~ 2Yn, 
case 3 r-x ~ Yn, ~ 2yn' ~ r+x 

Case 4 Yn, ~ r-x 5 r+x ~ 2Yn, 
case5 Yn, ~ r-x 5 2Yn, ~ r+x 

Case 6 Yn, ~ 2yn' ~ r-x ~ r+x 

'Ihe integral IIUSt be evaluate~ in~vi<hlally for each of the six cases. 

Using the substitution rl:(n'Y'n,)/14q (from A= Ql!rl = n'li(Yn,/2)2), 

each can be obtalne~ 1n terms of n• ~ q. 'lhe two e~s. case 1 

an~ case 6, for example give P(n') = 1- 19n'/1414q ~ P(n') = o 

respectively. For case 1 with q:30 an~ n'=31, P(n'):0.86, suggesting 

that errors are ll.kely at the latter stages. 

'Ihls is a SOIJEWhat coopl1cate<1, ~ possibly unrellable, process 

to ~sue for each case. A s.tnpler solution can be achieve~ by 

return!ng to the original ~flnl tion of P (n' ) . 
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P(n') : Jrf(X)p (X)dX 
n' 

0 

It is possible to apfi"()Xillate pn' (X) w1 tllout reco\D"se to gn' (Yl 

and :b(x,y). A particularly suitable choice, in tenns of :both 

s~l1c1ty and flex!:b111ty, is as follows. 

: o~x~r 

x<O x>r 

Vttlere hEIR. This fits intUitively since Pn• (0):0 and 

Pn• (r) = 1/2 for all h. "nle precise value of h is dependent upon the 

network in question. It will need to be matched against practical 

examples (but see Chapter 7 for actual pn' (X) curves). This section is 

concluded with a few examples. 

Let h= 1 . "nlen 

SUppose m:-ll/rl (slightly clustered). 'nlen c:2.f2/r and P(n' ):O,e>q, For 

a network of n=100 nodes, reduced to one of q:30 replacemmt nodes, 
70 E:70XO,e>q: 2.8 and P:1-0.96 : 0.94. 

Let h=2. 'lhen, bY a siml.lar process, P(n') = r(3Dr+4c)/2ll. 

SUppose m:O (coopletely uniform). "nlen c= 1/r and P(n'): 1/6. For n= 100 

and q:30, as before, E:70X1/6 = 11.67 and P=1-(5/6) 70 = L (~I error). 
Results of tests on practical networks are presented in Chapter 

7. A conparison between theoretical and practical results is also 

given. 

6. 1.3.3. Gomplex!ty of the Algorithm 

'lhe re<hlction algor! tom consiSts of n-q stages. W1 thin each 

stage, n•, the shortest distance between pairs DllSt be determined. 
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'Ihere are n• (n' -1)/2 suCh distances to be tested. 'lhe two appropriate 

nodes are then cont>1.ne<1. 'Ihe I1UIIi>er of steps 1S therefore 

n 

E [Cn' (n' -1)/2. + Dl 

n• :q+t 

Where c is an integer constant denoting the l'lUlli)er of steps required. 

to calculate the distance between eaCh node pair and. D is another 

representing the lll.llllber of steps required. to make the replacenEnt. 'lhe 

l11.1111ber of steps is Urus bounded. by Otn3). 'Ih1s, be ins a polynomJ.al, 

satisfies the criterion for an acceptable algorithm suggested. in 

section 3. 2. 

Shaloos [1978] presents an algorithm WhiCh calculates the closest 

two points in a plane in O(nlogn) steps. 'Ih1s redUces the above t!Jre 

to O(ni losn>. 

6. 1. ~. Variations and. Extensions 

'Ih1s section on the theory of networit redUction concludes with a 

few conments about possible ways in Which the rrethod. could. be extended. 

or rmde roore flexible. 

'lhe first concerns the way in Which the distance between two 

nodes (real or replacement) is uea.sured.. Dependent upon the 

application in question (and. the appropriate cost fUnctions), 

&lcl1dean distances rmy or rmy not be the roost SU1 table. 

Define a rretric <1 acting upon a set s to be a distance fUnction 

d.:SXS-+~. satisfying the following conditions. 

Hi. d.(a,b)~O for all a,bES with equality iff a=b 

H2. d.(a, b) :d.(b, a) for all a, bES 

H3. d.(a,c)~d.(a,b)+d.(b,c) for all a,b,cES 
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Even When s 1S restricte<1 to :be a set of coordJ.nates l (Xi' Y il, 

the Qlcl1<2ean uetric, denoted~· is still rut one possibility. others 

are d1 (a,bl=lxa-llbl+lya-Ybl an<1 dQ)(a,b)=DBX(Ixa-llb'· l~a-Ybll WhiCh are 
special cases of the general form "k_(a,b):kf((xa-llbl +(ya-Yb)~. 'Ihe 

closet paJ.r, 1n the most· general case can be selected on the baSis of 

the most appropriate uetric. 

'!here are two DB.1n reasons WhY the choice of uetric may vary. 

Firstly, the cost of links may be calculated in a <11st1nctly nonl1near 

fashion and secon<11 y, connections may not :be penni t ted to fo 11 ow the 

<11rect route between no<1es (e. g. the Manhattan fonn of <11stance for 

WhiCh the d
1 

netric applies). 

AnOther generalisation would :be to replace mre Ulan two no<1es at 

a time. nus lea<1s on to the concept of a lllll t1<11nensional uetric 

d:Sv-+~ satisfying 

HDH1. d(~l~Q for all ~esv with equality iff a
1
:aj for all 

i,j:1,2, .. ,v 

HDH2. d(~)=d(~1 ) for all permutations~· of the elements of ~esv 

MDH3. d(a,b, .. ,i, .. ,k, .. ,zl~ 

d(a,b, .. , i, .. , J, .. ,z)+d(a,b, .. , J, .. ,k, .• , z) for all vectors 

1n sv 

Applying the appropriate lllllti<111mnsional metric will allow the 

• closest group of v no<2es to :be replace<1 by a single one. "nle vector ~ 

• 1S found suCh that d(~ l=mlnaesv(d(~)) and the replacenent no<1e 

details are given bY 

V V r:: w w i j r:: w y 
i i 

i:1 i:1 
V 

X : y : w : E wi r r r 
V V 

i=1 

L! wi L! wi 
i:1 i:1 
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care IDlSt be taken at the end of the process to ensure that the value 

of q is not leapfrogged. 'Ihe value of v may need to be decreased for 

the last stage. 

A possible alternative (thOugh not one wtueh is exam1.n.ed in thl.s 

work) would be to ma1nta1n the concept of replaci.nS nodes 1n paJ.rs :but 

to replace IJX)re than one paJ.r at a tilm (e pairs, say). nus does, 

however present a couple of problems 1n that sorti.nS techniques w1ll 

be requJ.red wtueh could increase the coop leX! ty and there Dllght be 

some confUsion 1n the situation Where the sane no<1e found itself 

included roore Ulan once 1n the closest e pairings. 

As ~ntioned previously, the weights of the nodes can be 

detennl.ned in a number of ways. S1m1larly, the replacement operations 

xr = ... , Yr = . . . an<1 wr = . . . can be varied. SUCh concepts, however, 

appear to be <11stanced frail the problems concerned wi tll 

telecomnnucation networks and are not considered. in any detail here. 

sone possible extensions of the redUction ~tho<1 to other areas are 

considered 1n chapter 8. 

6. 2. Fixed Topology Opt.1m1sation 

'lh!s section is concerned w1 tll the determ1nation of the opt1.m.Jm 

tandem set or an approximation to 1t. 'lhe problem 1s to select g 

tandems from the n original nodes (an<1 to detenn1ne the value of Q). 

'Ihe n in1 tial nodes may, or may not, have been replaced by q 

representative ones using a reduction ~tll0<1 presented 1n the previous 

section. It will be as~ for the purposes of thl.s section, that 

the n original nodes have been replaced by q nodes 1n thl.s way. If 

thl.s 1s not actually the case then s.Loply set q:n an<1 proceed as 1f 

replacement had taken place. 'lhe notation I=l' w111 be use<1. at 

the beglnn1.n8 of any algorHhn, to 1n<11cate that data concern1n1 a 

(poss!bl y) reduced network 1S 1nplt. Hol'mlll y, I' w111 have been 

obtalned from I by the techniques couprisi.nS the reduction process 

(a reduced number of node locations, SDBller traffic aatrices, etc. ) . 

If no reduction 11as taken place, however, I' =1. 

'lhe q no<1es w111 be taken as being actual sites (i.e. it w111 be 

asSUII2d that each replacement node has been IJX)Ved to its nearest 
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actual site 1f necessary). 'Under any other circumstances, a s1.m1lar 

operation can be performed on the greenfield tandems which are 

eventually chosen. 'lhe aetllods presented 1n thls section are 

applicable in either case. 

'lhere are three possible directions of approach in the search for 

tandem sets. In order of decreasing conplex!ty, these are as follows. 

1. Exact opt1rn1sation metllods 

2. Accurate heuristic metllods 

3. Fast heuristic aetllods 

In principle, at least, the reduction process of section 6. 1 

could be continued until q is small enough to allow exact metllods to 

operate. In practice, however, the value of q which would penl\l. t such 

an approach is too small for realistic opt1rn1sation (in fact q<Q under 

extreue circumstances which is ridiculous - for the reduction process 

to be of any use at all, it nust not reduce further than the eventual 

optimJm number of tandems). FUrt.henmre, the vast aroount of extra work 

incurred by exact methods rarely justifies the small (often 

nonexistent) lmproveaent in the solution. 

· 'lhe metllods presented here, and for the rest of the chapter, are 

of type 2. 'lhe value of q is tal<.en to be such Ulat accurate heuristic 

techniques are applied Which could not be expected to operate on the 

1nl tial network due to its size. It transpires Ulat these techniques, 

acting upon the reduced networi<, will produce results superior to 

tllose obtained from aetllods of type 3 wori<lng with the original. 

An accurate heuristic method for determuung the tandem set is 

presented in thls chapter, based upon a teuporary restriction of the 

valid solution space. 

6.2. 1. Principles of Fixed TOpologies 

'Ihe difficulties involved 1n selecting the optlmlm tandem set are 

faml.liar. With q nodes and Q tandemS, there are q!/[!2! (q-Q) I) tandem 

sets, from Ythlch the best is to be chosen (or approXlma.ted). For each 
.-M(M-1)/2-1 set of M tandems (M:1,2, .. ,Q,,.,q) there are over~- valid 
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connection topologies. For all :tut trivially small values of q, UUs 

l'll.llltler is prohibitively large. It is 1Jipractical to generate an<1 

evaluate each tandem set and. connection topology 1n turn. 

'lhe approaCh suggested in uus section is one 1n WhiCh the 

connection topology solut:lon space is restricted. 'Ihe l'll.llltler of tandem 

sets is manageable, provi<1e<1 that the number of connection topologies, 

for each one, is kept small. 'lhe rmst natural way to aehleve UUs, 

rather tllan arbitrarlly <11sm1sslng certaln forms, is to specifY a 

particular connection topology to be used in all cases. 

'!here are various ways 1n 'lttlleh uus restriction can be DBde. A 

number of <11stinctive connection topologies eXlst 'lttlleh can be appl1e<1 

to a set of M tandems relating, 1n essence, to the named gr<11t1s of 

chapter 2. Any one of these can be chosen and 1 ts fonn demmded for 

the tandem network. It is vital to reause that uus restriction is 

not permanent. It only applies during the course of the selection of 

the tandems. other, J.JJproved, metho<1s wlll be used to deternune the 

tandem network connection topology once these tandemS are established. . 

,In fact, it will be seen that· even .the positions of the tandems are 

not fixed permanently yet, :tut that uus 1S the PJl"PPSe of the 

algor1 tmls suggested 1n section 6. 3.·. 

A meUlod of tandem set detennlnation is suggested :based on the 

teuporary assunption of a star-shaped tandem network. 

6.2.2. Star OptinUsat1on 

'Ihere 1s a strong tendency for practical tandem networks to have 

structures sinU lar to stars as shown 1n Flg 6. m. 'Ihis ls not an 

accident. 'Ihe requ1rements of traffic collection and <11stribution are 

particularly well satisfied by uus fonn of hlerarehlcal centrallsed 

design. Trees, in general, ml.n1m1se connection <11stance and. a star is 

merely a special type of tree allowing strict DOR. In many practical 

cases, the first c1.rcU1t 1n a llnk w111 cost cooparauvely rmre t.hQn 

subsequent llnks. It is therefore often a<1Vantageous to reroute 

traffic over a sllghtly longer <11stance <11stance in order to <11spense 

with a llnk altogether. 't!hllst a star topology wlll not be optlDBl 1n 

all cases, it provides by far the 100st SU1 table fixed topology to use 
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F1gure 6. m. Star 'l'anciem Network 
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1n the sort of approaCh suggested here. In add.1 tion, the central 

tandem may equate to a head office or sam other point of heavy 

traffic. 

6. 2. 2. 1. Using a Star Tandem Network 

'lbere are only M star ta.n<1em networks WhiCh can be constructed on 

M tandems (eaCh one ba.s a <11fferent tan<1em as the centre of the star) 
. M(M-1)/2-1 

in comparison with over 2 networks 1n all. If the connection 

topology 1S teuporar1ly restricted to a star then there are, in total, 

Hq! q! 

: 

M! (q-M)! (M-1) ! (q-M) ! 

allowable chOices of tan<1em sets an<1 tan<1em networks. M, however, IIBY 

range from 1 to q so that the l'l\llllber of networi<s to be teste<1, 1n 

principle, is 

q 
q! 

E 
M: 1 (M-1)! (q-M)! 

WhiCh is, unfortunately, still too large. 'Ihe trouble is no longer the 

enonoous llUI'IIber of connection topologies, rut the extrerrely large 

number of tan<1em sets. 'lhe sumnan<1 becares rapidly larger as M 

increases. Ret\ll"''11ng to the practicaUties of the problem, however, 

allows a solution to be realised 

'lbere are l>asicall y three cooponents to the total cost of any 

two-level hierarChical switChing network (bearing 1n m1n<1 that the 

cost of the no<1es themselves 1S constant an<1 therefore neglectal>le -

see section 5. 1.3). 'lbese are as follows. 

1. 'lhe cost of connecting the nodes to the tandems (node-tandem 

11nks). 'lhese costs generally decrease as the l'lUIJI)er of 

tandems inCreases s1nce there are fewer no<1es to be connected . 
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up to tlle tandem network. 

2. 'Ihe cost of 1nterconnect1.ng theilltogether (tandenrtandem 

l!nks). 'Ihese costs generally 1ncrease as the l'llllli:)er of 

tandems 1ncreases s!nce there are rmre tandems to be connected 

together. 

3. 'Ihe cost of the tandem switChes themselves. These costs 

1ncrease SDX>Othl y as the number of tandems 1ncreases. 

'Ihe corm1ned effect of these three conponent costs is shoWn 1n 

Fig 6.~ 'Ihe total cost function is the <11screte equivalent of a 

convex (downwards) curve. cne of the !Jrpl!cations of this is that 1f 

C
1 

(M) is the cost of the optimlm networK with M tan<1ems then there 

exists an H
1 such that 

• • • • • • • • • C (1)~C (2)~ .... ~C (M -1)~C (M )~C (M +1)~ .... ~C (q) 

• If this is the case then clearly M :Q, Far rore illportant, however, is 

the uniqueness of this m1n1mJm, both locally and globally. It allows a 

crucial s!Jrplification to be made to the optinUsation process. It is 

• only necessary to test H:1, 2, 3, etc. as long as the cost, c (H) is 

decreasing. As soon as an M' is foun<1 such that c• (M') >C1 (M' -1) then 

the process can tenninate with Q=H' -1 an<1 the required tandem set will 

be the set obtained at stage M' -1. The number of tandem networKs will 

be thUs restricted to 

Q+1 q! 

E 
M: 1 (H-1) I (q-H) ! 

Ylhlch is reasonable if Q is not too large (see results in chapter 7). 

'Ihe selection algoriUJn is then as follows. 

I: I' 

M·- 0 
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REPEAT BEX3IH 

M :: K+1 
I 

C (H) :: Cll 

generate_f1rst_set_of_tandems 

REPEAT JB3IH · 

FtRi::1'roKOO 

BEX3IH 

choose tandem 1 as centre of star network 

connect all other tandems to tandem i ; 

connect each node to its nearest tandem ; 

calculate cost_of_network ; 
• IF cost_of_network<C (H) 'IHEM 

JB3IH 
I 

C (H) :: cost_of_network; 

record. current set of tandems 

Elm 

EJID ; 

IF Ulere_are_more_tandem_sets_to~test THEN 

generate_next_tandem_set ; 

UNTIL there_are_no_fUrther_tandem_sets_to_test 

UNTIL C
1 

(H) >C
1 

(H-1) 

Q ·- K-1 ; 

O:(Q,selection of Q tandems from q nodes) 

To irlplement this algoritnn, the cost of a particular network nust be 

detennl.ned as detailed in section 5. 1. 3. It also requires the tandem 

set generating procedure <11scussed in section 5.2.2. 1 and provided in 

appen<11x A. 

Another l'nlge adVantage of the star tandem network assunpUon is 

now evident. Ho consideration needS to be given to traffic routeing. 

'D1ere is no roan for fleXibility. Traffic £ran one non-central ta.ndem 

to another travels £ran the first tandem to the centre and. from 

Ulere, to the second. witlloUt alternative. Traffic to or from the 

centre flows along the appropriate <11rect link. 'Ih1s sinpUfies the 

problem considerably. For mderate values of q (about 20 to 60, 

depencting upon the value of g - see section 6. 2. ~. 1 and the results 1n 
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chapter 7), the atove algoritlml is quite acceptable 1n terms o'f 

~ocrpleXl ty, 

6. 2. 2. 2. Deallng with Tra:Hic 

SUppose there are K tandems in a given conHBUration with the 

centre labelled 1 and the rest labelled 2, 3, .. ,H. In order to 

calculate the cost of the star tan<1em network 1n eaCh case it w111 be 

necessary to l<now the aroount of traffic flowing 1n eaCh ann o'f the 

star. 'lh.l.s is clearly equivalent to the total aroount of traffic Ai 

WhiCh eaCh tan<1em i, i = 2, 3, .. , K needs to sen<1 to the rema!Illng tandems 

j:l,2, ..• j-1, j+1, .. ,H. 

interesting probleaL 

calculating this traffic presents an 

SUppose, for convenience, that the q nodes are relabelled suCh 

that noc2es 1, 2, ..• n
1 

are 1n tandem group 1, nOdes n
1 

+ 1, n
1 

+2, ..• ~ are 

in tan<1em group 2, and so on with no<1es IJ._ 1+1,IJ._ 1+2, .. ·IJ. IIJ.=ql 1n 

tanc2em group H. Again, p.Jrely for the purposes of explanation, let 

there be only one traffic matrix A as shown 1n Fig 6. o. For each 

tanc2em i (1>1) the traffic Ai is given by Ai=A11 +Ai2+Ai3+Aill an<1 the 

traffic Which remuns PJrelY local to the group is A11 Where AiJ'· 

JE(1,2,3,ll,il, is the sum of the elements (aiJl WhiCh lie 1n the 

appropriate region of the matrix. Let "T be the total a100unt of 

traffic flowing in the netwo~ 

An obvious way of calculating Ai 1S to s!Dply sum over all the 

appropriate elements 1n the q x q rmtrix (i.e. t.nose elements 1n 

regions A11 • Ai2 , Ai3 and Ai4 l. 'Ihese regions, however, w111 vary each 

Ume a <11fferent set of transits is chosen. EaCh time this happens, 

the new regions have to be c2etenn1ned (using an proce<hlre s1m1lar to 

that 1n section 6. 1. 2. 4) an<1 a large l'llllltler of add! uons perfol112d 1n 

order to calculate Ai for eaCh tan<1em 1. Recalling that there are 

qi/[KI (q-K) !] tan<1em sets, it is clear that such an approaCh wlll take 

a consic2erable time. 

A DUch quicker value can be obtained heurisUcally. Before any of 

the tandem sets are generated. c1ef1ne o:J an<1 p J to be suCh that 
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Figure 6. o. 'lhe Traffic Matrix and Local Traffic Factor 
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a : 
J 

q 

E a.Jl< 
1<:1 

q 
: E akJ j:1,2, .. ,q 

1<:1 

aJ represents the total output trafflc frail node J and. 1'1 J the total 

tQput traffic. ~ total traffic into and out of node J is thus given 

by tJ:aJ+PJ-aJJ. (since aJJ is counted once 1n botn aJ and PJ - aJJ may 

be non-zero, sinCe node J may now represent a l'lUIIi)er of original nodes, 

each sending traffic to each other and tn!s corresponds to traffic 

fl"'Ol node J to itself). 'Ibe total traffic handled by a tandem i is 

therefore given by 

ni 
A : E t 

I J 
J=ni-1 +1 

and the required traffic in the link (1,1) is given by Ai=~-A11 . 'Ibe 

problem is now to find A
11

, the traffic Which remuns local to the 

tandem group. An exact answer is unobtainable without recourse to the 

original matrix (Which is What tn!s approach is seeking to avoid). 'lWo 

nethods of approXimating A
11 

(and hence Ai) are presented here. 

~ sinplest approx!Imtion involves calculating A11 =~IH. 

iiiplying that Ai: (M-1)A
1
!M (Le. traffic to and from tan<1em i is 

equally Ctistriruted around the networi<., including that Vttllch remuns 

local to the group). 'Ih!s does, however, assume that all tandem groups 

are of the same size (in terms of traffic flow). SUch a nethod will 

suffer in situations in Which a large variation in tan<1em group sizes 

is in evidence. A uuch m:>re acceptable solution would be one in Which 

the varyl.ng sizes of the tandem groups is taken into account. 

Define the traffic density D(Rl of a region R of the traf-fic 

matrix to be the average elenent value witn!n the region R. In other 

words, D(Rl is given by 

D(R) : liiRIE aiJ 
(i,j)ER 
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If the traffic flow to and from nodes 1n the tandem group 1 1S 

reasoliably balanced (WhiCh 1s likely for any group conta.1n1.ng mre 

than two or three nodes) then the ratio of traffic densities of the 

areas represent1ni the traffic rena1.n1ng local to the group 1 an<1 the 

total traffic han<1le<1 by tandem 1 should be approX111Btely equal to the 

ratio of traffic dens! ties of the areas representing the total traffic 

handled by tandem i and the total traffic 1n the networi<.. In slnpler 

terms, D CA11 ) ID(~ ) = D (AI ) ID CA.rl . By conpar !Son of the re 1 at! ve areas 

occupied by A11 , ~ and A.r• this can be seen to inply that 

Clearly 2-A.r-AI>A.r an<1 A11 a,. so , bY inspection, the negative root is 

taken so that 

provi<11.ng a reasonably accurate approximation to the am:>unt of traffic 

flowing over the link (i,l). 

As a slnple exa~~Ple, consider a situation with 5 tan<ielm anc1 

traffic figures of 

i 

1 

2 

3 

50 

10 

25 
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20 
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'Ihen A.r=125. To calculate the traffic on the llnk (1, 3} uslni the 

si.Dple fonmla Ai = (M-1}~/M gives t (1, 3} =4X25/5 = 20 Whereas the 

~ved method gives t(1,3} = 2(25-125+([125(125-25]} = 2((12500-100} 

: 2(111. 8-100} : 23. 6. 

6. 2. 3. AI ternat1 ves to the Star Tan<2em Hetwori< 

Obviously a star is not the only choice for a fixed. topology 

opt.l.m1sation al sori tml actlni on M tandems. Any we 11 defined gra,J:tUcal 

form w111 be acceptable. A loop (a cormected graJ:h in Whlch every node 

- tandem 1n thls case - has degree two} is a viable al ternat1ve, as is 

a Wheel (a sram fonmd by cormectlnS every node of a M-1 node loop to 

an extra node}. As mentioned., however, stars are roore practical. 'lWo 

alternatives to such a topology are dlscussed 1n the next two 

· eections. 'Il1e relative strengths and weaknesses of each are 

considered. 

6. 2. 3. 1. Hlnlrm.l Spanning Trees 

SUperficially, it would. appear Ulat a tandem networi< 1n the form 

of a HST would. match a star 1n accurate representation of practical 

cases (a star is only a special case of a tree 1n Vthlch the length of 

the longest path is two llnks}. In fact, there is only one HST for 

each group of M tandems as opposed. to M stars so thls could. I!Bke 

testlnS quicker. In a<kUtion, the routeins strategy 1S trivial, as it 

is for the star, since one of the properties of a tree is 'that only 

one path exists between each pa1r of nodes. 

'Il1ere are, hoWever, some serious problems with the HST approach. 

For exarrple, a strict I:CR may be applled. to the solution network. A 

HST with Ions paths could violate thls constralnt. A set of tandems 

would then be produced :based on a connection topology 'that would not 

be penn1ttec1 1n the flnal solution. 'Ihls set could. therefore be 

entirely inappropriate. 

A far mre serious problem. however, is the <11fficult1es 

enc0\D'lterec1 1n actually detenn1nlns the HST. 'lhe si.Dple alsor1Ums 

presented 1n chapter 2 require that the cost of each llnk be constant 
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and l<noWn 1n ~ance. 'Ihe size of a ll.nk 1n the tandem network depends 

upon the cuoo\D'lt of traffic it haS to carry, Ythl.ch 1n turn depends upon 

the arrangeuent of l!nks in its vic1n1ty. 'Ihe Choice of links 1n the 

network, however, is the requ1re<1 output from an MST algorit.bn. 'Ihe 

necessary illiUt is therefore not available. 

'Ihe al ternau ve is to search through each of the J~-2 trees Ythl.ch 

can be constructed on H tandems. 'Jhls, of course, coopares ext.resmly 

unfavourably with the H stars. 

6.2.3.2. Full Hesn 

A full mesh tandem network is one in Which each tandem 1S 

connected to every other tandem (i.e. a couplete grap"l on the H 

tandemS). It is, 1n many ways, at the other ext.relm from a star or 

MST. All traffic flows along the c11rect llnk between the appropriate 

tandem pair. 

'Ihere is clearly only one full mesh Ythl.ch can be constructed upon 

each set of H tandems and it is extremely easy to produce. 'Ihe traffic 

along each ll.nk can be approx1matec1 using technlques s.1m1.1ar to those 

c11scussed in section 6.2.2.2. If Ai and AJ are the approxtmate traffic 

flows in the l!nks (i,1) and (j,1) of the star respectively, then the 

traffic along the ll.nk (i, Jl in the full mesh can be approx1mated as 

(A
1 

+A J) /2 (H-1) . 

A full mesn is a useful al ternatl ve to a star tandem network 1n a 

fixed topology metho<1, particularly When the traffic levels between 

tandem groups are very high or, alternatively, When llnk costs are 

particularly low in coaparison with switching costs. For typical 

networks, however, such flows do not comronly occur and the star 1S to 

be preferred in mst cases. 

In rmst of the work Ymich follows in sections 6. 3 and 6. 4, the 

tandem set uay generally be assumed to have been determ1ne<1 using 

either a star or full mesh tandem network. In general, however, a star 

network will be stated 
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6. 2. 4. Discussion of F1xe<1 Topology TechrUques 

'lhe concept of teuporarlly adoptl.ng a certain form Of tandem 

connection networK 1s a useful one 1n quiCklY obtaining a set of 

tandems. It Should not, hoWever, ever be cons1dere<1 as a aethoc1 of 

detenninl.rlg the final topology. TechrUques for this are presented 1n 

section 6.4. This final part of section 6.2 deals with the practical 

application of the fixed topology method and possible sources of error 

before leac11ng into section 6. 3 by considering the star networK as an 

initial solution to a step by step refinement algor!~ 

6.2.4.1. ~lementatlon 

For any ChOsen fixed topology (star, full aesh, etc.) there will 

be a certain lll.lll'ber of networKs, TM' Y4'Uch can be constructed on a 

given set of M tandems. For example, with the star, TH=M While for the 

full mesh, TM: 1. 'lhe total rnmi>er of acceptable restricted tandem 

networKs 1s then given by TH ~· For the restriction to be of use, 'IH 
should be no roore than polynomial 1n M. If this is the case then ~· 
the lll.lll'ber of · <11fferent sets of M tandems from q nodes, is the 

doml.nant factor 1n this expression. 'lhe following table gives the 

magnitude of ~ for the first few relevant values of q and M by 

c11splay1ng b Where ~ : a x lOb, '15a<10. 

q 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 

1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 

1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 

1 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

1 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 

1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 

1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 

1 2 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 6 

1 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 
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1 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 

1 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 

1 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 6 

1 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 6 7 

1 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 

1 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 

'Il'le value o'f b Which is acceptable 1n a given situation will depend 

upon the efficiency o'f the processing resources available. A tyPical 

value for a small corrputer would. be b = 4, 5 or 6. SUppose, in a 

particular case, b=4. For eaCh value of M, a value CJH can be 

detennlned. Wh1ch represents the maxlmlm value of q Which can be used. 

together with M witllout exceeding b. For the case b:4, these values 

are as follows. 

M 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

~ 
»30 

»30 

>30 

>30 

28 

M 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

CJH 
22 

20 

19 

19 

19 

'Il'le values ~ not de'fined. exactly in this table can be worked. out by 

roore accurate 1nvest1gat1on or approXiiiBted. (q
1 
=~=50, q

3
:q4:30, 'for 

exanple). 

nus apparently presents a problem. 'Il'le value of Q is unl<nown at 

the beginning o'f the opt1m1sat1on process. Hence the maxlm.un value of 

M (i.e. Q+il Which will need. to be tested. is not l<nown eit.her. 'Il'le 

appropriate value o'f q to reduce down to at the reduction stage i.s 

therefore 11Iposs1ble to predict. nu.s d.1'ff1culty can be overcome using 

an algorltlm '11411ch alternates between reduction and. 'fixed. topology 

tandem selection. 

• RTS1. set M:O, C (0) :en and. ~:n. 

RTS2. M=M+l. Flnd. CJH frcm tables. 
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RTS3. Reduce the current network from ~- 1 nodes to ~ nodes. 

RTS4. Use a fixe<1 topology proce<hlre to f1n<1 the best set of H 
I tandemS. calculate C (H). 

RTS5. If C
1

(H)<C
1

(H-1) then record details of solution and goto 

RTS2. 

RTS6. S2:H-1. 

'1tle network is thUs redUced. from n nodes to q
1 

nodes and. the best 

s1n8le tandem 1S determined.. '1tle q
1 

nodes are then re<:tuced. d.own to ~ 

nodes and. the best two tandems calculated.. nus process continues 

until the cost of H tandems exceed.s the cost of H-1 tandems. 

It 1s desirable, for reasons of accuracy, tllat as little 

re<:tuction be d.one as possible. nus hytlrid. algor! UJn will ensure tllat 

the largest value permitted. value of q is used. at all t1Ires. It also 

avoid.s any unnecessary repetition of reduction in the early stages. 

6. 2. 4. 2. SoUJ"Ces of Error 

'1tle fundalrental problem in any approach Which !nvol ves 

restricting the solution space 1s tllat the opturun may not ue 1n the 

su:bspace to Which the search has been restricted.. In the general case, 

the optimJm is 1Jip:)ss1:ble to f1n<1 und.er such cond.1t1ons. 

'1tle situation with fixed. topology tand.em networks is not so :bad.. 

'1tle solution space of all possible connection topologies is restricted. 

(to the set of stars say). '1tle ~se of the algoritllm, however, is 

not to determine the cormection topology, rrerely the best set of 

tandems. If the opt1m.lm cormection topology is not contained. 1n the 

set of stars, there 1s still a good. chance that tand.ems pro<:tuce<1 

w1 th1n this restriction IIB.Y be the saae. 

a-rors, 1n this case, then occur 1f the set of tand.ems Which 

pro<:tuces the best star network is d.!fferent from the set of tandems 

Which pro<:tuces the best overall network. 'lhls 1S still a problem, 
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however. 'lhe refineuent of a fixed topology solution is introduced 1n 

section 6.2.4.3 an<1 is the subject of section 6.3. 

6.2.4. 1.2. Problems of Non-convexity 

• 'lhe principle of testing values of H, only until c (Hl begins to 

increase depends upon the conveltl ty ( 1n a <11screte sense l of the cost 

curve with respect to the 11\liOOer of transits. nu s 1S an exce 11 ent 

rule to apply since it holds for all but the roost peculiar of 

situations (see chapter 7). In theory though it is not infallible. It 

is, in principle, possible for local mi.n1ma to occur as a result of 

• small blips in the C curve. 'IhJ.s problem can be overcome as follows. 

Instead of tenn1nat1ng the optim1sauon algori thn as soon as an 

• • H' is found su~ that c (H')>C (H'-1), the decision is delayed until 

anH" is found su~ that C
1

(H"l>FC
1

(H
1

J Where Pis a nult1plicauve 

• factor (P:1.05 = 5~. P=1.2 = 20~. etc.) and H is the best value of H 

found so far. nus l.JIPlies tllat the cost ID.lSt rise by a certain 

percentage before the algoritlnl stops. nus helps to prevent blips on 

the curve maiUng local mi.n1ma appear global. ObViously, the larger the 

value of P the greater the security provided by this methOd (but more 

values of H are likely to be tested). 

6.2.4.3. Fixed Topologies as Initial SOlutions 

Clearly there is a danger, 1ts seriousness dependent upon the 

problem under consideration, tllat the optlmlm set of tandems, T
0

, will 

not be found by restricting the solution space as suggested. 'lhe set 

of tandems found from the fixed topology method. Tf, rray <11ffer 1n one 

or more elements (tandems), t
1
,t

2
, .. ,ts, 1~s~H from T

0
. 

'!here is a goo<1 possibility that T
0

:Tf if the fixed topology has 

been chosen well. Alternatively, if T
0

<>Tf, it is still likelY that s, 

the l'l\llli:)er of tandems in error, is small. In the worst case, T
0 

an<1 Tf 

rray be very <11 fferent indeed. 

In general, some method is required for charlging the (possiblY) 

incorrect set Tf to tlle set T
0

• 'lhe fixed. topology metll0<1 can thUs be 

considered as tlle first step 1n a larger process 1n Ylhlch an lnltial 
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solution (Tf) is gradUally mo~f!ed and ~ved bY an algor!thmWb!Ch 

DBI<es step by step alterations to the network 1n such a way as to 

decrease the cost. If this algor!tnn 1s efficient, Tf will be 

transformed into T
0

• 

The next section ~scusses the prinCiples and application of such 

a teChnique. 

6. 3. Initial SOlutions and Perturbat!ons 

In a broad sense, the teChniques employed to solve opttaUsation 

problems of all types can be categorised into a relatively small 

11UIIlber of classes. There are sJ.npl1f1cation teChniques 1n Whl.Ch a roore 

convenient fonn of the problem is solved., reduction techniques suCh as 

the one proposed in section 6. 1 and solution space restriction 

teChniques of the fonn presented 1n section 6. 2. one J.nportant class 

of rethods are those Whl.Ch enploy a fonn of step by step .inprOverrent 

appt"'aCh to be known as perturbation technl.ques. In essence, these 

rethods take an 1nl tial solution as input an<1 apply small variations 

to its form. If any of these variations (perturbat!ons) produce a 

solution Whl.Ch 1s roore SUitable than the original, 1n Whatever sense 

the opt1m1sation 1s being appl1e<1, then this new solution becones the 

current solution. 'Ihls process continues until no perturbations can be 

found., acting on the current solution, Wb!Ch g1ve rise to an .1Dproved 

solution. 'nle current solution then becanes the final solution. 

'Ihls section presents a perturbation oethod of transit selection 

using the tandem set and connection network produced by the star 

tandem network restriction rethod as an lnltial solution. As with 

section 6. 2, it will be assured that a reduced q node network 1s being 

dealt with, although, of course, q may be equal to n and the reduced 

network may be identical to the or18inal. 

6.3.1. Basic PrinCiples 

Any opt1m1sat1on problem requires, 1n precise tenns, that a 
• solution s be found from a valid solution space s BUdD that 

• V(s ) =maxsESV(s), Where V is the value 'fUnction and V(s) 1S the value 
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of the solution s ln the sense in Which the opt1m1sation is takl.ni 

place (for the HOP, the value of a network N 1S V(N) :-c(N) Where C(Nl 

is the cost of the network N) • 

Fig 6. p ShoWs an idealised solution space. A pertUl"bation method 

will apply step by step ~vements to an initial solutio~ There are 
two <11stinct ways in Which UU.s initial solution can be prodUced. 

1. Ran<lomly selected 

or 2. Qlosen by some previous heUl"iStic 

Randomly selected solutions, clearly tal<e no effort to prodUce bJ.t 

will, on average, be some <11stance from the opt1m.lln. nus inpl1es both 

that the pert\ll"'bation method is likely to tal<e longer to tenninate and 

that there is a greater danger of the opti.m.lm not being found (see the 

<11scussion in section 6.3.3). 

'D1e extra work involved 1n producing a reasonable approX1mation 

by another he\ll"'istic is often justified in that the pert\ll"'bation 

process is likely to be quicKer and the 1n1tial solution has a better 

chance of being close to the opt1.m.Jm. 

Each set of pert\ll"'bations to the current solution s can be 

thought of as scanning a neighbourhood of s. Any i.lrprovement Within 

UU.s neighbotu"b.ood becomes the new C\ll"'rent solution and the centre of 

the new pert\ll"'bation neighbourhood. 'D1e pert\ll"'bation method tllUs 

produces a series of these neighbourhoods, mving across the solution 

space s. 
'When a current solution is obtained such that the pert\ll"'bation 

• neighbourhood around it contains the optimlm s , the process is nearly 

• COfli>lete. s becomes the new current network and, by <1ef1n1 tion, no 

fUrther pert\ll"'batlon neighbourtlood will enclose any superior solutio~ 

'nle problem rray be that a non-optirral solution s' rray be encountered 

such that V ( s' l <V ( s) for all s wi uu.n the pertUl"bation neighbourhoOd. 

In uu.s case, the process will proceed no fUrther and s' Will be given 

• as the final solution instead of s . 

'D1e field of application of perturbation techniques is wi<1e. 

Rothfarb et al. [19701 enploy a spanning tree IOO<Ufication system to 

design off-shore gas pipeline systems and L1n & x:errugnan [1973) use 
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Figure 6. p. General Form of SOlution Space 
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an edge swapping process to l.Dp'ove upon Travell1118 Salesman tours. 

Both are reported to glve gOOd results (although tbeoretlcal 

Justlflcauon has apparently proved <Ufflcult). ~rlcal metllods . of 

systematically ~vlnl an algebraic solution are also well 

establiShed (Gerald [19781 >. 

6. 3. 2. ApplYlnl Perturbatlons to an In1Ual Network SOlution 

'ale obJective of Ule pert\ll"batlon methOds SUBgested here 1s still 

not to optiRUse the core network interconnection topology but to 

lnp'Ove, 1f posslble, upon the chosen set of tandems. Part of the 

perturbation proce<21lre then IDlSt clearly involve chanl1118 the 

posl uons of the tandems ( 1. e. trying other nodes as tandems). 'lhls 

fonn of trlal transfol"'IBtion, on its own, cannot, however, :be expected 

to prodUce iJJprOvemmts since it 1S known tllat the chosen set of 

tandemS ls opt1ma.l for the restricted topology in quesuon. 

If the solution obta1ne<1 by restrict1118 the tandem network to a 

star 1s correct 1n the unconstrained case then clearly no pert\ll"batlon 

metho<1 can expect to prodUce an iJJprovenent an<1 will tenninate a:fter 

lts first search. If the lnltial solution iS not optilml, however, it 

wlll :be in error precisely :because the optimlm does not involve a star 

tandem network. In a<1d1tion to the roovement of the tandem locations it 

ls therefore necessary to vary the form of the connection topology as 

well. nus, in pert\ll"batlon tenns, involves a<1d1ng an<1 rem:>v1118 sets 

of linlU from the tandem network. 

'Ihe general approaCh will mvolve, at the pr:unary level, rooving 

eaCh of the tandems, one or roore at a tllre, around the other node 

locations within the network. For eaCh selection of tandemS, certain 

sets of links are added and rem>ved as well. nus wlll prodUce tandem 

network topologies 'lllhleh were not considered l>Y the restrlctlve 

method. 'Ihe algorlthn wlll UlWI ~the tandem networK away £ran tlle 

star fonn an<1 may, ln consequence, cause a <Ufferent set of tande!M to 

be pr-eferred.. 

'lhe follow1118 algor! tlJn carr1es out the general perturbation 

method. In add! tlon to the 1nl tlal an<1 final networi<S, two otherS are 

used. 'lhe current network 1S the best solution to date an<1 the 
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terrporary network is the solution beilll exam1ne<1 durilll the various 

pertur:bation stages. 

Pi. Take the solution obtained. by the tandem network restriction 

method as 1nJ.tial solution. Let the current network be the 

1n1 Ual network. 

P2. Let the temporary netWork be the current network. Select the 

first J set of tandems J 1,J2, .. ,Jx. 

P4. Hove each tandem J , a: t, 2, .. , x, to node site i in the a a 
temporary network. Reconnect new tan<1ems as for the current 

network. Connect each node to 1 ts nearest tandem. 

P5. Connect each Ja to~· a:t,2, .. ,x, b:1,2, .. ,y in the 

temporary network. 

P7. Select the first L set of tandems L
1
,L2, .. ,Lz. 

P8. Disconnect each Ja and~· a:t,2, .. ,x, b:t,2, .. ,z, in the 

temporary network. 

P9. calculate cost of terrporary network. If the cost of the 

terrporary network is less than the cost of the current 

network then take the current network to be the terrporary 

network aoo goto P2. 

PtO. Reconnect the appropriate Ja and~· a:t,2, .. ,x, b:t,2, .. ,z, 

\!lhere necessary. If there are oUler L sets to be considered. 

then reselect L set and goto P6. 

Pit. Disconnect the appropriate Ja and~· a:t,2, .. ,x, b:t,2, .. ,y, 
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Yotlere necessary, If there are other X: sets to .be considered. 

then reselect 1: set and goto P6. 

P12. If there are other i sets to .be considered. then reselect i 

set and goto P4. 

P13. If there are other J sets to .be considered. then reselect J 

set and. goto P3. 

P14. Take the final network to be the current network. 

'Ihe J set, in eaCh case, 1S the set of tandemS to .be IJX)Ved. and 

the 1 set, the set of node locations for them to be IJX)Ved. to. Links 

are added. .between all tandems in the J set and all tandems 1n the 1: 

set and. rem:>ved. between all tandems in the J set and. all tandems in 

the L set. Ad.d.J.ng a link .between two tandems Which are alrea<!y 

connected. has no effect nor does rem:>ving a link .between two tandems 

Which are already d.isconnected.. 'n1e selection and. reselection of the 

1, J, 1: and. L sets. can each be aChieved. using a minor variation of the 

algorltnn in append.lx A~ 

Clearly the values of x (the ll\llli)er of tandems IJX)Ved. at each 

stage), y (the ll\BJlber of tandems to Which the IJX)Ved. tandems are 

connected.) and. z (the ll\llli)er of tandems from which the m>ved. tandems 

are <11 sconnected.) Will be of considerable l.nportance in the operation 

of the auori tl'Jn. 'D1e larger the values of x, y and. z, the IJX)re 

extensive the perturbations. nus, in turn, decreases the poss1b111 ty 

of the optlmlm being overlooked.. nus nust, of course, be balanced. 

against the extra corrpl ex1 ty incurred. by such iJiproverrents. 

'D1e s.tnplest case (but still surprisingly effective) 1S with 

x:y:1 and z=O (i.e. one transit is IJX)Ved. at each stage, one link at a 

tl.De is added. and no links are rem:>Ved.). Fig 6. q shows an exanple of 

the sequence for the case v.here x:y:z: 1. 'Ihe tandem J is IJX)Ved. to the 

node 1, connected. to 1: and d.lsconnected. fran L. In this case, the 

perturbation process will continUe until a complete tandem cycle, 

J,J+1, .. ,H-1,~ 1,2, .• ,J-1, is tested. with no ~vement. 
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Figure 6.q. Tandem Perturbation Method.: x:y:z:t 
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At each stage of this perturbation process, a Check DllSt :be Kept. 

on Ule constra.lnts govern1nB the fonn of the solution. Constraints 

such as ~ an<1 LCC DllSt never :be violated. cn1y valid networl(s can :be 

adopted as new current networl(s. To ensure that the calculations are 

nsnageable, all traffic DllSt :be routed along the shortest path 1n all 

cases. 

There is a s1Dple rm<1.1ficat1on that can :be mde to the alx>ve 

algorHl'ln Ythl.ch greatlY increases its power. 'n11s 1s to allow tandems 

to :be added an<1 deleted from the networi< in addition to slllply :being 

rooved aroUJ'ld. 

The fixed topology algorltl'ln will • produce a set of H tandems 

Yttlere H• is an approx1mat1on for Q an<1 the tandem set 1s an 

approXimation for the opt.1DUm tandem set. 'Ihe perturbation algor! thn 

suggested 1n this section my 1Jiilr0ve the tandem selection rut cannot, 
• 1n this form. change the value of H . 

Let the tandem set to :be rooved :be J 1, J 2, .. , Jx, and the set of 

node sites to Which they are moved :be i 1,i2, .. ,1x"' If x•=x" then 

there is no change to the existing algorithn and x• >x" uakes little 

sense. If however x• <X", the x• tandems J
1

, J 2, .. , Jx, can :be moved to 

sites i 1,12, .. ,1x, as before and x"-x' new tandems can be installed at 

sites X'+1,X'+2, .. ,x". These extra tandems can be connected into the 

existing networi< 1n a number of ways, one of the siiiplest being to use 

a single link to the closest existing tandem (unless the IX:lR or LCC 

are violated 1n Ythl.ch case a tandem can be systematically connected to 

lts second nearest, third nearest, etc. until the constraints are 

satisfied). In thls way the value of H can be increased. 

Alternatively, the node s1te set 11,12, .. ,1x" may cont~n dUmmY 

mari<ers i,.... AnY Ja moved to a site i Where i : i is, in practice, ...., a a a> 
rerooved from the tandem network. All links incident to J a are rerooved 

an<1 any nodes connected to J a are reconnected to the next nearest 

t~ Traffic passing thrOUgh the rerooved t~ should :be rerouted 

via the shortest alternative path. In this way the value of H can 

decrease. 

The procedures for generating node anc1 tandem sets can easilY :be 

adapted to generate larger sets conta1n1ng ~ sites. 'Ihe alx>ve 
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al gori t1n, togeUler with Ulese 1110<11. f ications, now provides an 

extremely general aethod. of l..llp'ov!ng an initial solution. 

When it is finally apparent that no JD:)re tandemS may be added. 

rem:>ve<1 or JD:)Ve<1 within the netwoli( 1n SUCh a way as to Pl"'dd:lce an 

J..nprovement Ulen the P"()Cess tenni.nates. 'lhe mmi>er an<1 location of 

the tandemS can now be regarded. as fixed.. 'lhe comection topology and. 

routeing strategy rerm1n to 'be determ1ne<1. 

6. 3. 3. A Discussion of Perturbation Techn1ques 

A solution to any HOP will 'be a netwoli( N. N will consiSt of a 

large l'lUIItler of pararmters representing tandem locations, connection 

topology, etc. 'nlese paraueters may 'be represente<1 by the vector n. 
'lhe cost of Ule network N, c (H) • can 'be thought of as a fUnction c (!1) 

of the vector n. If there are p elerrents in n then c (!1) forms a 

hypersurface 1n p+1-D hyperspace. Fig 6.r Shows a 2-D representation 

of this with the n variables artificially represented. as a single 

entity along the horizontal axis. 'lhe 1nl tial. final an<1 opt1num 

solutions to a perturbation process w111 correspond. to points along 

this axis. 'Ihe relationship 'between the 1nltial an<1 opt111llm solution 

can be seen to have a considerable effect on the Chances of the final 

solution 'being the opt1m.lm. 'lhere are two basic cases to consider. 

1. '1he initial solution is close to the opt~ solution 1n the 

sense that either dc/d!}<O for all networks n 'between ~ 1 and.~ 
or <1c/d!}>O for all networks n between ~ 1 and. ~· Any system of 

perturbations should, un<1er these circumstances, locate the 

opt1m.lm solution. 

2. 'nle in1 tial solution 1s not close to the optlmlm solution 1n 

the sense that dc/di!=O for sare ~ 'between ! 2 an<1 .Q· 

convergence to the opt1.Jrum will depend. upon the level of 

perturbation 'being used.. Inadequate perturbations may prod.Uce 

Ule locally opt1.nll!n netwoli( ~ as the final network. 
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case one clearly presents no difficulties. It will lle situations 

aris1.ng of type two that my give rise to errors. 'Ihe perturbation 

met.hod nust be extensive enough to escape any local muuma. Let the 

difference, D(T1,T
2

), between two solutions T1 anc1 T2 lle represented 

by the pa1r (IJ, a) Wbere 1.1 is the rnmt:>er of tandemS 1n T 1 P.lt not 1n 

T
2

, or vice versa, anc1 a is the I'lUIII:ler of ll.nks in T
1 

:t:ut not 1n T2, 

or vice versa. 'Ihen for an l.n1 tial solution ~2 to be transfoJ"''led into 

a final solution ~. a sequence, ~2 • ,!1, _!2, .. , ~· ~. nust eXist with 

Dl~2 .,! 1 l11X.~(y,z)), D(,!J.,!J+ll1(x,mtn(y,z)) for all J:1,2, .. ,p-1 

anc1 D(t ,o)~(x.~(y,z)) Where (a,b)~(c,d) is taken to rrean ~c anc1 -p-- -
b~d 'Ihe existence of such a sequence, nowever, <1oes not guarantee 

convergence 1n the general case. 

Of course, even 1f the final vector ~ 1S not equal to the optim.lm 

vector~. it my be that ~ an<1 ~ differ only in those those parameters 

representing the connection topology. nus is acceptable at this 

stage. 

It would be possible, in theory, to make the perturbations so 

extensive that all possible values of n are covered In practice, of 

course, this equates to an eXhaustive search algorithm ~f the type lt 

is hoped to avoid 

6.3.3. 1. MUltiple Starting Solutions 

Many optiml.sation techniques Which operate by transforming an 

initial solution into a final solution, in the way outlined in this 

section, can be tmproved by repetition with a number of <11fferent 

initial solutions. If the process is carried out u times with initial 

solutions I 1,I2, .. ,Iu' it will produce v final solutions F1,F2, .. ,Fv 

Where u~v. 'Ihe ratio wv will increase as u increases since m:>re 

dUpllcation of final solutions will occur. If u is mde large enough 

so that U/V>2 (say) then each final solution will, on averqe, have 

occurred twice anc1 Ulere is a good. chance that the global optillml is 

am:>ng them (1. e. has ocCUI"l"e<1 at least once). Selecting the !lest of 

the v final solutions will, in all 11.kel1h00<1, prodUce the opt1m.lm. 

nus apJ:I"'aCh can, if P'QCess!nl resources permit, lle appUed to 

the perturbation met.hod suggested 1n this section. 'Ihe different 
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startil18 solutions will be tandem sets and connection topologies 

produced by <11fferent. restriction meUlods at the fixed topolOIY 

opt1.m1sation stage. TRo obVious can<Udates eXist for uus purpose; the 

star an<1 fUll meSh networks. A fl.n1 te Jll.llli:)er of others can be produced 

1n between these two ext.relres either at randOm or by 1.nS1St1118 that 

each tanoem is connected to at least two, tllree, .. , H-2 others. 'Ihl.s 

approach will, of course, 1nCrease processil18 t1me. 

6.3.3.2. COmplexity Analysis 

It is, unfortunately, entirely imPOssible to predict accurately 

the runn1118 time of the perturbatlon process. It w111 depend, qulte 

s.lr!pl y, upon the ll\liii:ler of times that ways are found. to !Jrprove the 

current network. Clearly, this depen<:ts, not only upon the in1tlal 

solution an<1 level of perturbation, rut also upon the particular 

network 1n questlon. It is, however, possible to achieve some measure 

of the aroount of effort expended at eaCh stage. 

Recall that x tandems are rooved at each stage. 'Ihese tanderM can 

be chosen in "c ways an<1 the node sites to Which they are moved can 
q~+X H-x 

be chosen 1n ex ways. 'Ihere are cy ways of choosil18 the 
H-x-y 

connecting tandems and Cz ways of choosing the <11sconnect.1J18 

tandems. 'Ihe maxl.Jrum nurri>er of networks considered is therefore given 

as q-H+xcx"cxH-xcYH-x-ycz. If the number of J.Jrproverrents is I (not 

:Known at the bei1nn1118 of Ule ~ess), the total nUJ'It)er of networks 
examined will be bounded by Iq-H+xc "c H-xc H-x-yc . 

X X y Z 
'Ihis, for larger values of x, y and z, is an extrerrelY large 

number. It is not too imPOrtant vmen H is small rut, clearly, as H 

increases, x, y and z will, without option, have to be restricted. 

It should, however, be noted that thJ.s maxim..lln value only occurs 

vmen each l.llp.rovement 1S fO\D'ld on the last perturbation at every stage 

- an extremely unU.kely event. 

6. 4. LOOkahead Techn.1ques 

A laree JlUIIt)er of optl.mlSation methOdS operate bY seek1118 courses 

of action Yltll.ch lead to laree !JJproverrents 1n the value of the current 
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solution. A suitably general term for this type of method is a sreec!Y 

alBoritl'ln (def1ne<1 1n section 5. 3. 1. 3. 3 as one Wh.lch seeks solely to 

maxsmtse the lllp'ovemmt at each stage). Typically thls may inVolve 

bell..nnln8 with a startlnl solution and gradUally chanllnl it 1n SUCh a 

way as to rmxsmt se the 1ncrease 1n value \Dltll such a tlme as no 

lllp'ovements are possible. U'lder certain c.ircUmStances, these 

techrUques may be s1.m11ar to the perturbation technlques of section 

6.3 (see section 6.4.4). There is, 1n the general case however, an 

llrpOrtant cUstinction to be made between them. 

1. Perturbation methods search for any lJiprovement to the current 

solution. AnY superior solution found 1n thls way, 1mrecUately 

becooes the new current solution. The search process is 

consequently as sl.Jrple as can be 1Jragined rut the changes made 

to the network as a result, may not be as accurate as might be 

Wished. 

2. Greedy metllodS consider every possible chanle Ythl.ch can be 

made to the current solution. The change Ylhlch gives rise to 

the maxlllllln 1.1Tprovenent 1n value 1S PJ.t into effect. The 

search process is consequently m:>re cOIJ1)lex than for 

perturbation methods rut there is a sreater chance of a better 

decision being ma<le at each stage. 

Section 6.4.4 considers the relationship between perturbation and 

sreedy rrethods. For the tlJTe being, however, they wlll be treated as 

separate. The purpose of this sect1on is to develop a rrethod of 

determJ..rung the tandem networt< connection topology as well as the 

traffic routeing strategy. A perturbation method was proposed 1n 

section 6. 3 for the tandem set selection problem. In contrast, the 

problem 1n thls section 1s approaChed uslnl a greedy a11or1 tlJD 

concept. 

It should be noted, at this point, 'that 1f llnl<. costs were 

entirely linear With respect to cUstance and switch costs entirelY 

linear with respect to port J'lllllt)ers, then the Cheapest network would 

be the one 1n Ythl.ch all traffic flowed along cUrect linKs (i.e. a full 
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mesh). In p-actice, however, this 1S not the case at all. In 

particular, tllere is a strong, and. not unreasonable, tendency for tlle 

ll.nk cost per \D'lJ.t of traffic to decrease as the traffic 1ncreases. A 

result of this of this is that the first c1rcUJ.t of a Unk 1S often 

mre expensive than subsequent ll.nks. 'lhese c:haracter1st1cs cause 

traffic reroute!ng to be extremely desirable. 

It will be asSI.IIIe<1 that the locations of the Q tal'ldelm are 

establiShed, either by a fixed. topology method. or by a fixed. topology 

method. followed. by perturbation, and. that Ulere are q-Q other nodes in 

the networK Where, as before, the conplete set of q nodes nay or nay 

not represent a replaceuent networK. Al ternat!vely, the tal'ldelm may 

already actually enst 1n a real world. situation. It will then be 

entirely unnecessary to calculate their optl.m.lm locations - only the 

opt1mlm connection and. route!ng strategy will be relevant. 

'Ihe approaCh adopted. in this section 1s to atterrpt to extend. the 

principles of greedy algor!Ums. Greed.}' algor!Ums d.!ffer :fran 

perturbation rmthod.s by d.oing mre worK at eaCh stage to l.Jiprove the 

accuracy at eaCh stage ( 1. e. to decrease the chance of going astray). 

A retllod. is now proposed. WhiCh increases, further, the conplex!ty of 

eaCh stage to the eventual benefit of Ule final solution. 

6. 4. L Principles of Lookahead. Optiml.sation 

Consider a typical greed.}' algor! ttm acting upon an opt1.m1sat1on 

problem beg!rm!ng, at stage s
1

, with an initial solution T
1

. At stage 

s1 there are c
1 

changes, c
11

, c
12

, .• , c
1
cl' v.tueh can be made to T1 

to transform 1 t into T 
11 

, T 
12

, .. , T 
1 
c 

1 
respective 1 y. SUppose that 

Change a produces the greatest l.JI'Pl'OVeDent. 'nlen Ule new current 

solution at stage s
2 

1s T
2

=T
1
a. In the general case, at stage 1, the 

nax1Jrum Change, 1.1, will be DBde Y41.1Ch transfonns the solution T1 into 

solution T1+1:T11J. 

'Ih!s step by step apJ:rOach has one UBjor drawback or, mre 

precisely, one particularly serious source of error. 'Ihe criterion for 

selecting change 1.1 at stage 1 1s based. p.Jrely on aax1m1s1ng the value 

Of V(T11J)-V(T1) (~(T!+l)-V(T1 )), 'Ihe SUbsequent progression T1+2, 

T1• 3 ••• , Tf (Tf being the f1na.l network after f stages), 1S entirelY 
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Ul'llaloWn. It is QUite posslble, and 1n s011e situations llkely, that the 

optlmJm solution, T0, is 1n a Jl"()gression T(l+ll'' T(i+
21

,, .. , 

Where V(Tl+tHV(T(l+ 1),l and yet V(T0 )>V(Tfl' At any stage 

1ncorrect Jl"()gresslon may be ChOsen by the greeey nethod. If 

happens the mistake ls, · 1n the rmst general case, llJposslble to 

rectlfy. It would be far rmre acceptable 1f addl.tional solutions 

withln the Jl"()gresslon T1•2, T1• 3, .. , Tf were considered 

at stage 1. 

A lool<ahead nethod. of opt1m1sation of degree r is one 1n Whleh 

the progression of solutions at stages 5i+1, 5i+2, 5i+
3

' .. , 5l+r ls 

considered at stage 51. 'Ihe solution T (l+r), 1s ChOsen suCh that 

V(T(l+r)' l~V(Tl+rl for all other solutlons Tl+r' The solution Chosen 

for stage 5i+ 1 ls t.he solution v.tueh, at stage 5i+
1

, 1s 1n the 

progression eventually containing T(i+r)'' The process thus stlll 

steps through the progression of solutions one at a time, but lt does 

so wlth far rmre information about fUture developrents tllan the slnple 

greedy nethoc1. 

Flg 6.s Shows an example of thls effect dlagramatlcally. 1he 

slnple greedy nethod ( lookahea<1 with r= 1 l, at position A, considers 

only the nerits of B, c an<1 D Whereupon it rmves to positlon B and 1n 

tW'n to posltion G having only considered E, F and. G. The lool<ahead 

nethod of degree 2, however cons1<1ers the values of E, F, G, H, I, J, 

K, L and M and, finding L to be of greatest value, rmves to D before 

repeating the process from thls new posi tlon. 

A chess ma.Chlne works on thls principle. 'Ihe value of all 

possl:ble board posi tlons up to a 11\.llltler of stages ahead are considered 

but only one rmve can be made at a tlme (there is a slight <11fference 

- a lool<ahea<1 opt~sation algorithm seeks the overall maxunwn value 

Whereas a chess ma.Chlne seeks to m1n1m1se the ma.x1mlm loss since it 

has to deal w1 th Ul'lknown 1Jli::Ut between eaCh stage l . Other practical 

appllcatlons of lookahead technlques are, to date, 11.1111te<1. Lln & 

Kerrughan [1973) propose, very briefly, a lool<.ahea<1 extension to thelr 

link swapping algorltl'm for the TSP. 

The pr!nclple of 100kahea<1 techn1ques is that they can overc011e 

the pro:blerm of only conslderlng the next stage (lookahead wlth degree 

1). 1he greater t.he degree of lookahea<1, r, the less nuroplc the nethod. 
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becom!s an<1 the smaller the chance of error. 'Ihls extra security aust 

be balanced agalnSt the extra conpl eXl ty 1nc\.Jr're<1. A s 1m11 ar situation 

eXlsts as With the perturbation methoc1. It is possible, in prlneiple, 

to make r large enoUSh so Ulat the fi"'gress!on of solutions exarn1.ne<1 

was conplete (1. e. l+r:f) rut, 1n p-actice, this is only an eXhaustive 

search method. 1n th1n <11sf\llse. 

6. 4. 2. Tan<1em Network 0ptl.m1sation 

Part of the oouble drop method of sectlon 5. 5. 2 was a process by 

'Vtllch Unks were systematically rerroved fl"'m tlle tan<1em networt< in 

con,J\D'lCtion wlth the tandems. COnsi<3er a slnple variation of thls 

approach 1n 'Vtllch the tandems remun fixed rut the links <1o not. 'Ihe 

following algor! um wlll PJ"'(hlce an approxlmatlon to the optlnllm 

connection topology for 2>2 (1f ~2 the networl< is trivial l. 

Dl. Begin with each of the 2 tandems connected to all of the 

other 2-1. Let all traffic between any pair of tandems flow 

along the <11rect link between them. connect each of the q-Q 

rema.lnlng nodes to their nearest tandem. 

D2. nBXl.m..Im::O. Cl'l.oose a tan<1em I. 

D3. Qloose a tandem J. 

!». If there is no linl< between I and J then goto 010. 

05. Oloose a tandem K. 

D6. If there 1S no UM between I an<1 K or 1i there 1S no 1 ink 

between J an<1 K then goto D9. 

m. calculate the saving of rem:>ving the l1.nk (I,Jl an<1 

rerouteing the t.ra:filc via K. If saving~maxlm.lm then goto D9. 

08. set I' :I, J' :J, K' :K an<1 mxtm~n:saving. 
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D9. If there are any m:>re tal'ldems X: to test then reselect X: anc1 

goto D6. 

010. If there are any m:>re tandemS J to test then reselect J anc1 

goto D4. 

DU. If there are any DX>re tal'ldems I to test then reselect I an<1 

goto D3. 

012. If mu:1Jrum>O then renx>ve 11nl< (I' , J' l. reroute the traff 1c 

v1a node X:' and goto 02. Otherwise stop. 

'Jhls algor! tll'n starts with a fUll meSh connection an<1 

systemat1call y <!rops 11nks according to the nBXllllJIIl l.nprovement in 

cost. It is an extremely powerfUl method of tandem network design 

s1nce 1t also detennlnes the routeing strategy at the sane t:Lm:! (th1s 

being the m:>st conplex of all the conponent problems of the !«JP). 

Moreover, since the topology of the tandem network an<1 the routelng 

strategy are so interdependent, 1t makes a lot of sense to atteupt to 

deal with them w1th1n the same routlne. As always, 1t 1s necessary to 

ensure, at each stage, that no llnk 1S renx>ve<1 Ytttich causes any of the 

solution constraints, such as lXlR or l.OC, to be violate<1. nus s1nple, 

yet powerfUl, metho<1 fonns the bas1s for the roore general techn1que 

presente<1 1n th1s section. 

A familiar problem ex1sts with this approach. A llnk nay be 

reroove<1 at an early stage, through the consideration of insufficient 

infornation, Whl.ch coul<1 prove to be of considerable lllportance later. 

'Ihe metho<1 is clearly gree<1y, however, and therefore the lookahea<1 

extension suggeste<1 1n section 6. 4. 1 may be appl1e<1 in an attenpt. to 

m1JU.m1se the chance of rem:>ving an 1ncorrect 11nk. 

'Ihe lookahea4 ~ess will involve cons1der1ng a ser1es of lUi< 

l"eeiOvals up to r stages into the fUture. To dO this, an array ~ nust 

be def 1ne<1 Yttlere 
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It is then intended. that, at s stages into the fUture, the link 

between Is and. Js will be rem.>ved. and. the traffic rerouted. via X:8. As 

with perturbation, the !Dplementauon of such a techrU.que requires 

that, in addition to the 1n1t1al and. final networks, a current and. 

tenporary (test) network are reQU1red.. 'lhe following algorithD will 

then carry out a lookahead. 11nl<. removal process of degree r with the 

respect to the tandem network. 

LL Let the initial network be such Ulat eaCh of the Q tandems is 

connected. to all of the other Q-1. Let all traffic between 

any pair of tand.ems flow along the d.irect link between them. 

Connect eaCh of the q-Q remurung noc:tes to their nearest 

tandem. 

1..2. Let the current solution be the 1n1 Ual solution. 

L3. nwc1mJm:O. Select the first b vector. r• =0. 

lA. Let the teup:>rary network be the current network. 

L5. r'=r'+1. If there are links between lr, and. Jr•' lr, and Kr, 

and. Jr, and~· in the teup:>rary network then rem.>ve the link 

( Ir, , Jr, ) and reroute the traffic via Kr, . 

1..6. Calculate the saving 1n cost of the teup:>rary network over 

the current network. If saving>DBXimJm then set I' :I , J' :J , 
1 1 

K' =K
1 

and nax11Illm=saving. If r• <r then goto L5. 

L7. If there are any 100re b vectors to test then generate next b 
vector and. goto lA. 

L&. If max1mJm>O then reiOOVe 11nl<. ( I' , J' ) from the current 

network, reroute the traffic via x:• and. goto L3. OtherwiSe 

let the final network be the current network and stop. 
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'Ih1s altori tnn is a sl11ht extension of the formal l~ad 

netlloc1 Of detree r 1n that it considers all networks r' stqes into 

the fUture Where Hr' ~r. Some system of 1n1 tlal1s1nl an<1 updatlng the 

b vector 1S reQU.1red Within thls alloritl'Jn. A f&'OCedure for SUCh a 

pn"ppSe iS ]:&"eSented 1n ~X A. 

'Ihe chance of rem::>Vinl an erroneous llJll{ at an early state will 

be decreased by us1n1 this technique for r>t. As with the sl.IIple 

version, the routeinl strategy is determl.ned at the sane tlrre as the 

connection topology, In this way two potentlally enonrous problems 

have been combined an<1 solved bY the one process. As always, links may 

only be rem::>ved, or traffic rerouted, 1f such an actlon does not cause 

any of the solution constralnts to be violated. 

6.4.2. 1. Routeing Strateties for Predeterml.ned Topologies 

'Ih1s section is someWhat removed from the matn study of section 

6. 4. It is included to deal briefly with a sinple restriction to the 

tandem network opt.lm1sat1on problem. 

'Ihe si tuauon will sometlrres arise 1n v4'U.ch a network already 

exists in v4'U.ch all topological decisions have been made. TI1e only 

work to be carried out is to determine the traffic routelng strategy 

for this network. nus will happen typically When it is required that 

the operation of a larte and unsatisfactorilY performing network be 

reconsidered. 'Ihe required routeing strategy my be determl.ned, very 

sJ.nply, as follows. 

'IRL Any pair of tandems having a direct connection will have the 

traffic between then routed along that linl<.. 

'IR2. For all pairs of tandems Which do not have a direct 

connection, do the followinl: 

'IR2. 1. SUppose that the traffic is routed along an 1JJB1inary 

li.nl{ between these two tandems. 

'IR2. 2. Determine the shortest path (in termJ of l'lUIJt)er of 
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11.nks) between these two tandemS. Let the length of 

uus path be r. 

'IR2. 3. If the path of length r is unique then reroute the 

traffic accord.J.ngly. OtherWise choose the one of 

least cost before reroutel.ng the traffic. 

If the shOrtest path between the two unconnecte<1 tan<1ems 1S 

unique then there 1S no choice to be ma.<1e. If, however, there is roore 

than one val1<1 path of length r then the one v.tU.ch provi<1es the 

reroutel.ng of least cost is chosen. 'lh1s netho<1 is clearly heuristic 

since no acco\D'lt is taken of the effect of various traffic flows upon 

each other. It does, however, overcane a potentially aWkWard problem 

(the enormous number of possible routeing strategies for a given 

topology). 

It is not a<1Vantageous, 1n roost cases to use loo!<ahea<1 rreUlo<1s of 

reroutel.ng (s!Jrple coopar1Son being easier). However, if there are an 

extreuely large l'1UIIi)er of paths of length r, loo!<ahea<1 netllo<1s of 

<1egree r may be preferre<1· 1n Whlch the traffic 1S rerouted.. in stages, 

from the imaginary link to two others, three others, etc .. 

6. 4. 3. A Discussion of Lookahea<1 Techniques 

Loo!<ahea<1 rretllo<1s prov1<1e an appreciable inproverrent over sinple 

greedy algor! thns. More information is consi<1ere<1 at each stage with 

the result that better long-tenn solutions are 11J{ely. For any <1egree 

of loo!<ahea<1 (r), however, there is still a 11mi t to the aroo\D'lt of 

foresight that can be provided. r cannot be ma<1e too large or the 

process will take too long to coaplete an<1 it is still possible, 

albeit less likely, that some infonmation roore than r stages into the 

fUture 1S relevant to the choice taken at the CUJ"J"ellt stage. 'lh1s 

section <11scusses the :practical problems in the choice of r an<1 the 

resultant poss1b1li ty of error. 
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6.4.3.i. Complexity of the Method 

'lhe lllllli:>er of possible actions (link rem::>vals and traffic 

reroute1.ngs) will decrease progressively as links are rem:>ved. If at 

any stage, there are L 11nks rema1n1111 1n the network, there will be a 

max1mJm of L(S2-2) options for the next Chante (the traffic on each 

link can be rerouted via up to Q-2 other tandems - not all such 

reroutei111s will be possible rut, 1n the general case, there iS no way 

of know1.ng). 'lhe max1mlm value of L, at the start of the process, is 

Q(Q-i)/2 and. the number of Changes is exactly Q(Q-i)(Q-2)/2. This, 

be1.ng cubic 1n S2 is QUl.te acceptable. cnce a link has been rem::>ved., 

hoWever, it can clearly not be rem::>ved again (ta!Ung away Q-2 Choices 

at the next stage) and it can have no traffic rerouted. onto it 

(removi.ng 2(Q-2) Choices from consideration). The number of Choices at 

the next stage is therefore Q(Q-i) (Q-2)/2-3(Q-2) : (Q-2)[Q(~i)-6]/2 

v.tllch is still cubic 1n Q. 'lh1s number of choices will be available 

following each of the Q(Q-i) (Q-2)/2 options at the first stage. 

Extending this argument over successive stages shows that the l'l\.Dii)er 

of choices at r stages into the fUture is still potentially of the 

order rQxQKQ. 'lh1s is only acceptable for small values of r or small 

values of Q rut not large values of both. As Q increases, r is 

restricted severely. It .inportant to ensure that such a constraint 

does not affect the accuracy of the solution adVersely. The results in 

chapter 7 provide practical Justification of this. The following 

section approaches the question from a theoretical point of view. 

6.4.3.2. Possible Errors 

Consider the worst case of all, r:i. The lool<ahead uethocl is now 

no roore Ulan a sinple greedy algoritlm In general, the 1nlt1al 

solution network Hi, at stage si' is transform!<t into solution H2, at 

stage s
2

, by choOSilll the max1mlm 1Dprovement after r stages (and 

r= 1), and. Sl.lbsequentl y into H
3

, &
4

, .. , Hf. There nay be, hoWever, a 

solution Hf,, such that c (Nf' ) <C(Nf), vmere Nf, is part of a sequence 

Hz•, ~·, .. , Hf'. 'll'lere m.lSt be SOIIe 1<., 2~l<.H, for v.tllch C(H1, )>C(H1 ) 
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Chos~n 
Pro~rf.S6ion 

Opl;,mu,m 
Pro~rtsslt>n 

Figure 6. t. Progresslons of Hetwortt SOlutions ln I...ool<ahea<1 MethOd. 
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for i<l<. an<1 C(Hi, )<C(Hil fori~ Clearly, for UU.s to haA:len, k>r. 

Fig 6.t Shows thl.s effect diagrammaticlly. 

6. 4. 4. A CODpar1Son between Lookahead an<1 Perturbation Teehnl.ques 

The fUndamental distinction between perturbation methods of 

optlml.sauon an<1 lool<ahead teehnl.ques 1S that, at each stage, the 

first lnprOvement to a solution is ac1opted 1n the flrst case Wbereas 

the greatest lnprOvement over a series of tests is taken in the 

second. It is perfectly p:>ssible to cl'lange the specifications of 

either methoc1. 

1. A perturbation methoc1 may carry out a series of perturbations 

at each stage, recorc11ng the current greatest inprovement at 

each turn. At the end. of each series of tests, the best change 

can be made penranent an<1 the process repeated for the next 

stage. 

2. A looKahead method may consider networl<.s up to r stages ·into 

the fUture but act upon the first inprovement encountered 

instead of the best. 

'n1e second p:>ssibi li ty is unworthy of too ouch consideration 

since it total! y negates the entire purpose of loolUng ahead mre than 

one stage. 'n1e first, hoWever, allows an interestln8 conparlSon to be 

made. 

If the perturbation method searches for the best opt10n at each 

stage then there is clearly a c11st1nct sl.milarity between perturbation 

an<1 lookahead teehnl.ques. 

1. Both transf~ an 1n1tial solution into a flnal solution via a 

number of current solutions. 

2. Both perform a series of tests on p:>ssible changes to the 

current solution 1n order to determine the next current 

solution. 
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A <11st1.nction remains, however. A perturbation method will 

transform a current solution <11rectlY into the new solutlon Yohl.ch 1t 

has found. to tUve greatest J.nprovermnt. A lookahea.c1 PJ'()Cess, on the 

other han<1. will only make a sl.ngle c:hanle. It would. of course, :be 

posslble to restrict the perturbation method to ma1<.1ng one change at a 

ume :rut, 1n practice, it 1S <11fficult to decide Which sl.ngle chanle 

thls should :be. SUch a dec1Sion is possible for the lookahead method 

due to the sequential way 1n Whlch J:rQspective solutions are 

generated. 

'Ihls <11fference is really caused by the situation in Whlch both 

techniques are use<1. With flxed tan<1ems 1t is sl.Dple for the 100kahea.c1 

method to drop 11nl<s 1n a sequential IIBJ1ller. 'Ihe lookahead method of 

llnl<. reJOOval ~my thUs be regarded as a form of perturbation 1n Which 

the tan<1ems are flxe<1. 'Ihe couplete process then :becorms a two stage 

perturbation J:rQCess. Firstly, perturbation is carried out on tandem 

locations an<1 llnl<.s alike. At a certain point, the tandems :become 

fixed an<1 a ll.nk perturbation (lookahead) J:rQCess contirrues. 

'Ihere are two ways, other than the fiXing of the tandems, 1n 

Whlch the secon<1 J:rQCess <11ffers from the first. 

1. 'nle connection topology at the end of the tan<1em perturbation 

process is replaced by a fUll meSh before llnk perturbation 

begins. 

2. Links can only be reJOOved at each stage, an<1 not ad<1e<1. 

section 6.5.2. suggests some enhancements to the compound 

algorithm presented in the next sectio~ one of these (section 

6.5.2.3) involves deall.ng with these two anomalies on the way to 

producing an 1.nprove<1 opUmlsauon algori thn for tandem network 

connection topology an<1 traffic routel.ng. 

6. 5. A COI!poSi te Approach 

'Ihe ~e<11ng sections Of thls d'lapter have J:n!sente<1 a IlUIItler Of 

methods for deall.ng with various coaponent J:rQblems of the 1enera.1 
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liP. Each can, 1 f ~ work independently of the others 1n 

certal.n situations. Usually a I1lJIIt)er of techniques have been SUfgeste<t 

for eaCh section, eaCh being a variation on the sane theme. 'lhe 

J:W"'PC)se of this f1nal section 1s threefold. 

1. To provide a SUIIIIIaJ"Y of the JIBjor methods proposed 1n a 

concise fonn. 

2. To construct a single coapound algor! tlnl, coopr1s1ng a null'ber 

of stages for the coaplete opt1m1sation of a network. 

3. To J:l"()pose certain extensions to the algor1tnn for use 1n 

special cases. 

The first two objectives are dealt with 1n section 6.5.1 and the third 

1n section 6. 5. 2. In general, the coapound algorithn will enploy a 

single technl.que from each of the previous sections. 'Ihls approach to 

network opt1m1sation 1s also <11scusse<1 1n Grout, sanders & Stockel 

[1987a & 1988]. 

6.5. 1. Practical Network Opt1m1sat1on 

<llapter 7 contains results of a large Il\ll'llber of tests perfonred 

upon ne'-work problems, both real and fabricated. SonE of these results 

are concerned. with in<Uv1dual coaponent problems rut nany are obtained. 

using the cooplete opt.1m1sation algorHhn outlined. m this section. 

The entire process from input data to final solution 1s given, mainly 

1n terms of the teebnlques <11scusse<1 1n the prece<Ung sections. 

6.5. 1. 1. Input Data 

The input data to a general liP wi 11 be as described 1n section 

5. 1. 1. 1. n nodes are descrlbe<1 bY (x, Yl coordlnates 1n the plane and a 

l'lUIIt>er of traffic matrices describe the traffic flow between UlenL 

other information such as the costs of various pieces of available 

equJ.pmnt, performmce cons~s (CJ:Sl and structural constra1nts 
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(:J:X:R, u:x;, etc. ) may also be required. In the general case, n uay be 

very larte (up to a thousand nodes). 

6.5.1.2. RedUction 

It is not p-actical to deal with a larte J'UIIIi)er of nodes 1n a 

<Urect nanner. 'lhe am:>1mt of <2ata alone would e:xtlaust the storage 

resources of sooe naCh.l.nes an<1 the pr"'(:essing time would be 

considerable. 

'lhe first step then is to replace the n node network by a q node 

representative one ( 1n p--1nC1ple :tut see section 6. 5. 1. 3). nus is 

ac:hleve<1 us1n1 the step by step weighted redUction process of section 

6. 1. 2. 2. 'lh1s prodUces q replacemmt nodes at various centres of heavy 

tra:ff1c. In addltion, the. traffic DBtrices mJSt be re<111ce<1, 1n the 

aanner of section 6. 1. 2. 4-, so tllat the traffic characteristics of each 

node natch the coot:>1ned Characteristics of the no<1es 1 t has replace(\. 

'Ihe location of each replac~nt no<1e will, in general, be a a 

greenf1eld s1 te (section 6. 1. 2. 5). Each is m::>ved to 1 ts appropriate 

nearest real site. It will be from these replac~nt nodes tllat the 

tandemS are se 1 ecte<1. 

6.5. 1.3. ~selection 

'Ihe tandem selection process 1s comprised of two sections. 

Firstly, an 1nl tial set of tandems is determined tllrough constraining 

the connection topology to take tbe form of a star (section 6.2) and 

secondly, a series of perturbations are applied to Uus solution 1n a 

quest for 1nproveuents (section 6. 3). 

In practice the fixed topology algorithm operates alternately 

with the re<1Uction troeess. 'lhe n nodes are redUced sufficiently for 

the optlm.Jm sl.nBle tant:!em to be approx.111Bte(1. 1he network 1S then 

reduced as far as is necessary to deal With two tandems, an<1 so on. 

\lalen the cost begins to r1Se, the optlnUD 1S taken to have been 

passed. 'Ihe tan<1em set )X'0<1uced 1n this way 1S passed to the 

perturbation process for reflnement. 
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'lbe perturbation of tandems and. links allows the constraints of 

star topolOIY to be lifted. A (possibly) new set of tandems 1S 

p-odUced. 'Ihe rnmter and. locations of these Q tandems are now taken to 

be fixed. It remUn.s to detennl.ne the connection topolosy of the 

network. 

6. 5. 1. 4. Tandem NetworK Opt1m1Sation 

'Ih1s process bel ins with Q tandems tosether with their traffic 

matrices. InitiallY the tandems are all connected directly tosether. 

Lirits are tilen systematicallY drOpped usins the lookahead technlque of 

section 6. 4. At the same time the routelns strateiY of the final 

networit 1S determl.ne<1 since the rerooval of each li~ requires the 

redl.strirution of traffic carried by that link. 

cnce this process is conplete<1, tile tandem locations are 

established alons with the connection topolosy llnltins Ulen tosether 

and. the routelns stratety. 'lhe conplete process is finished by 

calculatins the best way to connect each nOde to its nearest t~ 

6.5. 1.5. Local Network Opt1m1sat1on 

'Ih1s section has not been discussed before s1nce its solution is 

trivial. It is required Ulat tile type and size of each 11~ from node 

to tandems is found. 'Ihis sl.nply inVolves usins El"lans B tables to 

detennl..ne tile size of each 11~ and calculauns tile cost of each 

option in order to Choose the Cheapest. The rest of tile network is not 

affecte<L 

6.5. 1.6. Flexibility of tile Compound Alsorithm 

Fil 6. u mows the conplete alsori UJn 1n block form. 'Ihere are, 1n 

seneral, a lll.ll'd:>er of versions of each cooponent 'Yih1ch may be use<L 

Even once a fixed method 1S decided upon, however, such as the one 

presented 1n sections 6. 5. L 1-5, Ulere are still three distinct areas 

of fleXibility 1n the operation of the alsori~ 
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Initial NdWQrk Pr~bltm 

' 1/ ~:J. ..... fAt I • I RecLvc~ion I 

' Redw:etl Nebwrk Prcbkm 

' Fixed lOpolog~ Op~imiscKion I 
' /ni~utL Ta.odtm Se~ Solutio" 

' X ~ ~ ~I PerbvrbaJion 1. 

' Fino.L fe1114etn Seb 5otu~wn 

' r •I Lcck~h~ 

' trtJffl' Rot~h'~ S'olu.bion 

' ka,L Ne~c.#ork oe~I.fts-Ati.on I 
' RNJL Ne~wrk .5oWio tl 

Figure 6. u. Conpound Opt.1m1sat1on Altor1 Um 
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1. 'Ihe values of q1, ~· .. , ~+t' the I'IUIII:ler of nodes 1n the 

replacement network after the redUction stage for each value 

of H to be tested. Clearly the larger the value of q, the less 

chance there will be of errors 1n the latter stages of 

reduction. However, thls wlll, o£ course, inCrease the aDX>W'lt 

of effort ¥4Uch has to be expended 1n the tandem selection 

stages. 

2. 'Ihe values .of x, y and. z, the rn.mi::er of tandems m:>ved. 

connected. an<1 <11sconnecte<1 at each stage of the reduction 

process. 'Ihe larger the values of x, y an<1 z the greater the 

scope of the perturbation an<1 the srraller the chance of 

m1ss1.ng a superior solution. ,Aialn, however, this wlll clearly 

result 1n an increase 1n processl.ng tlne. 

3. 'Ihe value of r, the degree of lool<ahea<1 in the tandem network 

connection topology opU.mlsation section. As with the p-evious 

two, a large value of r will provide the algorithn with 

considerably greater foresight and. give a better chance of 

fln<11ng the best progression of solution networks towards the 

optiJrum. 

The values of q1, ~· .. ·~. 1 , x, y, z and. r chosen, in any 

given case, will depend. prlmarilY upon Ulree thlngs. 

1. The network problem in question and. in paMicular, its size 

and. traffic flow. Large, heavily loaded. networks are likely to 

require ITJ:)re tandems tllan snBll lightly 1 oa<1e<1 ones. 'nlese, in 

turn, wlll be ITJ:)re <11fficul t to opt1m1se. 

2. 'Ihe ~essing resources available for the lllpleuentation of 

the algoriUJn. Large powerfUl mchlnes will be able to deal 

with greater values of q1, ~· .. , ~. 1 • x, y, z and. r than 

srraller ones. 

3. 'Ihe des1re<1 trade-off between the accuracy reQU1re<1 of the 
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solution and. the amount of tl.ne and. J:I"()Cess1n8 resOl.D"Ces it 1S 

llkely to take. Obviously, IJX)re accurate solutions wlll take 

longer to achleve. 

Practical values of q1, Cl2• •. , ~.1 , x, y, z and. r baSed on actual 

observations are conta1ned 1n Chapter 7. 

6.5. 1.7. CompleXity of the Compound Algorithm 

It is <11fficult, 1n the general case, to provide a rreasure of the 

conpleX1ty of the coaplete process. 'lhls is .because the number of 

successful perturbation and. 11nk rermval stages is entirely unJ<nown. 

F'Urthenoore, the value of g 1S flexible so the anx>\Dlt of work YttUch 

has to .be done at the fixed topology stage 1s variable. 

It 1s possible, however, to obtain a general upper bound for the 

coopleX1ty. 'nle first stage of the corrpo\Dl<1 algorH.lJn w111 .be to 

reduce the n 1n1 tial nodes to q1 nodes. 'nle coop leX! ty of this section 

is ocnr logn). From this stage onwards, 1rrespecti ve of futl.D"e 

developmnts 1n the opt1ml.sation, there DUSt .be a maxl.mlm number of 

steps, c, taken 1n the extreme case since q
1 

1s always the saue in all 

cases. 'nle upper bound on the coaplexity of the algor1thn 1s therefore 

O(nr logn+C) : O(rtr logn). 'nle value Of C, 1n practice however, should 

not .be <11sco\Dlted 11ghtly and 1f the number of steps is given by 

Knr logn then it is possible for K to .be extreaelY large indeed. In 

general the values of q1, ~· .. , ~+l Should .be ChOsen with carefUl 

reference to the processing resources av~lable and the table of 

section 6.2,q, 1. 

6.5.2. Extensions to the Corrpound Algorithm 

'lhls final section of chapter 6 investigates S<lr!E 1.Dp'oveuents 

YttUch can .be made to the coupound algor! tnm presented above under 

certain cil'C\lmStances. 'nle technlque proposed 1n section 6. 5. 2. 3 is, 

1n fact, a canttidate for use \Dlder any cl.rCUinstances 1f a second 

rretllod of tandem network topology calculation 1S requ1re<1. 
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6. 5. 2. 1. Wi.ndoWlnf TeChn!ques 

'lhe carpleltl ty of the redUCtion algorlt.hll, O(n3 ) or O(nt logn), is 

1ndeed polynomial and therefore acceptable 1n m:>st J:l"actical 

c1.re\.JmStances. For e:xt.reii21Y large IUJDt)ers of nodes (several thouSanC1 

maybe), however, even the reduction }Z'OCess, as it now stands, may 

take too long to run. 

SUppose that the mxJ.nun llUIII:>er of nodes tllat can be J:l"aCtically 

dealt with by the reduction process is 1'\n and. that a particularly 

large netwon< problem involves s>l'\n nodes. Possibly the only reausuc 

way of deallnf with SUCh a J:I"'blem is through a technJ.que Known as 

w1ndoW1nB. 'lhe region of the plane, R, conta1nlnl the s nodes 1S 

divided arbitrarily into unlform sub-regions Ri, i=1,2, .. ,t, v.tlere t 

is large enough to ensure that si<l'\n, i=1,2, .. ,t Where si is the 

l'lUIItler of nodes 1n region Ri. 

Reduction then takes place 1nd1vidually withln eaCh sub-region in 

t\D"n. 'lhe Si nodeS 1n eaCh sub-region are reduce<\ c1own to rvt 

1ru1epemently of the other sub-regions. 'lhe divisions are then 

discarded. and. the reduction process resumes, as nomal, on the entire 

network (whiCh now contains n nodes). . m 
'lhe artificial boundaries at the early stages are likely to have 

little effect since the distances between replaced. nodes will be 

extremely small W1t1l sorre considerable tlm! after these boundaries 

have been rerooved.. 

6. 5. 2. 2. Concentrators Within the Local Netwon< 

The network solution prodUced. by the compound. algorithm given 1n 

this section is basically a two level structure (tandems at the top 

level an<1 nodes at the lower level). 'Ih1s wlll be satisfactory 1n m:>st 

cases rut, if requ.1re<1. a th1r<1 level can be incorporate<\ by the use 
of concentrators beneath the nodes within the local netwon<s (the 

tandem groups) as Shown in Fig 6. v. 

'lhe technlques needed. to provide SUCh a structure have already 

been discussed. - l'la!JelY the variable cost extensions to the add and. 

drop nethod.s (Bahl & Tang [1972]) J:I"'posed. at the end. of section 
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Noo~ 

Figure 6. v. A 'three Level Network 
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5.4. 1.1 and 1Uplemente<1 1n section 5.4.1.4. Cl'le or other of these 

technJ.ques can be applied. 1n turn, to each of the g tandem groups. 

For this purpose, the tandem can be considered as the central node and 

(1n the case Of the drop algoritlm) nodes can be systematically 

<1roJ:Pe(1 from the local network to become concentrators (a variation Of 

the method suggested 1n section 5. 4. t. 4). 'lhe required traffic flow 

frail each node to tandem (or from each concentrator to no<1e or t.an<1em) 

can be fo\D'\<1 from the traffic matrices. 

6. 5. 2. 3. An Iaprove<1 Tan<1em Network Opt1m1sat1on Algoritbn 

'lhe enst1n8 process for <Setennl.n1ng the tandem locations an<1 

connection topology consists of a tandem an<1 llnk perturbation section 

followed by a sequence Of ll.nk rem.>vals starting from a fUlly 

connected tandem network. 'lhe following algoritl'ln is a s1.m11ar two 

stage method Whlch <11ffers from the original by preserv1ng the 

SID)()t.hness of transition from the flrst section to the secon<1. 

FIRSI' SEri'ICfi 

P1. Begin with the network structure produced by the fixed 

topology metllod 

P2. Inplement the tandem and link perturbation process in order 

to produce a new network structure. 

P3. Fix the llUI'OOer an<1 locations of the tandems. 

L1. Begin wi t.h the network structure prodUced by the tandem an<1 

llnk perturbation metll0<1. 

L2. Inpleuent a lookahea<1 metllod. of l1M rem.>vals an<1 add.l.tions 

to perturbate the connection topology an<1 prodUce a new 

network structure. 
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L3. Fix the links wiUUn uus network. 

'Ihe first part of the process is the same as before. 'Ihe second 

is c11fferent 1n tllat the lool<ahead P"QCess starts frail an 1ntenre<Uate 

structure instead of a fUll 112Sh. From this positlon, links can be 

a&Sed as well as l"'eiD:)ve4. Clearly the degree of look.ahead DUSt exceed 

the previous level of perturbation for any fUrther lllprOvements to 

becoue evident. 'Ih1s, however, is poss1.l>le as a result of the work 

saved 1n applying perturbations to the tandem locations. 

To ad4 a link to the network 1nVol ves the reinState~rent of tllat 

link together with the traffic between the appropriate .tandems 

rerouted along tllat 11nk. 

6.5.2.4. Parallel Processing Applications 

'lh1s chapter concludes Wlth a few brief cOIJIJent.s about the 

possibilitY of extending the teChniques presented here to situations 

1n WhiCh parallel P"QCess!ng (PP) capabilities are in evidence. It is 

likely Ulat suCh maChines will be found. 1n widespread use in the near 

fUture (SU!mer [1986)) andlt ls felt Ulat it is reasonable to 

consider the scope for ~lementation of eaCh section of the compound 

algor! tlTn. 

t. 'D1e reduction process is not really SUitable for PP 

techniques (unless the window!ng techniques nentloned ln 

section 6. 5. 2. 1 are errployed). 'D1e comoon nethod is entirely 

sequential in that eaCh stage of reduction has to be coopleted 

before the distances can be coopared for the next. 

2. 'D1e fixed topology opt1Jnl.sat1on section, on the other hand. is 

ideal for PP lJiplementation. 'Ihe process 1S purely intended to 

test a large l'll.ll!tler of independent solutions. As IJBllY of these 

can be processed at once as required. 'lh1s will prodUce a rare 

instance of ,Perfect PP. 

3. PP for the t.~ network perturbation section can be 
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considered. 1n two c11fferent ways depencUng on v.!lether the 

flrst or greatest ~vement to the current solution 1s 

adopted. If the flrst ~vement 1s adopted then the value of 

PP ls 11m1 ted slnee 1t wlll be llke 1 y that sone l.Jipr'ovement 

w111 be found early at each stage (except at the latter stares 

'Yiben there are few l..llp"ovements to be found.). If, hoWever, the 

best 1.1rprovement ls taken. then PP can slgrUflcantly speed up 

the sear<:h process slnce eaCh perturbation can be mde 

1n<1ependentl y of the others. Perfect PP aga1n results. 

4. S1m1larly, the var1ous sequences of llnl< rem:>vals and trafflc 

rerouteings are 1.n<1ependent of one another. PP can allow a 

l'lUIJi)er to be tested s1mlltaneously, aga1n producing perfect PP 

operation. 

It 1s interesting to note that the only section of the compound. 

alsorltl'm WhiCh cannot be slgrUflcantly 1.nproved by PP ls the 

re<1u.ct1on process. 'Ihls 1S e~ly convenient since lt 1S thls 

sectlon it would be most desirable to restrlct. If PP resources were 

to becone powerfUl enough to perml.t 1t, the redUcllon process could be 

shortened (Le. the value of q nade larger) an<1 mre work carrled out 

at the subsequent stages, rm!Ung use of their particular su1tal:>1Uty 

for PP. 
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'lw.t'.tte that do~m, ' the K1.Il6 sa1d to the JIU'J', and the Jury 

eagerly wrote down all three dates on the1r slates, and tben 

added them ~. and redUced the answer to slll.ll 1.TJ6S and pence 

Lewis Carroll 

A11ce•s AdVentures 1n lt'onderland. 1865 

Cllapters 5 and 6 presented a number of methods, l:x>th established 

and original, for solving various sections of the HOP. 'Wherever 

possible, some discussion was entered into with respect to the 

accuracy of eadh technique but, in some cases, probab111st1c, or even 

worst case, analysts appeared 1Dposs1ble (as has often been the case 

with heuristic methods of solution - Lin & .E:em1ghan [1973) for 

example). In these circumstances, empirical testing provides the only 

practical way of detenntrung the value of any sudh approach. Even in 

those cases Where rigid analysis 1S possible, results of practical 

experiments are usually appreciated for ver1f1cat1o~ This Chapter 

contains the results of same appropriate numerical tests performed on 

. various techniques for the HOP. 

7. 1. Results of Ind1v1dUal Experiments 

This section records details of those experiments performed on 

various algorithms for the solution of certain components or 

restrictions of the general ru. 'Ihey ~vide a measure of the 

appropriate technique used in 1solat1o~ 

7. 1. 1. centralised Networks 

Section 5.3.1.3 deals briefly with a number of algorithms WhiCh 

conbine and extend the .E:ruskal, Prim, Esau-W1111ams, etc. algor! thDs 
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for centrallsed networt< design. A S\miDiU'Y of recorded resul t.s fl'Om 

exPerimmts With Ulese teehnl.ques 1S given 1n this section. All were 

obtained USing an IlM PC-XT. 

7. t. 1. t. 'lWO Pass Ketho<l · 

A method was suggested 1n section 5.3.1.3.1 for applying various 

establiShed techniques on a partial solution 1n WhiCh some of the 

llnks incident w1 th the centre have already been determined :by 

calculating the unconstrained HST. 'Ihe following table suamrises the 

average !nprove~rent, 1n eaCh case, given :by the two pass JTetllod. over 

the s.1Jtple metho<1, for <11fferent mmi>ers of nodes. 

H\mtler of nodes 

Kruskal's Algoritnm 

Prim's Algorithn 

Esau-Williams Algorithn 

25 

0.6X 

0. 5X 

0.2X 

50 

0.9X 

0.6X 

O.llX 

75 

1. 3X 

o.ax 
0. 5X 

EaCh entry is the mean figure for 100 tests. 'Ihe i.np'Ove~rents are not 

large rut are clearly increasing as the 11\Bii:)er of nodes nee<11ng to . te. 

connected to the centre increases. 

7.1. 1.2. HYbrid Algorithm 

'Ihe algorithm of section 5.3. 1.3.2 involves the combination of 

the Krusl<al [1956), Prim [1957) and Esau-W1111ams [1966) JTetho<ls of 

central1se<1 networt< design. At eaCh stage of the algoritnn, a 

DX><11 ficauon of each type is considered. 'Ihe following table 

surmllr1ses the average 1lq:lrove~rent of this aethod. over eaCh Of the 

in<11 VidUal aetho<ls for <11 fferent l'IUI'Ii)ers of nodes. 
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H\mtler of nodes 

Iruskal's Algorl(hm 

Prlm' s Algorltl"m 

Esau~Wllllams Algorithm 

25 

0.7X 

o. 7X 

0.2X 

50 

1. 3X 

1. 2X 

0. 3X 

75 

t. 5X 

1. 6X 

0.5X 

Results 

Each entry 1S Ule rean flgure for 100 tests. Alaln, the .li!prOvenents 

are qu.lte small rut stlll 1ncreas1n~ as the n\.lfiDer of nodes 1ncreases. 

7. 1.2. Centralised Networks wlth Concentrators 

section 5. 4. 1. 3 proposes a, technlque 1n Whlch the Add and Drop 

algor1Urns of Bahl & Tang [1972) were caoolned 1n such a way that all 

possible addltions an<1 deletions were considered at each stage, the 

lnltial solution belnl a networi<. wlth half the possible number of 

concentrators open. 'n'le average iJrp"overmnt s1ven by thls extended 

nethod over the superior of the Add an<1 Drop alsorl ums, 1n each case, 

for different nUDt>ers of nodes, ls as follows. 

Number of nodes 

25 

50 

75 

X lJipl"'VEmmt 

1.1 

1. 5 

2.3 

Each entry ls Ule rean flgure from 100 tests. 'Ihe set of valld 

concentrator s1tes, 1n each case, was the set of node locations and 

the concentrator capaclty ranBed unlfonnly frOm 3 to the l'lUIIiler of 

nodes. As w1 th the prevlous two sets of flsures, the 1.nprovenents are 

qu.1 te small rut becare larser as the J'lUlll)er of nodes 1ncreases. 

7. 1. 3. 'Ihe Double Drop Hethoc1 

In sectlon 5.5.2 the first practical approaen to the HOP was 

encountered (the double drop nethod.). 'lhl.s was a nultl-stage, two-step 

algor! U"m 1n Whlch, at each stage, all tandems were considered for 

reiJX)val, one at a tlne, wlth the optlm.lm connection topology for each 
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belnl approx.1Jnate<1 by a llnk drOPPlnl ~tetll0<1 operat.tnr 1n the same 

style. 

Exper.urentation with th1s technJ.que proves <11ff1cult. 'lhe only 

sens1ble carpar1Son to make 1s between the solution prodUced. by the 

doUble drOP ~teUlod. with the known opt.1.mlm for a llUIII)er of exarples. 

However, obta1n1ng the opt.l.mlm requJ.res that an eXhaustive search 

a11or1 tnn be appl1e<1 to the networi<.s un<1er consideration. ~1st suCh 

an algor1tnn 1s easy to produce, lt becorms 111poss1ble to run, even on 

the PRIME 9950 for n (the nuni>er of no<1es) above about th1rty. 

In order to make even these smaller tests poss1ble, 1t .1s 

necessary to place some restriction on the solution to the HOP 1n 

question. By restricting the degree of reroute1ng to one extra tandem 

(between any conm.nucat1ng tandem pair) a large number of possible 

routelng strategies can be <11scar<1e<1. 

The following table gives the average error produced. by the 

doUble drOP zretho<1 w1 th respect to the opt..lJnJm solution for a number 

of <Ufferent values of n. The ~. 1n each case, 1S 11m1te<1 as 

suggested. abOve. 

Hu!rber of nodes X error 

5 0.0 

10 0.2 

15 0.8 

20 1.7 

25 2.0 

30 3.7 

Both sets of experin'ents were carr1e<1 out using the PRIME 9950 

COIJPlter. For n : 5, 10, 15 and. 20, th1rty tests were carried. out. For 

n = 25 an<1 30, however, only ten and. five respectively were possible 

due to the tilre taken for the exhaustive search algorithn to run with 

this lllBJlber of no<1es. For n: 30, for exauple, the program IDlSt be run 

for 12 hours per night (to avo1<1 annoying other users) for abOut. a 

week 1n eaCh case. 

L1.m1te<1 as they are, however, these figures do suggest a pattern. 

'lhe error is clearly increasing as the number of nodes increases and, 
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it would appear, at an acceleratl.nl pace. It 1S only reasonable to 

speculate Whether this trend. levels off at a certaJ.n point or 

cont1nlles UP*ards past 100X, 200X, etc. 1l!lere an error of 1ooax 
~lies that the doUble drop algorithm prodUces a solution costing a+1 

times as llllCh as the optimm 

IntU1t1vely, it would seem that the error shOuld level off at 

soue point. For a cooparable problem (the TSP), however, Sahn1 a. 
Gonzalez [1976] have shoWn that th1s is not the case. It is shoWn that 

even the problem of f1n<11ng a solution to the TSP Whl.ch 1S guaranteed 

to be within any real constant b t1mes the cost of the optlmlm 1S 

NP-conplete. 

In addition the scope for error apparently increases without 

boun<1 as n increases. Suppose, for sl.npUc1ty, that the opt.lm.lm 

solution to the NOP 1n each case is a tree of sooe fonn. nus tree has 

n-1 11.nks 1n total (1nClu<11ns tan<1enrtandem and. node-tandem 11nksl 

Whereas the the original· fUll JieSh has n(n-1)/2. 'lhe probable l'JUDi)er 

of ll.nl<s rem:>ved (and consequently the number of stages Ulrough Whlch 

the algoritlnl passes) is tll11s quadratic inn. 

In essence, the doUble drop metho<1, despite being abOut the only 

practical Jietllo<1. to date, of deaUns wiUl. the NOP would appear not to 

be recomrended for larger networi<s. 

7.1.~. Dealing wiUl. Greenfield Sites 

It was noted in section 6.1.2.5 that the q replacement nodes 

v.hlch result from a redUction process acting on an· original set of n 

nodes will, 1n general, be located at greenf1eld sites (i.e. sites 

that <1o not correspond to original node positions). Since a practical 

solution will require tandems to be chosen from the exiSting node 

sites, it Will be necessary to move these locations at some stage. 

As stated 1n section 6. 1. 2. 5, there are two ObVious ways of dol.nl 

this: the q nodes at greenfield sites can be moved to real sites 

before tandems are chosen or a set of Breenfield tandems can be chosen 

from the q greenfield nodes and these tandems then moved to real 

sites. 
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10 tests were performed. With n (the 1'lUit:ler of nodes) vary1n8 frail 

30 to 100, q varying from 15 to 30 and H (the mmt>er of tandemS) 

vary1n8 from 1 to 5. In each case the network was redUced. fr<lm n nodes 

to q before, on the one hand., rmving the nodes and. then choos1n8 the 

taMems (by a star t.an<1elri network assurrption followed. by perturbation) 

and., on the other, by choosing the tand.ems an<1 then zmving them. In 

all 10 cases, the final set of chosen tand.ems was 1<1entical 1n each 

case. 'Il1e I:Eii PC-XT was used for this set of experiments 

7. 1.5. Errors 1n Reduction 

'nle reduction stage of the conpo\md. algorltnn presented. 1n 

chapter 6 is, 1n nany ways, the rmst l.Jiportant single cOI'Ip)nent. With 

a reduced set of nod.es established.. the subsequent stages of the 

COIJilOund algor! tnn w111, 1n general act upon a _s1ml.lar l'lUIIt>er of nodes 

and. tandems in each case. 'Ihe reduction process, lloWever, has the 

power to represent any conceivable network of several l'Uindre<1 nodes 1n 

this standard. form. 

In adl:U tion, Wh.lle cooparlson of coopound. results w11h exact 

solutions is possible for small numbers of nodes, it is not for larger 

l'lUI'Ii:lers. If the results for small values of are n good. (Wh!ch they are 

- see section 7. 2) then the only problem with exten<11.ng the algoritnn 

to larger vales can be the possible lnaCcuracy of the red.Uction 

process. If the accuracy of this nethod. can be verified.. there is then 

some considerable Justification for cla1ml.ng the compound algoritnn to 

be effective (1n general) for all sizes of network. With this 1n m1n<1, 

a large aroo\Dlt of experimentation has been carried w1 th a view to 

invest1gat1n8 the accuracy (or otherwise) of this section. 

'nle s1n11e soUl'(;e of error 1n the reduction process 1S that a 

node i may, dUring the course of the process, be cam1ne<1 into a group 

J, the replacement node for which is fUrther ~ from the node i than 

1s another replaceuent node for a ll'O\JP 1:. If i is to be connected. to 

its nearest tandem and both replacement nodes J and 1: eventually 

become tandems then i will be connected. to 1: inStead. of J, 'Dle ~ 

1: wlll not, hOwever, be pos1 tioned. 1n the ideal location to serve its 

ll'O\JP s1nce 1 ts posl tion was <1etenn1ne<1 wi UlOut any consideration for 
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the node i Ut 1S at the weighted centre O'f the 8l'OUP of nodes it has 

replaced). Tandem J wUl be located 1ncol'TeCtlY for a slm1lar reason. 

'D1e experllrents nust therefore take the form of a series of 

coupar1Sons between sets of nodes ~ced by the redi.J.ct1on P"QCess 

and sets of nodes detenn1nec1 on the basiS O'f their cUstanc:e fl"cm the 

replacenent nodes. 

'Ihe PRIME 9950 was used for all experurents 1n this section. 

7. 1. 5. 1. H\mt)er of Nodes 1n Error 

'Ihe basis of the followl.nB test results 1S very slnple. In each 

case, a netwo11<. was generated at random with the weight of each no<1e 

unJ.formly c11strib.lted Within a fiXed interval ( (1, 10) in fact rut thiS 

is acadeullc - only the ratios are of ~rtance). 'Ihe starting set of 

n nodes, 1= 1, 2, .. , n, was replace<l, via the normal weighted redUction 

algorithm by a set of q nodes, J:1,2, .. ,q. A check was kept, at each 

stage, of the cam1nat1on of node pairs so that each node i • could, on 

term1nat1on of the re<1Uct1on process, be assigned to a particular 

group J' . For such a node i' , the cUstance from 1' to all of the other 

replacenent nodes J=1,2, .. ,q was calculated. If a replacemmt node k 

was foun<1 such that the cUstance from 1' to k was shorter than from i' 

to J' then the node 1 • was said to be error as a result O'f the 

redUction process. 'Ihe followl.nB table sumnarises the results of a 

la.rre IlUIJI)er of experi.nents of this sort. 

n q N\mt)er Nl.mi)er of nodes Mean nuntler Mean X of 

Of 1n error 1n of nodes nodes 1n 

tests each case 1n error error 

100 10 60 3,3,2,3,2,3,2,2, 

3,4,1,2,2,3,2,5, 

3,2,3,1,2,2,2,2, 

3,2,1,3,3,1,4,5,1, 

2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1, 

1,2,3,1,2,4,7,2,3, 

4,3,0,6,4,1,1,2,3 2.6 2.6 
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100 30 

100 50 

200 50 

300 50 

500 50 

60 

30 

10 

10 

1,1,2,0,0,0,1,0, 

0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 

0,0,0,0,1,2,1,0, 

0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 

1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 

0, 1, 3, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 

0,0,3,0 

0,1.0,0,1,0,0,0, 

0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1, 

0,0,2,0,0,2,0,0, 

O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O, 

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1' 2, 

1,1,1, 1,2,2,1, 3, 

2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1' 2, 

2,4,3,3,2,2 

10,7,2,1,4,,8,9, 

4,5,5 

17, 15,18,13,15, 

10, 17, 19, 20, 11 

Results 

0.7 0.7 

0.2 0.2 

1. 9 1.0 

5. 5 1. 8 

15. 5 3. 1 

A clear, an<1 not entirely unexpected, pattern emerges. In 

general, the errors w111 increase with larger values of n an<1 srraller 

values of q (since each 1Dpl1es that toore redUction haS to take 

place). 'Ihe mean value given in each case is, 1n effect, the value of 

E (Ule e:xpecte<11'lllDt:ler of no<1es 1n error) 1n section 6. t. 3. t. 2. P (the 

probability of at least one node 1n error), on the other hand, is 

given by the ratio of the ll\JIIt:ler of t!.rres the co'ID'lt was non-zero to 

the total number of tests. 
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7.1.5.2. ~of the Pn, CUrve 

'Ihe previous secuon presents numerical evidence of the lllJid:)er of 

nodes typically 1n error for a particular pa.lr of values for n and q. 

It 1S also Of considerable l.Dportance to know the stage Wlthln the 

process at Which these errors occur. If there ls a tendency for IIX)St 

to occur toward the en<1 of the redUction then a small (l:Jut 

nevertheless tlme consuming) 1ncrease 1n q may result 1n a gO<Xt 

increase 1n accuracy. nus. however, appears not to be the case. 

Fig 7. a Shows a l1l.lJii)er of typical exauples. 'lhese were obtained 

by a two pass uethod sarevlhat corrparable uethod to above. Hetwor+ts of 

100 nOdes were reduced to 10, 30 an<1 50 replacenent nodes 

respectively. 'Ihose nOdes found to be 1n error were recorded. An 

1<1ent1cal reduction process was then carried out on the original set 

of nodes. 'lhe II'Sl1<ed nodes were IIX)nl tored to determine the stage at 

Which theY left the correct group (1. e. the stage at Which they 

cOI!i>lned with a node fran a <11fferent group). Flg 7. a ShoWs the 

results of 140 experlments for each of q: 10, 30 and 50. 'Ihe eiTOr 

curve represents the ~r of tlmes (out of 140 tests) that an error 

was recorded at the n• Ul stage. D1v1<11ng the O'BBnltude of the eiTOr 

curve at each stage by the number of tests ( 140 1n thls case) w111 

glve the Pn, curve descrlbed 1n section 6. 1.3. 1.2. 

7. 1.5.3. Discussion of Reduction Results 

Experlments suggest the JlUIIi:)er of errors w1 th1n the reduction 

process to be small. 'Ihe vast major! ty of the nodes are grouped 1n the 

same way as theY would be lf the positions of the replaceuent nodes 

were l<nawn 1nl tlall y and the nearest chosen 1n each case. 'Ihese 

replacement nodes therefore <1o represent the origlnal network well, 
nus DUSt be greatly appreciated slnce, 1f the latter stases Of the 

coopound algorltlJn are to be of any use, the problem being dealt wlth 

llllSt at least be an appropriate one. 

Of course even Where there are nodes 1n error, thls 1n no way 

autamucally 1npl1es that Ulere w111 be an error 1n the final 

solution. It 1S fi'Obable that the relatively small <11screpancy caused 
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Figure 7. a. RedUction Errors at EaCh Stage 
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by the m1splac1.ng of a node w111 have no effect on the eventual 

outcooe 1n slo:bal terms. 

SIJI:p:>se a ll0<3e is placec1 1n an incorrect sroup. 'Ih1s 11J'pl1es two 

of the replacement nodes are a small c11stance from their correct 

location anc1 that their traffic values are slightly high or low. 'lhe 

eventual effect of this may be null1fiec1 for a lllliOOer of reasons. 

1. The replacement nodeS, placec1 at greenfield sites by the 

reduction process, are movec1 to the closest actual site once 

reduction has f1n1shec1. Bearlnl in m1nc1 the small error in 

placement, it is likely that the same node is chosen as would 

have been if no errors has occurrec1. 

2. 'Ihe process of choosins tane1ems is slobal anc1 is Wlll.kely to 

be affected by small local Chanles. ~ther a node represents 

a 100c1 tandem depends upon its location with respect to the 

others. Distance errors on a local scale will be very small 

coopared to inter-tandem c11stances. 

3. In the unll.l<.ely event of an incorrect tandem bei.ng chosen 

despite points 1 anc1 2, there is still the pert\U'batlon 

process to care Which may senerate the superior solution. 

The Shape of the Pn, curve (Fil 7.a) is 1nterest1.ng. It clear 

from exper1ment that the probab1li ty of a error 1S greatest midway 

through the reduction process. Fewer errors OCC\U' at the start anc1 

finish. An e:xplanation of this :beha.ViO\U' becomes available vmen the 

node replacements are· considered stase by stase. At each stase n• 

(~n· ~q+ 1 l two nodes, a c11stance c1(n' l apart, are cout>ined to form 

one. A error will ocC\U' Ylhen these two nodes are ei Uler side of a 

boUndary between two of the eventual sroups. 

At the early stages of redUction the nodes are mainly separate 

anc1 the clusterinl process has not progressec1 far. In this respect, 

errors are mre ll.kely slrice the eventual sroups are a 10111 way from 

beins establ1shec1. ToWarc1s the enc1 of the s:rocess the groups are 

better establ1shec1 anc1 the probab1lity decreases. 
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en the other hand. hOWever, the distance d(n') :between the 

approp-iate two nodes increases as the p-ocess progresses. 1he 

probability of the two nodes spaJ'll'l1nl a boUndary therefore inCrease as 

well. In thls sense errors :become ID:>re likely as the I1\.lDi)er of nodes 

1n the networt< :becomes smaller. 

Cout>1n1n8 tilese two observations l.ndJ.cates that While errors are 

unlikely at tile start of the reduction process, due to the small 

distances involved. and at the end. due to the groups :being well 

defined, neither of these features is domlnant in the ml.ddle. 

1he small probability of error 1n the closing stages has an 

tmportant ~lication, namely that tile precise value of q would not 

appear to :be crucial. q can :be uade small enough to allow the 

sul:>sequent opt.im1Sat1on routines to nm comfortably. 

7.2. Experiments Involvln8 Gomplete NetworKs 

Thls section 1S concerned with report inS tile results of 

experiments on tile compound algorithm of section 6.5. To achieve this, 

a m.unber of cooplete networt< exanples are acted upon by this compound 

algorltlm and tile solutions coopared with those obtained from an 

exhaustive search program runrung on a large mac:hlne. 

7. 2. 1. ~tllne of Experl.Dentation Process 

1he pr1nciples involved in practical experilrentat1on are quite 

s1nple. A ll\lllt)er of exanple networt< problems were collected. Sone of 

these were real world problems While otilers were constructed 

artificially for the purposes of testing (the number of actual problem 

networKs available is obViously 11m1ted). CODp"el'lensive coaparisons 

u!ere then made :between tile solution obta1ne<1 from the coapounc1 

algoritnn anc1 bY certain other methods. A study of the I'llJ'ln1.nl tlmes 

1S also necessary. A UJ•J..e r~ op Gost"s were IJ.$ed l.l'\ ~!'le. 

te.st proc<es.S. (Uf~on [1'185J)J prod.ucW!) /;he gollowtt"l~ resull:s/ 
in or~r bJ te..;l:, the. sen5ltiVIC~ Of rhe. c:ompoufldv me..bhoJ.... 
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7.2.2. Results of Experllnents 

'Ihe najor part of the testing process for the COIIIX>und algor! UJn 

takes the form of a series of comparisons between the solution 

prodUced by the algor1UJn and the knOWn optinun p-odUced by an 

eXhaustive search approach. Clearly such coopar1Sons can only be DBde 

on 11m1ted nunt:lers of nodes. Sections 7.2.2.2 and7.2.2.3 deal with 

extended testl.ng involving larger networks. 

7. 2. 2. 1. OpU.ml!Il Conpar1son 

'Ihe results of 15 experl.Irents are contained 1n this section (5 

real network problem; - 10 fabricated network problems). Each problem 

was acted upon 1n two ways. 

1. An eXhaustive search program of the type described 1n section 

5. 2. 'Ih1s program runs on the PRIME 9950 and 1s guaranteed to 

f1n<1 the opt1J'Iun. 

2. 'Ihe conpound algor1tlJn developed. 1n chapter 6, runrung on the 

IB1 PC-XT, w1 th re<hlction (if necessary), star opt.1ml.sation 

an<1 various degrees of perturbation and lool<ahea<1. 

'Ihe usual approach was to begin with the coupound a1gor1um 1n 

1ts sJ.nplest form (!.e. x=Y=Z=1 for perturbation and r:1 for looKahea<1 

- see section 6. 5. 1. 6) and. conpare results wlth the Known optl.rllliD. If 

the results DBtehe<1, there was no need to go any fUrther: 1f not, the 

values of x, y, z, and/Or r were varied and the exper1ment repeate<1. 

'Ihe following table presents the results obta1ne<1. x:y=z=r=1 unless 

otherwise state<1. 'Ihe underlined figure represents the best solution 

(w1 th respect to the ll\llli)er of tandems) 1n each case. 
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Exper .lllent H\ml)er H\m)er Cost of solution Percent ate 

network of of prodUced by error 

number nodes tandems of coopoun<1 

PRIME IEMPC-XT algor1tnn 

(£H) 

1 15 1 1. 010 1. 010 0.0 

2 0.923 0.923 0.0 

3 0.892 0.892 0.0 

~ 0.897 0.897 0.0 

5 1. 114 1. 114 0.0 

2 16 1 1. 552 1. 552 0.0 

2 1. 310 1. 310 0.0 

3 1. 303 1. 303 0.0 

4 1.411 1. 421 0.1 
2 (X:y:2) ~ 1. 411 1. 411 o.o 

5 1. 606 1. 613 0.~ 

2 (r:2) 5 1. 606 1. 606 0.0 

3 17 1 0.883 0.883 o.o 
2 0.729 0.729 0.0 

3 0.757 0.757 o.o 
~ 0.802 0.802 o.o 
5 0.916 0.916 

18 1 1. 512 1. 512 0.0 

2 1.484 1.484 o.o 
3 1. 509 1. 509 0.0 

~ 1. 562 1. 562 0.0 

5 19 1 1. 991 1. 991 o.o 
2 1.603 1. 603 0.0 

3 1. 591 1. 591 o.o 
4 1.590 1. 590 o.o 
5 1. 668 1. 670 o. 1 
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5 (r:2) 5 1.668 1. 668 o.o 

6 20 1 2.398 2.398 o.o 
2 2. 310 2. 310 o.o 
3 blli 2.247 o.o 
4 2.299 2.299 0.0 

7 21 1 1. 935 1. 935 0.0 

2 1. 895 1. 895 0.0 

3 1.891 1. 891 0.0 

4 1. 899 l. 908 0.4 

7 (r:2) 4 l. 899 l. 908 0.4 

7 (r:3) 4 l. 899 1. 899 0.0 

8 22 1 1. 750 1. 750 o.o 
2 1. 511 1.511 0.0 

3 1.473 1.473 o.o 
4 1.489 1.489 0.0 

9 23 1 2.421 2. 421 0.0 

2 2.003 2.003 0.0 

3 1. 832 1. 832 o.o 
4 l. 818 1. 818 0.0 

5 l. 989 2.010 1.1 

9 !r=2l 5 l. 989 1. 989 0.0 

10 24 1 1.133 l. 133 0.0 

2 l. 061 1. 061 0.0 

3 1.096 1.096 0.0 

4 1. 272 1.272 0.0 

11 25 1 0.965 0.965 0.0 

2 0.952 0.952 0.0 

3 l. 001 1.001 o.o 
4 1.090 1. 122 2.9 

11 (r:2) 4 1.090 1.090 o.o 
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12 26 1 2.225 2.225 o.o 
2 2.058 2.058 0.0 

3 1.981 1. 981 0.0 

4 2.00C 2.002 0.0 

13 27 1 1. 715 1. 715 0.0 

2 1. 661 1. 661 o.o 
3 1. 688 1.688 0.0 

4 1. 849 1. 849 0.0 

14 28 1 l.IWS 1.1WS o.o 
2 1.335 1. 335 o.o 
3 1. 218 1. 218 0.0 

4 1.442 1. 451 0.6 

14 (r=2l 4 1.442 1.451 0.6 

14 (r=3l 4 1.442 1. 442 0.0 

15 29 1 2.623 2.623 0.0 

2 2.051 2.051 0.0 

3 1.950 1.950 0.0 

4 2.033 2.058 1.2 

15 (r=2l 4 2.033 2.033 0.0 

'lh1s set of test networl<s represents the largest (1n terms of 

~1\.U~'tler s of nodes) that can :be coopared. 1n this way. A3 the m.JII'i)er of 

nodes approaches 30 Ule eXhaust! ve search method. takes up weeks of CPU 

time particularly as Ule tests were extended. beyond. the optirrum nuntler 

of tandems. 'Ihe 11rpl1cations of these results are <11scusse<1 in section 

7. 2. 3. 

7. 2. 2. 2. Sy!lrretrical Test 1nl 

'Ihe problem of the inabilitY to test large networi<S is a 

basically insoluble one. However soue usefUl results can be obta.1ned. 

for med.ium or large networl<s as described. lrleflY 1n this section and. 

the next. 
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Results 

'Ihree perfectly S}'llllletrlcal networKs were generated With 37, 49, 

and. 50 nOdes respectively. It 1s not possible to fl.nc1 the exact 

optinun with cooplete certainty b.lt the structure of the networt<s 

along With the <11str1b.ltion of traffic was such that the locations Of 

the tandems, at least, could be suessed. w1 th some desree of confidence 

(for exanple the 37 noc1e network of Fli 7.b. 

In all three cases the set of selected tandemS was the expected 

set although perturbation With x:y:2 was necessary for the 49 node 

network (the solution being 0.8:< 1n error with x=Y=1 - see Grout, 

sanders & Stockel [1987a & 1988)). As for the tandem 1nterconnect1on, 

no superior solution could be found by ~ to the one generated by 

the COIJPOund algor! tml 1n each experl..nent. 

7. 2. 2. 3. Double Drop COOparison 

It 1s 1nposs1ble to test large networt<s bY eXhaustive search. 'Ihe 

idea of us1ng predlctable s}'lll!etrlcal networt<s is less effecuve also 

since 1t 1S far rrore <11ff1cult to guess the solution accurately. under 

these circumstances, a new approach is necessary. 

Rather than conpare the solution produced by the conpound 

al gori um w1 th the known opt 1llllm, it will be uatched against the 

solution £ran the oouble drop algor1Um \!41.1ch is the rost effective 

and. practical 02thod to date. It 1s known however that the double drop 

a1gor1um tends to produce solutions Vdllch <11.verge from the opt1nllm as 

the l'lUIIlber of nOdes increases. 

'Ihe details of two large eX1Stinl networks were available as 

data. 'Ihe first bad 132 nodes and. the second 156. For the 132 node 

network the double drop algoriUm produced a solution 1nvo1v1ng 4 

tandems. 'Ihe conpound algor1Um gave a solution with 3 tandemS with a 

saving of 6. 5X. 

'Ihe solutions for the 156 noc1e network were identical for both 

rrethods. 
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Figure 7. b. 37 Node Syometr!Cal Network 
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7.2.2.4. Runnln8 Ttme 

It is inpossible to specify exact J'"llJ'll11nl ttmes for the carpound 

algorithn for a network of any given siZe. For a network of n nodes, 

the couplexity of the redUction anc1 i.nJ.tial tandem selection sections 

can be lletermtned accurately slnee their operation remuns constant 

under all circumstances. 'nle tan<1em perturbation an<1 lool<ahead 

optlm1sation section, however, will bOth run as long as 1Dproveoents 

to the CW'Tent solutions are being found and this is a flexible area 

of the algoritlm sections 7. 2. 2. 4. 1-5 Ileal with each of the five ma.ln 

sections of the compound algorithm separately. The times given are all 

measured on the Uli PC-XT operating with no co-.(:!"'cessor etc. Clearly 

such speeds can be 1Dproved by orllers of nagn1 tulle on superior 

ne.chlnes. 

7.2.2.4.1. Reduction 

'Ihe reduction ,(:!"'Cess reduces a network of n nolles down to a 

network of q nodes. As seen in section 6.1.3.3 the coupleXltY of this 

operation is l:>ounlled by O(n3} steps. Clearly the observed running tl..ll:e 

will <2epen<1 on the values of q .and n. Some approxinate exanples of 

recorlled ttmes are as follows. 

From n = 50 to q = 5, time = 2 m1.nUtes 

From n = 100 to q = 30, ttme = 10 m1.nUtes 

From n = 200 to q = 50, ttme : 30 m1nutes 

In fact the value of q natters little 1n practical situations 

since the reduction is nuch quicker in the latter stages (less 

couparisons to make between pairs of nolles} 

7.2.2.4.2. Star Tandem Network Optlm1sation 

'lhls sections selects an initial set of tandems by assuming a 

star connection topology. Its I"\ll'lJ'l1ng t.tlre will <2epen<1 upon the l'l\.l!li)er 

of tandems actually selected. If this is Known (Which it clearly is 
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afterwaJ"dS) the l'UI'1J'l1nB tJ..Ires can be stated confidently. 'Ibe followlng 

table gives the Ml11l'l1nl tlne for each value of M (the J'11llli)er of 

tandemS) as well as the values of ~ (the redUced lll.lld:ler of nodes l.n 

the algorithm of section 6.2.4. 1) used to adhleve this. 

M Running tJ..Ire (mlnUtes) 

1 50 < 1 

2 11() 1 

3 30 5 

4 30 10 

5 28 15 

6 22 20 

7 20 20 

8 19 20 

9 19 25 

10 19 30 

'D1e values of ~ are dellberately chosen to ensure the tlnes 

remun within accept.abl e lliDi ts. 

7. 2. 2. 4. 3. Tandem Perturbation 

This section acts upon the solution of the previous section with 

a series of perturba.Uons. Its J"'ll1ll1ng Ume is entirely variable 

depending upon the nurrber of tlnes an lJ'IPI'OVelrent is found v.hleh l.n 

turn depends upon the conplexlty of the perturbaUons appl1e<1. 'Ihe 

following table gives some typical observed examples for M tandemS and 

~ nodes with various am::>unts of perturbation. 

M Observed times 

30 4 

50 1 

19 10 

11() 2 

10 nunutes, 20 minUtes, 25 nunutes 

5 nunutes (DBX1mlm) 

30 nunutes, 1 hour, 2 hours 

10 m1nutes (DBX1nllml 
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<lloosl.nl the values of ~ wisely can have lqX)rtant benefits 1n 

thls section as well. 

7. 2. 2. 4. 4. Lookahead. Tand.em Network Opt1m1sation 

'lhls section (Wb.lch detennl.nes the tandem network connection 

topology vla a look.ahead. ser1es of llnk reroovals) 1S sJ.ml.lar to the 

previous one ln that 1 ts 1"'\ll'llUng ti.Jre w111 depend. on how many such 

reroovals are made. T1m1ngs may -be made conslderal>ly roore accurately ln 

thls case, however, due to the tendency for the vast majority of 

networks to have s1m1lar structures (tend.l.nl towards a tree rut wlth a 

few extra circuits). The following tal>le gives the approXimate times 

for d.!fferent values of H and. r (the llU!Ii>er of lookahead stages). 

H 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

r=1 r=2 r=3 r=4 

No opt1ml.sat1on necessary 

No opt1m1sat1on necessary 

1 sec 

2 secs 

1 m1n 

5 m1n 

15 m1n 

35 m1n 

2 hours 

5 hours 

'l1rlrleceSSaJ"'Y. • • • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • . 

15 secs 2 m1ns 

20 m1n 1 day 

1 hour >1 day 

unnecessary .. 

Not practical 

Not practical 

4 hours Not practical 

20 hours Not practical 

Not practical 

Not practical 

If the llUI'J'i)er of tandems 1S large (Wb.lch 1s fortunately rare) 

thls can be the roost coop lex part of the coopound. algor! tlTn. 

7. 2. 2. 4. 5. Local Network OptJ.ml.sation 

'lhls section nerely detennl.nes Whlch of the avaJ.lal>le types of 

transm1ss1on llnk ls mst sultal>le for eaCh node-tandem llnk by a 

series of cost coupar1Sons. It takes no m::>re than a few seconds even 

for several l'nln<2red. nodes. 
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7. 2. 2. 4. 6. Cont>ined RunrU.ng Tlme. 

Fig 7. c shoWs the l"'ll'U1.11lS tl.me of the COI'IIX>und. algoritml aga.lnst 

that of an eXhaust! ve search methOd. 'NhllSt the I"\JJ'lll1.ng tl.me of 

eXhaustive search algoritml increases exponentlally with the llUIJi>er of 

nodes (n), the C<liJPOun<1 algoritnn is effectively bounded since any 

network may be reduced to the same value of q nodes. Any redUced 

network v.here the mmi::ler of nodes is bounded can be dealt with wi thln 

a tlme bounded by a constant (albeit a 1 arge one). 'n1e running tlme of 

the reduction ]:Q"'Cess, on the other hand increases only as a 

po 1 ynom1 al. 

7.2.3. Discussion of Results 

For relatively small (<30) numbers of nodes the results contalned 

1n thls Chapter are excellent. In many cases the optlm.lm can be found. 

using the s~lest version of the compound algoritml (i.e. with the 

lowest level of perturbation and single stage lookahead). In the few 

cases v.here thls is not sufficient, a minor extension of either the 

perturbation section or the optinUsation process provides the 

necessary extra soPhistication. 

'lhese small networks rep-esent the 11.m1 t of the practical usage 

of eXhaustive search conparison tecllniques since the exact optimlm 

cannot be determl.ned, with certainty, for larger ones. 

MOderately sized S}'lllmtrical networt<s can be used. 1n Vthlch the 

exact optlmlm can be guessed with confidence. 'lhe results appear 

perfect for these exanples rut it nay well be that these networi<s are 

particularly easy for the conpound algoritml to deal with. '!here is no 

lJIJmdiate reason Why this should be so rut of co\D"se they were chOsen 

1n the first place because their solution was 1ntU1tlvely ol:lvious. 

Even this approach fails for particularly larte networi<s and 

cooparisons with the dOuble drop method are necessary for hUndreds of 

nodes. 'lhe experlments perfo:rned suggest the coopound algoritml to be 

superior to the dOuble drop method for these larte networi<s. 

A probably better v1n<11cat1on of the coopound algoritml is 

available hoWever. 'lhe method has been shoWn to be a good one for 
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snall networks an<1 the only section of the coopo\D'ld algoriUJn 'lb!Ch 

comes into play for large networks rut not for szmll ones 1S the 

reduction process. 'Ih!s process is deliberately constructed so that, 

1f fUnctioning correctly, it w111 ~ce a replacement networK WhiCh 

accurately represents the original. 'lhe only problem that can arise is 

that the process does not fUnCtion correctly, i.e. that serious errors 

are nade within the reduction. Section 7. 1. 5. 3, however, suggests 

clearly that this is not the case. 

Runnlng tlmes 1n the order of hours may appear unacceptable. A 

snall am:>unt of consideration, however, p.!ts a d.lfferent perspective 

on IIBtters. Firstly the coopound. algorltnn could. run up to 1000 t.t.ues 

faster on roore powerfUl nachlnes (SU!mer [1986)), tilu.s reducing qu1 te 

accurate optlnllsation to seconds an<1 mtnutes. SecondlY the huge cost 

of the network under consideration wlll usually Justify the IJl)St 

elaborate neans of optlnllsation. 

In summary, the compound. algoritnm provides excellent solutions 

for snall networks and. there 1S no reason to assume that this Will not 

remain the case for larger networks. Even roore l.rlportantly, it 

provides a method. for dealing with these networks Where, in all 

practicallty, none previously eXisted.. 
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HUc:l:l llatll been done, bUt rmre rema.tns to do

'IbeJr 1a11eys blaze- ltf.U' not tlletr city too? 

George GordOn, Lord Byron 

7JJe CorsaJr, 1814 

'Dle techn!ques of redUction, perturbation and. lookaheac1 were 

p--esentec1 1n Chapter 6 :bOth 1n general theoretical tenns and. w1 th1n 

Ule context of solving various aspects of the HJP. In sone case, the 

descriptions were 11m1tec1 to a level necessary for such J:Ul"'PPSes. 

'Dle underlying prinCiples, however, can be applied to a mmt>er of 

other areas of problem solving and. opt1m1sation 1n particular. 'Ih1s 

Chapter has two object! ves - to dem:>nstrate the general! ty of tlle 

techniques and. to c11scuss a few particular applications 1n sligntly 

greater detail. 

8. 1. RedUction Techniques 

A large n node network can be represented bY a szmller q node 

replacement network by the process of step by step re<1llct1on. 'Dle 

principle of replacing two (or more) objects by a single object Which 

represents the characteristics of the original two, however, can be 

exten<1e<1 far beyond this particular application. Any large collection 

of objects can be represented by a smaller set 1n this way. certain 

types of opt1m1sation or problem solving can then be effected upon 

this re<1llcec1 set. Typical exauples are as follows. 

1. selecting a SUbset of the original set of objects for any 

reason (as with selecting tandems from nodes). 

2. Olaracter1S1ng the or1g1na1 set of obJects. 
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3. C<mparJ.nl t1110 sets of obJects for s1ml.laJ"i ty. 

'Dlese operations can all be carried out with the redUCed set of 

obJects 1nsteac1 of the oritinal set. '!be obJects 1n question may be 

a1100st anyt.h1nl 1n p-l.nCiple. For ex.aaple, the records 

HAKE Peter Sill th 

NATICIIALITY Bri t1Sh 

ll/:E 

HEIGfi' 5' so• 

IWIE Paul~ 

HATICIW.ITY French 

NJE 

HEI<Hl' 

31 

6'00. 

wlthln a data flle, could be replaced (say) by the record 

IWIE Replacement 001 

NATICIIALITY E>.Jropean 

la!.. 34 

HEI<Hl' 5' u• 

1he complete tenerallty of thls concept clearly p-esents a 

problem, J'lallely the representation of non-l'llBmrlcal data 1n the 

replacement object (here the coai:>1nation of British and. French to fonn 

E>.Jropean seems reasonable rut thls w111 not always be the case). 

Ell\lally the a,es and. heights might not be replaced by a s1n11e flture, 

1n eaCh case, :bUt by a rante of values, say 31-37 and. 5' to•-6• oo• 1n 

the exauple above. 'Ihe next section ~fines Ule necessary rules 1n 

100re precise terms. section 8.1.2 ~scrlbes one partlculaJ" 

application. 

8. 1. 1. General1sec1 RedUctlon 

A 1eneraUsed remcuon tec2m1que of order h w111 act upon an 

1n1tial set of n obJects, Sn=II1,I2, .. ,InJ' transfo~ the lnitial 

set, via a sequence of intermediate sets, sp: (0 
1

, o
2

, •• , OPJ, to a final 

set of q obJects, Sq= IF 1• F 2, .• , F qJ. '!be :pl"'Cess consists of a JUII)er 

of states. Each state redUces an 1ntermec11ate set of p obJects to an 

1ntenlle<Uate set of p-h+1 obJects. scae IOOdlflcation w111 be necessary 
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at the last st.ace 1f n-q 1s not an 1nteser DUltlple of h-1. 'lhls Will 

senerally taKe the fonn of a s1n8le stase of order P-q+1 redUCtion 

Wbere p 1s the I11JDt:)er of obJects 1n the penu.l t1mate set. 'Jhls s!Jiple 

requ.l.rellmlt 1s not cons1~ here. 

An obJect 011 of dep:ee cL consists of <1 Character1st1csl c
11 

I 

c12 ~ •. 1 c14. 'D1e redUCtion process can only act upon a set of obJects 

of equal detrree. 'Dlere are two cooponents to each stase of the 

redUCtion pr'OCess. 

8.1.1.1. Selection Stase 

For each K= 11 Z1 •• 1 cL c2ef1ne a cbaracterlStic <11stance ueasure of 

order h ~ 1n such a way that ~(c 1K,c21<, .. , ~~ 11ves a mmer1ca1 

ueasure of the <11ss1m1lar1ty between the Kth characteristic of objects 

o 1, 021 .. , % (see section 8. 1. 1. 3). Deflne the seneral1se<1 <11stance 

between the h obJects o1, o2, .. , %• of degree cL to be 

D(01,02'''1%) : F(f1 (C111c21''''~),f2(C12'c22''''~),,,,,, 

o o o o • 1 f 4 (c14, c24, • • 1 ~~) 

\1Jhere F 1s scrm 'fUnCtion of the 1n<11v1<2Ual Characteristic <11stances. 

ObJects o 1, I o2,, .• 1· %• are selecte<l such that D(01, ,02,, .. •'b.•) is 

a m1n1mlJD. 'nlese objects wUl be replace<l by a s!nlle object at the 

replaceuent stase. 

As an Ulustration, for the network redllctlon process, h:2, <1:3, 

c11 =x1 •. c12=Yi and ci3:wi. The dharacter1st1c <11stance measures are 

given by f 1(cil'cJ1):xi-xJ' f 2 (ci2,cJ2):yi-yJ and f 3:o (irrelevant). 

'Ihe <11stance between two nodes is liVen by the eucl!dean form of 

F(1, J) :([fit (C11 I c Jl) +fl 2 (Ci2' c J2)). 

8.1.1.2. Replacement stace 

'D1e h obJects o 1,, o2,, •• , %• ChOsen at the selection st.ace are 

replace<l by an obJect or def1ne<1 by characteristics crt, crZ' .• , cm 

Where each crk 1s 11ven by crk:'K(c1, 1,c1, 2, .. ,c1, 4,c2 , 1,c2, 2, .. ,~2 • 4, 
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. . , 'b• 1, 'b• 2, •• , 'b• 41, a fllnc:t1on of (posslbly) all Characteristics 

of eacb of the replace<l obJects. 

For the network redUCtion Jli'()Cess, o
1

, = i' , o
2

, = J' , 

cr1 :~:(Wi,Xi,+WJ,XJ,)/(Wi,+WJ,), Cr2:yr:(w1,y1,+wj,YJ,)/(Wi,+WJ,) and 

cr3=•r=•i' +wJ' • 

8. 1. 1. 3. Deall.nl W1 th Gual1 tat1 ve Data 

'lbese generaUsed techniques asS\Dlle that each Characteristic of 

the obJects is a ~ic value. In s<me cl.rc\mstances, this may not be 

tlle case. If sane qual1tat1ve value 1s used it 1S essential Ulat lt 1S 

posslble to repr-esent thls quantity on a 11\IIeric scale. Often this 1S 

quite slUple. For exaople, the weather can be graded frail o (ra.1n1fll 

all &y) to lOO (sunny all &y) with various 11ef1n1t1ons 1n between. 

~lly, any llllller1c value w1th1n the correct l11111ts DUSt have a 

corresponding qual1tat1ve equivalent. 

Sci!Etimes, however, such a sca11.111 is no.t posslble, particularly 

11lere. there is sane elemmt of nult1-d1mensional1ty 1n the data. In 

such cases, the only solution 1S use a looK-up table system 1n 'VIh!ch 

each replacement is expUcitly recorded. accordiJll to sane agree<l 

pattern. For exanple: 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

REPLACE Footballer AND Tennis Player BY Ball Sport. Player 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

S1m1larly the distance measures between qual1tat1ve elements of data 

will need to be expUc 1 t1 y def 1ne<1. For exanpl e: 

f(Footballer,Rug:t>y Player) = 1 

f(We18htl1fter,SUer) = 5 

lt'rr/ such system of distance measure and replacement, hoWever, 1S 

likely to be extremely subJective and consequently laclU.nl 1n ri1our. 
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'lhe t.eehnJ.que o-f scau.nr quautauve data 1s also to be ~feJTed to 

tbe lOOk-uP table approaCh for reasons of efficiency. 

'lhe stud;r o-f even fUrUier general1se<1 methods of redUction 1s tbe 

concern o-f cluster analrsU (.Anl2erberf [1973) and Spath [1980)), 

otherWise refel"''ed. to as· ruDer1cal UXOJlOII!V. A e11scuss1on o-f these 

tecbnJ.ques would be dev1aU.nr frail tbe intended <11rect1on o-f thiS 

Chapter. 

8. 1. 2. 'Ihe EllcUdean Travellt.nr 8alesmm Problem 

'Ih1s section considers one area o-f opt1m1Sat1on 1n WhiCh 

redlctlon may be used. It 1S a l:rlef S\mDal"Y of the work to be fO\D'ld 

1n Grout, samers & Stocke 1 [l987b 1 • 

'lhe as)'!llletr1c travelllnB salesrmn problem (ATSP) ls a classical 

excmple of an HP-conplete coat>1nator1al problem (Karp [1972)). Glven n 

cities 1:t,2, .. ,n, and. a cost c 1J of travellt.nr between (or 

connectt.nr> each pa1r of clUes 1 and. J, it ls requ1.re<1 to find a 

cycuc perm1tat1on 11 of the cities (a tour) WhiCh m1n1m1ses 

z : 
n 

E c111(1) 
1:1 

'lhe IWclldean travellt.nr salesman problem (EI'SP) 1S a special case of 

the ATSP 1n Whlch the planar C11stance condl.Uons of section 2. t. 4 are 

satisfied. It has also been shown to be HP-conplete (Papae11mltrlou 

[t 977)). 

8. t. 2. t. Asslgment Problem SOlutions and. Patching Algorltl'ms 

'Ihe as)'llllletrlc asslgment problem (AAP) requires that any (not 

necessar11y cyclic) pemutat1on a of tbe c1Ues be found WhiCh 

m1nlm1ses z as C2ri1ned above (W1 th a replact.nr 11). 'Ihe AAP can be 
3 

solved 1n O(n ) steps (lruhn [1955)) steps and glves, on average, large 

subtours 1n its solution (Grout, sanders & Stocl<el [t987b)). 'lhls set 

of subtours provides a usefUl startt.nr solution to a sl18ht variation 

u.pon a perturbation method. 
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SUppose q Sllblours (the a pemutatlon) are found. as the solutlon 

to the AAP on a 11ven set of n nodes. An app"()Xlmatlon to the solution·· 

for the correspondj.ng ATSP (the 11 pernutatlon) can be foUnd as 

follows. 

I=lx1,y1,x2,y2'''~' 7n•a,qJ 

q' :: q t 'I:: 0 i 

'*HILE q• > 1 00 

BEDIR 

0: ('11) 

m1nlm.ln::co; 

R:R1:=1'ron00 

R:RJ:=1'ronOO 

IF (1 anc1 J are 1n dlfferent subt.O\D"S) 'DiE2i 

IF clli(J)+cj11(i)-ci11(i)-cJ11(J)~ THEN 
:BmiN 

q• :: q'-1; 

~ := ci11(J)+cJ11(il-c1•(1)-cJli(Jl ; 

1' . - i 

J' :: J 

nm: 

tenp : : 11 ( i. ) 

11(1') ·- 'll(j'); 

'11 (J') . - tenp ; 

nm 

'Ih!s is known as a patching alsoritlJn since the q subtours are 

systematlcally patched into one by coui>1nl.Jll, one stage at a t1112, the 

two subtours Whlch ml.n1m1se the increase in cost. 

8. 1.2.2. Inltlal SOlutions via RedUction 

'Ihere are certain characterlstlcs of the rucu~an ass11rment 

problem (EAP) Whlch have a detr1112ntal effect on lts sultablllty as an 

1nl.t1al solution to a patchinl algoritl'JD for the El'SP. '!here 1S a very 

strong tendency for such a solution to cons1St entlrelY of SUbt.ours 
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c:ont.a.ln1nl only two or three clUes (Grout, ~s & Stod<el 

(198'1b)). 'Jh.ls 1apl1es that any patChinl algor! tlJD w111 be operat1Jll 

from an almost trivial 1n1t1al solution, sunestJ.nl little !nprovement 

over the s1aple algoritlJD offered by Ears & 'l!lonpson [1964). 

Fortunately, tlle ~1cu1ar form O'f tlle El'SP allows an 

al ternau ve netllod of generatJ.nl 1n1 Ual subtours. SinCe tlle c1 ties 

are regarde<1 as points in the &lcl1(1ean plane, tlley can be groupe<1 in 

regions and subtours fonned wi th1n eaCh region. It Will only be 

necessary to ensure that eaCh region contains few enough no(1es to 

allow the optJ.mJm subtour to be constructed. 

'Ibese regions could be obta1.nec1 by arbltrarlly c11vic11nl the plane 

in a precteterm1ne<1 way (into a series O'f rectangles, say, as p-oposect 

by x:arp [1976)). 'Ihere are, hOWever, JrOblems wlth thls approaCh. 

1. 'lhe arbitrary nature of the choice of regions gives no 

guarantee that the group1ngs are close to the best possible. 

2. 'lhere 1S no 111De<11ate way O'f ensur1n1 that a large rnmtler of 

c1 ties are not conta1nec1 wi th1n the same region. 

'Ihe underlYlnl problem 1S that such a aetllod of group1ng 1S top-doWn 

Whereas a bOttom-up approaCh would appear to be superior. Rec1Uct1on 1S 

SUCh a meUlod.. SUppose the !!BXImm nurrl:ler of cities pennated 1n any 

group ls m. 'Ihe follow 1nl algori UJn will then rec1Uce the n cl t1es doWn 

to q replacenent cities (q belnl 'Ullknown at the beg1rm1ng O'f the 

process). 

RTSPL set wi:l for all 1:1,2, .. ,n. set n• :n. 

RTSPII-. RedUce the c1 Ues as descrl:bec1 in section 6. 1. 2. 2. 

RTSP5. Rec1Uce the cost matrix as descrlbec1 1n section 6. l. 2. 11-. 
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RTSP6. Got.o RTSP2. 

Each of the or111na1 n c1 t1es can tlBls :be 8I'OUPeC1 accorc11n1 to 11h1Ch 

node has replaced tbem. 'Dle opt1mlm tour 1S found for each res1on (~ 

eXhaUStive seat"C2l. l:JranCh . & boUnc1, etc. ) and the resultant SUbt.ours 

c0111:>1ned to app-<>X1mate the optl.JDJm tour. It 1S found to :be preferable 

to use a tour construction algorithn 1n the l!llcl1dean case rather than 

the patChing uetho<1 used 1n the non-l!ll<:Udean case. 

et. Construct the opt1mll tour on eaCh of Ule regions q. Define 

the 'distance' :between each pair of regions to :be the lll1n1nllm 

cost of 11.nklng a city 1n one to a city 1n the other. 

C2. Construct the HST for the regions using Ulese distances. 

C3. Construct a closed walk (a tour wlth repeated edges) over all 

cities Ylhl.Ch inCludes every subtour and passes from one 

res1on to another by US!ni eaCh KST edge twice. 

C4. Transfonn the closed walk into a tour (Karp & Steele [1985)). 

In this way, an approximation to Ule opt1mlm tour ls obtained. Results 

suggest that illp'oveuents of up to lOX are possible us1ng this netho<1 

over either the asslgrJrent problem ~aeh or the arbitrary grouplns 

nethod. 

'lhe EISP 1S a well establ1shed an<1 widely appUcable problem. It 

ls for this reason that 1 t has :been used here. In point of fact, the 

redUction technique wlll, on average, provide an lnprovemmt over the 

asslgnnent problem solution for any case 1n Which ciJ:cJ1 for all 

cl ties 1 and J (the s)'lllretr1c TSP). 

8. 2. Initial SOlutions, Perturbation an<1 Lool<ahead Technlques 

'Ihe patChing algorltl'Jn Jn!Sentec1 1n section 8. 1. 2. 1 is not a true 

perturbation uetho<1 sinCe the 1n1 tial solution presented to the 

algorltlm 1s not a val1d solution. Also it can :be calculated pr-eciSely 
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hOW many steps Wlll be t.al<en. It. 1S, hoWever, a perfectly natural 

extension of tbe ideas involved. '!he similarity between perturbation 

and lookahead methods has already been coomente<1 upon and this new 

concept allows a new, m:>re teneral description of a mod1fication 

methOd to be tiven. ~urbation methods, lool<ahead methods and 

refl.nellent methods SUCh as the patChl.nl al~rorithn are all special 

exanples of the teneral case. 

A mo<Ufication meUlod. then consists of Ulree corrponents. 

1. An 1n1tial solution I. 

2. A final solution F. 

3. An altoriUJn A WhJ.ch transforms I into F via a s~e of 

intenuedlate solutions s0 (:I), s
1

, s 2, .. , sf !=F). 

Clearly F must be a vali~ solution bUt s 0, s
1

, s 2, .. , sf_
1 
nee~ not 

(as 1S tlle case for tlle patchlnl al~rorithn). 'Dle flel~ of application 

of such a teneral form of method is ext.reuely wide - the mmerical 

solution of altebralc equations, vehicle route!nl problems and linear 

profl"anmlnf methods for exanple. 

8.2. 1 •. Applications of Step by Step Modification Methods 

This section briefly outlines two practical applications of 

variations of tlle teneral mo<Uflcation nethod. 'Ihey correspond, in 

essence, to a perturbation and. a looJ<ahea~ techrUque. 

8. 2. 1. 1. Tree Perturbation Technl.ques 

'Ihe design of offshore natural 1as pipeline systems is considere<1 

by Roth:farb et al. [1970], This paper uses an 1n1en1ous method of 

slJiplification in order to P"QdW:e a solution tree. Gas flows a10n1 

the llnk.s and :tranches towards a sintle node of tbe tree positioned. on 

the shore. 'Ihe determlnation of this tree is not described here slnCe 

it relies heavily upon tlle particular pressure reQil.lrellents of tas 

networi<S. It is tbe next stqe Which 1S of interest. 
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'Dle new p-oc:ess starts with the 1n1tial tree T1• By def1n1.tion. 

this baS no c1rCU1ts and adl11n8 any extra 11.nk will produce exactly 

one c1.rcu1t. 'Dle follOWing alsor1tl'ID attenpts to senerate i.ap'Oved 

trees. 

TPt. Let the current tree Tc be the 1n1 tial tree T 1. 

TP3. For eaCh node 1 1n Tt do the followl.ng. 

TP3; t. For each node J, non-adJacent to 1 1n Tt' do the 

follow1n8. 

TP3~ t. t. Connect 1 and J 1n Tt. 'Ihls will fonn a 

c1.rcu1t wlth 11.nks (l,J), (J,at), (at,~), 

... !cy1). 

TP3.t.2. Remove each of the llnks (J,at), (at,~), 

.. , (ax,1l 1n turn 1n Tt. If any give an 

tmprovement 1n cost over Tc then set Tc=Tt 

and goto TP2. 

TP4. Let the final tree Tf be the current tree T . . c 

'Ihe addition of each llnk forms a clrcu1t an<1 the rem:>val of another 

llnk in the same clrcu1t produces a <11fferent tree. 

'Ih1s 1S the 11m1 t of the proposals 1:>y Rothfarb et al. [ 1970) • In 

the 11ght of the previous <11scusslon, however, the process can clearly 

be extendec1. A l'lllDI:>er of llnks, 1 t, 12, .. , lx' could be adde<1 at eaCh 

stage, causln8 the formation Of y (Y~Xl c1.rcu1ts. all app'OJriate 

call>1nations of z (y~z~xl llnks can then be tested for rem>val to 

)3'0dllce a l'1UIJb!r of <11fferent trees. 'lhe level of perturbation is tllUS 

1nprove<1 at the elQ:IenSe of longer processl.ng tllle. 
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8. 2. 1. 2. Lool<ahead L1J'j( SW;qlp1nl Methods 

'Dle l!Ji( swappl.nl meth0<1 0-f L1n & E:em.llban [1973) is relarded. as 

an e-ffective meUlod. 0-f ceneratl.nl near opt.iDBl TSP tO\D"S. 'Dle 

tedlnJ.que llelinS with any Cval1d.l 1n1tial tour anc1 awHes a sequence 

1f l!Ji( swaps, sradllallY transfol"''D1.nn the current tour 1n the 

c:Urection 0-f decreasinl cost. Ala1n the p-ec1se <2eta1ls are not 

cons1d.erec1llere. Despite the metllod. llel.nl w1<2ely accepted.. nawever, 

one weakness 1s clearly acknowledled.. 

'Ihe process has a non-tr1v1al level of perturbation 1n the sense 

that a variable r1I.JII)er 0-f l!Ji(S can lle ~d. at any one time. It 

does, hoWever, only cons1<2er one such set 0-f 11.nks at a time. In other 

words, there 1S no lookahead.. An J..nportant l!Ji( could. lle resmved. at a 

certain stage m.tch would. then lle replaced. at some subsequent stage, 

hol<11nl up the process unnecessaruy. 

'Ihese problems can lle partly overcome by us1n1 a s.urple lookahead 

method. 1n wtllch a series of sets of 11nk swaps are considered.. 'Ihe 

t.lJie saved. by avo1c11nl erroneous resmvals has to lle balanced. againSt 

the extra time taken by the lookahead method.. Lin & Kem11ban [1973) 

sugcest that a two stage process 1S DX>st SU1 table. 

8.2. 1.2. 1. A Combined. Algorithm 

'Ihe lool<ahead. nethod. of Lin & Kem18han [ 1973) sug1ests a 

coubined. algor! tom with the reduction netllo<1. In essence, this could. 

lle as follows. 

C1. APPlY the reduction algorithm to the n Cities to derive q 

ll'O\lPiniS 

C2. F1nc1 the opt.1DB1 tour for each of the q croups. 

C3. Combine these q sul>tour into a tour as <2escr1bec1 1n section 

8. 1. 2. 2. 

C4. .AR~l y the Lln a X:em11han meUlod. to search for J..IIP'Ovemmts. 
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'lhls a11or1Ulm has a hltlh chanCe of opt.lJiaUty dUe to the nature o~ 

the lOOI<ahead link swapp1Jll method c()ld)J..ned W1 th fast convercence 

:Pf'OV1dec1 by the accuracy of the 1nl. tlal solution. 
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No! Bot sentence fJrst - ver<Uct afterwards 

Lewi s carrot 1 

AlJce's Actventures 1n ltbnderland, 1865 

'Ihere are an enonoous mmf:)er of ways 1n Ylhlch a given set of 

noc2es (PABXs etc.) may be interconnected to f.I"'Vide for their 

particular coamm1cat1on requ!reo:ent.s. It is couplet.ely l..Dp'act.1cal t.o 

tenerat.e and examine every possible solution 1n turn and the f.I"'blem 

1S SUch that no helpfUl structure eXists allowing m::>re efficient. 

netllods to be use<L Lid< and switch costs are tenerally couplex 

fUnct.1ons of t.ra.ffic and cUstance and can only be determined Yttlen all 

details aboUt the rest of the network are 1<nown. Often practical 

constraints DllSt be placed upon the solution network Which, in turn, 

have t.o be considered by any opt1m1sation process. Heurist.1c netllods 

of some description DUSt be use<L 

Cl1e approach is t.o s!npUfy the real problem in such a way that. 

some eX1stln8 opt1.m1sation techrUque nay be use<1. If constant costs 

for ll.nk.s and switches are assurred then the HOP nay be expressed and 

solved as linear programnt.ng problem. However this is hardly 

realistic. An alternative is to cUscount certain types of solution on 

the basis of some J<nowledge of the network. 'Ihere nay be some 

Just.1f1cat.1on t.o this idea rut. there will always be exceptions for 

Ylhlch SUch an approach behaves badly. sone of the techn1ques, however, 

Ylhlch are designed for s!npl1st1c opt1ml.sation on the couplete network 

ma.y be use<1 on SDBller problems, SUch as the ml tidr'op netllods and the 

concentrator location altoriUJns. 

Pract.1cal netllods of opt1.m1sauon Ylhlch do not. JIBke particularly 

blatant. assmpt.ions or s!npl1f1cauons are m::>stly of the type 'Yiblch 

at.teapt. to construct a solution rather than select. one. 'llle ctouble 

drop nethodis SUch an~ 'Ihe accuracy of these metllods can not 
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be ,uaranteec1 and they may Often stlll take a considerable t1.me to 

run. 

'Ihe ~ SUitested throUgbout thls work 1s one 1n Whlm the 

couplete lt::F u 41v1ded 1nto a rud)er Of sectlons and solved 

sequentlally 1n thls fOnD. 'Dle re<2Uet1on altor1UJD p-esented Wlll 

allow the Cllolce of tanc2ems to be ma.de fra:D a sualler set of noc2es 

and, 1n turn, w111 decrease the coupleXlty of thls part of the 

process. 'Ihe J'UII:)er Of tarl(Sem sets tested can be f\D"ther re<2Ueed by 

notlnl the conveX! ty Of the cost curve anc1 the uniqueness Of the 

opt111UD J'lllllt)er of tandemS. In adi:U tlon, lf a certaln tanc2em network 

connection topoloiY la teuporarlly fixed. the P"'blem can be made even 

easier. 

'Dle set of ~ obtalnec1 by f1Jt1.nl the tandem network topoloiY 

can not be tuaranteec1 to be correct <2Ue to the assmpt.lon that 1s made 

1n lts calculation. A series of local transfoi"'IBtions, or 

perturbations, can therefore be awlled to the tandem locations and 

connection topolOIY 1n order to search for lJJproveuents. 'Wben none .can 

be found, the tanciems are fixed penmnently. 'Dle final interconnection 

network anc1 traffic routelnl strateiY between these tandems can then 

be detennlned us1n1 a lool<ahead sequence of llnk l'Em)Vals. 'Dle best 

node to tandem llnks can be detennlne<1 separately. 

A l'li.Kd:>er of practical exanples have been tested. For Jmderate 

s1ze<1 networks, the corrpound. netho<1 for solvlnl the HCP haS been shown 

errplrlcally to ~ce excellent results. Known exact results are 

!JipOsslble for large networks rut s1nce results Silliest the redUction 

process to be accurate, 1 t ls ex,pected that s1 tuation shOuld not 

worsen. 

'lhe nethods of reduction, perturbation an<1 lookahead are 

extremely teneral anc1 can be applied to a variety of 41fferent areas 

of opt1m1sauon. 'lhe netho<1 SUitested for the EI'SP ~ces superior 

results to carparal:>le technlques. 

1he spon.sonn5 e.s/;abL1~hmenb. are e.x/;re.me~ pkCl.!.ed. 
u/1 bh r e~u.LbG. 
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APPEm>IX A 

BASIC Al.I3JRI'JHiS .AND 'ImiNIOOES 

Som:! of tile algorithms and meUlods suggested 1n tile ma.1n body of 

tile tilesis requ.lre procedures and technJ.ques V411ch are not of direct 

relevance to tile problem V411ch tile algorithm solves. 'Ihey clearly nust 

be available, however, for practical tmplementation. 'Ihese procedures 

are presented here. 

1.1nl1ke tile najority of tile algori~ in tile ma.1n text, tile 

following procedures are written in strict Pascal. 

A. 1. A Procedure to Generate Tandem Sets 

'Ihe following procedure will generate, in turn, all combinations 

of M tandems from n nodes. It operates by reading in tile current 

combination of tandems and calculating tile next combination 1n a set 

sequence. 

'Ihe set of nodes is labelled i=1,2, ...• ~ A set of M tandems is 

representedbyT[1J,T[2], .•. ,T[MJ Where eachT[jJ j:1,2, .. ,M is chosen 

uniquely from tile set of nodes. 'Ihe starting combination nust be given 

by T[j]:j j:1,2, .. ,M. 'Ihe procedure will tilen generate all 

intermediate combinations up to T[j]:j+n-M J=1,2, .. ,M, after Which tile 

B:OI...FAN variable, alldone, becomes TRUE. 

PR0CE00RE reselect(YAR alldone:RXLEAN;YAR T:ARRAY[l. .M] OF 1. .n) 

YAR 

JB3IN 

i,k 

reselected 

k : = M+1 ; reselected : = FAU3E alldone . - FAU3E 

~LE NOT reselected DO 

JB3IN 

k :: k-1 

IF k:O 'IHEN 

JB3IN 
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alldone . - TRUE reselected . - TRUE 

E2ID 

ELSE IF T[l<.) <n-H+k 'lHEN 

EElJIN 

reselected : = TRUE ; T[l<.J . - T[l<.J +1 ; 

FOR 1 :: k+1 'ID M 00 T[i) . - T[l<.) +i-k 

E2ID 

EliD ; 

A. 2. A Procedure to Generate Tandem Network Connection Topologies 

The following procedure will generate, in turn, all possible 

tandem network connection topologies (including disconnected ones 

these can be detected e 1 seWhere within the call ins program) . It 

operates by reading in the current topology and calculating the next 

according to a fixed sequence. 

The tandem network connection topology is represented by an M x M 

BX>I...EAN matrix C= (ciJ) Where ciJ is TRUE if T[i) is connected to T[J) 

and FAU>E otherwise. The starting topology is C=FAI SE and the final 

topology is cij=TRUE i<>J, ci
1

=FAU>E, i,J:1,2, .. ,M (Where a tandem is 

taken as not connected to itself by convention). At this stage, the 

B:XX.EAN variable, alldone, becO!Jes TRUE. 

PRCX::EOORE reconnect (VAR c: ARRAY [ 1. . M, 1. • H) OF :a::a...EAN; 

VAR all done: B:XX.EAN) 

VAR i,j,i1,J1 

reconnected BOOLEAN 

Em IN 

all done . - TRUE ; 

FOR 1 : : 1 'ID H-1 00 

FOR j :: i+1 'ID M 00 

IF oor c [i, J) 'IHE2l all done . - FAU>E 

IF NOr alld.one 'IHE2l 

BEX3IN 

reconnected . - FALSE i . - H-1 j . - M 
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EJm i 

'ltHI1.E lDl' reconnected 00 

BmiH 

mm; 

IF H0r C[i,J) ~ 

BmiR 

EJm i 

reconnected : = TRUE ; 

C[i,J) :: TRUE i c[i,J) :: TRUE i 

FCR U :: 1 'ro M-1 00 

FtlR J1 :: 11+1 'ro M 00 

BED IN 

IF (11<>1) OR (Jl>J) ~ 

BmiR 

c[U,J1) ::FALSE i 

c[J1, 11) :: FALSE i 

EJm i 

IF J=i+l ~ 

:EB3IR 

i :: i-1 i J :: M i 

EJm 

ELSE J :: J-1 

EJm i 

A. 3. Data Storage and ProcessinS Techniques 

Within the confines of a snail conputer, :both processinS anc1 

storage resources are at a premium. A typical micro-conputer, such as 

the IEH PC XT or AT, bas 8/16 bit aritlm!tic operation, less than 

1Mbit of RAM and, probably, a 10/20Mb1t fixed c11sK. 'l11e trade-off 

:between software speed anc1 size should :be constantly in m1.nc1. 

Ultunately, the storage constraints will take priority and a piece of 

code will need to nm for as long as it takes in order to fit it on 

the DB.Chine. 'lhis section briefly c11scusses sare siDple teChniques for 
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conserving RAM, fixed disk space and processlns time (in Ulat order of 

priority), 

A.3.1. Reduclns Array Sizes 

Consider, as an exan:ple, tlle 2-D array <1[ 1 .. n, 1 .. n] CF REAL 

representing tlle distance between each pair of nodes in tlle netwoli<. 

It may be required to find tlle shortest (or longest) distance. 'Ih.1s 

search will, in principle, invlove sOOE coding of tlle form 

FUR1:=1'10n00 

FDRj:+1'10nOO 

However, d[i,J]=d[j,i] and d[i,i]=O for all i,j:1,2, .. ,n so this 

rrethod posseses redundancy in its calculations. '!he process can be 

made roore efficient :by replacing this code :by 

FUR i : = 1 ro n-1 00 

FOR j :: i+1 '10 n 00 

In general, for a symmetrical G-D array, Q[1 .. n,1 .. n, .. , 1 .. n], 

scanning is roost efficient as 

FOR a : = 1 '10 n-G+1 00 

FDR :b : = a+ 1 '10 n-G+2 00 

FOR p : = o+1 ro n-1 00 

FOR q : = p+1 ro n 00 

In this way, :both storage and processing time are min1.m1sed. 
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A. 3. 2. StorlnS Data on the Fixed Disk. 

Extreme 1 y 1 arse, nul tid.lmenslona.l arrays are unwe 1 come 1n 

efficient pieces of code. SUch data should :be stored externally from 

the relevant prosram (1. e. - on the fixed dlsk, etc. l and. read 1n and. 

written to as required. 

nus presents sl1ght dlfflcul ties 1n posi t1on1ns and findlilS 

e 1 errents of data. No nul tid.lmensional structure exists on external 

storage, only a sequential array of locations. It is possible to 

translate these to a number of files, each in the form of a list 

startins from posl tion o and. continu1ns 1, 2, etc. . One piece of data 

can :be stored at each location. Some ~thod is required, however, of 

transformins the raw data into this fonn. 

Firstly, consider the special instance of the dlstance array 1n 

the previous section Where 1:1,2, .. ,n-1, j:i+1,1+2, .. ,n. The location 

of the (l,Jlth elerrent 1n a sequential file, startins from 0, will :be 

L(i, j) = (n-l) + (n-2) + (n-3) + .. + (n-i+1) + j - 1 - 1 

= n(l-1) - (1+2+ .. +i-1l + j- i -1 

= n(i-1) - i(i-1)/2 + j - i - 1 

To convert from an integer location L back into (i, j) fonnat, the 

followlns piece of code is required. 

~ convert (L: IN'Ilil&; VAR i, j: IN'IR:.iER) 

VAR K 

:EH> IN 

i . - 0 

K . - L 

'WHilE K>O 00 

EB3IN 

i . - i+ 1 

K . - K-N+l 

EJm; 

j :: L+l-n(l-1)+1(1-1)/2 

END; 
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For the general array type with fUlly varying paraueters, a 

s~ler form is available. For a ~D array Q[1 .. n,1 .. n, .. , 1 .. n), the 
th sequential location of the (a,b, .. ,q) element is given by 

q-1 q-2 
L(a,b, .. ,q) = n (a-1) + n (b-1) + •• + n(p-1) + (q-1) 

For exanple, L(i,j) : n(i-1) + (j-1) and L(i,j,l<) : r1 (i-1) + nU::-q + 

(l<-1). A s1m1lar, .rut s1.npler, routine to the above can be written for 

the inverse operation. 

A. 4. A Procedure to Generate Link Rem>val Vectors. 

This procedure is used to systematically generate vectors of 

length 3r containing all possible arrangements of Q tandems. It used 

in particular in the lool<ahead link rem>val process of section 6. 4 

v.tlere, at stage r', the link between tA[r') and tB[r') is rerroved and 

the traffic rerouted via tC[r'). 

If the inital vector is (1,1,1, ... ,1) this procedure will 

generate each intennediate vector, in turn, up to (Q, Q, Q, ... , Q). 'When 

this happens, the B::XX.EAN variable alldone becomes true. 

'nle final, optional, section of this serves to rerrove trivial 

vectors such as those in Which the 1 ink between X and X is rerroved. 

PROCEDURE reselect_vector(VAR tA,tB,tC:array[1 .. r) of 1 .. Q; 

VAR all done: EOJLEAN) 

VAR i, j IN'JE3ER 

acceptable,reselected BOOLEAN 

BED IN 

alldone . - 'IRUE ; 

acceptable : = FALSE 

FORi:: 1 TOr DO IF (tA[i)<Q) or (tB[i)<Q) or (tC[i)<Q) 

'!HEN alldone : = FALSE ; 

IF NOI' alldone '!HEN 

WHILE NCfi' acceptable DO 

BED IN 

J : = r+1 
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reselectec1 : = FALSE ; 

acceptable : = 'lmlE i 

WHilE 001' reselecte<1 00 

EEJJIN 

j :: J--1 

IF tC[j) <Q '!HEN 

EEJJIN 

reselecte<1 :: '!RUE 

tC(J) :: tC[J)+l i 

FUR i : = j+1 'IO r 00 

am 

EEJJIN 

tA[i) . - 1 

tB[i) . - 1 

tC[i) ·- 1 

EliD i 

El.SE IF tB (J ] <Q '!HEN 

EEJJIN 

reselecte<1 : = '!RUE 

tB(J) ·- tB[J)+1 i 

tC(J) ·- 1 i 

FORi .- j+1 'IO r 00 

EEJJIN 

tA[i) . -
tB[i) . -
tC[i) . -
EliD i 

am 
El.SE IF tA(J) <Q '!HEN 

EEJJIN 

1 

1 

1 

reselected : = TRUE 

tA(J) . - tA[j) +1 

tB[j) . - 1 

tC[j) . - 1 

FORi . - j+1 'IOrOO 

EEJJIN 
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tA[1] . - 1 

tB[1] . - 1 

tC[1] . - 1 

END 

'ELSE IF J= 1 '!HEN reselected : = TRUE 

END; 

alldone : = TRUE 

~1:=1'10r00 

BEXHN 

IF (tA[1] >=tB[!]) or (tA[!] =tC[!]) or (tB[!] =tC[!]) 

'!HEN acceptable : = FALSE ; 

IF (tA[!]<Q) or (tB[!]<Q) or (tC[i]<Q) 

'!HEN alldone : = FALSE ; 

END; 

IF alldone '!HEN acceptable . - TRUE 

END; 
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E1U..ANG B 'l"RAWIC TAB...ES 

'lhe Grade of Service (<DS) of a transmission 11nl< is the 

probal>111tY that a single call will fail to transmit due to all 

available circuits being in use. 'Ihis probal>111ty is given by 

P (A, C) : 

wtlere A is the offered traffic in erlangs. and c is the number of 

available circuits. 'Ihis is the Erlang equation of the first l:tind 

(Hills [1979)). Its derivation is based on a rrumber of assunpt.ions 

dealt with in chapter 4. As it is i.npossible to rearrange this into 

the form c = f (A, Pl, the information is usually tarul ated by 

calculation. 'lhe following tables are those used for all calculations 

and tests described in the main text. 'lhey give the am>lmt of traffic 

(in erlangs) Which can be carried by the rnmi>er of c1rcu1ts in each 

row at the <DS in each colurm. A reverse lookup process is used to 

obtain the rrumber of circuits required to carry a certain arrount of 

traffic at a particular <DS. 

0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 o. 1 

Circuits 

0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 o. 11 

2 0.05 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.28 0. 38 0.60 

3 o. 19 0.35 0.46 0.60 0.72 0.90 1. 27 

4 0.44 0.70 0.87 1.09 1. 26 1. 52 2.05 

5 0.76 1. 13 1. 36 1.66 1.88 2.22 2.88 
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6 1. 15 1. 62 1. 91 2.28 2.~ 2.96 3.76 

7 1. 58 2. 16 2.50 2.94 3.25 3.74 4.67 

8 2.05 2.73 3. 13 3.63 3.99 4.~ 5.60 

9 2. 56 3.33 3.78 4.34 4.75 5.37 6.55 

10 3.09 3.96 4.46 5.08 5.53 6.22 7.51 

11 3.65 4.61 5. 16 5.84 6.33 7.08 8.49 

12 4.23 5.28 5.88 6.62 7. 14 7.95 9.47 

13 4.83 5.96 6.61 7.41 7.97 8.83 10.47 

14 5.45 6.66 7.35 8.20 8.80 9.73 11.47 

15 6.08 7.38 8. 11 9.01 9. 65 10.63 12.48 

16 6.72 8. 10 8.87 9.83 10.51 11. ~ 13.50 

17 7.38 8.83 9.65 10.66 11. 37 12.46 14.52 

18 8.05 9.58 10.44 11.49 12.24 13.38 15.55 

19 8.72 10.33 11. 23 12.33 13. 11 14.31 16.58 

20 9.41 11.09 12.03 13. 18 14.00 15.25 17.61 

21 10. 11 11.86 12.84 14.04 14.89 16. 19 18.65 

22 10.81 12.64 13.65 14.90 15.78 17.13 19.69 

23 11. 52 13.42 14.47 15.76 16.68 18.08 20.74 

24 12.24 14.20 15.29 16.63 17.58 19.03 21.78 

25 12.97 15.00 16. 12 17.50 18.48 19.99 22.83 

26 13.70 15.80 16.96 18.38 19.39 20.94 23.88 

27 14.44 16.60 17.80 19.26 20.30 21.90 24.94 

28 15. 18 17.41 18.64 20. 15 21.22 22.87 26.00 

29 15.93 18.22 19.49 21.04 22. 14 23.83 27.05 

30 16.68 19.04 20.34 21.93 23.06 24.80 28.11 

31 17.44 19~86 21. 19 22.83 23.99 25.77 29.17 

32 18.20 20.68 22.05 23.73 24.91 26.75 30.23 

33 18.97 21.51 22.91 24.63 25.84 27.72 31.30 

34 19.74 22.34 23.77 25.53 26.77 28.70 32.36 

35 20.52 23. 17 24.64 26.43 27.71 29.68 33.43 
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36 21.30 24.01 25.51 27.34 28.64 30.66 34.50 

37 22.08 24.85 26.38 28.25 29.58 31.64 35.57 

38 22.86 25.69 27.25 29. 17 30.51 32.63 36.64 

39 23.65 26.54 28.13 30.08 31.45 33.61 37.71 

40 24.44 27.38 29.01 31.00 32.39 34.60 38.79 

41 25.24 28.23 29.69 31.92 33.34 35.59 39.66 

42 26.04 29.08 30.77 32.84 34.29 36.58 40.94 

43 26.84 29.94 31.66 33.76 35.24 37.57 42.01 

44 27.64 30.80 32.54 34.68 36. 19 38.56 43.09 

45 28.45 31.66 33.43 35.61 37. 15 39.55 44. 16 

46 29.26 32.52 34.32 36.53 38. 10 40.54 45.24 

47 30.07 33.36 35.21 37.46 39.06 41.54 46.32 

48 30.68 34.25 36.11 36.39 40.02 42.54 47.40 

49 31.69 35. 11 37.00 39.32 40.98 43.54 48.48 

50 32.51 35.98 37.90 40.25 41.93 44.53 49.56 

51 33.3 36.9 36.8 41.2 42.9 45.5 50.6 

52 34.2 37.7 39.7 42.1 43.9 46.5 51.7 

53 35.0 38.6 40.6 43.1 44.8 47.5 52.6 

54 35.6 39.5 41.5 44.0 45.8 48.5 53.9 

55 36.6 40.4 42.4 44.9 46.7 49.5 55.0 

56 37.5 41.2 43.3 45.9 47.7 50.5 56. 1 

57 38.3 42. 1 44.2 46.8 48.7 51.5 57. 1 

56 39. 1 43.0 45. 1 47.8 49.6 52.6 58.2 

59 40.0 43.9 46.0 48.7 50.6 53.6 59. 3 

60 40.8 44.8 46.9 49.6 51.6 54.6 60.4 

61 41.6 45.6 47.9 50.6 52.5 55.6 61.5 

62 42.5 46.5 48.8 51.5 53.5 56.6 62.6 

63 43.3 47.4 49.7 52.5 54.5 57.6 63.7 

64 44.2 48.3 50.6 53.4 55.4 58.6 64.8 

65 45.0 49.2 51.5 54.4 56.4 59.6 65.8 
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66 45.8 50. 1 52.4 55.3 57.4 60.6 66.9 
67 46.7 51.0 53.4 56.3 58.4 61.6 68.0 
68 47.5 51.9 54.3 57.2 59.3 62.6 69.1 
69 48.4 52.8 55.2 58.2 60.3 63.7 70.2 
70 49.2 53.7 56. 1 59. 1 61.3 64.7 71.3 

71 50. 1 54.6 57.0 60. 1 62.3 65.7 72.4 
72 50.9 55.5 58.0 61.0 63.2 66.7 73.5 
73 51.8 56.4 58.9 62.0 64.2 67.7 74.6 
74 52.7 57.3 59.8 62.9 65.2 68.7 75.6 
75 53.5 58.2 60.7 63.9 66.2 69.7 76.7 

76 54.4 59. 1 61.7 64.9 67.2 70.8 77.8 
77 55.2 60.0 62.6 65.8 68. 1 71.8 78.9 
78 56. 1 60.9 63.5 66.8 69. 1 72.8 80.0 
79 57.0 61.8 64.4 67.7 70. 1 73.8 81. 1 
80 57.8 62.7 65.4 68.7 71. 1 74.8 82.2 

81 58.7 63.6 66.3 69.6 72. 1 75.8 83.3 
82 59.5 64.5 67.2 70.6 73.0 76.9 84.4 
83 60.4 .65.4 68.2 71.6 74.0 77.9 85.5 
84 61. 3 66.3 69. 1 72.5 75.0 78.9 86.6 
85 62. 1 67.2 70.0 73.5 76.0 79.9 87.7 

86 63.0 68. 1 70.9 74.5 77.0 80.9 88.8 
87 63.9 69.0 71.9 75.4 78.0 82.0 89.9 
88 64.7 69.9 72.8 76.4 78.9 83.0 91.0 
89 65.6 70.9 73.7 77.3 79.0 84.0 92. 1 

90 66.5 71.8 74.7 78.3 80.0 85.0 93. 1 

91 67.4 72.7 75.6 79.3 81.0 86.0 94.2 
92 68.2 73.6 76.6 80.2 82.0 87. 1 95.3 
93 69. 1 74.5 77.5 81.2 83.0 88. 1 96.4 
94 70.0 75.4 78.4 82.2 84.0 89. 1 97.5 
95 70.9 76.3 79.4 83. 1 85.0 90. 1 98.6 
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96 71.7 77.2 80.3 84. 1 86.8 91. 1 99.7 

97 72.6 78.2 81.2 85. 1 87.8 92.2 100.8 

98 73.5 79.1 82.2 86.0 88.8 93.2 101.9 

99 74.4 80.0 83. 1 87.0 89.8 94.2 103.0 

lOO 75.2 80.9 84.1 88.0 90.8 95.2 104. 1 

101 76. 1 81.8 85.0 88.9 91.8 96.3 105.2 

102 77.0 82.8 85.9 89.9 92.8 97.3 106.3 

103 77.9 83.7 86.9 90.9 93.8 98.3 107.4 

104 78.8 84.6 87.8 91.9 94.8 99.3 108.5 

105 79.7 85.5 88.8 92.8 95.7 100.4 109.6 

106 80.5 86.4 89.7 93.8 96.7 101.4 110. 7 

107 81.4 87.4 90.7 94.8 97.7 102.4 111.8 

108 82.3 88.3 91.6 95.7 98.7 103.4 112.9 

109 83.2 89.2 92.5 96.7 99.7 104.5 114.0 

110 84. 1 90. 1 93.5 97.7 100.7 105.5 115. 1 

111 85.0 91. 1 94.4 98.7 101.7 106.5 116.2 

112 85.9 92.0 95.4 99.6 102.7 107.5 117.3 

113 86.7 92.9 96.3 100.6 103.7 108.6 118.4 

114 87.6 93.8 97.3 101.6 104.7 109.6 119.5 

115 88.5 94.7 98.2 102.5 105.7 110.6 120.6 

116 89.4 95.7 99.2 103.5 106.7 111.7 121. 7 

117 90.3 96.6 100. 1 104.5 107.7 112.7 122.8 

118 91.2 97.5 101. 1 105.5 108.7 113.7 123.9 

119 92. 1 98.4 102.0 106.4 109.7 114.7 125.0 

120 93.0 99.4 103.0 107.4 110.7 115.8 126. 1 

121 93.8 100.3 103.9 108.4 111.6 116.8 127.2 

122 94.7 101.2 104.9 109.4 112.6 117.8 128.3 

123 95.6 102.2 105.8 11Q. 3 113.6 118.9 129.4 

124 96.5 103. 1 106.8 111. 3 114.6 119.9 130.5 

125 97.4 104.0 107.7 112.3 115.6 120.9 131.6 
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126 98.3 105.0 108.7 113.3 116.6 122.0 132.7 

127 99.2 105.9 109.6 114.2 117.6 123.0 133.8 

128 100. 1 106.8 110.6 115.2 118.6 124.0 134.9 

129 101.0 107.8 111. 5 116.2 119.6 125.1 136.0 

130 101.9 108.7 112.5 117.2 120.6 126. 1 137. 1 

131 102.8 109.6 113.4 118.2 121.6 127. 1 138.2 

132 103.7 110.6 114.4 119. 1 122.6 128.2 139.3 

133 1~.6 111. 5 115.3 120.1 123.6 129.2 140.4 

134 105.5 112.4 116. 3 121. 1 124.6 130.2 141.5 

135 106.4 113.4 117.2 122. 1 125.6 131.3 142.6 

136 107.3 114.3 118.2 123. 1 126.6 132.3 143.7 

137 108.2 115.2 119. 1 124.0 127.6 133.3 144.8 

138 109. 1 116.2 120. 1 125.0 128.6 134.3 145.9 

139 110.0 117. 1 121.0 126.0 129.6 135.4 147.0 

140 110.9 118.0 122.0 127.0 130.6 136.4 148. 1 

141 111.8 119.0 122.9 128.0 131.6 137.4 149.2 

142 112.7 119.9 123.9 128.9 132.6 138.5 150.3 

143 113.6 120.8 124.8 129.9 133.6 139.5 151.4 

144 114.5 121.8 125.8 130.9 134.6 140.5 152.5 

145 115.4 122.7 126.7 131. 9 135.6 141.6 153.6 

1% 116.3 123.6 127.7 132.9 136.6 142.6 154.7 

147 117. 2 124.6 128.6 133.8 137.6 143.6 155.8 

148 118. 1 125.5 129.6 134.8 138.6 144.7 156.9 

149 119.0 126.5 130.6 135.8 139.6 145.7 158.0 

150 119.9 127.4 131. 6 136.8 140.6 146.7 159. 1 

151 120.8 128.3 132.5 137.8 141.6 147.8 160.3 

152 121.7 129.3 133.5 138.7 142.6 148.8 161.4 

153 122.6 130.2 134.5 139.7 143.6 149.8 162.5 

154 123.5 131. 2 135.4 140.7 144.6 150.9 163.6 

155 124.4 132. 1 136.4 141.7 145.6 151.9 164.7 
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156 125.3 133.0 137.4 142.7 1~.6 152.9 165.8 

157 126.2 134.0 138.3 143.6 147.6 153.9 166.9 

158 127. 1 134.9 139. 3 144.6 1lla. 6 154.9 168.0 

159 128.0 135.9 140.2 145.6 149.6 156.0 169. 1 

160 129.0 136.8 141.2 1~.6 150.6 157.0 170.2 

161 129.9 137.7 142.2 147.6 151.7 158.0 171. 3 

162 130.8 138.7 143.2 1lla. 6 152.7 159. 1 172.4 

163 131. 7 139.6 144. 1 149.6 153.7 160. 1 173.5 

164 132.6 140.6 145. 1 150.5 154.7 161. 1 174.6 

165 133.5 141.5 1~.1 151. 5 155.7 162.2 175.7 

166 134.4 142.~ 147.0 152.5 156.7 163.2 176.8 

167 1.35. 3 143.4 1lla.O 153.5 157.7 164.2 177.9 

168 136.2 144.3 1lla. 9 154.5 158.7 165.3 179.0 

169 137. 1 145.3 149.9 155.5 159.7 166.3 180. 1 

170 138. 1 1%.2 150.8 156.5 160.7 167.4 181.2 

171 139.0 147.2 151.8 157.5 161.7 168.4 182.3 

172 139.9 148. 1 152.8 158.5 162.7 169.4 183.4 

173 140.8 149. 1 153.7 159.4 163.7 170.5 184.5 

174 141.7 150.0 154.7 160.4 164.7 171.5 185.6 

175 142.7 151.0 155.6 161.4 165.7 172.6 186.7 

176 143.6 151.9 156.6 162.4 166.7 173.6 187.8 

177 144.5 152.8 157.5 163.4 167.7 174.7 188.9 

178 145.4 153.8 158.5 164.4 168.7 175.7 190.0 

179 1~.3 154.7 159.4 165.4 169.7 176.8 191. 1 

180 147.3 155.7 160.4 166.4 170.7 177.8 192.2 

181 1lla. 2 156.6 161.4 167.4 171.8 178.8 193.4 

182 149.1 157.6 162.3 168.4 172.8 179.9 194.5 

183 150.0 158.5 163.3 169.3 173.8 180.9 195.6 

184 150.9 159.5 164.3 170.3 174.8 181.9 196.7 

185 151.8 160.4 165.2 171. 3 175.8 183.0 197.8 
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186 152.8 161.4 166.2 172.3 176.8 184.0 198.9 

187 153.7 162.3 167.2 173.3 177.8 185.0 200.0 

188 154.6 163.3 168. 1 -174. 3 178.8 186. 1 201. 1 

189 155."5 164.2 169. 1 175.3 179.8 187. 1 202.2 

190 156.4 165 .. 2 170. 1 176.3 180.8 188. 1 203.3 

191 157.4 166.1 171.0 177.3 181.8 189.2 204.4 

192 158.3 167. 1 172.0 178.3 182.8 190.2 205.5 

193 159.2 168.0 173.0 179.3 183.8 191.2 206.6 

194 160.2 168.9 173.9 180.3 184.8 192.3 207.7 

195 161. 1 169.9 174.9 181.2 185.9 193.3 208.8 

196 162.0 170.8 175.9 182.2 186.9 194.3 209.9 

197 162.9 171.8 176.8 183.2 187.9 195.4 211.0 

198 163.8 172.7 177.8 184.2 188.9 196.4 212. 1 

199 164.7 173.7 178.7 185.2 189.9 197.4 213.2 

200 165.6 174.6 179.7 186.2 190.9 198.5 214.3 

'nlese values are taken from Freenan [1984) and have been 

corrected Where necessary. 'nley are based on full clrcult 

avail abi 1 i ty. 

For larger quantities of traffic, a linear approximation may be 

used with small relative errors. For exa!IIlle with a a:xs of 0.001 the 

number of circu1 ts required to carry E erlangs can be estimated as 

[E+35.4) for E>165.6. 

To convert from the given entry in erlangs to hUndred call 
-1 seconds per hotn" (ccs h ), nul tiply by 36. For exarrple 200 c1rcu1 ts 

can carry 7714.8 ccs h- 1 at a GOS of 0.1 
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C. 1. ~ GUIIE 

'Ihe Plyroouth Polytechnic Hetwort< Opt1m1sation Package (PPHOP) is 

a software package for the design and analysis of telecommunication 

net~rt<s to be used on the I:Efol PC personal conputer. 

'Ihe package was designed and developed during 1984-1986 by Vie 

Grout and Peter Sanders (Depart.mmt of Comrunication Engineering, 

Faculty of Technology, Plyroouth Polytechnic, Drake Circus, Plym:mth, 

Devon, PlA 8AA, UK) under the guidance of Ian Upton, Paul Reynolds and 

David White (Tall1s Consultancy, British Telecom. 151 Gower Street, 

London, ~1E 6BA, UK). 

'Ihis user guide has been written to confonn to the standards 

presented in 1 Tal Us Systems Deve 1 opnent Procedures and Standards 1 
, 

S.Holloway, T.Arnold & K.Pretorius, Part 5-4 (User Guide) (Holloway et 

al. [1986]). 
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PREFACE 

'Ihis guide is divided into three main sections plus appendices 

and an index, tile 1nfonnat1on contained within each section :being as 

follows. 

Section 1. 1 is an introduction covering telecormunication 

networks and network opt~sation, operation of tile package and 

hardware requirenents and options. 

Section 1. 2 describes tile steps required in starting tile package 

and reaching tile top level IIEnu. 

Section 1. 3 provides the user with a conplete account of tile 

package in its operational state. Each IIEnu option is described 

and explained indivichlally together with the irrplications of each 

such choice. 

'D1e appendices (section 2) contains an explanation of possible 

errors and a glossary of terms. 

Section 3 is the index. 
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C. 1. 1. IlfiROIXmiCfi 

c. 1. 1. 1. Scope of Introduction 

~s Introduction consists of 4 parts. 

~s section describes the purpose of the others. 

section 1.1.2 provides a stmple introduction to the principles of 

telecommunication networks and the requirements of network 

opt1m1sation 

section 1. 1.3 presents, in condensed form the fac1lit1es offered 

by the Plymou~ Polytechnic Network OptirrUsation Package (PPNOP). 

section 1. 1.4 outlines the hardware requirements needed to start 

and operate PPHOP as well as -the options available regarding the 

different env1ro111rents of its use. 

c. 1. 1.2. Introduction to Network OptirrUsation 

A source and/or sink of telecommunications traffic is called a 

node. A node is defined exactly by specifying its X and Y coordinates 

relative to some 2-d.ilrensional fixed frazre of reference. In the m:: 
~s is the Ordinance Survey National Grid, ranging from 0-700l<rn 

west-east and 0-l()()()km sou~-north. Other information, such as names 

or nuniDers, may also be associated wi~ the node, but the coordinates 

alone matter in the problem of optirrUsatlon. 

Each node will require to send and/or receive information to/from 

other nodes in the plane. ~s infonnat1on is telecommunications 

traffic or sinply traffic. 'Ihere are 2 possible types. 

SW! tcned Traffic. ~s type of traffic is handled by switching 

equipment at intermediate points on its journey from source to 

sink. 
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Non-SWitched Traffic. nus type of traffic is not handled by 

switching equiprl!nt at intermediate points on its Journey. Even 

if it does not take the rmst direct route, the route is 

continUous - no switching takes place. 

SWitched traffic is measured in erlangs where 1 erlang represents 

an average of 1 call for one hour. The Erlang is a di.Jmnsionless unit. 

Non-SWitched traffic is measured s1.nply by the rrumber of circu1 ts 

provided for its transmission. 'nle traffic from i to J, aiJ' can be 

considered as an entry in a traffic rratrix A. 'nle two types of traffic 

thus give rise to two traffic rratrices. 

'nle combination of node locations and traffic rratrices conpletely 

describe the input to a network optimisation problem. It is referred 

to as an initial networK. 'nle problem of optimisation is to dfitennine 

the best way of interconnecting these nodes so that the traffic can 

flow as required. 

'nlere are a number of paraneters to the process Which affect 

different parts of the problem. 

'nle period of tiire that the solution network is designed to be 

used for, usually measured in years. 

'nle grade of service (<DS) provided by the network, measured as 

the fraction of calls which fai 1 to transmit. 

'nle degree of rerouting, measured as the rraximJm number of extra 

stages in a path between two nodes that are not connected 

directly. 

'lhose links Which, for Wbatever reason, nust not be removed 

or/and have extra traffic rerouted onto them. 

In addition, there are a number of fixed constraints regarding 

the final appearance of the solution networK. 
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Tlio types of links are available; single analogue c1rcu1ts 

capable of carrying small levels of traffic and digital circuits, 

equivalent to a number of analogue circuits and roore suitable for 

larger am:nmts of traffic. 

'Ihe solution network has two levels. Jm. appropriate subset of the 

set of nodes in the initial network 1S selected to form v.tlat is 

known as the core network. 'Ihese nodes are then called transits 

and an alternative name for the core network is transit network. 

'Ihese transits are connected together 1n a partial II'Esh 

arrange~~Ent. 'Ihe eXistence of a particular intertransit link 

depen<1s on the characteristics of the network under 

investigation. 'Ihe conplete core network, however, nust :be 

cormecte<1. 'Ihe other no<1es are cormected by a single link to 

their nearest transit. 'Ihe lower level conprising ordinary nodes 

and the links cormecting them up to the transits is known as the 

service or supply network. 

Digital links are always used for the core network Whereas either 

analogue or digital links can :be used for the supply network, 

depending on which proves to :be the cheapest. 

A network problem then consists of an input network consisting of 

nodes and traffic. Parameters such as grade of service etc. are added 

and the result is a solution of the form described in the above 

constraints. 'Ihe process is known as optimisation. 'Ihe Plyroouth 

Polytechnic Network Optirrllsation Package (PPNOP) provides a ~JEthod for 

effecting this optirrllsation. 

c. 1.1.3. System OVerview 

'Ihe Plyroouth Polytechnic Network Optlm1sation Package (PPOOP) is 

a corrplete system allowing problems of the form described in section 

1. 1. 2 to :be set up, solved and their results studied.. More precisely, 

the facilities offered are as follows 
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Details of networks (nodes and traffic) can be set up using 

grapucs input routines. 

SUCh networks can be optimised conpletely or in part. 

Partial solutions can be entered by hand followed by the 

corrpleted optimisation. 

Initial, partially.optimised or optimised networks can be saved 

and retrieved as required. 

Corrprehensi ve results in writ ten or grapucal fonn can be 

produced on the screen or printer. 

A more detailed description of these facilities together with 

instructions for their use is contained in section 1. 3 

c. 1. 1. 4. Envirol1!1Ent OVerview 

'nle Plym:mth Polytechnic Network Optimisation Package (PPOOP) has 

been designed to operate on an Hfl PC-XT or AT personal corrputer with 

512K RAM. A monitor with a display card is, of course, essential, a 

printer is optional and a fixed disk is to be preferred to twin 

floppies. 'nlese points are elaborated upon in the following notes. 

A monitor is obviously required. PPNOP is prepared to work with a 

monocl'lrone monitor and a Hercules GraJhics Card. 'Ihis 

specification can only be changed by replacing the Hercules 

Graphics Card device driver by a device driver suitable for the 

IJX)ni tor and card in use. 'Ihis allows colour, enhanced resolution 

or enhanced grapucs adaptors to be used if required. See the 

program <1ocurrentation (Grout [1987b)) for details about changing 

IJX)ni tor and/or grapucs card. 

PPNOP will operate on IEfl conpatible machines provided the 

previous point is considered and nemry requirenents are 
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satisfied. 

A P1"1nter is optional and is required only for pr'Oducing 

pennanent copies of results. Any pr'inter Which can be used with 

the mach1ne in question will be suitable. H18h resolution is 

Pl"eferable for P1"1nting rmps. 

PPNOP operates at its fastest and in its m:>st convenient state 

Vthen used from a fixed disk.. All of the software can be stored in 

the sane place so there need be no changes of floppy discs. 

However, if required, the package can be run on a dual floppy 

machine with the necessary c:harlges of discs between task.s. For 

larger networks, however, some rearrangement (or spr'eading out) 

of software may be necessary. 

Pennanent network data can be saved and retrieved on any drive at 

the request of the user. While the package is 1n operation, however, 

it is required tl'lat the current network (the one being worked on) be 

stored somev.here as well. 'lhe drive for storing the current network is 

set by default to drive c. If it is necessary to change this value 

(for worKing with two floppies, for example) it is necessary to 

consult the pr'Ogram doCUirentation (Grout [1987b]). otherwise, the 

location of the current data is of no interest to the user. For the 

remainder of this guide, it wi 11 be asSUREd tl'lat both operational 

software and current network data are stored on drive c. 'lhe 

description extends easily to other cases. With the hardWare and 

software as described, section 1. 2 explains how to get PPNOP up and 

running. 
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C. l. 2. SYS'IEM START-UP 

'lhe Pl}'IOOUUl Polytechnic Network Opt1m1sat1on Pacl<age (Pf'll)p) is 

supplied on 3 floppy <Uses. It will be assumed in this description 

that a hard. <Use is to be used. If the software is to be used from the 

floppies, then baclrup copies should be made an<1 used mile the 

originals are stored away safely. 

To set up the package for the first tinE proceed as follows. 'lhe 

use of a separate <Urectory is entirely optional :trut can avoid 

confUsion with other data stored on the fixed disk. 

From the root directory of the fixed disl<. drive (at the C> 

Pl'OiliPl) type 

C>MD PPNOP 

'!his creates a directory for the package. Transfer control to 

this directory by typing 

C>CD PPNOP 

Put disc number 1 (input) in drive A. Type 

C>OOPY A: •· • 

Repeat for discs 2 (output) and 3 (optimisation) an<1 store all 

three discs safely away. 'lhe pad<age is now resident on the fixed 

disk in the directory PPNOP. To start the pacl<age type 

C>PLYKXliH 

Some infonnation regarding gr~cal output is <Usplayed followed 

by the PPll)p t1 tle screen. Eventually the top level rrenu appears. 

section l. 3 explains, in detail, how to proceed with using the 

various facilities offered by the package. 
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Now that the package is installe~ it is unnecessary, in fUture, 

to repeat all of the above procedure. 

S1.nply type 

C>CD PPNOP 

(if necessary) to transfer control to the correct ~rectory an~ 

type 

C>PLYK:UIH 

to enter the package as before. Again, the top level m!nu is 

eventually displayed. 
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C. 1. 3. SYS'IEM OPERATION 

Tbis section presents, in detail, the facilities available within 

the Plymouth Polytechnic Network Optim1Sation Package (PPNOP) and 

describes how to use them. - 'Ihe topics are divided into groups 1n the 

scure way as they appear in the on-screen menus. For eaCh section, a 

brief surmary of tllat comnand group is given followed by a roore 

detailed individual description. 

c. 1.3. 1. Top Level Options 

On entry to PPNOP, and at subsequent times after, the top level 

rrenu is displayed. Tbis presents, 1n the roost general form, the 

possible actions WhiCh rray be taken. Entering Q or a digit from 1 to 7 

selects the required subject or job area to be worked upon. sections 

1. 3. 2-9 describe eaCh of these areas 1n detail with subsections 

covering individual jobs. In general, entering R at any stage will 

return to the previous stage or to the appropriate rrenu. 

C. 1.3.2. set up Network Details 

Entering 1 at the top level rrenu causes the set up Network 

Details menu to be displayed. This collection of routines allows the 

user to define inforrration for a new or Changed network. In principle, 

it is the first step 1n any opt1misation job to set up the network 

under consideration. Entering a digit from 1 to 7 will select a 

particular part of the network to be set up or roodified. Entering R 

will cause the top level rrenu to be displayed again. sections 

1. 3. 2. 1-7 describe eaCh option within this menu in greater detail. 

C. 1.3.2. 1. Full Network Node Details 

Entering 1 at the set up Network Details menu begins the process 

of setting up initial network nodes. A description of the routine is 

presented over two pages followed by an 1nvi tation to input textual 

inforrration to acconpany the network. If this is required, enter Y and 
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enter the appropriate personal identification and networl<. naJJE. 

Otherwise enter N. 'Ihe l'lUIDJ:)er of nodes is then requested an<1 the 

correct integer should be entere<1. It is now tine to enter individual 

details for each node. 

A map of the UK is displayed and details of the first node are 

requested. 'Ihe serial lllllrDer is already provided and the name an<1 

coordinates are needed. Enter the name of the node (any string of 

characters). Enter the X-coord!nate (a l'lUlJ'ber from 0 to 700) an<1 

Y-coord!nate (a number from 0 to 1000). 'Ihe node will now flash at the 

appropriate place on the map as specified by the coordinates. Chec~ to 

see if the input <1ata is correct. If there is any error, enter N. 'Ihe 

node will disappear and 'Ihe information will be rerequested. Otherwise 

enter Y (or press [REIURNJ) to contirll.l.e with the other nodes in the 

networl<.. 'Ihe flashing node is replaced by a smaller permanent IIBl"Ker 

to avoid confUsion and detai 1 s of the second node are requested. 

nus process is repeated for eaCh node 1n the network. \\'hen all 

node information has been entered in this way, press any ~ey to return 

to the Set up Networl<. Detai 1 s nenu. 

c. 1. 3.2.2. Full Network Traffic Details 

Entering 2 at the Set up Networl<. Details nenu begins the process 

of defining the traffic flow in the network. Firstly a page of textual 

information is displayed. It is then possible to either produce two 

new traffic rratrices or rmdify two existing ones. Select 1 or 2 as 

required. 'Ihe required source node (row of rratrix) is then requested. 

Enter a number between 1 and the number of nodes in the network. 'Ihis 

row can be entered (updated) sequentially or selectively. 'Ihis neans 

that the eleaents of the row can be worked through in order or the 

appropriate colunns can be selected 1n turn. Enter A or B as required. 

If B is selected, the user is pronpted for eaCh destination node as 

required and once the traffic <1ata is entered, the user is ~d 

vmether there are any rmre. 
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For each node · pair (elemmt 1n the matrix), two values are 

required to represent the switched and non-switched traffic. 'lhe 

non-switched traffic Should be an integer. Non-integers are rounded 

down. Ehter :both am:runts as required. 

At the end of each row (sequentially) or following a N response 

to the 'Another destination node?' question (selectively), the user is 

asked ~ther another source node (matrix row) is to be entered 

(updated). If the response is Y, the process is repeated. If N is 

entered, the traffic set up procedure is finished and the Set up 

Network Details rmnu is red.isplayed.. 

C.1.3.2.3. Transit Network Node Details 

Ehtering 3 at the Set up Network Details rrerru begins the process 

of setting up transit nodes. In a similar fashion to the Set up FUll 

Network Node Details option, a description of the routine is presented 

over two pages followed by an invitation to input textual information 

to acconpany the network. If this iS required, enter Y and enter the 

appropriate personal identification and network name. otherwise enter 

N. 'lhe rrumber of transits is then requested and the correct integer 

should be entered. It is now tirre to enter ind.ividual details for each 

transit. 

A map of the UK is displayed and details of the first transit are 

requested. 'lhe serial letter is already provided and the name and 

coord.inates are needed. Ehter the name of the transit (any string of 

characters). Ehter the X-coordinate (a lllliTlber from 0 to 700) and 

Y-coord.inate (a rrumber from 0 to 1000). 'lhe transit will now flash at 

the appropriate place on the map as specified by the coord.inates. 

Qleck to see if the iJ'JPlt data is correct. If there is any error, 

enter H. 'lhe transit will d.isappear and 'lhe information will be 

rerequested.. otherwise enter Y (or press [REI\JRHJ) to contirrue with 

the other transits in the network. 'lhe flashing transit is replaced by 

a snaller pennanent rmrker to avoid confUsion and details of the 

second transit are requested. 
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'Ihis process is repeated for each transit 1n the core network. 

\11hen all transit infonm.tion has :been entered 1n this way, press any 

keY to return to the Set up Network Details menu. 

c. 1. 3. 2. 4. Transit Network Traffic Details 

Ehtering 4 at the Set up Network Details nenu :begins the process 

of defining the traffic flowing within the core network. In a s1m1.lar 

fashi.on to the Set up Full Network Traffic Details option, a 

description of the routine is displayed followed by the choice of 

creating new traffic details or modifying existing details. Select 1 

or 2 as required. 'n1e part of the matrix to :be written or updated is 

then requested. Ehter the required start and finish elements. For 

exanple a start element of (2, 6) and a finish element of (5, 3) would 

cause all but the first five elements of row 2, all of rows 3 and 4 

and the first 3 elements of row 5 to be written or updated. To enter 

(update) all elements of the matrices, therefore, enter 1, 1, M and M 

v.tlere M is the number of transits in the core network. For each 

transit pair, enter the switched and non-switched traffic in the same 

way as for nodes. 

\!when all required transit pairs have :been dealt with, the Set up 

Network Details nenu is redisplayed. 

c. 1.3.2.5. Cost Details 

Ehtering 5 at the Set up Network Details nenu begins the process 

of defining the cost functions. The cost functions for analogue links, 

digital links and transits can be set by the user although preset 

functions are available if needed. Enter 1 or 2 as required. 

There are three corrp:>nents to the cost function; analogue link 

costs, digital link costs and transit costs. 'n1e first to be dealt 

with are the analogue link costs. 'n1e cost functions may :be step 

functions. In the case of analogue links the function may take a 

different fonn for various steps of distance. Enter the rn.JIIt)er of 
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steps (1 if the fUnction is not a step function). The step l~ts are 

then requested (if there are roore than one step). Enter each upper 

1 ~ t as required. When all step 1 ~ ts have been entered, the actual 

costs for each step are requested. 

different cost for the first c1rcuit 

The facility exists to have a 

an subsequent circuits. Within 

each of these divisions there are connection costs and annual rental 

charges. Within each of these subdivisions there are fixed costs and 

charges per 'lm1 t distance. 'Ihis nakes 8 components to the analogue 

linl<. costs. Enter each component as required. 'Ihis process is then 

repeated for each step in the analogue cost fUnction. 

'Ihis entire process is now repeated for dig! tal 1 inl<s w1 th 

exactly the same system as for analogue linl<.s. 

The step option also exists for transits costs. Here the step 

1 ~ ts are the rrumber of 1QP.lt/output ports required (in other words 

the rrumber of circuits entering or leaving the transit). Enter the 

rrumber of steps and the st_ep limits as before. Thez:e are 4 components 

tC? the transit costs; installation cost and annual rental, each of 

Which is subdivided into a fixed cost and a charge per port. Enter 

each of the 4 components in tW"Tl and repeat for each step. 

\!when all costs have been entered the Set up Network Detai 1 s rrenu 

is redisplayed. 

C.1.3.2.6. Reduce Traffic Details 

If the node and traffic detai 1 s have been set up along with the 

transit details as described in sections 1.3.2. 1-3 it iS unnecessary 

to explicitly define the transit traffic details. nus can be worked 

out by reducing the original traffic details in the correct form. 

Entering 6 at the Set up Network Detai 1 s rrenu produces the transit 

traffic details automatically 1n this way. '!he Set up Network Details 

rrenu is then redisplayed. 
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c. 1. 3. 2.. 7. ModifY Existing Network Details 

Ehtering 7 at the Set up Network Details merru begins the process 

of updating or roodifying the existing fUll network details. Nodes can 

be added, deleted or m:>d1fied as required. 

Firstly the rrumbers of nodes to be added, deleted an<1 rood1fie<1 

are requested. If there are no nodes in any particular category then 

enter 0. 'n1e serial number of each node to be deleted is then 

requested. Enter each one 1n turn. 'nlese nodes are automatically 

rerooved from the ini Ual network. 

Next the serial rrumber of each node to be changed iS requested. 

Ehter each one in turn. For each node enter the new details as 

appropriate. 'Ih!s update is made to the initial network at once. 

Finally each of the nodes to be added nust be named and given X 

and Y coordinates. 'nlen the switched and non-switched traffic between 

that node and each of the existing nodes nust be given 1n the fonn 

described in section 1.3.2.2. 

When all add! tions, deletions and modifications have been carried 

out the Set up NetworK Details merru is redisplayed. 

C. 1.3.3. Retrieve Saved NetworK Details 

Ehtering 2 at the top level merru selects the retrieve options. 

Any networK, Whole or complete, initial, partially optirrdsed or 

optim!sed can be retrieved from any drive, as can the cost fUnctions. 

"nle drive to be searched is the default data drive. 'Ih!s is initially 

set to drive c. Ehtering a digit from 1 to 4 will select the 

particular details to be retrieved, 5 will allow the default data 

drive to be changed and R will retW"'l'l to the top level merru. 
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C.1.3.3.1. FUll Network Details 

Entering 1 at the Retrieve Network Details rrerru retrieves an 

initial network (nodes, traffic and cost function) from the default 

drive. 'Ihe nanE of the network nust :be entered. cnce the network has 

:been retrieved, the Retrieve Network Details rrerru is redisplayed.. 

c. 1.3.3.2. Core Network Details 

Entering 2 at the Retrieve Network Details rrerru retrieves a core 

network (transits, traffic and cost function) from the default drive. 

'Ihe nanE of the core network nust :be entered. Once the core network 

has :been retrieved, the Retrieve Network Details rrerru is redisplayed.. 

c. 1.3.3.3. Qpt~sed Network Details 

Entering 3 at the Retrieve Network Details rrerru retrieves an 

opUmised network (nodes, transits, traffic, cost functions, circuits, 

grade of service, period of opt~sauon etc.) from the default drive. 

'Ihe nanE of the opt~sed network nust be given. Once the opt~sed 

network has been retrieved, the Retrieve Network Details rrerru is 

red! splayed. 

c. 1.3.3.4. Cost Details 

Entering 4 at the Retrieve Network Details menu retrieves a cost 

function from the default drive. 'Ihe nanE under which the costs are 

stored oust be given. Once the costs have been retrieved, the Retrieve 

Network Details rrerru is redisplayed. 

c. 1.3.3.5. Change Default Data Drive 

Entering 5 at the Retrieve Network Details menu allows the 

default data drive to :be changed. 'Ihe user is asked for the new drive 

and then the Retrieve Network Details rrerru is redisplayed.. Any fUtw-e 
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retrievals will be UBde fl"<llll this new drive (lD'ltil this option is used 

Cllain). 

c. 1. 3. 4. Opt.1m1se Network 

Ehtering 3 at the top level menu causes the Opt.1m1se Network menu 

to be displaye<1. 'Ihis set of options fonn the IJBjor work area of the 

package. Ehtering a digit from 1 to 3 selects one of the opt1.m1sat1on 

Jobs to be perfonm<1. Option 1 offers a corrplete opt1m1sat1on process 

While 2 and 3 allow the problem to be analysed in stages. Entering R 

causes the top level menu to be redisplaye<1. sare of these procedures 

can take a considerable time to execute. If wished, [CBI'RL-~] can 

be used to tenninate execution and return to the Opt.1m1se Network 

menu. 

c. 1.3.4. 1. Optinllse FUll Network 

Ehtering 1 at the Opt.inllse Network menu selects the Optim1se FUll 

network option. 'Ihis process provides a corrplete opt1m1sation of an 

initial network. From the initial set of nodes, a set of transits is 

chosen and the interconnection of these transits is then detennined. 

Firstly the grade of service (GOS) is requested, followed by the 

period of optim1sation. 'Ihe GOS is a number between 0 and 1 (although 

only numbers between 0 and 1/3 are at all realistic - see section 

1. 1. 2) and the period of optim1sation is an integer number of years. 

Enter the appropriate values as required. 

'Ihe initial network is now displayed, Press a key to start the 

opt1m1sation process. 'Ihe approXimate details of the stace Mtich the 

routine has reached are displayed at all t1mes. 'Ihese are of no great 

value to the user and are explained in the software documentation 

(Grout [19871>]). Eventually the CW"'rent best set of transits is 

displayed and the user is asked 1f it is required that the system look 

fUrther for a better solution. If the reply is positive the process of 

transit selection contirru.es acain otherwise 1t tenninates. 
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Eventually a set of transits will be chosen. It now remains to 

opt1m1se the cormection strategy for the links between them. More 

1nfonmt1on is required. from the user 1n the way of problem 

parcmeters. 'nle <JlS for the core network 1S requested. 'Ihis may or may 

not be the same as the <JlS for the supply network. 'Ihen the number of 

years of operation of the core network is requested, followed by the 

degree of rerouting (the max1nllln l"nllWer of extra transits 1n the path 

between two transits v411ch are not directly connected) and the level 

of accuracy required. 'lhis ranges from 1 (low accuracy) to 5 (h1Sh 

accuracy). Enter the appropriate choices for each. Finally the number 

of fixed links (those v411ch can or llllSt not be rem:>ved) and the number 

of links Which can or uust not carry any extra traffic is requested. 

If there are any links in either category, then enter the appropriate 

quantity and instruct the system v411ch links they are in response to 

the proopt. 

'nle process of deternun1ng the best intertransit connection 

strategy is then ready to start. Press a key to begin. 'Ihe display 

shows links being gradually ·rerooved until the solution network is 

obtained. Press a key to return to the Opti.mi.se network rrenu. 

c. 1. 3. 4. 2.. Determine Best Set of Transits 

Entering 2. at the Optimise Network rrenu begins the process of 

selecting the best set of transits from a group of nodes. 'lhis process 

is, in fact, a single part of option 1 (section 1.3.4. 1). The crucial 

difference is that the user is permitted to specify how many transits 

there ITUSt be instead of leaving it up to the pacl<age. 

On entry to the process the user is prorrpted for the grade of 

service as before but is then asked for the number of transits 

required before the period of opt1in1sat1on. See section 1. 3. 4. 1 for 

full detai 1 s. 
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c. 1.3.4.3. QptinUse Interconnection 

Entering 3 at the QptinUse Network menu selects the core network 

optinUsation option. 'Ihis process finds the best interconnection 

strategy for a number of transits already in eXistence. It is, in 

effect, the last stage of option 1 (section 1. 3. 4. 1). 'nle parameters 

such as grade of service and period of optinUsation rrust be entered as 

described in section 1.3.4. 1. 

c. 1. 3. 5. Save Network Details 

Entering 4 at the top level menu selects the save options. AnY 

network, ¥41.ole or cooplete, initial, partially optimised or optim1.sed 

can be saved on any drive, as can the cost flmctions. 'nle drive to be 

used is the default data drive. 'Ihis is initially set to drive c. 
Entering a digit from 1 to 4 will select the particular details to be 

saved, 5 will allow the default data drive to be changed and R will 

return to the top leve 1 menu. 

C. 1.3.5. 1. Full Network Details 

Entering 1 at the Save Network Detai 1 s menu saves an initial 

network (nodes, traffic and cost flmction) on the default drive. 'nle 

narre of the network rrust be entered. Once the network has been saved, 

the Save Network Details menu is redisplayed.. 

c. 1.3.5.2. Core Network Details 

Entering 2 at the Save Network Details menu saves a core network 

(transits, traffic and cost fUnction) on the default drive. 'Ihe narre 

of the core network rrust be entered. Once the core network has been 

saved, the Save Network Details menu is redisplayed.. 
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c. 1. 3. 5. 3. Opt1m1sed. Network Details 

Ehteril'lB 3 at the Save Network Details nenu saves an opt1m1sed. 

network (nodes, transits, traffic, cost functions, cirCU1 ts, grade of 

service, period. of opt1m1sation etc. ) on the default drive. 'nle narre 

of the optimised. network rrust be given. Once the opt1m1sed. network has 

been saved., the Save Network Details nenu is red.lsplayed.. 

c. 1.3.5.4. cost Details 

Ehteril'lB 4 at the Save Network Details nenu saves a cost fUnction 

on the default drive. 'lhe naDE Wlder \\hlch the costs are to be stored. 

rrust be given. Once the costs have been saved., the Save Network 

Details rrenu is redisplayed.. 

c. 1. 3. 5. 5. O'lange Default Data Drive 

Ehteril'lB 5 at the Save Network Details nenu allows the default 

data drive to be changed.. 'lhe user is asked. for the new drive and. then 

. the Save Network Details nerru is redisplayed.. Any fUture saves will be 

IIB.de on this new drive (unti 1 Ulis option is used. again). 

c. 1.3.6. Print Network Details and Results 

Ehterlng 5 at the top level causes the Print Network Details and. 

Results rrerru to be displayed.. '!his group of options is concerned with 

the output of information of various sorts to the user. OUtput can be 

directed to the screen or to a printer if one is connected to the 

system Ehtering a digit fl"'m 1 to 7 selects a particular aspect of 

the network to be output. Sections 1. 3. 6. 1-7 describe each option in 

detail. Ehtering R causes the top level nenu to be red.lsplayed.. 

c. 1.3.6. 1. Full Network Details 

Ehtering 1 at the Print Network Details and. Results nenu selects 

the initial network as beil'lB the output required. 'nle choice is then 
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offered of sending the output to the screen or printer. Enter 1 or 2 

as required. Next it is possible to select Which part of the 

information is needed; the node details, traffic details or both. 

Enter 1, 2 or 3 as required. 'Ihe appropriate part of the initial 

network is then sent as output to the appropriate device. 

If output is directed to the screen, one page at a time is 

printed followed by - K>RE -. Press any key to continue with the next 

page. '~.!hen output is carpleted the Print Network Details and Results 

merm is red1splayed. 

c. 1. 3. 6. 2. Transit Network Details 

Enterill8 2 at the Print Network Details and Results menu selects 

the core network as :beill8 the output required. 'Ihe choice is then 

offered of sending the output to the screen or printer. Enter 1 or 2 

as requ.ired. Next it is possible to select \lthich part of the 

information is needed; the transit details, traffic details or both. 

Enter 1, 2 or 3 as requ.ired. 'Ihe appropriate part of the core network 

is then sent as output to the. appropriate device. 

If output is directed to the screen, one page at a time is 

printed followed by - MORE -. Press any key to continue with the next 

page. When output is conpleted the Print Network Details and Results 

menu is redisplayed. 

c. 1.3.6.3. Cost Details 

Enterill8 3 at the Print Network Details and Results menu selects 

the cost flmctions as beill8 the output required. 'Ihe choice is then 

offered of sending the output to the screen or printer. Enter 1 or 2 

as requ.ired. 'Ihe cost flmct1ons are then sent as output to the 

appropriate device. 

If output is directed to the screen, one page at a time is 

printed followed by - M:lRE -. Press any key to continue with the next 
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page. 'When output is coopleted the Print Network Details and Results 

rrerm is red1Splayed. 

C. 1.3.6.4. Qpt~sed Network Details 

Entering 4 at the Print Network Details and Results menu selects 

the opt~sed network as being the output required. 'Ihe choice is Ulen 

offered of sending Ule output to the screen or printer. Enter 1 or 2 

as required. 'Ihe opt~sed networi< is then sent as output to Ule 

appropriate device. 

If output is directed to the screen, one page at a tine 1S 

printed followed by - HJRE -. Press any key to contirme with Ule next 

page. 'When output is corrpleted the Print Networi< Details and Results 

menu is redisplayed. 

c. 1.3.6.5. Qptirrnsed Networi< Costs 

Entering 5 at Ule Pr;'int Networi< Details and Results merm selects 

the optirrnsed networi< costs as being the output required. 'Ihe choice 

is Ulen offered of sending the output to the screen or printer. Enter 

1 or 2 as required. 'Ihe optirrnsed networi< costs are Ulen sent as 

output to the appropriate device. 

'When output is corrpleted the Print Networi< Details and Results 

merm is redisplayed. 

C. 1.3.6.6. Adjusted Network Details 

It is possible, at this stage to attempt some ~vements to Ule 

supply network. Until this point, only digital 11.nks have been used. 

Now analogue links can be tried if wished (see Ule docunentat1on 

(Grout (1987b]) for a fuller description of the use of analogue and 

digital links throughout the course of the opt1Jni.sation). Entering 6 

at the Print Network Details and Results menu invokes this process. 
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'lhis output takes the same fonn as that produce<1 by options ~ and. 

5 (sections 1. 3. 6. ~ an<1 1. 3. 6. 5) with those links proving to be 

Cheaper with analogue circuits adjuste<1 accor<1ingly. As before, output 

can be <11recte<1 to the screen or printer. 

If output is <11recte<1 to the screen, one page at a time is 

printe<1 followe<1 bY - M:'RE -. Press any key to contirrue with the next 

page. \!then output is corrplete<1 the Print Network Details and Results 

merru is redisplayed. 

C.1.3.6.7. Display Map of Network 

Entering 7 at the Print Network Details an<1 Results m!nu causes a 

map of the UK to be displaye<1 on the screen with the optimi.sed network 

superiJiposed upon it. Initially the v.tlole nap is shown. selected areas 

can be viewed in close up by zooming in. To do this enter Y to the 

ZOom in? proupt. Next enter the X and Y coordinates of the centre of 

the require<1 viewing window (0-700 west-east, 0-1000 south-north) an<1 

the scale of magnification needed. ( 1 nonna.l, 2 twice as big etc.). 

Finally it is p:>ssible to suppress display of each of the network 

corrponents (nodes, transits, supply network 1 inks and core network 

links) if wiShed (to improve clarity of display for example). For each 

of the four categories answer Y to have that component displayed and N 

not to have that corrponent displayed. 'Ihe map is then redrawn in the 

new fonn. 

'lh1s process can be repeated as often as required. In addition, 

entering R in response to the ZOom in? prorrpt will imnediate 1 y display 

the corrplete map in the original fonn. 

At any stage the screen dump facility (usually Shift-PrtSc but it 

depen<1s on the grcq:hics car<1) can be used to produce a copy of the map 

on the printer. 
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Typing H in response to the zoom· in? proopt causes the map to :be 

rem:>ved and the Print Network Details and Results ID:!nu to :be 

red! splayed. 

c. 1.3.7. List Networks on Default Data Drive 

Entering 6 at the top level ID:!nu causes a list of all networks 

stored on the default data drive to be displayed. 'nle list is given 

one page at a ti.lre. Press any key to see the next page. \!then the 

couplete list has :been shown, the top level nenu is red!splayed. 

c. L 3. 8. Delete the CUrrent Network 

Entering 7 at the top level nenu selects the Delete Network 

option. All details of the current network are made ready to be 

deleted (lost forever). 'nle user is asked to conf1nn t.l'lis action. If 

t.l'lis is confinred the network is duly rem:>ved. In either case the top 

level nenu is red!splayed at the conclusion. 

c. 1. 3. 9. Leave Plym:mth System 

Entering Q at the top level nenu prepares to leave PPNOP. 'nle 

user is as}{ed to confinn that t.l'lis is required and that all 

appropriate network data has been saved. If both points are confinred 

then PPNOP is quit. If either answer is negative the quit is aborted 

and the top level nenu is red!splayed. 
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C. 2. APPEJIDICES 

C. 2. l. ERRCRS 

'lhere are two ways in WhiCh the user can interact with the 

Plymmth Polyteehn!c Networi< Opt1m1sat1on Package (PPNOP). Firstly 

there is the uerm section of the package and secondly there are the 

occasions within each routine When data is required as i.rl.p.J.t. 

In response to any uerm the only acceptable i!'lp..lt is one of the 

digits listed as options within that uerm or, if appropriate, R 

(ret\D"l'l), Q (quit), Y (yes) or N (no). Any other response is not 

accepted. 'lhe input is rerroved from the screen and the merm is 

red1splayed. 'lhere is tl1Us no roan for error. 

S1m1larly if a legal response is entered WhiCh invokes an option 

Which is inappropriate at that p:>int (suCh as aslting for opt1mised 

networi< out:put before the networi< has even been opt1mised or trying to 

retrieve data WhiCh is not on the specified default data drive) that 

request is also ignored and the merm is red1splayed. Under certain 

circtm'IStances a Ins error message will be briefly visible before 

returning to the appropriate menu. 

For the case of data in:put only appropriate values are accepted. 

Any illegal data is ignored and the in:put request is repeated. 
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C. 2. 2. GLOSSARY <F 'IE»5 

AdJusted Network 

- Opt1m1sed network in Which a conparison has been made for each 

node-transit link to see Whether analogue or digital circuits would 

be preferable. 

Analogue Circuits 

- Single circuits suitable for carrying small am:>unts of data. 

Analogue Link Costs 

- Cost incurred by analogue circuits. Part 1 of cost flmction. 

Circuit 

- Hardware used to carry traffic between nodes. 

Core Network 

- Network comprising transits and digital links connecting ~ 

Default Data Drive 

- Drive on which all data will be stored and from Which all data will 

be retrieved. 

Degree of Rerouting (IXlR) 

- Hax1m..lm rrumber of extra transits in the path between any two 

transits not connected directly. 

Digital Circuit 

Large traffic carriers equivalent to a rrumber of analogue circuits 

and sui table for larger aroo1.D'lts of traffic. 

Digital Link Costs 

- Cost incurred by digital circuits. Part 2 of cost flmction. 

Erlang 

- unit of telecommun1cations traffic. 1 erlang = 1 call for 1 hour. 
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Grade of Service (<nS) 

- Fraction of all generated calls which fail to t.ransm1.t. 

In! t!al Network 

- Cooplete set of nodes and. traffic matrices to :be opt1m1.sed. 

Network Qpt~sation 

- Process of detenn1n1ng :best cormect!on strategy for a set of nodes. 

Node 

- Source and/or sink of telecommunications traffic. 

Non-SWitched Traffic 

- Traffic which is not handled by switching equiprent at intermediate 

points on its journey. 

Period of Opt~sation 

- Length of t~ (usually in years) for which the network is designed 

to operate. 

Service Network 

- Low 1 eve 1 network corrprising nodes and node-transit Unl<s. 

Supply Network 

- Low level network conprising nodes and node-transit linl<s. 

SWitched Traffic 

- Traffic handled by switching equipment at intermediate points on its 

journey. 

Traffic 

- Information flowing £ram a source to a sink. 

Traffic Matrix 

- 2-Di.rrensional array of which the elenent in row i and colurm j 

represents the aroount of traffic flowing from source i to sink J. 
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Transit 

- Rode selected to collect and d1str1bute traffic around tlle top level 

network. 

Trans1 t SW! tch COsts 

- COst incurred. by the use of a trans1 t. Part 3 of cost fUnction. 

Tra:ns1 t Het work 

- Network coopr1s1ng trans1 ts and d1g1 tal links connecting them. 
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Practical approach to the 
optimization of large-scale 

switching networks 

V M Grout*, P W Sanders* and C T Stockelt detail the optimization of 
large-scale switching networks 

There are a number of techniques that enable networks to 
be optimized. Neither search techniques nor heuristic 
methods are entirely satisfactory in solving practical 
problems. The authors describe an approach to network 
optimization that utilizes an algorithm that reduces the 
number of nodes and consequently the time taken to find 
a solutio~. The approach is based on two basic stages: a 
preparation stage .and an optimization stage. 

Keywords: communication networks, network optimi
zation, larse scale switching networks 

In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the 
amount of data being transmitted and with the appearance 
of many new services, such as electronic mail, viewdata 
and ta.csimile, it seems that the days of pencil and paper as 
the pnmary means of communication are numbered. This 
demand for communication has led to a similar increase 
in the number and size of both public and private 
networks. From the grand scale of the public telephone 
network, through the variety of private communication 
systems used by banks, shops etc., to the small system 
employed by a company in a single building, there is the 
common need for efficient terminal interconnection. 
. As the amount of data flowing in various guises 
Increases, the size of new and existing networks increases. 

•Department of Communication Engineering, Plymouth Polytechnic, 
Plymouth, Devon Pl4 8AA. UK 
toepartment of Computing. Plymouth Polytechnic, Plymouth, Devon 
Pl4 8AA. UK 

Not ~~ly is it neces~ary to increase the traffic carrying 
capaCities of the mam routes in such networks but the 
number and distribution of terminal and switch locations 
grows and changes. Modem electronic communication 
may be very flexible and efficient but consequently can 
~e rat~er ~xpensive. These costs are becoming an 
mcreasmgly Important part of company financial matters 
with growing amounts of money being put aside for such 
purposes, so the requirement that any network be 
connected in the most economical way is of extreme 
importance. The problem for the network planner is to 
determine the 'best' way of connecting the terminals 
together where 'best' is usually taken to mean 'cheapest' 
with consideration given to constraints on performance 
under possible failures and heavy traffic conditions. 

There already exist a number of methods that may be 
used to achieve network optimization. Some find the 
exact optimum by search techniques,1- 3 while others use 
heuristic methods in order to arrive at an approximation 
of the optimum in a shorter time4-a. None of these is 
entirely satisfactory in solving the real problem in practice. 
Many of them take excessive amounts of processing time 
and/or storage resources, while others make such drastic 
assumptions and simplifications that the end result bears 
very little relevance to the practical requirements of the 
problem. There is clearly a need for a new approach to the 
problem. A method is required which runs within 
acceptable limits of time on a smaller machine and 
operates on realistic networks to give results that are 
within a specified amount of the true optimum. 

The work presented here was initially carried out with 
regard to telephone networks but this distinction is of no 
real importance. The principles discussed will apply 
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equally to any problem that requires that .a number of data 
source/sinks be linked together to form .a hierarchical 
system in such a way as to mini.mize the_ total cost The 
development of the techniques presented in this paper 
was achieved using an IBM ~-XT personal computer. 
The same machine was also used for extensive numerical 
testing of these techniques. 

The results of this work will eventually form part of a 
suite of prograrf!S to be used by British T elecom CFM/NC 
(Communications and Facilities Management/Network 
Consultancy). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 

Although there is a great variety of network types in 
computer and telephone systems, they can all be 
expressed in a common uniform description as follows. 

A network N consists of n nodes, where each node i 
(i = 1, 2, .. , n) is uniquely defined by its coordinates in 
the x-y plane. For the general nationwide case, these 
could be Ordinance Survey grid references. In addition to 
the nodes there must be at least one n X n matrix which 
describes the amount of data (traffic) flowing between 
each pair of nodes in N. In other words: 

A = (a;i) where aii is the amount of traffic that 
leaves i and is destined for j. 

There may be more than one traffic matrix if there is more 
than one type of traffic produced in the system (voice, 
data etc.), but for ease of explanation it shall be assumed 
th.at there is only one. The following discussion extends 
without difficulty to the case where there are two or more 
matrices. The combination of node locations and traffic 
matrix completely describes the network N. 

An examination of this information will yield further 
details of the particular network in question. There may 
be large or small amounts of traffic involved, the nodes 
may be distributed uniformly or dustered into groups, but 
for all networks the problem remains the same; namely 
'connect up then nodes in such a way as to minimize the 
total cost subject to performance constraints'. These 
constraints will be of reliability, security and grad~ of 
service (the percentage of data which fails to transmit). A 
typical network problem and solution is shown in Figure 1. 

Two types of links are currently used in practice. Single 
analogue circuits suitable for carrying relatively small 
amounts of speech/data and wideband digital links 
(equivalent to a number of analogue links) applicable for 
the higher levels of the network. The nodes shown as 
squares are transits and are in the best places to switch 
traffic on the digital links between them. A typical 
structure would be n network nodes with M of them 
chosen as transits. Each network node is connected 
directly to only one of the transit nodes (if a node is a 
transit then we think of it as being connected to itself) to 
form M stars. The higher . level (intertransit) links are 
determined separately to achieve the cheapest solution. 
For two ordinary network nodes to communicate, the 
traffic must be routed via the path indicated in Figure 1. 
These intertransit links are usually digital, whereas the 
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Figure 1. Typical network problem and solution pair 

node-transit links are mostly analogue at present. The 
part of the network comprising the transits and the digital 
links connecting them is conveniently known as the core 
network, and the nodes and analogue links are generally 
known as the supply or service network. 

In order to determine the cheapest solution it is 
necessary to assign costs to the individual components of 
a network. There are basic.ally three component costs: 
cost of switches (transits), cost of analogue links and cost 
of digital links. Therefore, in general, the cost of a network 
N is given by: 

all tnnsits 
inN 

all analogue 
links in N 

all digital 
links inN 

Co 

where Cr, c,., C0 are the costs of individual transits, 
analogue links and digital links respectively. 

The cost of a switch can be considered as comprising a 
fixed installation charge and an additional incremental 
cost per port, where a port is equivalent to one input/ 
output line entering or leaving the switch. The cost of a 
single (digital or analogue) line comprises a fixed connection 
charge plus a cost per unit distance. 

Cr = ar + brAPA + broPo 
where ar is a standing charge; PA and Po are the number of 
analogue and digital input/output lines entering or leaving 
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the transit switch; brA and bro are the costs per analogue 
and digital input/output port at the transit switch. 

c,.. =a,..+ b,..d 

where a,.. is a standing charge; b,.. the cost per unit distance 
and d is the length. 

C0 = a0 + b0 d 

where a0 is a standing charge, b0 the cost per unit 
distance and d is the length. 

In general, the optimum solution for a network will 
have a similar appearance to Figure 1. The use of a partial 
mesh for the top levels and a set of stars for the low level is 
particularly suited for communication networks and we 
make use of this in our optimization. The two level (node
transit) situation is also commonly accepted as opposed 
to (say) a three level (node-transit-'super transit') con
figuration. 

EXISTING METHODS 

In order to determine the optimum arrangement of a 
network of the form described above, the most obvious 
method is simply to generate each possible network in 
turn, determine the total cost of that particular network 
and compare costs in order to find the cheapest. This, 
however, is not practical for large arrangements. If there 
are n nodes in the network and the optimum has M. 
transits, we have to let M, the number of transits being 
'tried out', range from 1 to n in order to determine the 
value of M • . Within each of these loops it is necessary to 
consider every one of the 

n nl 
CM = Ml(n - M)l 

combinations of M transits from n nodes. Also every 
possible set of intertransit connections must be considered 
for each combination. This number is equivalent to the 
total number of graphs that can be constructed on M 
points, with the exception that half of them will be 
disconnected and thus give rise to an unacceRtable 
solution. Taking this into account, the number of different 
sets of intert~nsit links (or alternatively, the number of 
possible core networks) for each combination of M 
transits is: 

2(M(M - 1)/2) 
---- = 2(M(M - 1)/2) - 1 

2 

Consequently, the total number of networks that must be 
examined in this form of exhaustive search is: 

n [ n! 2(M(M - 1)/2) -1 J 
I Ml(n -M)I 

M • 1 

Since the summand is exponential in M, the value of the 
above expression becomes enormous as M increases. 
However, this expression takes into account only the 
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physical topology of the network; there is no consideration 
given to how traffic will be routed over the links. If there is 
no direct link between two transits, which is the best path 
to take through the network? 

The appreciation of the need for simplification has 
produced a wide variety of network optimization methods. 
Some of these use established mathematical tech
niques2· 5• 

8
, while others have developed new algorithms 

for the purpose 1• 
4

• 
7

• 
9

. One of the commonest approaches 
is to formulate the network problem as a linear pro
gramming task and then use methods such as the simplex 
method to obtain a solution. In order to do this it is 
necessary initially to define certain values within the 
network. The usual formulation is as follows: 

Let y(1) (i = 1, 2, .. , n) be a variable taking the value 1 if 
a transit is set at node i and 0 otherwise. 

Let x(i, J) (i, j = 1, 2, .. , n) be a variable taking the value 
1 if there is a link between i and j, and 0 otherwise. 

Let CT(I) be the cost of a transit at node i. 
Let CL(i, J) be the cost of a link between i and j . 
The problem can then be defined as: 

n n 

Minimize Z = I G(l)y(l) + I CL(i, J)x(i, J) 
; -, i,j a 1 

subject to x(i, J), y(l) > = 0 i, j=1 , 2, .. , n 
n n 

and I y(l) > = 1 I x(i, J) > = 1 

; - 1 ; - 1 
j = 1, 2, . . , n 

which can be solved using an established linear (integer) 
programming method. 

This seems quite satisfactory on the surface but a closer 
inspection shows that assumptions have been made with 
the original problem in order to obtain it in this 
convenient form. The 'constants' CT(I) and CL(j, J) cannot 
be defined in this way. Referring back to the cost formulas 
given in the previ6us section, it can be seen that they are 
not constants at all. The cost of a transit at site i depends 
on its size, which in turn depends on where the other 
transits are in the network and how many there are of 
them. Similarly it is impossible to state the cost of the link 
joining i to j since this will depend on how much traffic it 
has to carry which in tu m depends on the final topology of 
the network. This sort of information is unavailable at the 
beginning of the optimization process and so cannot be 
provided as input to a linear programming package. 
Unfortunately, then, this need for reality reduces the 
applicability of a large section of the work carried out to 
date on network optimization. 

lt is not only the mathematical programming approaches 
that fall into this trap. Many of the more constructional 
methods which deal in nodes and links rather than 
constants and variables also make impractical assumptions. 
With the increased complication that variable costs 
cause, the amount of work that needs to be done 
increases dramatically. The numbers involved are not as 
large as for the case of the exhaustive search but they are 
large, certainly increasing as an exponential function of n. 
Most existing methods run on medium sized or large 
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machines and very few can deal with more than a few 
hundred nodes even then. 

NEW APPROACH 

The main problem with the optimization is the number of 
nodes in the network. The time taken (as well as resources 
used in general) to produce a solution is a function of that 
number, T = f(n). The difficulty is that this time becomes 
too large as n increases. The basic objective, then, in 
seeking a solution is to decrease the value of T which can 
be done in two ways: 

• Transform the function f to a (less severe) function g. 
Then the new time T' will be given by T' = g(n) and 
T'< <T. 

• Transform the number n to a (smaller) number q. Then 
the new time r will be given by T' = f(q) and again 
r < < r. 

Replacing the function f by g means simplifying the 
optimization process which in turn means making 
assumptions and approximations in finding a solution. In 
contrast, the second possibility requires that work is done 
on a reduced number of nodes with the same optimization 
process as before. While literature on network opti
~ization contains many algorithms of the first type, very 
httle has been done with respect to the second. lt is our 
belief that it may be in this direction that a more 
acceptable solution lies. If somehow the number of 
nodes under consideration can be reduced before 
optimization begins in earnest then the corresponding 
value of T will have been reduced as well. A method is 
now presented which consists of two basic stages: a 
preparation stage and an optimization stage. (See Figure 2.) 

~aving obtaine~ a reduced number of nodes (by 
wh1chever method 1s appropriate) optimization proceeds 
on t~e new s~alle~ netw?rk approached in three stages, 
mak1ng four 1n all mcludmg the reduction. First, a quick 
approximation method is used in order to find a 
reasonably good starting set of transits, then a sequence 
of perturbations and adjustments on these transit 
positions is made and finally, when no further improve
ments are to be found and the final set of transits is 
established, the best set of intertransit connections (the 
optimum core network) is found. 

The merit of this modular structure is that only as much 
work as is necessary is carried out at each stage before 

Figure 2. Presentation of a method as two basic stages 
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Reduction of problem 

Obtain approximate set of transits 

Improve set of transits 

Optimize core network 

Figure 3. Modular structure of complete method 

moving on to the next, but each stage is a little more 
rigorous and consequently more accurate than the 
previous one. This method is advantageous compared 
with existing procedures as it does not try to do everything 
all at once: The n original nodes are replaced by q 
representatiVe ones, an initial set of transits is obtained 
very quickly, this set is modified as far as possible, and 
finally, with the transits established, the links between 
them are optimized. 

Stage one - reduction 

Consider a network with n nodes and an n X n traffic 
matrix to describe the traffic flow about the network. The 
reduction stage is used to determine the position of 
q(q < n) nodes which represent the original network. In 
practical terms, q might be 25 or 50 whereas n could be 
over 1000. This reduction takes place one stage at a time 
as follows. 

By considering all the n nodes in the network, select 
the two that are closest together. These nodes are then 
replaced by a single node which represents them, in terms 
of both their position and traffic characteristics (see 
Figure 4). The position of this equivalent node is found on 
the line joining the two points it has replaced, but 
weighted toward the node with the greater amount of 
traffic entering and leaving it Symbolically, if a node r 
replaces nodes i and j then the x and y coordinates of rare 
given by: 

x(r) = W(l)x(l) + W(J)x(J) r) = W(l)y(l) + W(J)y(J) 
W(l) + W(J) y( W(l) + W(J) 

where W(l) and W(J) are weighting factors indicating the 
amount of traffic there is at i and j respectively, determined 
at the beginning of the process. The weighting factor of 
the new point r, W(r), is calculated as: 

W(r) = W(l) + W(J) 
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Figure 4. Single stage of reduction 

The traffic matrix is updated and reduced by combining 
the original rows and columns fori and j to give a single 
row and column for r (see Figure 5). 

After this reduction stage we have a network with n - 1 
nodes and a traffic matrix of size n - 1 X n - 1. The 
process is then repeated to give an n - 2 node network, 
ann - 3 node network and so on. By repeating this n - q 
times, the required q node network is obtained. These q 
nodes are located and traffic loaded such that they form a 
contracted yet accurate picture of the original network. lt 
is important to realize that these are not actual nodes but 
a representative set on which the optimization may begin. 

Stage two - '"tar optimization 

We will now find a first approximation to the optimum 
number of transits and their locations. First, consider what 
happens when the number of transits is increased. The 
switch costs obviously increase steadily, the cost of 
analogue links in the supply network decreases (sharply at 
first then gradually since the saving in analogue links 
caused by employing two transits rather than one transit is 
greater than the saving in analogue links caused by 
employing five instead of four, for example) and the 
digital links within the core network increase since there 
are more transits to interconnect The result is the curve 
shown in Figure 6. The overall cost reaches a minimum at 
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Figure 5. Reducing the traffix matrix 

M = M', where M·~ is the optimum number of transits, 
and then begins to increase again. This means that it is no 
longer necessary to try every value of M from 1 to n in 
order to find M' . Instead the best solution with one transit 
is found, then the best solution with 2, then 3 and so on. 
As soon as the cost begins to rise again, it is apparent that 
M . was in fact the value of M tried previously and 
therefore it is unnecessary to continue. 

For each particular value of M , it is necessary to 
examine every combination of M transits from q nodes. 
These sets must be generated in order and tested one at a 
time. For each set of M transits there may be a very large 
number of possible core networks - far too many to be 
examined at this stage, so the assumption that the M 
transits are to be connected in star formation is made, 
with one at the centre and M - 1 connected to it as 
shown in Figure 7. This cuts down the number of core 
networks to be studied from an unmanageable number to 
just M each time since it must be determined which 
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Figure 7. Star configuration core network 
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transit is best at the centre of the star for that set. This 
allows the production of a quick starting set of transits 
without having to search through large numbers of 
networks. This approximate solution is then passed on to 
the next section to be improved. The justification for this 
approach lies in the tendency for real network solutions to 
have star topologies within the core network or an 
arrangement that is very similar. 

Stage three - transit perturbation 

A first attempt at an optimum set of transits now exists 
which will be a good approximation in some cases but not 
so in others. The set was obtained with a specific way of 
connecting the transits together, so by introducing an 
awareness of different core network possibilities into the 
proceedings, an attempt to improve upon this for the 
network in question is made. Each transit in tum is taken 
from its position and moved gradually around the other 
nodes in the network. At the same time, different forms of 
interconnection are tried. If, at any stage, an improvement 
is encountered, then it is recorded. Having tried out all the 
different positions for the first node and a number of 
different connections as well, the choice that gave the 
greatest improvement is selected and the network is 
updated accordingly. This is now a (possibly) different 
set of transits with a (probably) different set of connections 
from the original star. The entire procedure is now 
repeated with the second transit, then the third and so on. 
Having completed the procedure for the Mth transit, the 
first transit is selected again and the complete cycle 
repeated. All of the time, continuously improved sets of 
transits are obtained by moving further and further away 
from the initial star. 

Eventually, however, a stage will be reached when no 
further improvement can be found. As soon as one 
complete cycle of transits is observed without finding any 
improvement, the procedure is finished. The new set of 
transits is accepted and passed to the final section to have 
the links between them optimized. 

Stage four - core network optimization 

The number and position of the M transits are now 
established. lt only remains necessary to determine the 
most efficient method of connecting the transits together 
(optimizing the core networi<). Two methods are presented, 
one being an extension of the other. The first is very 
simple and fast but not always as accurate as may be 
required, while the other is more complicated but can be 
made as accu.rate as necessary. 

The method begins with all M transits connected to 
one another (a full mesh of M (M - 1 )/2 digital links) and 
the removal of each link is considered in tum. The 
removal of a link will result in a saving of cost, but the 
traffic that was flowing along that link now has to be sent 
along a different path. This may require additional links in 
other parts of the network or an increase in the fill of 
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existing digital circuits. Whichever the case, removing the 
link and redirecting the traffic by the cheapest alternative 
route is tried and the difference in cost is recorded. This is 
repeated for all digital links in the core network and the 
link whose removal caused the greatest improvement is 
removed permanently from the network, with the traffic 
being rerouted in the best way possible. This single stage 
procedure is repeated until either: 

• there are no further links whose removal gives an 
improvement, or 

• the removal of any further link disconnects the 
network. 

The core network, and therefore the complete network, is 
now optimized. 

The simple method described is quite sufficient in 
many cases. However, it can lose accuracy because it 
makes decisions on a relatively small amount of infor
mation at each stage, namely the improvement in cost 
caused by the removal of a single link. lt is possible that a 
link could be removed early in the process which would 
tum out to be of great importance toward the end of this 
process. This, unfortunately, is the bane of all heuristic 
procedures in one form or another. 

Matters can be improved considerably by a 'look
ahead' process in the core network optimization section. 
In this, it is necessary to consider the removal not just of 
one link at a time, but of a series of links. Every possible 
sequence of link removals up to a maximum of S stages 
ahead is examined, and the best sequence, on the basis of 
the greatest improvement in cost after S removals, is 
selected. However, not all of those links are removed, 
only the first one in the sequence. The process then 
repeats from this new core network with stopping criteria 
exactly as for the simple method. This is very similar to the 
way in which a chess playing program works. The machine 
'looks ahead' as far as possible at each stage, finds the 
most advantageous board position after a certain number 
of projected moves, then plays the move that could 
lead to this position. There is no guarantee that this 
position will be reached because better information will 
become available as the game progresses and a different 
course could be taken. 

RESULTS 

In order to examine the model in detail, an exhaustive 
search orfull optimization program was developed to run 
with the same network examples, but on a large Prime 
9950 computer. This is a fast, powerful machine in 
comparison with the IBM PC-XT and is capable of making 
huge numbers of calculations in a short time. Clear1y, such 
a machine is needed to run routines of this complexity. 
Even so, exhaustive search methods must be treated with 
care. Although very slow and requiring cpu times in the 
order of days and weeks, it produces exact reference 
networks by trying out every possible network and 
recording the clieapest. lt also gives a measure of the 
complexity of the job in hand because the program 
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becomes impossible to run for n greater than about 30 or 
40 depending on the particular characteristics of the 
network concerned. Comparisons of results between the 
model and this full optimization program have been very 
reasonable indeed. Of the 20 or so networks tested 
simultaneously so far, the overall optimum (number as 
well as location of transits) was obtained in all but one 
case (see Network 3 in Table 1). This was an artificial 
network deliberately constructed in a totally symmetric 
form with completely uniform traffic flow. Its purpose was 
to test the model to the extremes of its operation. Even in 
this instance the difference in cost between the modelled 
solution and the correct one was less than 1%. If the 
number of transits was constrained to be artificially higher 
or lower than the optimum value of M', for the purposes 
of determining the optimum network with a specific 
number of transits, then the results obtained were exactly 
correct around 80% of the time with the average error in 

T~ble 1. Six typinl network comp~risons between 
the Prime ~d the I BM PC-XT 

Network No of No of Cost of 'optimum' Error 
no nodes transits solution produced 

by: 

Prime IBM PC-XT (%) 
(units of cost) 

1 19 1 1.997 1.997 0.0 
1 19 2 1.603 1.603 0.0 
1 19 3 1.591 1.591 0.0 
1 19 4 1.590• 1.590• 0.0 
1 19 5 1.668 1.670 0.1 
2 50 1 1.532 1.532 0.0 
2 50 2 1.219 1.219 0.0 
2 50 3 1.199 1.199 0.0 
2 50 4 1.190. 1.190• 0.0 
2 50 5 1.203 1.203 0.0 
2 50 6 1.256 1.256 0.0 
3 49 1 2.340 2.340 0.0 
3 49 2 2.254 2.254 0.0 
3 49 3 2.152 2.152 0.0 
3 49 4 2.093 2.09]- 0.0 
3 49 5 2.079• 2.095 0.8 
3 49 6 2.146 2.155 0.4 
4 18 1 1.512 1.512 0.0 
4 18 2 1.484. 1.484• 0.0 
4 18 3 1.509 1.509 0.0 
4 18 4 1.562 1.562 0.0 
5 25 1 0.965 0.965 0.0 
5 25 2 0.952. o.95r 0.0 
5 25 3 1.001 1.001 0.0 
5 25 4 1.090 1.122 2.9 
6 21 1 1.935 1.935 0.0 
6 21 2 1.895 1.895 0.0 
6 21 3 1 .891· 1.891. 0.0 
6 21 4 1.899 1.908 0.4 

where• indicates the overall 'optimum' produced by each machine for 
each of the six networks 
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the remainder of cases being less then 1 '1. and bounded 
by 5%. These are considered to be excellent results for a 
program running so much faster than existing methods. lt 
appears that it is only when particularly suboptimal 
numbers of transits are requested by the user that the 
model begins to lose accuracy and, even then, to within 
perfectly acceptable limits. Table 1 gives the results of six 
typical network comparisons between the Prime and the 
IBM PC-XT. 

The precise time taken by the model to obtain a 
solution is somewhat flexible. The time taken for the 
reduction process will depend on the values of n and q 
but in general it does not constitute a major part of the 
running time. The speed of the star optimization section 
will depend on the value of q; the greater the reduction, 
the smaller the value of q and the quicker the star 
optimization becomes. The transit perturbation section 
will run only until there is no more improvement to be 
found in transit selection and this in turn will depend on 
the particular network under consideration. The run-time 
of the core network optimization will be determined by 
the number of 'look-ahead' stages. Figure 8 shows an 
example of the saving in time achieved by the reduction 
process and the assumption of a star core-network at the 
early stages. lt shows graphically the number of different 
core networks that need to be considered, first by the 
full optimization method and then by the reduced 
version. A typical1 00 node network with an optimum of 

a 

b 

0 
0 30 60 

n 

Figure 8. Comparison of comput4tional complexities; 
q = 30 and M . = 4; (a): exhaustive search; (b): model 
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four transits takes the following approximate times for 
each section: 

Reduction -10 min to q • 30 nodes, 
Star optimization - 60 min to M • 4 transits, 
Transit perturbation- (on average) 120 min to new M • 4 transits, 
Core optimization - one stage 'look-ahead' - a few seconds, 

two stage 'look-ahead' - s min. 
three stage 'look-ahead' - 60 min. 
etc. 

These timings are the approximate average values for 
each section as measured using an IBM PC-XT personal 
computer which is a comparatively slow machine. If the 
program is run on the Prime, which is about 20 times faster, 
it can be seen that in about 10 m in it is possible to obtain 
an approximation to a solution that was otherwise 
impossible. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This is a new and fundamentally different method of 
optimizing the structure of large switching networks. The 
results obtained to date are extremely encouraging and 
have apparently achieved the combined objectives of 
decreasing the computational work while maintaining the 
required level of accuracy. lt soon becomes impossible to 
test the model for increasing values of n since full 
optimization programs take too long to run even on the 
fastest of machines. Work is proceeding at present to 
determine the limitations of this technique from a 
theoretical point of view, and, because no assumptions 
have been made based solely on communication 
networks, the application of this technique to many types 
of network problem seems possible. 
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RECU::'TION 'I'ED-INIQUES PROVIDING INITIAL GRCUPINGS FOR Eln.IDEAN 

'!RAVElLING SAI..ESMAN PA'ICHING JJ..II>R I'IHKS 

V. M. Grout, P. w. Sanders and C. T. StocKel 

ABSTRACT 

Patching algorithms are accepted methods for 
dealing with large travelling salesman problems. 
These techniques involve finding an initial set of 
groupings of tile cities and combining them in such 
a way as to fonn an approximation to tile optim.lm 
tour. It is noted that the solution to the 
corresponding assignment problem does not provide 
subtours, in tile Ellclidean case, which are as 
effective as in the general case. An 1.nprov~nt 

is then suggested to the usual dissection method 
involving the step by step reduction of the number 
of cities. 

1 • '!HE GENElW... PRO:a.EM 

'!he general unconstrained As)IIl!Ietric TravelllnB Salesman Problem 

(ATSP) is as follows. Given n cities i=1,2, .. ,nand a cost matrix 

C=(c
1
j), i,j=1,2, .. ,n, find a cyclic permutat1on n of the integers 

1,2, .. ,n such that 
• 

n 
z = E c 

in (i) 
i=1 

lS a minirrllm. The cyclic permutation n is Known as a tour of the 

cities 1, 2, .. , n. 

'!he ATSP has applications in, aroong other thlngs, JOb sequencing 

problems. 'll1.e t.ure requ1red to reset a machine to begin job j after 

coopleting JOb i can be represented by cij' If the machine is to start 
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and finish in the sarre state then the problem of minimi.sing operation 

time for n jobs is equivalent to an ATSP of n+1 cities. 

'Ihe ATSP is l<nown to be HP-conplete (Karp [72]) and thus requires 

heW"'istic nethods to deal with 1 arge values of n. ~ such accepted 

nethod involves first solving the associated Asymmetric Assignment 

Problem (AAP). 'Ihe AAP requires that any pernutation of the integers 

1, 2, .. , n be found so that z, as defined above, is a minim.ln. In 

general then a solution to the AAP will consist of a number of 
3 subtoW"'s and such a solution can be found in O(n ) steps (Kuhn [55]). 

'Ihese subtours are then patched together according to a fixed system 

to ~duce a single toW"'. 

'lhis approach has been found to be quite successfUl. Much of the 

acCW"'acy is due to the tendency for solutions to the AAP to consist of 

large subtours (see appendix). SUch a solution requires a small number 

of patchings to produce a conplete tour. 'Ihe opportunity for error 1s 

thus reduced. 

2. 'IHE EXn..IDEAN TRAVEl...LING SAI...ESMAN PROELEM 

'Ihe El'SP is a special case of the ATSP. Each city i is defined by 

its coordinates (xi,yi), i=1,2, .. ,n in the plane. The elements of the 

cost matrix Care given by cij = f[(xi-xj)Z+(yi-yj)ZJ, A cyclic toW"'~ 

is then required as before to min1mi.se z. 

'Ihe ETSP has many applications in practical situations. Vehicle 

routing, delivery, wiring and machine rrovement problems can all be 

transformed to the El'SP, as can alrrost any problem concerned with 

minimising toW"'ed distance in tl1e plane. 

Despite being a restriction of the ATSP, the El'SP is still 

HP-conplete (Papadimitriou [77)). A similar technique can be envisaged 

for the ETSP as for the ATSP. The solution to the Euclidean Assignment 

Problem (EAP), however, nearly always consists of subtoW"'S of length 2 

and 3 (see appendix). 'lh1s tends to negate the J)ower of any such inp.J.t 

to a patching algori~ 

An alternative approach is considered by Karp [76) Which exploits 

the particular characteristics of the ETSP. The appropriate reg1on of 
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the plane is divided into subregions. 'Illese subregions provide larger 

groups of nodes than would .be obtained from the corresponding EAP. 

SUch a technique can, however, encounter problems caused by the 

way in Vthich these partitions of the plane are determined. 'Ibis will 

be a recurrent feature of any such top-down method of division. A 

bottom-up method would be preferable in Vthich the actual distrirution 

of the cities is used to determine the group1ngs. 

A method of this type can .be adapted from Grout, Sanders & 

Stockel [87]. Starting with then cities, the following algorithm will 

replace them by q representative ones. 

Assign a weight w. =1 to each node i=1,2, .. ,n 
1 

n' =n 

Vthile n' >q do 

find i' and j' such that c
1

,j,=nun
1
J[c

1
jJ 

n~ =n' -1 

Xi 1=(w11 x 11 +Wj,xj,)/(W11 +Wj 1) 

Y11 =(w11 Y1,+wj,Yj,)/(Wi1+Wj 1) 

W i I : W i I +W J I 

fork = j 1 to n' do 

~=~+1 
yk:yk+1 

wk=wk+1 

This algorithm produces q replacement c1ties (x . . y . ), i=1,2, .. ,q 
1 1 

which can then be regarded as the centres of q groups. Each of the 

original n cities has been included, by the algori~ in exactly one 

group. 'Ihe groupings UlUs provide an adaptive technique for 

partitioning the plane prior to any patching algorithn. 
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3. PA'.IaiiNG OPERATIONS 

'nlere are two distinct types of patching operations which may :be 

used to form coopl ete tours from a number of cooponents. Each has 

merits dependent upon the particular form of initial solution provided 

to the algori~ 

3. 1. SUbtour Combination 

If the number of groups is small (with large numbers of cities in 

each group) and the groups do not necessarily correspond to any 

Ellclidean partitioning, as tends to be the case for AAP solutions, 

then the roost sui table patching technique is one in which two subtours 

are combined into one at each stage. 'nlere are a number of ways in 

which the two subtours can :be chosen such as the largest and smallest 

or the two closest. The following algorithm Chooses the patching that 

rrdninllses the extra cost incurred at each stage. 

SUppose that the number of sUbtours is q and the pernutation 

given by the AAP is 0'. 

ql :q 

while q 1 >1 do 

find i 1 and j 1 in d1 fferent subtours such that 

q• :q' -1 

k=O'(i 1
) 

O'(i')=O'(jl) 

O'(jl)=k 

cliO'(jl) +c jl O'(il) -cil 0'(1') -c jl a(j') 

= rrdnij[ciO'(j)+cjO'(i)-ciO'(i)-cjO'(j)) 

Eventually the q sUbtours are combined into one. 
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3.2. Tour Construction 

In the Ellcl1dean case the rn.Jrl'i>er of groups will be larger and 

each should correspond to some subregion of the plane. If this is so, 

the large number of subtour combinations required by the algor! tlJn in 

section 3. 1 may cause such a method to become somevmat unreliable. 

Moreover it seems reasonable to try to take advantage of any Ellc lidean 

interpretation to the groupings if such a structure exists. A roore 

appropriate method is to form a tour wtu.ch visits each of the groups 

in turn, find either a tour or a path through all of the cities in 

each group and patch each one into the larger tour. 

A variation of this is given by the following algor!~ adapted 

frcrn Karp [76). Assume the appropriate region of the plane has been 

divided into q subregions Rj, J =1,2, .. ,q either arbitrarily or via the 

node reduct1on algorithm of sect1on 2. 

for j = 1 to q do 

construct an optimal or near optl.Illal tour of all nodes !ER j 

for j,k = 1 to q do 

define djk=aunlERj i'eRK[cii') 

construct the nUllliil.ll1l spanrung tree (MSI') over the subregions R , 
J 

using the dlstances diJ 

construct a closed wall< wtu.ch 1ncludes every subtour and which 

passes from one subregion to another by 

us1ng each MST edge twice 

transform the c 1 osed wall< 1nto a t our 

4. RESULTS 

The method of reduct1on for the ETSP presented in section 2 

produces iru tial city group1ngs of the form provided by both the 

solution of the EAP and the appl1cation of flxed dissect1on. It is the 

purpose of ~s sect1on to ex~ne the accuracy of these groupings. In 
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cooparison with the EAP rrethod the sul:>tour cooi>ination al gori ti"m of 

section 3.1 was applied to eaCh set of groupings whereas for the fixed 

dissection case the tour construction approaCh of section 3.2 was 

enployed. 

4. 1. Solutions Via the Assigrrnent Problem 

Sets of 25, 30, 40 and 50 cities were generated at random in the 

plane. 100 suCh sets were produced in each case. Initial sul:>tours were 

produced 

(a). by solving the EAP. 

(b). by the reduction method of section 2. 

An upper bound, 13 was placed upon the nurrber of ci t1es in any of 

the q groups in option (b) to ensure tilat the optim...Jm tour could be 

found for each group. Reduction continued unt1l the point at whiCh 13 

would have been exceeded. 'Ihus 13 actually determines the value of q. 

The sul:>tour combination algoriti"m of section 3. 1 was then employed in 

both cases. 

The .difference in results between the two methods was slight. 

Improvements were obtained in about 70~ of all cases tested with an 

average saving of 2-3~. The average improvement (~) of the reduct1on 

over the AP method for each value of n and 13 is shown in table I. 

n 13 = 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

25 0~ 0~ 0~ 1~ 1r. 1~ 1~ 2~ 

30 0~ 0~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 2Y. 2~ 3~ 

40 0~ 0~ 1~ 1~ 2" 2~ 3~ 4Y. 
50 0~ 1~ 1~ 2~ 2~ 3~ 4~ 5~ 

Table I 
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4.2. The Fixed Dissection Algorithm 

The same sets of cities were used as in section 4. 1. A initial 

groupi.ng of the cities was obtained via 

(a). the fixed dissection method. 

(b). the reduction method of section 2. 

These groups of cities were then cOIOOined into a tour using the 

algorithm of section 3.2. 

On average the fixed dissection method gives .inprovements of 

about 5~ over the &\P method, depending on the nl.llli:>er of cities and 

partitions of the plane. The average ~ovement (~) of the reduction 

method over the fixed dissection method for each value of n and ~ is 

shown in table II. 

n ~ = 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 

25 or. or. or. 0~ or. 1r. 1r. 1% 
30 0~ ox or. 1X 1r. 1% 1% 2r. 
40 0~ 1% 1% 1X 1Y. 2Y. 2% 3% 
50 1X 1% 1% 2% 2r. 3% 3% 3Y. 

Table 11 

5. OONCLUSIONS 

'nlere 1s clearly s~ adva,ntage 1n using this method of reduction 

to partition the plane prior to an appropriate patching algori thn. As 

can be seen by the cooparisons with the AP method, thls patching 

strategy is of considerable inportance and an inappropriate method can 

affect results to a large extent. 

However, When an effective method is used this reduction provides 

very good groupings of the cities. Not surprisingly, these results 

.inprove as the maxi.m.lm group size increases. 
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APPEMDIX 'lHE n x n ASSIGNHElli' PROB...E1i 

'Ihe ~t to an n x n Assi~nt Problem (.AP) is ann x n cost 

matrix C= (c
1
J), i, j: 1, 2, .. , n 'M'lere, for the p.rrposes of this paper, 

c
1

i =oo, i= 1, 2, .. , n. 'Ihe solution is a penmtation ~ o-f the integers 

1, 2, .. , n Which minimises 

z : 

n 

E 
i=1 

c 
i~(i) 

In general, ~ is a set of subtours of the cities 1,2, .. ,n 

although the constraints on the diagonal e 1 ements of C serve to 

eliminate subtours of length one. 

A. 1. '!be Asymnetric Assiennent Problem 

For the AAP no restriction exists on the non-diagonal elements of 

c. Consider the cij as drawn randomly from the uniform distribution 

over some interval [a, b). Consider any indivldual city i. '!he 

probability that i lies in a subtour of length m is 

n-2 n-3 n- 4 x-x--x 
n-1 n-2 n-3 

: 
1 

n-1 

n-m+2 n-m+ 1 1 x--x--x--
n-m+3 n-m+2 n-m+1 

m=2, 3, ... , n 

'!be expected 1 ength of any randomly se 1 ected subtour H therefore 

given by m = (n+2)/2 Which is over half the number of cities. Karp & 

Steele [85) generated 10 random penru.tations of 1000 elements 

(allowing subtours of length one) in Which the mean length of the 

longest cycle was 700. 
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A. 2. 'Ihe llicUdean Assi~nt Problem 

'Ihe EAP has elem:mts of C defined as 

: 
2 2 1/2 

((Xi-Xj) +(yi-yj) J 
(X) 

i<>j 

i:j 

Reduction for the ETSP 

Shapiro [66) states that solutions to the EAP usually consist of 

subtours of length two except wbere odd nuni:>ers of of cities force the 

existence of a single subtour of length three. This is not entirely 

true. Any sol uti on to the EAP on any nuni:>er of cities will, usually 

consist of a mixture of subtours of length two and three (Fig 1 for 

exanple). 

<l 
0 

Figure 1 

, 
~ , 

-------

I ~' , , 
, 

Figure 2 

& 
>6 

SUbtours of length greater than three can ~xist on groups of odd 

numbers of c1ties in extreme cases (see Fig 2) but no complete tour on 

a group containing an even number of nodes can ever be shorter than 

the shortest set of subtours of length two as tile following shows. 
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SUppose the nunt:>er of nodes in any group is even. Let (a, b), 

(c,d), .. , (y,z) be the set of subtours of length two of least cost so 

that 

for all other sets of subtours of length 2. 

ie 

How su}:P)se there exists a tour (a",b"), 

(y",z"), (z",a") of smaller cost suCh that 

(b",c"), 

(A. 2. 1) 

(c",d"), •• t 

(A. 2. 2) 

Equation A.2. 1 gives 

and 
ca"b"+cc"d"+ .. . +cy"z" >= cab+ccd+ . .. +cyz 

cb"c"+cd"e"+ ... +cz"a" >= cab+ccd+ ... +cyz 

SUbstituting into equation A.2.2 gives 

So no such tour can exist . 
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LARGE SCALE TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK OPTIMISATION 

V.M. Grout and P.W. Sanders 
(Department of Communication Engineering, Plymouth Polytechnic) 

and 

C.T. Stockel 
(Department of Computing, Plymouth Polytechnic) 

The design of least cost telecommunication networks is an 
important part of mainstream combinatorial optimisation. Such 
problems typify the characteristics and general difficulties 
of the subject as the number of possible solutions is 
sufficiently large to prohibit exhaustive search techniques. 
Approximation methods, to date, have achieved only limited 
success, mainly due to the rather impractical assumptions 
made in their analysis. 

This paper presents a technique for reducing a starting 
network of unmanageable size down to a smaller representative 
one. Any solution obtained for the smaller network can then 
be translated into a suitable solution for the initial network. 
Such a solution is obtained in stages. Firstly, an initial 
solution is found via the assumption of a star network 
connection topology. A series of local perturbations of this 
starting solution are then effected until no further 
improvement in cost can be achieved. Finally, a look ahead 
technique is employed to detetmine the best connection topology 
and routeing strategy for the final network. 

Results are extremely encouraging and it appears that this 
method may be far more general than its presentation in this 
context suggests. This work has been carried out in 
collaboration with British Telecom CFM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Telecommunication networks are one of the most important 
national assets of a ruodern society. The need for an efficient 
system at the most economic cost is of paramount importance. 
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As a consequence, optimisation of the network becomes essential. 
There is an increasing number of private networks being brought 
into service to satisfy ~he diverse communication requirements 
of large corporations, banks, stores etc. The information being 
conveyed ranges from speech, through database services, to 
electronic funds transfer. In general, these systems necessitate 
that a, possibly large, nuower of terminal devices are able to 
communicate with one another, requiring some form of 
interconnection strategy to satisfy their design objectives. 
The terminal devices can be regarded as sources or sinks of 
communication traffic and are known, with reference to graph 
theory, as nodes. For any node pair {i,j) a value can be 
determined that represents the amount of a particular type of 
traffic leaving i and being destined for j. The problem to be 
solved is then to produce the optimum topological structure for 
connecting all of the nodes together and to determine the best 
route or path along which each node pair communicate. Optimum, 
in this case, can be taken to mean cheapest, subject to 
constraints such as quality of service and altern~te routeing. 
These requirements specify that no more than a certain 
fraction of all originating calls are lost due to blocking 
(insufficient line or switch capacity) or that at least a 
certain number of nodes or links must fail before the network 
becomes disconnected. 

1.2 Network structure 

~he particular form of a network solution depends on the 
individual application for which the network is required. 
Electronic mail or airline booking systems, where connection 
to a central computer only is needed, will be satisfied by 
solutions of the form discussed by Chandy & Russell {1972) 
and Kershenbaum & Chou (1974). These present an exact and an 
approximate method respectively for obtaining such a solution. 
In general, however, communi~ation between pairs of nodes is 
required and these tree structures become less acceptable 
since there is only a single route between any node pair, mak1r1g 
the network insecure. The more u!iual fonn of a solution is 
shown in Fig. 1 and it is topologies of this type which are 
considered in this paper. 

Here there are two levels to the network. A selected subset 
of the set of nodes is chosen to act as key nodes or tr~nsits, 
collecting and distributing (switching) the traffic around the 
network. Each node that is not a transit is directly connected 
to its nearest transit such that each group thus formed, taY.es on 
<s star configuration. The transits can be interconnected 111 .1ny 
way ranging from a minimal spanning tree to a fully connected 
mesh subject to the degree of alternate route1ng required. 
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Fig. 1 Common network structure 

There are two types of communication link which can be used 
to connect transits and/or nodes together. The intertransit 
connections, generally requiring high traffic capacity, always 
use digital links (standard 30 channel pcm systems) whereas the, 
often low capacity, node to transit connections can use single 
analogue circuits or digital systems. In the future, all links 
will be digital but at present, individual analogue links can be 
cheaper for small amounts of traffic. The network comprising the 
transits and the digital links connecting them is often referred 
to as the transit or core network and the nodes together with 
the analogue or digital links connecting them to their neareat 
transit, form ~hat is known as the local or service network. 
A digital circuit can carry an amount of traffic equivalent to 
a number of analogue circuits (typically 30) but at a much 
reduced cost per circuit. The costs of an a-nalogue link, a 
digital link and a transit switch are respectively given by 

c • a + b d 
A A A 

C "' a + b d 
0 0 0 

(1.2.1) 
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where aA, aD and aT are installation charges, bA and bD are 

costs per unit distance, d is the length of circuit, bT is the 

connection cost per input/output port and p is the required 
number of such ports. The total cost of any solution network 
is thus given by 

c c t c + r cD + r eT 
A A V C 

(1.2.2) 

where A, V and C are thesets of analogue links, digital links 
and transit switches in the network. The general objective 
is to minimise the value of C is any particular case. 

1.3 The problem 

The input to any network optimisation problem (NOP) consists 
of the locations of n network nodes, (x.,y.), i=l,2, .• ,n, 

1 1 

together with a description of the traffic flowing between them. 
This traffic is represented by one or more matrices of the form 
A c (a .. ) (i,j=l,2, •. ,n, ~"' 1,2, .. ,11.) where there aretdifferent 
~ ~lJ 

types of traffic flow (voice, data etc.) and a i' represents the 
I.J J 

amount of traffic of type ~ originatin~ at i and destined for j. 

The problem is then to determine the cheapest connection 
strategy of the form shown in Fig. l. The output required 
is as follows. 

(a) The optimum number of transits (MA) 
(b) The optimum selection of MA transits from n nodes 
(c) The size of the link from each node to its 

transit 
(d) Whether this link is digital or analogue 
(e) The core network connection topology 
(f) The size of each intertransit digital link in the core 

network 
(g) The traffic routeing strategy 

This minimisation is to be achieved subject to performance 
constraints, namely 

(a) Grade of service (GOS) 
(b) Security against failure 
(c) Degree of rerouteing (DOR) 

The grade of service (GOS) is defined tu l..>e the fraction of 
all generated calls that are l .ost in the network due to 
saturation of facilities. For the purposes of this paper, it 
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suffices to note that, for a particular GOS, the number ~f 
analogue circuits (c) required to carry an amount of traffic (A) 
over a link can be determined from tables based on the Erlan9 
B formula. 

GOS ::;: 
c! 

(1.3.1) 

The security of a network is dependent on its connectivity 
and the number of edge/node disjoint paths between two transits. 
It iS a measure of how many nodes/links must fail before 
communication between any node pair becomes impossible. 

If there is no direct link between two transits in a network 
then any traffic from one to the other has to be rerouted via 
another one, two, ... extra transits. The max imum number of 
such extra transits in any main path is called the degree of 
rerouting (OOR). For example, in Fig. 1 the OOR i s 1, since 
the maximum length path is between transit~ K and L which 
passes through transit P. 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

2.1 Complexity of the problem 

The first step in the analysis of the problem is to determine 
the total number of feasible solution networks which can be 
constructed on n nodes. Since the solution may involve 
1,2,3, ... ,n transits, the total number of possible solution 
networks will be of the form 

N ::;: 
n 

n 
[ 

M=l 
{ . . . . } (2. l.l) 

Now suppose that the nwuber of transits in the solution 
network is fixed at M. The number of such combinations of M 
transits from n nodes is 

n! 
(2.1.2) 

M! (n-M)! 

The size of each of the n- M node to transit llnks is dependent 
upon the amount of traffic which each node needs to tran:.:.1t to 
its parent transit. ·Each link may be analogue or digital, 

n-M giving 2 choices in all . 
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With the number and combination of transi ts establi shed, 
the numberof valid core networks which can be constructed on 
these transits can be found. Assuming that no DOR is defined, 
this is equal to the total number of connected graphs which can 

(M(M-l)/2)-l 
constructed on M nodes, i.e. 2 . 

The number of possible routeing strategies is dependent upon 
the particular topologies of the core networks. For the 
purposes of enumeration, it will be assumed that such a 
strategy can be determined along with the core network 
topology. If this is the case, the total number of feasible 
networks which can be constructed on n nodes is given by 

N 
n 

,
2

(M(M-l)/2)-l
2

n-M n n. 
l: 

M=l M! (n-M) ! 

2.2 The search for a solution 

(2.1.3) 

A standard combinatorial optimisation problem wh ich is known 
to be NOP complete is the Travelling Sa l e sman Prob l em or TSP 
(see Lawler et al. (1985)). The number of possible tours which 
can be constructed on n cities in the TSP is (n-1) !. Calculating 
the number of possible solutions for both the TSP and the NOP 
for the first few values of n, shows that, for a problem of size 
n, the number of solutions for the NOP increase even faster than 
for the TSP. Whereas an exhaustive search algorithm for the 
TSP would take O(n!) steps, such a method for the NOP would 

na 
take more than 0(2 ). Other exact solution methods such as 
branch and bound (Chandy and Russell (1972)) or linear/integer 
programming (Matsui (1978)) are available but, though making 
signif~cant, and sometimes, unrealistic simplifications to the 
problem still take an unacceptable amount of time as n increases. 
Clearly, as is the case with _the TSP, approximation algorithms 
are required to deal with the larger pro blems. 

There have been a considerable number of proposals over the 
years for solving selected parts of the NOP (Gunnarsson & Nivert 
(1984), Hansler et al. (1972) and Hoshi (1985)) and there are 
equally many techniques available for dealing with certain 
simplifications of it (Karnaugh (1976), Tang et al. (1978) 
and Mirzaian (1985)). Most operate by restricting the possible 
solution space to that subspace where it is believed, ofLen for 
intuitive reasons, the solution is likely to · lie. This 
approach can be somewhat unreliable in practice. 

To solve the genera 1 w1cun~tra ined prul.Jl e m, <.1 cunroon approach, 
in practical situations, is to use a two step heuristic process . 
This can be regarded as an extension of the drop algoritlun first 
proposed by Bahl and Tang (1972). 
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This algorithm is shown diagrammatically in fig. 2. It 
employs a foilD of double drop technique whereby transits are 
systematically removed from the network in such a way as to 
maximise the improvement in cost. At each stage, the optimal 
connection strategy for that particular combination of transits 
is approximated by a sequence of link removals, again working 
on the principle of least cost within each step. 

No 

No 

Detenn1ne best trans1t 
to remove 

Yes 

Remove transrt 
permenently 

Fig. 2 Doubl t! drop algoritlun 

No 

If implemented efficiently, tins technique can deal w1 th 
several hundred nodes but is entirely a step by step process . 
It is possible, and in practice quite common, tor a node to L>c 
eliminated at an euly stage which should actually fonn a 
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transit of the optimum network. This problem can be partly 
offset by using the method a number of times with different 
starting conditions. 

3. A NEW SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 

3.1 Overview 

The problem outlined in section 1.3 can be solved 
heuristically in sections. Presented with a set of nodes, the 
first task is to find the optimum number and location of a 
subset of these to act as transits. With n nodes and M 
transits, the number of possible subsets is 

n! 
(3.1.1) 

M! (n-M) ! 

Even for a relatively small network with lOO nodes and 10 
13 

transits, this is over 10 , which is far too large to allow 
each to be tested by even the largest machines. 

Consider the problem more generally. An algorithm is 
required to produce a $Olution to a problem with n nodes. The 
algorithm will take a timeT to operate, where T=f(n) . The 
function f depends on the particular algorithm in use. The 
problem with any exact search method is that T becomes far too 
large as n increases so that some form of simplification must 
be made. This can be achieved in exactly two ways. 

(a) Transform the function f to a less severe function g 
where T c f(n) >> g(n) = T'. 

(b) Replace the parameter n by a smaller number q so that 
T = f ( n) » f ( q) = T• . 

where T' is the time taken to solve the new problem in each 
case. All existing heuristic methods are of the first type. 
The optimisation process is simplified by a series of assurootions 
and approximations. This paper presents a new method of the 
second type in which exact se&rch techniques can still be used 
(although in practice are not) but on a reduced number of nodes 
that represent the original network. 

This is achieved using a step by step reduction process 
presented in section 3. 2. The value of q, to which the nwul.H:r 

of nodes is reduced will depend on the efficiency of the 
optimisation process which is then used. Whilst it would be 
possible to make q small enough for an exhaustive search 
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technique as suggested in section 2.2 to be used, greater 
efficiency, in terms of the time/accuracy trade off, can be 
achieved with a comprom~se. In this method, reduction is 
used to replace the large n node network by a smaller q node 
network which is still too large to be optimised by exhaustive 
search. 

Once a reduced network has been produced, an initial set of 
transits is derived, relatively quickly, by assuming certain 
characteristics about the core network. A series of 
perturbations (local transformations) is then carried out with 
these transits to improve the network arrangement • 

. 
The optimum core network connection strategy and the best 

way of routeing the traffic around the network is then 
achieved in one process by initially fully interconnecting the 
core network and using a flexible look ahead method of link 
removals. 

The necessary size of each analogue and digital link can be 
found from traffic tables or implicitly from equation (1.3.1) 
The type chosen for the individual service network links is 
dependent on the relative costs determined by the required 
traffic capacities and length. The overall flow of the 
algorithm is then in f.i.ve major distinct stages, and is 
presented here in this form. 

3. 2 Reduction 

Consider the initial network of n nodes described by (x . ,y . ) 
l l 

With each node i can be associated a weight w. 
l 

icl,2, .. ,n. 

which is related to the amount of traffic destined for, and 
being generated by, the node i. The two nodes which are 
closest together of all nodc . pairs in the initial network arc 
selected, i.e. nodes i and j such that 

( 3. 2 .l) 

is a minimum; i and j are now to be replaced by a single nod~ r, 
with characteristics which represent i and j, both in terms 
of position and weights. The new values x , y and w are 
given by r r r 

w +w 
i j 

(3. 2. 2) 

This reduction stage is shown in Fig. 3. Each traffic matrix 
must be reduced by one row and one column as well . This is 
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achieved by adding together the entries in each column of row 
i to the corresponding entry in row j and placing the result 
in row i, now labelled .r. The same is done for the columns. 
Fig. 4 gives an example. The new node r now represents the 
original nodea i and j in every &:ense. 

1o 

03 

1 

1 0 

3 

1 ~ 

0 

' 

2 

1 

n - 1 
0 

'Gi __ _ ----

' ' .... 
' ' ' .... .... .... 

o" ', 

Fig. 3 Single reduction step 

3 

1 1 1 2 

1 

0 2 1 

0 

1 nxn 
(n-ijx(n-ij 

~ 

5 3 

4 

0 

0 

Fig. 4 Reduction of the traffic matrix 

3 2 

A new network has now been produced with n-1 nodes, one fewer 
than before. If this process is repeated n-q times, a q node 
network is produced which represents the original in terros of 
traffic distribution characteristics. These q nodes have been 
drawn, by the weights, to areas of heavy traffic. The process 
of transit selection can now take place fro~ this reduced 
number of nodes. Since these q nodes represent the original n, 
any combination of H transits selected from these q will also 
prove to be a good selection to apply to the original network. 

Clearly, this weighted reduction process produces 
replacement nodes at positions which do not correspond to the 
locations of any of the original nodes. Although these could 
be used in the next stages of the procedure, the nearest real 
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site is chosen for each transit position. 

3.3 Star optimisation 

An awareness of the way in which the cost of various networks 
chanqe will help simplify the task of choosinq the transits. 
As seen in equation (1.2.2), the total cost of any network is 
comprised of the three components shown in Fiq. 5. These are 

(a) service Link Costs. Such costs decrease as the number 
of transits increases since more traffic is beinq 
switched on the diqital links between transits. 

(b) Core Link COsta. Such costs increase as the number of 
transits increases for the same reason as in (a) • 

(c) Transit Costs. Obviously, these costs increase with the 
number of transits. 

The additive results of two steadily increasing functions and 
and one decreasinq function tends to the convex (downwards) 
curve shown in Fiq. 5 (although, in practice, the curve is 
stepped) • This point can be of considerable use when attempting 
to find the optimum number of transits. If M is a variable 
denotinq a particular number of transits and M~ is the optimum 
value of H then it is unnecessarv to test M£1, M-2, • . , M-q, 
to find HA. It is only necessary to continue until the cost 
beqins to rise again. It can then be assumed that the optimum 
t)Aa been paued. 

Total- C(M) 

C(M•) --

No. of T rwnelt ..., 
Fiq. 5 Separation of coat function into 1 ta component a 

For any particular value of H there are 

q! 
(3.3.1) 

H! (q-H) ! 
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co~1nations of transits to be considered. For each of these 
(H(H-1)/2)-1 · 

co~inations, there are 2 possible core networks. 
For increasing values of H, it becomes impossible to try every 
one. A study of a number of practical telecommunication 
networks reveals a strong tendency for the core network to 
take on the appearance of a star or very close to it in an 
unconstrained situation. MOreover, at this stage, only an 
initial solution is required to pass to the perturbation section. 
With this in mind, it is assumed, protem, that the transits 
are to be connected together as a star as shown in Fig. 6. 
There are H such stars for each selection of transits, so 
there are 

• 
q~ 

(3.3.2) 
H! (q-H) ~ (H-1) ! (q-H)! 

different networks to be tested. This part of the problem 
is now reduced to manageable proportions. Whilst the 
simplification of the core network to a star is not necessarily 
justified in every case, this technique will provide a starting 
solution which has been found good enough, in practice, to 
present to the next stage. 

Fig. 6 Star core network 

3.4 Transit perturbation 

This stage applies small perturbations to the network in 
order to test for improvement. This is achieved by moving 
each transit, in turn, around the other nodes in the network 
while new added links are considered along with the removal of 
existing links. At each stage, any tested network proving to 
be cheaper than the previous one is accepted and the process 
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repeated. The exact flow of this perturbation is very flexible . 
The general case is given by the following algorithm. 

l. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15 . 
16. 

select 4 set of transist, J
1
,J2 , ••• ,Jx 

select 4 set of nodes, 11 ,i2 , ••• ,ix 

Move each transit J to node (site) i 
Reconnect core network as before 
Reconnect each node to its nearest transit. 
Select a different set of transits, K1 ,K2 , . .. ,Ky 
Connect each J and K 
select a different set of transits, L1 ,L2 , ••. ,Lz 
Disconnect each J and L 
Calculate cost of new network 
If there is an improvement in cost then 

else 

ll. (a) 

11. (b) 
11. (c) 

Keep new 
network 
Goto 1 
Discard 
network 

If there are other choices of the L set then go to 8 

If there are other choices of the K set then go to 6 

If there are other choices of the i set then go to 2 
If there are other choices of the J set then go to 1 
Output Network 

This algorithm will loop until there is no further 
~provement in cost to be achieved by any other local 
transformation. At each stage, the network undergoes a small 
change and the new cost is determined. The simplest version of 
the above algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7 with x=ycz=l. 
Once this process is completed, the location of each transit 
is established permanently. 

A somewhat different application of the concept of local 
perturbations applied to an · initial solution is given by 
Rothfarb et al (1969). 

K 

Fig. 7 Transit perturbation 
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3.5 Core network optimisation 

At this point the numper and location of the M transits has 
been determined. Each node is connected directly to its 
nearest transit and it only remains to determine the best way 
of connecting these M transits together. 

(M(M-l)/2)-1 
With M transits there are 2 possible core networks. 

13 Por 10 transits, there is approximately 10 , far too many to 
examine individually. In addition, the appropriate routeing 
strategy has to be determined as well. The number of such 
feasible routeings depends on the particular topology of the 
core network under consideration. As an ·example, consider a 
full mesh on M transits with a DOR of 1. Each of the M(M-1)/2 
pairs of nodes can either communicate directly or via any one 
of the M-2 other nodes in the network. Hence there are 

[ M-l)M(M-l)/2 possible routeing strategies for the mesh alone. 
44 . h For l1=10, this is 10 Once again an exhaust1ve searc can 

be ruled out as a possible method of solution and a more 
efficient technique is required to determine the core network. 
The method presented here determines both the topology and 
the routeing at the same time. Firstly, a simple method is 
given, similar in principle to the drop algorithm of Bahl and 
Tang (1972).. This is then extended to give a much more 
powerful technique for determining the .core network. 

To begin with, each transit is connected to every other 
transit in a full mesh arrangement. Any two transits 
communicate along the direct link between them. A number of 
trial re.movals are then attempted. Each link, in turn, is 
removed and the traffic along that link i s rerouted via each 
of the other transits in turn. Of all possible link removals 
and all possible rerouteings, one choice will lead to the 
greatest improvement in cost .' This particular modification 
to the network is then made permanent. The link is removed 
and the traffic along that link rerouted accordingly. At each 
stage, the constraints of DOR and network security are checked 
and no link removal is allowed which would violate these 
conditions. This process continues, step by step, until the 
greatest improvement which could be achieved by a further link 
removal is negative. The optimisation is then complete. The 
logical flow of this technique is shown in Ftg. 8. It can 
be seen that a strict decision is taken at each stage as to 
which path to follow and all other paths are discarded. As before, 
the problem still remains that a link could be removed at an 
early stage which would then prove to be of value in the final 
network. Once such a choice is made, however, the link cannot 
be replaced. 
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A. 
~N) 

Key: 
IN - lniUel netwof1( 

NN - new netwof1( 
FN - tn.l netwcrt 

B. 
(NN) 

Fig. 8 COre net;'-'Ork opt i.miaation: simple method 

0. 
(FN) 

This simple method can be improved upon by extendi ng i t to 
the look ahead process shown in Fig . 9. Instead of merely 
considering the removal of one link at a time, a sequence of 
link removals is considered up to S stages into the future, 
along with the accompanying rerouteings . The link which is 
eventually removed is that link whose path leads to the 
greatest improvement S stages ahead. The process then moves 
fon.oard one step (B in Fig. 9) and looks a.he4d another S 
s~ges. Again the process continues until no improvement is 
possible. 

A. 
(1N) 

Key: 
IN-IniUal~ 
NN-new~ 

~c:::::::::::==-----<>--....-;~=====3 c. 

___..J.>---==~==::::3 (SN) 

8N - belt profect-' ~ after s ataoee 

Fig. 9 Core network optiroisation : improved method 

Clearly, the accuracy of this method depends on the value of 
S and this accuracy has to be balanced against the time taken 
to complete the process. If time permitted, it ia possible, 
in theory, to make S so large that all possible networks were 
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considered. 

Lin & Kernighan (1973) briefly discuss a form of look ahead 
technique as a possible extension to their Travelling Salesman 
algorithm. 

3.6 Service network optimisation 

Although the service network links can be either analogue or 
digital, results have shown that if all links are considered 
digital from the start, satisfactory networks are obtained. 
At thi& stage a simple comparison is made between the cost of 
a number of analogue circuits needed to carry the traffic for 
each of the n-H links with the cost of the equivalent digital 
circuits, the cheaper alternative being chosen in each case. As 
the traffic in the network under consideration grows and the 
trend towards cheaper digital links continues, any errors at this 
stage become negligible. 

3.7 Combined operation and implementation 

The algorithm has been presented in five sections since its 
flexibility and modular operation are extremely powerful in 
this form. The accuracy can be made increasingly good by 
allowing longer running times. Alternatively, remarkably good 
results can be obtained v.ery quickly by minimising the 
rel~vant running times wherever possible. There are three main 
areas o£ flexibility. 

(a) The value of q. Reduction is reasonably quick, 
particularly in the latter stages (since there are 
fewer distances to compare) . The amount of work done 
by the star optimisation section, however, clearly 
depends on the number of replacement nodes it is 
acting upon. The greater the value of q, the more 
accurate the results and the longer the running time. 

(b) The method of perturbation. Clearly, there are many 
ways in which transits can be moved around the network 
while links are added and removed. Algorithm 3.4.1 
is only one example. The more extensive the 
perturbation&, the less likely it will be that an 
optimum is missed but the longer the . running time. 

(c) The value of S. As outlined before, the solution will 
become more and more accurate as the number of look 
ahead stages increases but this will, of course, 
increase the running time. 
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The techniques presented in this paper, have been coded in 
Pascal in the five separate sections as they are given and set 
into operation on an IBM .PC-XT personal computer. The results 
obtained a·re contained in the next solution. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to examine the techniques in detail, an exhaustive 
search or full optimisation program was developed to run with 
identical network examples to those tested using the above 
methods, but on a large PRIME 9950 computer. This is a fast, 
powerful machine by comparison with the IBM PC-XT and is 
capable of making large numbers of calculations in a short 
time. Even so, exact optimisation methods of this type still 
take huge amounts of cpu time due to the number of possibilities 
to be tested. Although such a method is very slow, requiring 
run times in the order of days, or even weeks, the exhaustive 
search program provides exact reference networks which are 
known to be correct. It also gives a measure of the complexity 
of the problem to note that this program becomes impossible 
to run for networks of more than 30 or 40 nodes. Comparisons 
of results between the IBM model and the PRIME solutions are 
very good indeed. Of 23 networks tested simultaneously, the 
overall optimum (number of transits, M·, as well as combination 
of MA transits) was obtair1ed in all but one case (the third 
network shown in Table I) . This was an artificial network 
deliberately constructed in a totally symmetric form with 
completely uniform traffic flow. Its purpose was to test the 
model to the extremes of its operation. Even in this instance, 
the difference in cost between the modelled and the exact 
solutions was less than l\. If the number of transits was 
constrained to be artificially higher or lower than M., for 
the pULposes of determining the optimum network with a specific 
number of transits, the results obtained were exact around 90\ 
of the time with the error, in the remaining case, being 
bounded by 3\ and averaging less than 1\. These should be 
considered excelle~t results for a program running so much 
faster than existing methods and only on a personal computer. 
It appears that only when particularly suboptimal numbers of 
transits are requested by the user, that the model begins to 
lose accuracy and even then, to within acceptable limits. A 
selection of six typical networks are shown in Table I. 

The precise time taken by the model to ob.tain a solution 
is somewhat flexible (see section 3.7). Fig. 10 gives an 
example of the saving in time achieved by the reduction process 
and the assumption of a star at the early stages. It shows 
graphically the number of different networks which need to be 
considered, firstly by the full optimisation method and then 
by the method presented in this paper. A typical lOO node 
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Table 1 

Results of comparisons between the PRIME And the IBM PC-XT 

Network No. of No. of 
no. nodes transits 

1 19 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

2 50 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

3 49 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

4 18 1 
2 
3 
4 

5 25 1 
2 
3 
4 

6 21 1 
2 
3 
4 

Cost of Solution Produced by Difference 
PRIME IBM PC-XT (\) 

1. 997 1.997 0.0 
1.603 1.603 0.0 
l. 591 l. 591 o.o 
l. 590* 1.590* o.o 
1.668 1. 700 0.1 

l. 532 1.532 0.0 
1.219 1.219 0.0 
1.199 1.199 0.0 
1.190* 1.190* 0.0 
1.203 l. 203 0.0 
1. 256 1. 256 0.0 

2.340 2.340 o.o 
2.254 2.254 0.0 
2.152 2.152 0.0 
2.093 2 .093* 0.0 
2 .0.79* 2.095 0.8 
2.146 2.155 0.4 

1.512 l. 512 0.0 
1. 484 * 1. 484• o.o 
1.509 1.509 0.0 
1.562 1. 562 o.o 

0.965 0.965 0.0 
0.952* 0.952* 0.0 
1.001 1.001 0.0 
1.090 1.122 2. 9 

1.935 1.935 o.o 
1.895 1.895 o.o 
1. 891* 1.891* 0.0 
1.899 1.908 o. 4 

* best overall solution for eAch 
network by eAch method. 
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network with an optimum of 4 transits requires the following 
approximate times for each section. 

1. Reduction From n•lOO to q•30 10 minute a 

2. sur Optimiaation ' From q•30 to HA •4 40 minutes 

3. Transit Perturbation From HA c4 to new MA•4 120 minutes 

4. Core Op~isation S•l 5 seconds 
5•2 5 minutes 
S-=3 60 minutes 

5. Service Optimiaation 2 seconds 

These timings are the approximAte average values for each 
section, measured using an IBM PC-XT personal computer, a 
comparatively slow machine. If the programs are run on the 
PRIME, which is about 20 times fast, it can be seen that, 
in about 10 minutes, it would be possible to obta1n an 
approxima~on to a 50lution that was otherwise impossible! 

~....-en 

i 20 Q•30 
10 M•4 

15 

1 10 

10 
10 

l5 

~ · 5 
10 

0 
30 eo 

Fig. 10 Comparison of Computational Complexity 

5. CONCLUSIOOS 

This is a new and fundAmentally different method of 
optimising the structure of large switching networks. The 
results obtained to date are extreme~y encouraging and it 
appears that the combined objectives of decreasing the 
computational work whilst maintaining an acceptable level of 
accuracy have been achieved. It soon becomes iJDpossible to 

n 

teat the model empirically as the number of nodes increases 
aince exact methods require excessive amounts of processing 
time, even on the largest machines. work is underway at preeent 
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to determine the limitations of these techniques via a 
theoretical approach to the analysis. In addition, the extension 
of the model to more than two levels seems reasonable from 
preliminary studies . 

Since no assumptions have been made that are based solely on 
telecommunication networks, the application of these ideas, 
both to other types of network problem and combinatorial 
problems in general, seems possible. 
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AB3TRACT. 

nus paper surveys the major facets of the branch 
of combinatorial optimisation l<nown as 
communication networK optinUsation. The basic 
principles are investigated briefly, followed by a 
discussion of location, connection and traffic 
routeing problems in turn. In each case the 
relevant existing algorithms are listed together 
with sorre suggestions concerning the like 1 y areas 
of investigation in fUture years. 

1. IlliROr.u::rroo. 

It is coom:m for conmmication networKs to maKe use of the roost 

roode:rn equipnent available. SUch equJ.pnent is, by definition, 

expensive and it c 1 ear 1 y becorres .iJq:lortant to use it in the roost 

efficient way possible. It is this ~suit of perfection, 1n its 

various forms, 'tl4lich conprise the field of coommi.cation network 

optinU sation. 

'lbere are a nuni:>er of individual problems to be dealt with in the 

design of any particular network. Each may or may not be appropriate 

in any given situation. nus paper considers the roore inportant of 

these by presentil18 the major pieces of work which nave been carrie<1 

out in each case. Before this can be ach1eve<1, however, some basic 

ground. rules are necessary. 
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1. 1. Objectives. 

Any varlable system can only be optimised Wl th respect to a single 

objective function although ~s may be a non-trivial combination of a 

m.mt>er of corrponents. The optimisation discussed in this paper will be 

mainly carried out with respect to nunimising the cost of the 

resultant networK. In general, a I'ltJil't)er of constraints will be 

stiPJ.lated and the networK of minim.nn cost, sat1sfying these 

constra1nts, will be sought. 

There are alternative fo~ of optimisation, however. If a 

predeterrruned amount of facilities are available then the cost can be 

cons1dered as one of the fixed constraints and different pararreters 

such as reliability (Hansler et al. (1972), Van SlyKe & FranK [1972) 

and WilKov (1972)), grade of service (Gunnarsson & Nivert [1984)), 

congestion (Davies [1972)) or traffic flow can be maximised or 

minimised as appropriate. 

1.2. Simple Principles of Communication NetworKs. 

The purpose of any networK is to connect together a number of 

sources and siruts of communications traffic, Known as nodes, 

distr1buted within a given region. '!he nodes are situated in such a 

way as to serve the underlying traffic d1strirut1on of the region. If 

the locations of the nodes are Known then so is the arrount of traffic 

flowing in each direction between each node pair. 'lbe number of nodes 

is commonly represented by n. 

A solution to a networK problem will consist of a system of links 

and switches (s~tiiiEs Known as tandems), collecting and d1striruting 

the traffic around the networK in the required manner. Both the 

topological structure of this networK and the way in wtlich the traffic 

flows around it are subjects for optimisation. 'lbere is clearly a 

strong relationship between these networKs and the matllema.tical 

subject of gram theory (Harary [1971) and Wilson [1972)). 'Ihis 

relationship is investigated in cattenoole [1975) and Grout [1988). 

'Ihe cost of any networK will be the S\D of the individual costs of 

its corrponent liruts, nodes and switches. 'Ibe cost of a linl<., node or 
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sw1 tch 1s dictated by its size which, in turn, de:Pends on the arrount 

of traffic it has to deal with (and in the case of a linK, its 

length). For these purposes, approximations such as the Erlang B 

formula are generally used (Hllls [1979)). It is the purpose of this 

paper to survey the principal techniques for optimisation avaUable 

and not to deal, in any great detai 1, with the 

technicalities. For such a treatment, see Heister et 

Grout [1988). 

ma thema.tical 

al. [ 1972) or 

2. LCCATION. OF FACILITIES. 

'Ihe effective placement of nodes and switches will have a 

networi<.. considerable lnfluence upon the cost of 

Ideally, each should be s1 tuated 1n the 

eff1c1ently collects (and distrlbutes) the 

the resultant 

1ocat1on Where 1t most 

traffic which it has to 

deal w1 th. 'llus section deals w1 th nodes and switches in turn. 

2. 1. Traffic Server Locations. 

For any given region there will be a certain distribution of 

traffic generated and received. 'll1e nodes should be placed in such a 

way as to minim1se the cost of serving this dlstrirution. 'Ihere are 

two problems to be dealt with: that of determining the Il\.liJi)er of nodes 

(and consequently the area covered by each node) and the location of 

each node within 1 ts respective area. 

<:ne of the first real attenpts to deal with these JJN)blems is given 

in Rapp [1962). It is noted that the cost of a node within a single 

traffic area is a fUnction F(x,y,D) of its x and y coordinates and the 

traffic distrirution D. 'll1e optim..Im location of the node is then given 

by oF/dX=oF/dy=O. 'll1e size of the node should then be calculated 

rrerely to be large enough to deal with the traffic in that area. 'll1e 

traffic distrirution is typically represented by a llUlrerical grid 

(Rapp (1962], Enriquez de 8alamanca & Zulueta (1971) and Wa<htfa 

[1979)) with larger values representing areas of greater traffic 

density. 'Ibis situation is shown in Fig. 1. 
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In practice the node placement can be achieved with reasonable 

accuracy (bearing in mind that traffic density figures are li.l<.ely to 

be irJprecise anyway) by balanc1ng ~nts or, even roore s1rrply, by 

ensur1ng that the traffic totals on either side of an tmaginary 

straigll.t lme drawn through the, node are equal. S1m1lar worK has been 

carr1ed out by Cl<.azalU [1982). 

'llle s1 tuat1on is not, in truth, as sirrple as this. 'llle ultimate 

objective in networK des1gn 1s to rmnimise the total cost. Placing the 

node 1n such a way as to rmn1m1se the cost of the subscriber 

connections 1n that group may cause the 1 inKs between the node and 1 ts 

parent tandem(s) to be longer than necessary. If the cost of these 

linKs is cons1dered, the effect is to pull the node away from the 

centre of the group (see Fig. 2). Taking thls into account, the 

problem of node placemmt is roore difflcul t and may be a productive 

area of investigatlon for the future. 

2. 2. SWitching Centre Locations. 

If the positions of the n nodes are established 1 t then becon:es 

necessary to determine the opt.im.lm location of the M switches in tile 

higher level networK as well as the best value of M. A rrumber o£ 

constraints are possible at this stage, depending upon the fonn of tile 

solution required. 

Hoshi [1985) addresses the problem of finding the opt1.mlm size of 

each tandem group. Clearly the mean size of each group is inversely 

proportional to the nuni:>er of tandems. A l'lUJlt)er of somev41at si.Irplistic 

assurrptions are made in this paper but it does provide an explicit 

method for determining M. 

'Ibe general problem of determining the best choice of tandems has 

been considered by Bahl & Tang [1972), Boorstyn & Frank [1977], Tang 

et al. [1978], Hoc [1982], Mirzaian [1985] and Grout et al. 

[1986, 1987) aroong many others. 'Ibe approaches are many and varied. 

Soo:e algoritl'Jns only worK for networKs of a specific type Wbereas 

o·thers tend to make inpractical assurptions such as !mowing the cost 

of variable aroounts of equi~nt in advance or having it proportional 
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to a simple formula (see Grout [1988) for a fuller discussion of the 

shortcomings of some ex1sting ~thods). 

'!be general problem is extrerrely difficult. To Know the cost of a 

tandem requires that its size be known also. nus will depend on the 

closeness of the other tandems vmich. in turn, implies prior l<nowledge 

of the tandem locations, the very thlng required at the beginning. 'Ihe 

only escape is to consider eadh selection of tandems on its ~rits, 

one at a ti.Ire. To examine every tandem set in this way, however, would 

take t oo l ong and, in practice, heuristic techniques such as the 

Double Drop rrethod (BP [1984)) or that of Grout et al. [1986, 1987) are 

used 1nstead. These ~thods do not guarantee the exact optimJm 

solution but are found, in practice, to provide approximations of 

acceptable accuracy. '!he Double Drop ~thod begins with all nodes 

establ1shed as switches and systematically removes them until the 

required set 1s reached. 'll1e ~thod of Grout et al. enploys a 

redllct1on stage to simpl1fy the problem followed by a constrained 

techru.que for tandem se 1 ection. 

'll1e roost profitable direction for research in the future would be 

into ways of irrproving these practical heuristics, both in tenns o£ 

speed of execution and accuracy of results. 'Ibe continually inproved 

coopJ.tational power becoming available (Slmner [1986)) would appear to 

ensure the former to some extent. 

With the position of the n nodes and M switches established. the 

problem becomes one of connection rather than location. '!here are at 

least as many algorithms for the connection problem as for the 

location problem (indeed some ~thods deal with both sinultaneously), 

each varying according to the particular application it is intended to 

deal with. Firstly, a special type of networK is considered. followed 

by the rmre general case. 
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3. 1. Centralised NetworKs. 

'Ihese networKs are those of the form discussed by Olandy & Russell 

[1972) and correspond to systems ..mere conmmication is only required 

between a llllrii>er of terminals and a central COIIPlter or data base (see 

Fig. 3). A rn.D'Ji:)er of algori tlms exist for their solution. Most are 

based, 1n sOOE way or another, on tree structures (Krusl<al [1956) and 

Prim [1957)). 'Ihe minimal spanning tree (MST) of a set of nodes can be 

computed easily (Shamos [1978)). If the MST were always suitable the 

problem would be solved. However practical requirements of link. 

capacity and reliability usually lllPlY a series of constraints upon 

the final solution Which corrplicate the situation. 

Exhaustive search techniques are not desirable if the I'lUlJi:>er of 

nodes is large. Olandy and Russell [1972) present a rethOd for 

determining the optimlm networK based on the branch and bound worK of 

Little et al. [1963). 'll1.is is still, in effect, merely a structured 

eXhaust1ve search and ult~tely heuristics are necessary. 

Both the algoritlms of Kruskal [1956) and Prim [1957) can be 

adapted to give constrained heuristic solutions althOugh superior 

results are obtained via the algoritlrn of Esau and Williams [1966) in 

Which a ' trade-off' function is maximised in order to detenmne the 

best way to reconnect the networK at each stage. All three, however, 

can be shown to be variants of a s1ngle method (Kershenbaum & Qlou 

[1974) ). Further heuristics are offered by Frank. et al. [1971) and 

Elias & Ferguson [1974). 

For networKs of moderate size, the ilnPrOved techniques of Karnaugh 

[1976) and Kershenbaum et al. [1980) nay be suitable. 'Ihese are more 

accurate algoritlms Which w111 taKe longer to execute than the sinple 

rethod above. Karnaugh' s rethod, for exarrple, makes repeated calls to 

a mod.lfied Esau Williams algorltlln and produces results which are 2-3X 

better than those given otherwise. 

The worK carr1ed out by Tang et al. [1978) and Hoc [1982) also 

deals with the cho1ce of linKs in addition to the selection of 

concentrators to Which the papers are more earnestly directed. 
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3.2. Generalised Networks. 

'1h1s section deals with the roore general case of section 3. 1. '1h1s 

involves a nuni:>er of nodes and switches in 'fttlich traffic may flow from 

any node to any other node in the networK. '!he situation is clearly 

far roore cooplicated and. not surprisingly, fewer real algoritl'ms 

exist for its solutio~ 

In contrast, however, there is no shortage of literature concerning 

the problems involved. Gallego [1971), Frank & Cllou [1972), Goldstein 

[1973), Engvall [1979) and Greenhop & Garrpbell [1984) all address 

themselves to the matter in various forms. 'Ihe American ARPA network, 

in particular, has been studied in great detail (FranK et al. [1970), 

Cole [1972), Franl< et al. [1972) and Shwartz [1977)). 

'Whilst providing powerfUl and usefUl insights into the behav1or of 

operat1onal cormunication networks, rruch of the wori<. carr1ed out to 

date does not allow gernune optimisation to be perfonred on a general 

network problem. It is certainly difficult, and probably i.npossible, 

to represent the complexities of a typical network problem by a 

mathematical m:>del of a sui table form to allow conventional problem 

so1v1ng techniques to operate. For exanple, while linear programning 

problems are relat1vely easy to solve (.KarmarKar [1984)), to express a 

network optimisation problem i n such a form requires significant 

s.inpllfication in roost areas. '!he results obtained via such an 

approach should thus be treated w1 th ex~ caut1on. 

'!he natural al ternat1 ve to roode lllng tecbru.ques, the systematic 

generation and evaluation of all possible solutions, is, whilst 

accurate, far too cooplex a ta.s}{ to cons1der for all but very small 

problems. 'Ihe nUIIDer of possible choices of M tandems from n nodes, 

for example, is ~ so that the total number of valid sets 1s 

~= 1. . n (~) and thl.s taKes no account of linK placenent or traffic 

routeing. 

As before, heuristics are clearly needed to deal with large 

problems. 'Ihe Double Drop netllod (BP [1984)) and the nethod of Grout 

et al. [1986, 1987) nentioned in section 2.2 for determining tandem 

locations also provide nethods of approx1mating the optirrum llnk. 

structure, the nethod of Grout et al. being a generalisation of the 
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Double Drop net.bod. As before, it may be expected tnat the future will 

yield further heuristics for ~ving the accuracy of opt1m1sation of 

the larger networi< problems. At present such techniques are ext.ren'Ely 

rare. 

q., 'IRAFFIC RCUIElNG S'IRA'IEliES. 

SUppose now that the topological (i.e. Physical) structure of the 

solution networi< is determined. The locations of the nodes and 

switches are established and the appropriate links have been added 

between them. The result can be regarded as a graJil on the n nodes. 

The solution is not complete, however. For a given node pair (i,j), 

there Wlll be, in general, a ll1.liiDer of paths from i to j. The problem 

of finding the best path for each node pair (rerrert>ering that each 

will 1nteract) forms the basis of all t.raff1c routeing algorithms. The 

problem, however, can manifest itself 1n a ll1.liiDer of forms. 

4. 1. ~ortest Path Problems. 

The sirrplest form of routeing problem concerns finding the shortest 

path between i and j for each (i, j) in the networi<. It is sirrpler to 

rrere 1 y consider two nodes at a tirre and to repeat the process as 

necessary. SUppose then that the shortest path between nodes u and v 

is required and that distances between all pairs of nodes in the 

networi< are Known. 

<Xle of the f1rst atterrpts at solving this problem 1s by Ford [1956] 

although sorre wori< was done earlier by Heller [1953]. The rrethod given 

prodUces the shortest path in all cases rut is not particularly 

cornputationally efficient. DijKst.ra [1959] suggests an alternative 

which is probably the sirrplest of all shortest path algori thns. 

DijKstra' s algoritlln operates by including each node in turn into a 

set of nodes Whose distance from u is known. Initially only u is in 

this set. At each subsequent stage the closest node to a node already 

in the set is chosen and its distance from u calculated as the minimJm 

of its distance from w plus the distance of w from u for all w already 

in the set. The process contirmes until v becorres included in the set 
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1n tlus way. DiJKstra' s algori t.trn is an l.IJ'PI"'Vement over Ford' s 

because only a relat1vely small aroount of worK has to be done at each 

stage both in tenns of corrp.Itation and storage requirerrents. 

Golden [1976) notes that an algoritl'ln due to Bellman [1958] is rmre 

computationally efficient than Dijkstra's for sparse graphs with 

Euclldean distances and Golden & Ball [1978) suggest an irrproved 

version of DiJkstra's algorlthm Which also perfonns better than the 

origlnal for s~lar exarrples. 

A corrparable problem. that of flndlng the shortest path through a 

number of nodes, 1s considered by Verbluns.Ky [1951) and Beardwood et 

al. [1959) . '!be problem then i ncreases cons1derably in conplexity, 

however, and roore resei'OOles the faroous travelling salesman problem 

(Lawler et al. [1985)) . 

4 . 2. Maxim..ml Flow Problems. 

Another way in which a traffic routeing problem can be expressed is 

in tenns of finding the maxi rrum traffic flow in the networK. Assuming 

that the networK is currently desi gned to carry the required aroount of 

traffic, an effective choice of routeing may lead to a surplus 

capacity in some areas vmich can be utilised sometirre into the fUture. 

It may be of great importance then to route all traffic around the 

networK so that the rnaxim.Jn flow is possible. 

To date, the major part of the results achieved with respect to 

maxim..ml flow problems has been theoretical al Ulough in some instances 

the progression to the practical case is not extremely hard. It is 

asS\.I'lled that all links within the networK have lmown and fixed 

capacities. For any two nodes, u and v, within the networK, the 

problem of finding the maxirrum possible flow from from u to v is a 

well solved one. 

Menger [ 1927) showed that the maxim.m rnmi)er of separate paths 

between u and v is equal to the mini.m.m l1lliii:)er of 1 i.Ii<.s needed to 

disconnectufrom vconpletely (Harary [1971)). 'nli.s result can be 

extended (Wilson [1972)) to Show that the maximlm flow possible 

between u and v is equal to the min.iiiUn sm1 of the capacities of such 

a set of links. Based upon this observation, Ford & F\l.l.Kerson [ 19561 
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propose an algori tiTn for finding such a flow based on a sequence of 

gra<hlal 1rrproverrents applied to a starting solution. 'Ibe problem of 

calculating the rmgn1tude of such a maximlm flow with practical 

restrictions upon the length of each path, however, is l<nown to be 

hard (lta1 et al. [1982)). A heuristic procedure for this PJrPOSe is 

proposed by Ronen & Peri [1984]. 

'll1e real problem, of course, is far roore involved than this. 

Instead of traffic flowing between two nodes in isolation, all pairs 

of nodes in the network may need to communicate. Traffic between one 

pair may share linKs and sw1 tches with that between another pair (the 

capacity of the switches is not even considered by the simple 

algorithms although it can be incorporated into the capacity of the 

linKs Wlth care). 'll1is problem has barely been approached in the 

literature on network optimisation and may well provide fruit if some 

work was to be directed at it. 

4. 3. General Route1ng Problems. 

'Ibe or1ginal and roost comn::m problem, however, is that of 

minimising the cost of the networK. 'll1is involves the problem of 

routeing the traffic, not so as to minimise distance or maxim1se flow 

arbitrarily, rut to find the roost economical strategy for Whatever 

form of cost is being used. Not surprisingly, the prroblem is far 

harder than the previous two and not particularly well solved in the 

practical case although there are some good exanples of theoretical 

work available (Frank & Olou [1971). Gallager .[1977). Yu et al. 

[1984), Esfahanian & Hal<.im1 [1985) and Mars & N.arendra [1987]). Many 

of these, however, attempt to restrict congestion etc. as opposed to 

minrrdsing cost. Mulvey [1978) deals with a simplification of the 

minimlm cost flow problem using the sinplex linear programning methOd. 

'Ibe real problem, however, is so Dll.ch roore difficult due, as Dll.ch 

as any thing to the I'lUJli)er of restrictions which may in force as .we 11 

as the sheer Ill11'li:>er of routeings that are possible. Even if traffic is 

only permitted to pass via a maximlm of one other node or tandem, 

there are of the order of nr'E possible overall constructions (see 

Grout [ 1988)). 
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Again, practical techruques such as the double drop rrethod (BP 

[1984)) and the rrethod of Grout et al. [1986, 1987) can achieve 

heur1stic results to such problems but their accuracy in this case is 

not entirely proven. This is possibly one area of optimdsation, if 

any, which urgently needs a considerable iiJ'I'I'Overnent in the 

ava.J.lability of pract1cal results and algor1 tlms. 

5. CX>NCLUSIONS. 

Clearly there 1s no shortage of literature available concerning 

networK opt~sation in all ltS forms. In particular, the 

si.rrpl1fications of the general case appear to be well solved. 'Ihe roore 

general problem, however, is still proving difficult and ffi3.Y well 

remain so for sorre tiire (see Greenhop & Carrpbe 11 ( 1984) or Grout 

[1988) for further discussion) . 
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